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Absffact

This thesis considers the previously neglected topic of Oscat \X/ilde as a charzcter in

Victorian fiction, with a view to providing new insights into Wilde's contemporary

context. The consultation of a diverse range of sources-biographies, memoirs,

monogfaphs, manuscripts, journals, newspapefs, bibliographies, printed teference

works and electro tirc databzses and academic fes¡¡5-þas led to the identifìcation of

z remzrkable number of qfi/ildean' fictions. Thirty-five novels and short stories by

Victorian authors such as Joseph Conrad, Arthur Conan Doyle, Henry James, George

Bernard Shaw and Bram Stoker, as well âs many lesser-known writers, are examined

and critiqued here. Works are discussed in chronological order and have been divided

into three sections corresponding with distinct phases in Wilde's pubìic life.

Most of the fictions examined-especially the lesser-known works-will be

of significant historical interest to \X/ilde scholars; many little-known biographical and

ltterary details and connections are revealed in the following pages. Síilde's

'fictionalisers' were often personally acquainted with him and in their fictions make

observations about the controversial aesthete that they do not tecotd elsewhere.

Extensive analysis of these works, both individually and as a disctete genre, has

yielded some rare and subtle insights into \X/ilde's place among his contemporaries; a

contextual consideration that is often ovedooked as a result of the modern critical

practice of viewing Wilde as 'one of us'. This study is intended to demonstrate the

value and aptness of biographical and new histoÁcal approaches to \X/ilde and

constitutes a unique academic resoufce with many potential applications'
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Introduction

,., Art has not forgotten ffhomas Gdffiths !íainewright]. He is the hero of Dickens's

Hanted Down, the Vãtn.y of Bulwer's L,t¿netia; and it is gtatifying to note that fiction has

paid some homage to ofle who was so powerful with 'pen, pencil and poison'' To be

suggestive fot fiction is to be of more impottance than a fact.

Oscat \Wilde, 'Pen, Pencil and Poison'
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INTRO DU CTIO N

s countless critics have observed, and as the preceding passage suggests, the

lâte nineteenth century author Oscar Wilde regarded his own life as an

artistic subject. Indeed, he consideted that '[t]o become a work of art is the

object of living'.t Such categorical statements were frequently made by \]Zilde ând

explain the writer's determination to put his genius 'into his life' rathet than into his

work; a resolution he famously confided to André Gide.2 \X/ilde's fascination with the

vagaries of image and identity is reflected in the preoccupation with masks, mitrors

and portraits in his literary works. Just as Wilde strove to foster psychological

compleity and ambiguity in his writings, he also consciously endeavoured to cultivate

diversity in his own character with the intention of becoming a symbolic figure,

czpable of inspiring endless interpretation. \X/ith this goal in mind, \íilde astutely

exploited the burgeoning media and consumer culture of his time to become a

conspicuous public personality .t Terry Eagleton recently summarised Wilde 
^s 

'a' m n

who saw himself as clay in his own hands'.a Indeed, Wilde refused to fix or 'ftre' his

personal-ity into any defìnite form, and endeavoured to maintain a fluid, malleable

identity, consistently reiecting notions of zn undedying'authentic selfi. Consequently,

Wilde presents â mass of contradictions to those who would try to pin him down; he

wâs at once ân Irishman with Republican sympathies who coutted the English

aristocracy, a Protestant who was deeply fascinated by Catholicism, an effete dandy

capable of besting the budiest athletic opponent (in conversational or physical

combat), a socialist and an elitist, an optimist and a cytic, a husband, a fat}rer and a

lover of men.

\X/hile \)7ilde's complexities can perhaps be attributed to his singular n'arure as

much as to his premeditated design, there can be no doubt that he delibetately set out

to inspire the imagination of his era. Near the end of his life, Wilde reflected that he

had been ultimately successful in achieving this end:

1 Oscar Wilde, Epigrams and aphorisms, ms., \lilliam Andrews Clark Memorial Ltbrary Archives' William

Andrews Clark Memoria|L\brary, University of Caltforniz, Los Angeies'
2 André Gtde, Oscar lYilcle, ¡tans. Bernard Frechtman Q.{ew York: Philosophical Library,1949) p. 76.

3 Ian Fietcher notes that \Wilde 'exploited and [was]

iournalism" originating in the United States in th
compulsory education in England in 1870 a¡d 1874,

and newspapers and magazrnes were furnished for
polarrizatton, and the routine coarsening of issues into p
-English 

Authors Series, ed. Herbert Sussman (Boston: Twayne, 1987) p' iv'

2



INTRODU CTION

mefe mode of fiction; I awoke the imagination of my centufy so thât it cteated

myth and legend around me ...5

substantiate his claim to have stimulated the artistic imagination of his era. Indeed,

\X/ilde,s ambition to 'become' a work oí artwas realised faster and more litetally than

even he could have anticipated. In the space of twenty-three years-f¡6¡¡ his first

forzy into public [fe until his death in 1900-no less than thirty-seven discernable

portraits of \íilde appeared in novels and short stories by his peers. Truly, as \X/ilde

stâtes above, .few men hold such a position in their own lifetime'. Síilde's refusal to

take a, definite shape cleady left many contemporary authors unable to resist the

temptation of moulding him themselves, and offering their satisfyingly 'complete'

oscar wildes to z rczding public consumed with curiosity about the elusive man

behind the self-fashioner.

This dissertation, a survey and analysis of this remarkable corPus of fiction,

produced by a broad cross-section of Victorian authors, is designed for the modern

scholar who seeks to understand Wilde's contempor^ry context. Surprisingly, this

extensive and illuminating source material has gone iargely unexploited by academics'

\X/hile critical studies examining the \X/ildean portraits in the better-known fictions,

such as Bram Stoker's Draca/a, HenryJames's The Tragtc Mase and Robert Hichens's

The Green Carnation, have sporadically appeared, many of these stodes, even those by

authors as famll1at to Victorianists as George Bernard Shaw, Max Beerbohm and

Aubrey Beardsley, have been ovedooked and forgotten.6 Several scholars have hinted

a T erry Eagleton,'The Doubleness of oscar \ùØilde" Tbe lYildean 19 Q001), p. 7 .

s Oscár W"tt¿e, fn Complen l-.er*rc of Onar ll/ilde, eds. Medin Hoiland and Rupert Hart-Davis (I-ondon: Foutth

Estate, 2000) p.729.
6 Some of the scholady studies which have appeared include Oscar Cargill, 'Mr. James's '\esthetic Mr. Nash',

957),J. H. Miú;, "Oscar tn The Tragic Marc", Tbe Imporlance of Being Misander¡lood:

2000)",Tanya olson, "'I would be master st)ll": Dracu/a as the aftermath of the

go. poli.ies" Thirdspaæ 2.1 (2002),Lyall Powers, 'Mr. James's Aesthetic Mr. Nash

(1959 
. 

mensky, Dffitvnce in A Denri: Jalia Con¡tance Flehher and

1999' sitY'

.edu./ aci/salamensky'htrnl, 18 May 2001', Talta Schaffer'
,,,A.ü/ilde Desire Took Me": The Homoerotic History of Dracula', EIII 6I'2 (1994), Eric Susser,'Unnarural

3



INTRO DU CTIO N

at the value of this 'buried treasure', much of which has been gathering dust in rare

book libraries: John Stokes observed in 1,996 that '^ complete history of

representations of Wilde remains to be wdtten' and Robert Tanitch tecently offered

an expansive and fascinating survey of. dramattc representations of Wilde.? Thus far,

however, portraits of \X/ilde in novels and short stories have not been considered in

an extensive, discrete study. While the 'complete history' of such works suggested by

Stokes is beyond the scope of this thesis, what is offered here is a comprehensive

analyttcal review of those tIT t 
^ppe 

red during \lilde's lifetime which aims at

completeness. That the relatively small chronological period considered here can yield

a study of this nâture is both a testament to the magnitude of \X/ilde's impact upon the

art ofhis age and the richness of the largely unmined fesoufce material'

Indeed, the primary pufpose of this project-to gain new insights into

\7ilde's historical conrext by canvassing fictional depictions by vadous maior and

minor contempo nry writers-þ2s been facilitated by the satisfyingly large amounts of

resource mzterial discovered. The substantial number of works found appearing

immediately after Wilde's disgrace was particulzrly unexpected, especially in light of

the previously held belief, aticulated by Michael Seeney in 1996, that: 'Following the

trials there was an understandable tecession in the Witde fiction industry '.. The

rebirth of \X/ildean {ictive tfeatments comes in the nineteen-thirties '..'.8 This study

identifies no less than twenty-eight novels and short stories appearing between

S7ilde's trials and 1,930. While the more superfìcial portraits have been included here

in the interests of thoroughness and are only briefly examined, complex portraits like

those offered by George Bernard Shaw, Henry James and Robert Hichens provide

ample material for detailed analysis.

This dissertation is divided into three parts, representing three chronological

periods which correspond with distinct phases in níilde's public hfe: 1877 -1890

(Aesthete), 1891-1895 (Decadent) and 1896-1900 pariah). Under these headings

flower: The Green Carwation and the threat of Wilde's influence', In-between: Erals and Stadie¡ in l;inrary Cri¡id¡n

1,0.2 e00I), Stanley lü/eintraub, 'Narcissus Exposed: Oscar lffilde znd The Green Carnalion', Tbe Green Camatìon

pincàh, Úrri¡..rrlty of Nebraska Press, 1970). A short review of some of lWilde's eady fictional incarnations

èan be found in Michael Seeney, 'The Fictionai Careet of Oscar \7i1de', The lVildean 9 (1996).

7 John Stokes , Oscar lYilde: Mlih:, Miracle¡, and Imitation¡ (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996) p. 1 87,

Rob.rt Tanitch, Oscar lI/ilde on Stage and Screen (London: ethuen, 1999)'

s Seeney, 'The Fictional Careet of Oscar \ùØilde', pp. 46-47 '

4



INTRODUCTION

subtitles listing individual authors and works are provided for ease of reference.

Analysis is confìned to works originally published in English. S7hiie the focus of this

srudy is on portraits of Wiide in Victorian literature, a brief summary of \X/ilde's

posthumous fictional life appears in the Conclusion, and an annotated bibliography of

twentieth and twenty-first century fictions featuring Wilde as a chatacteÍ c î be found

in the Äppendix. Although this study is limited to prose fictions in the traditional

sense of novels and short stories, it must be stated that many other creative

interpretations of \Wiide have appeared both in his lifetime and zfter his death:

dramatic works, films, poetrf, þcs, cartoons, comics and visual art wotks, some of

which are mentio ned Passim hete.

As little academic work has been done on the topic of \Øilde in fiction in a

concerted way, establishing research directions for. this project has required a

challenging combination of scholarship and detective skills. Information has been

gleaned from a diverse range of sources and studies in literary, historical and allied

fields. Apart from consulting Wilde's writings and multitudinous Wilde biographies,e

bibliographies and critiques, pertinent information and leads have been found in

memoirs, monographs, manuscripts, iournais, newsPapefs, literary refetence works

for the Victorian period and for real people in fiction, and on the internet via The

Oscholars e-journal and the Victoria academic discussion list. Generous scholats,

librarians and collectors have also provided countless pieces of useful information and

pointers in the right direction.

In critiquing each fiction, I have attempted to indicate the strength of the

resemblance of the fìction zI character to \X/ilde, ascettain if or how the author was

acquainted with \X/ilde and investigate how this relation is reflected in theit work. I

have also endeavoured to determine whether the portrait was ever acknowledged by

the author or \X/ilde and in what manner. Where I have found existing commentaries

on the \Tildean element in these stories I have included a summary of relevant

critiques in addition to my own analysis; where no other critiques are mentioned the

reading is a new one offered for the fìrst time by the pfesent writer.

e All references to Richard Ellmann, Oscar lYilde pondon: Penguin, 1987) have been checked against Horst

Schroeder, Add.ition¡ and Correction¡ to kichard Ellmann's O¡cør lWilde,2nd ed. (Braunschweig: Privately printed,

2002).

5



INTRODU CTI ON

The combined \X/ildean potraits ptesented hete offer a composite picture of

Wilde that is unusually complete. We see \X/ilde in all modes, in all settings: at home

and at univetsity, ^t art exhibitions and dinnet-parties, at séances and country

weekends, in London and abtoad, single and maried, at work and at play, even on

horseback! Thirty years after!7ilde's death his ftiend Robert Ross teflected: îs in the

fable of a gold and silver shield [in which two knights argue ovet the colout of a

shield only to discover that it is silvet orì one side and gold on the othet] every one

received entirely diffetent imptessions [of Wilde] according to the method of theit

approach and the accident of acquaintance'.10 The thitty-fìve fictions analysed here,

consideted as a discrete genre, cettainly vindicate Ross's claim.

The natute of the authodal connection to \X/ilde varies widely in these works'

There 
^re 

Wilde's intimates CIu* Beerbohm, Richatd Le Gallienne and Ada

Leverson), ftiends (Robert Buchanan, Arthut Conan Doyle, Julia Constance Fletchet,

Robert Hichens, Rosa Praed, Geotge Betnatd Shaw, Hentietta Stannatd and Btam

Stoket), acquaintances (R.hoda Btoughton, C. A. E. Ranget Gull and Henry James),

ftiends in need (Shaw, Stannard and Stoker), friends who became enemies (-,\ubtey

Beardsley, Marie Cotelli and Matc-André Raffalovich), fellow aesthetes and decadents

(Beardsley, Beerbohm, Ella Hepwotth Dixon, Fletchet, Le Gallienne, Leverson,

Raffalovich, G. S. Street and Mabel Wotton), fellow journalists (Gtant Allen,

Beerbohm, Ftededc Catrel, Dixon, Fletchet, Ranget Gull, Hichens, Le Gallienne,

Shaw and Street), fellow-socialists (Âlten anà Shau/), authots with teputed

homosexual leanings (Cotelli, Hichens, James, Le Gallienne, Praed, Raffalovich and

Stokef, Yellow Book contributors (Beetbohm, John Davidson, Dixon, James, Le

Gallienne, Leverson and Stteet), contributors to Wilde's rnagazine The ll/oman's IYoild

(Cotelli, Dixon, Fletcher and Ptaed), 'New Ï(/omen' (Broughton, Dixon, Levefson,

Praed and Stannard), spiritual-ists (Doyle, Ptaed and Stoker), guests at Wilde's

mother's '^t homes' (Shaw, Cotell-i and Ptaed) and Oxbddge undetgtaduates

('A.T.D.' and Âtthur Cunliffe). Two authots totally tesisted identification (,\. T. D.

and the author of Ye Soal Agonies in Ye Lrfe of Oscar ll/ilde [1882]) and hence the natute

of thei-t telation to \X/ilde temains unknown.

10 Robert Ross, 'A Note of Explanation', IrtÍeß to the Sphinx fron Oscar lY/ilde with Rtruini¡cence¡ of the Author

6



INTRO D U CTION

Just as fascinating as the authors' relationships with \X/ilde discussed here ate

the plethora of inter-connections between the authors themselves; thete is very often

only one degree of sepatation between them. For example, Raffalovich was a good

friend and patron of Beardsley, who in turn was â frequent visitor to the home of Äda

Leverson, who also entertained Hichens and Beerbohm, and of coufse' Wilde'

'Fictionalising Oscar' was certainly a popular pastime within his own circles' Dennis

Denisoff has noted that m îy of the gentler parodists of aestheticism were

aesthetically-inclined themselves, and helped sustain aestheticism's 'cultural cachet'.11

\X/hile it is the lack of any existing work of this kind that has inspired the

present study, several general reference works dealing with roman à clefs and other

exâmples of 'rea1'people in fiction have appeafed, sevetal of which give examples of

fictional Oscar Wildes.12 Most of these offer only two of three examples; the most

extensive list, in \íilliam Amos's The Originals: lØho's Realþ ll/ho in Fiction (1985), lists

only five. As several of these works offer rzre critical overviews of the use of real

characters in fiction and identify the broader issues and complexities involved in this

type of portraiture, it is wofth taking a moment to consider their approaches and

conclusions here. Alan Bold, editor of Trae Characters: Reat People in Fiction (1984) has

noted that

that they demand artistic attention.l3

pondon: Duckworth, 1930) P. 15'
ìr D.nnis Denisoff, Ae¡tietiri¡n and Sexual Parodl 1840-1 940, Cambrìdge Studies in Nineteenth-Century

Literature and Culrure, ed. Gillian Beer, vol. 31 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001) pp' 11'-12,20,

99-100.
12 \X/illiam Amos, The Originak: l%ho': Realþ lYho in FicÍion (I-ondon: Jonathan Cape, 1985), Alan Bold and Robert

gmân,
Present

Fiction

pondon: Roudedge, 1993).
13 Bold and Giddings , Trae Characters: Real People in Ficlion p' t'
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INTRODUCTION

,\s the pfesent study demonstrates, \X/ilde clezrly falls into Bold's lattef category'

Amos concurs with Bold's estimate of the intrinsic interest of such q¡s¡þ5-(5o long

as the initial inspiration for those characters remains identifìable, identified they will

þs'-2¡fl avers that fictional portraits are often unfaidy dismissed as a result of their

inevitable mingling of author and subiect, an issue which is addressed below. Amos

also refers to the academic notion that identifying such portraits speaks of a 'vulgat

curiosity', but convincingly argues that'Ttterature cannot be divorced from its raw

materials ... people'.to Amos and other commentators highlight the fzct that the

author often feels impelled to heavily disguise or deny whole or patttzl 'rcal ltfe'

portraits, preferring the reader to conclude that 'all charactefs afe created solely ftom

the imagination, forged only on the anvii of the wdter's genius'.tt Amos points to Leo

Tolstoy, Chades Dickens, Somerset Maugham, Geotge Meredith, H. G' Wells, Evelyn

Waugh, Agatha Christie anð, Grzham Greene as notable pretenders in this regztd.

Amos contends that such denials represent 'a curious stance. A chef might present a

confection as all his own work, but he would never claim it owed nothing to the

ingredients'.tu Bold agrees that

the identification of the originals in no way detracts from the authority of the

author and . . . the genesis of hterzry chatacters is â mattef of some complexity' In
moving from the ãriginal to the finished product the writer does not aim for

photographi. ur.*uiy so much as for a piece of inspired porttaiture whose

emotional impact tlans cends simple observation.l 7

Certainly, if the number of \X/ildean portraits identified here is any indicator, the

appropriation of real people for works of fiction âppears to have been considered by

màny Victorian authors 
^s ^t'r 

opportunity for 'inspired portraiture', and not as

evidence of an inferior capaciqr ior inventiveness. Indeed, a number of the authors

examined here, including Rosa Praed, Arthur Cunliffe, Max Beerbohm and Roben

Hichens, openly acknowledged their fictional sketches of Wilde. While others like

Marie Corelli and George Bernard Shaw denied their borrowings from ìife, for the

most part \X/ilde's fictionalisers seem to have been unafraid of risking their artistic

14 Ämos, Tbe Originals: LY/ho's Realþ lYho in Fiction pp. xix, xviii'
1s Ibid. pp. xiii, xix.
16 Ibid.
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credibiliry. The prospective increase in book sales to be gained by producing a portrait

of the contfovefsiai aesthete also appears to have been an enticement' A review of

praed,s \X/ildean novel Affinities fuom The SøtørdE Reaiew of 4 Aprii 1885 suggests that

this would have been taken into account by mofe than one author:

Jones', may get a novel talked about for a month ' " 18

Concerns about accusations of libel are commonly dispelled with physical disguises

and assumed names. In the fictions discussed here \X/ilde becomes shorter, faket,

balder, thinner and bearded and goes by such startlingly original names as Esmé

Amarinth, Cyprian Brome, Cartàoc Gobion, Baptist Lake, Hyacinth Rondel, Ossian

Savage, Thaddeus Sholto and Florian Wood.

That these fictional Oscar \X/iides are effectively composite creatiott.-part

ì7ilde, part author and part authorial r.eactton to \X/ilde-will quickly become

^pp7¡eît 
to the teader of this study. Flowever, far from being a reâson to disqualify

these chafactefs as objects for academic analysis, the compound nature of these

portraits serves to provide the serious researchet with a uniquely truthful, intimate

picture of Wilde's relation to his world. Wilde's grandson and esteemed \X/ilde scholar

Meflin Holland recently argued that today's academics are too often preoccupied with

the factual minutiae of \Øilde's life and writings to see the forest for the trees' Holland

particularly calls attention to the important contextual materizl to be found in early

biographies and reminiscences of Wilde by his associates, despite their frequently

petsonal and'impressionistic' qualities:

17 Bold and Giddings , Trøe Characters: Real People in Fictìon p' i'
18 Anonymous, 'Three Novels (Book reviews)',Tbe Saîarda1 Reaieu 4 April 1885'

1e Merän Holland, 'Biography and the art of lying', The Canbridge Companion to O¡car l{/ilde' ed. Peter Raby

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997) p' 10'
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INTRODU CTI O N

The 'perso nal apprzisals' discussed in this study are also unique and have defied

categorisation. They do not fit into the genre of 'histotical fiction' in the ttaditional

sense, in that the authors lived alongside their subject; in many ways they afe mofe

like a form of subiective biography. Howevef, having extensively examined the

\X/ildean fictions presented here I am in complete agfeement with Holland that such

personal, 'impressionistic' works provide an invaluable context for reading \X/ilde' Of

course, Holland's qualifying statement-that such works must be interpreted 'with

caution', and with afl eye for authorial influençs-2lse applies to fictional porttaits'

For this feason the ptesent writer has endeavouted to provide as much relevant

historical information about the authors of these works and their relation to \íilde as

possible, alongside close read,ings of their work. The resulting commentary constitutes

a rype of communal biographical framework which supports and consolidates the

textual analysis. This histo riczl ftamework also allows a unique appreciation of the

composition of \íilde's social and professional milieus, and, by extension, of the

influence of those milieus on \X/ilde as an author and as a personality'

promoting an apprectation of these factors is particulady impotant in light

of the modern crittczl practice of viewing Witde as 'one of us'; a perception that has

worked as much to obscure as to reveat him. This point of view is a relatively recent

one; until the 1960s and 1970s, \7ilde was generally marginalised and dismissed by

academics as a minor writer, a tttvizl aesthete znð, a sexual reprobate. The increasingly

serious scholady attention given to Wilde in the latter half of the twentieth century

can be largely attributed to rwo factors: the first publication of his letters by Rupert

Hart-Davis ín 1,962, and the radical revision of traditional apptoaches and areas of

srudy in literature which took place from the 1960s. Once armed with new epistolary

source material, a licence to go where no literary critic had gone before and, from

1.gg7,with Richard Ellmann's ground-breaking biography, modern critics swarmed to

\X/ilde. To their collecrive delight they found that, with his intelligent and subversive

observations on the complex, fluid nature of art, individuality, sexuality, gendet,

culture and representation, \)7ilde had pre-empted the axial questions being posed by

10
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postmodern ltterary theorists.20 Because these questions u/ere yet to be answered,

\X/ilde emerged from his relative obscurity to become a cultural prophet and what

Matthew Sweet has called an 'honorary Modern'. As Michael Bronski has observed:

,the contemp orzrry reconstnrction of any historical figure always happens in response

to a current public need';" modern commentators began to speculate that \íilde's

deceptively tivial epigrams might conceal the answers to the questions we were

asking in our own fin-de-siècle . This suspicion, combined with a new apPreciation of

\lilde's radicalliberalism in the face of Victorian intolerance, makes him appear more

fzmlltar to us than his contemporaries. As Sweet puts it, Wilde seems 'too ironic, too

desiring, too like us to be considercd a bona fide Victorian'." Medin Holland has

highlighted the fact that Wilde's 'modern face' often ieads people to assume that he

lived well into our centuf/, perhaps as â contempof^fY of Noël Coward in the 1920s'23

Richard Ellmann goes so fzr zs to claim that \X/ilde 'belongs to our wodd more than

to Victoria's', essentially because

So, regardless of the fact that \X/ilde rlas 
^ 

son of the nineteenth century and nevet

lived to see the twentieth, we have adopted him for ourselves. By the 1990s, there was

an unprecedented level of academic and popular interest in the writer, which has only

continued to grow. Wilde has captured the cultural imagination and assumed iconic

starus like no other Victorian. We have reinstated his lost celebrity; we call him by his

first name and we have put his words and image on T-shirts, tea-towels, mugs, mouse

mâts, greeting cards, writing papef, gift wrap, bookmarks, calendats and key chains'

[w]e inherit his struggle to achieve supfeme fictions in art, to associate att with

,o.i^l .h^ng., to briãg together individual and social impulse, to sâve what is

eccentric anã singular itornbeing sanitized and standardized, to replace a morality

of severity by one of symPathy.2a

20 Jonathan Freedman notes that 'Roland Barthes .. . for example, may be tead as a deeply \flildean critic, one

who both constructed and interpreted himself under the sign of textual desire. lWildean as well are the

arguments of American critics Haiold Bloom and Geoffrey Hartman for the creative asPects of the critical act'

AÃ¿ Wit¿e's work anticipates, as Joel Fineman brilliantly suggests, many of the central Tenets of bzth

deconstruction and analytic philosophy'. Jonathan Freedman, 'Introduction: On Oscar lWildes', Oscar lYilde: A
Collection of Criricat E:qj,ed.Jonathan Freedman QPp.. Saddle Ri-øer, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1998) p' 6'

21 Michael Bronski, 'The Oscar rù7ilde Fad', 1998, Z Maga{ne, Avzlable:

http: / /www.lbbs.org/ zmag/ z
22 ùatthew Sweet, Inuenting tbe ' 227 '

23 Holland cite d in Stephen Moss, 'The importance of b ardian 24 November 2000.
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\X/e have revisited his life and works with a plethora of books, plays and films. In the

ye^f 2000, which marked the centenary of Wilde's death, a myríad of

commemorations, exhibitions and aczàemtc conferences were held around the wodd.

Flowever, if our contemporary enthusiasm for \X/ilde has virtually overturned his

undeserved reputatio n as 
^mere 

light'weight wit and sexual deviant, it has also worked

to re-mythologise him, most notably as a proto-modernist otacle, born befote his

time.

The potenlal academic pitfalls of reading Wilde as 'one of us' have been

effectively demonstrated by ,\lan Sinfield and Matthew Sturgis, with regard to the

frequent misinterpretation of ìíilde's sexual identity. Sinfield, a queer theorist, has

convincingly argued that'\X/ilde and his writings look queer because our stereotypical

notion of male homosexuality derives from \X/ilde, and our ideas about him'.zs Sinfield

avers that neither \X/ilde nor the Victorians saw Wilde as a homosexual but as an

abeffzrnt heterosexual who indulged in homosexual acts, an important distinction.

Sturgis also notes that most Victorians did not read the effeminacy of the aesthetes

and decadents as'homosexuality':'[i]tv/âs seen, rather, as a phenomenon of the age,

which found its concomitant in the increasing masculinity of women'.26 These

findings are supported by fictions such as Joseph Conrad's 'The Return', Gtant

Allen,s Linnet and C. A. E. Ranger Gull's The Hlpocrite, books published after ìíilde's

trials which paint him as a philanderer who preys orl women. While Wilde does not

^ppe¿¡r 
to have regarded himself as a 'homosexual' man, this has not prevented many

critics from taking \X/ilde's homosexual 'identity' as a given, erroneously critiquing his

words and actions by modern sexual mores. $X/hile the word 'homosexuzl' zppeats

throughout this thesis, it is used with reference to same-sex desire, as opposed to

suggesting a homosexual identity or community in the twentieth century sense.) In

order to avoid this practice and read Wilde authentically, we must continue to

research the social, political and ideological intdcacies of his world, and stdve to

remember that, to paraphrase L. P. Hartley, the past is a foreign country where they

2a Richard Ellmann, O:carll/ilde (I-ondon: Penguin, 1987) p' 553'
2s Alan Sinfield, The lYitde Crnø): Efeminaqt, O:carlY/itde and the puærMouement Ç'ondon: Cassell, 1994) p' vü'

26Matthew Sturrgs,AubrryBeardsleyABngrapþ pondon: HarperCollins, 1998) p.21'6'
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do things differently. No matter how famlltar he appears to us, \X/ilde must be read as

a historical figure in a historical context.

In order to do this, the modern scholat must first negotiate a profusion of

twentieth and twenty-first century interpretations of Wilde. The author's perpetual

elusiveness and eminently adaptable personality have led all manner of theorists to

claim him as their own. Literary and cultural critics in the burgeoningarre2;s of gender

studies, queer theory, women's studies, cultural criticism, textual scholarship, reaðet

fesponse criticism, Irish studies and theatre history have all offered divergent

definitions of Wilde, according to the specific concerns of their individual fields."

White the present srudy's essentially biographic approach to $Tilde in fiction offets a

series of close readings which rely on no one theoretical approach, it does in some

ways resemble new historical criticism' Although this study places mofe emphasis on

the presence of the author in the work than most new historicists would allow, its

focus on the social, historical and political influences on the production of the texts,

its use of unconventional, marglnal historical material to cast new light on a historical

figure, and its irlxtâposition of this material with existing historical information, cart all

be read as neu/ historicist approaches.

In many ways, howevef, this is also a humanist study, which disclaims the

formalist theories of Michel Foucault and Roland Barthes, promulgated in the 1960s

and 1970s, which asseft that the author is 'dead' in the work. In denying this

philosophy I am in accord with many modern scholars, such as Melissa I(nox, who

avers that the wide influence of such theories has resulted in the unfair dismissal of

biographically-based studies as 'non-literary and non-cdtical' by many academics'"

I{nox also asserts that this is a partsculzrly mistaken practice with regatd to Wilde,

who repeatedly foregrounded the correspondences between his art and his life,

correspondences which continue to incite academic debate. For such a writet, I(nox

astutely obserwes, 'intensive biographical scrutiny remains indispensable'.'e

27 Melìssa Knox avers that !flilde is like a Gordian knot and that his modern critics pick at the 'tangled strands

... [making] cases forlfilde as altterary or cultural hgure devoted to a cause .., and then demonstrate thathe

lived out this cause in his life and exptessed its rele'nance in his work'. Melissa r3ox, oscar ll/ilde in the 1990¡:

The Critic as CreaÍor, Studies in English and American Litetature, Linguistics and Cultute: Literary Criticism in

Petspective, ed. James Hardin (Rochester: Camden Flouse, 2001) p' xi'
28 Ibid. pp. xiü, xv.
2e Ibid. pp. xi, xii,i.
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A notable dissenter from this view is Ian Small, who adamantly reiects mâny

of the early biographical studies of Wilde by his contemporaries, on account of their

subjectivity, personal involvement and frequent failure to discriminate between

anecdotal, paraal arrð. fzct:rtzl evidence.uo These characteristics also occllr in many of

the fictions presented here; certainly these texts often tell the readet as much about

the author as about \X/ilde. ,\s the painter Basil Hailward says tn The Pictare of Dorian

Gral: ,every portrait rhat is painted with feeling is a portrait of the artist, not of the

sitter'." However, as l(nox has observed, such personal, subjective studies are

valuable precisely because 'they were written by people who knew \Wilde well, and

who had occasion to obsewe events in his life that helped to transform his personal

and literary styles'.t'

Of course fiction, which is by definition subjective, should not be mistaken

for biography ot historf, but considered with a view to its limitations it can certainly

^ct ^s 
a valuable supplement to historical knowledge. As Thomas Carþle put it,

history thrives on 'stern 
^ccrtr^cy 

in inquidng' and'bold Imagination in expounding

and filling-.rp'." It must also be remembered that the study of history has been

influenced by the same fragmentation of traditional concepts of truth and knowledge

that has affected hterary and cultural criticism. Modern historians now embt^ce à

broad r^nge of new approaches and perspectives, particulady social ones. A case is

point is the British Each Project, which utilises historical fiction to teach history to

students.3a Biographies which embrace subjectivity and fictional methods are also

becoming increasingly commofì and are widely endorsed' The modern, mofe

comprehensive approach to historical subjects is encapsulated by I{. Jenkins, who

avefs that

... the past and history are flot stitched into each othet such that onÌy one

historicai teading of the past is absolutely necessafy. The past and history float

30 Ian Small, O¡car ll/ìlde Keaalaed.: An Eral on New Malerial: and Method¡ of Rercarch, 1 880-1920 British Authors

Series (Greenboro: ELT Ptess, 1993) pp.2, 174.
31 Oscar ]f,gilde, Collins Conphn lYorklof OnarlN/ilde (Glzsgow: HarperCollins, 1999) p. 20'

32 l(nox, O¡car lVilde in the 1 990¡: The Critiî at Creatorp' xrx'

P-33.
ä¿ D. M"rtin, The Each Pro;fect,Dorset County Council, Available: httP://wwu/.dorset-

lea. org.uk/pr ojects f ezch f each 1 .htm, 4 Jwne 2002'
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free of one anothef ... the same obiect of enquiry can be read differendy by

different discursive practices.35

The discursive possibilities afforded by fiction 
^re 

cefizLinly exciting ones in Wilde's

case; the fìctional poftfaits pfesented here, while often reinforcing ouI notions of

what is S7ildean, also offet some extraordinzrlly candtd and illuminating observations

of Wilde th^t are r^reIy found in more traditional historical sources. These works

capitalise on fiction's ability to focus on the emotional and the individual, anð, as a

result are able to provide a uniquely intimate, human picture of \X/ilde, unmitigated by

the constraints of 'historical' reportage. This feature of fiction is a particularþ valuable

one with regard to Wilde, as, owing to the controversial nature of his life, particulady

his ignominious downfall, many authentic nineteenth century reactions to him were

stifled, effectively smothered when he became an 'unmentionable' in polite society'

Subsequently, ovedy decorous Victorian standards of conduct and propriety worked

to pfevent neady all but the most disparaging public commentary on the disgraced

author. Luckily, m^f7y contempof aty zuthots took zdvzntage of the mofe liberal

med-ium of fiction, which allowed them to depict and comment upon their

controversial counterpart freely. Such fictions constitute a valuable resource not least

because they contain remarkably unresttained reactions to the ineffable Síilde, from

authors living in one of the most'restfained' periods in history.

A close reading of these works also fulfìils z parttal but valuable

historical/biographical function in that, at the simplest level, the commonalities of

their \7ilde porrrâits assume a degree of authenticity merely by their frequency, and

can substantially support of negate assumptions made in 'straight' histories or

biographies (as demonstrated above with relation to Wilde's sexuality). Moreover, the

extensive use made of little-known seconà2ry mzterial in this study, particulady

memoirs by minor writers, has resulted in the unearthing of some long-buried,

valuable historical information about \X/ilde which casts â new light on his personal

and professional life. Less than half of \X/ilde's fictionalisers discussed here are

mentioned in Richard Ellmann's OscarlV/ilde, the most definitive and comprehensive

biography to date. The following pâges include previously unpublished insights into

3s K, Jenkins, Re-Íbink'ingHisnrl pondon: Routledge, 1991) p' 5'
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the nature of \X/ilde's relationships with women and his complex relationships with

George Bernard Shaw and Henry James; there is even the hint of an unsuspected

romantic connection with the contemporary atttstlouise Jopling.
'We can reasonably assume that \X/ilde himself would have supported the

expansive, poststructufalist appfoaches to history outlined above. As Neil Sammells

has noted, Wilde's belief that 'we should rewrite history' and his consistent

.championing of the inauthentic', effectively sanctions the more self-conscious,

subjective ways in which he has been represented.36 \X/ilde constantly derided the

public's taste for objective realism. He contended that facts had 'no intellectual value'

and revelled in blurring the lines between fact and fiction in his writings and

conversation. Indeed, this is one of the chatacteristics that make \X/ilde appear so

fan-Å¡ar in our own age of 'genre blur'. He aspired to be a 'cultured and fascinating

liar,, with 'the wit to exagger tte' and 'the genius to românce'.37 Søilde would habitually

offer his own imaginative versions of history, with titles hke The Trae History of Anne of

Cleues or The Trae Historyt of Androcles and The Lion. Thomas Wright, a collector of

Wilde,s spoken stories, highlights \X/ilde's belief that 'every interpretation that was

artistically realrized, was "true"' 
^Ítd 

that many versions of a historical taie wete

possible.3s \X/ilde's opinion on this subject is encapsulated in the quotation ât the

beginning of this Introduction and is one that ìØilde repeatedly asserted:

'The truth about the life of 
^ 

m tl is not what he does, but the legend which he

catch a glimpse of the genuine face of a m^rt''3e

Other writings by \X/ilde on this topic include his lengthy undergtaduate essay

The Nse of Historical Critirisn, in which he defends the fictitious elements in the

histories of Thucyd.ides, Sallust, Livy, Tacitus and Polybius. In 'The Decay of Lying'

he praises Herodotus, Cicero, Tacitus, Mallory, Marco Polo, Cellini, Casanuova'

36 Neil Samm ells, lrilde Stlh: Tbe Play and Pmse of Otcar lY/ilde (Hatlow: Longman, 2000) p' 123'

3? ìlilde, Collins Conpkte lYorks of Oscar lYilde p. 1081.
38 Thomas Wright, é¿., Tobh Talk: O¡carlwilde pondon: Cassell & Co, 2000) p. 110.
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Napoleon, Defoe, Boswell and Cariyle for their metging of fact with fiction,

contending that all kept facts either 'in their proper subordinate position, or else

entirely excluded [them] on the general ground of dulness'.Ð In 'The Portrait of Mr.

ì7. H.' he offers an alternzlve reading of the life of Shakespeare and, as Wright has

noted, Wilde's charactefs were often suggested by his friends: Ernest Dowson

inspired 'The Poet in Hell' and Robert Ross suggested 'St. Robert of Phillimore'.0'

Wilde was also not averse to drawing upon his own cltarzcter to give life to the

protagonists of his novel and plays; his Lords 'Wotton, Illingsworth, Darlington and

Goring all display recognisably Wildean qualities.

One can eqgate \X/ilde's preference for imaginative inte¡pretations of people

and history with his preference for Impressionism in afi.Indeed, Wilde himself often

compared Impressionism to good ftctton.az Just as he considered more realistic

paintings to be failures due to their inability to 'stir the imagination,' asserting that

they rather set 'definite bounds to it', \)Øitde disapproved of the unimaginative

depiction of reality in literature. In painting and writing, \X/ilde beiieved that 'life and

nature may sometimes be used as 
^ 

p^rt of Art's rough material but .. ' they must be

translated into artistic conventions'.4t We know that Wilde could be relatively thick-

skinned about unsympathetic chatacterisations of himself, as long as he felt they wete

.artistic'. His willingness to be identified with Rosa Praed's startlingly demonic version

of him in Affinitie.r (1885), discussed tn Part One, testifies to the strength of his

convictions in this regard.

Of course, it is doubtful that Wilde would have viewed all of the fictions in

this study as works of art; he publicly disparaged the writings of several writers

included here and it is true that the quality and style of these works varies widely.

Moreover, many ate parodies and satires which cruelly czriczture'$7ilde, a man who

acerbically referred to cadcature as 'the tribute which mediocrity Pays to genius'.oa For

the most part, however, \Øilde patiently endured the parodies and satires that mzde

3e \ùØilde cited in Jacques Daurelle, 'An English Poet in Pzris', Oscar lhilde: Inlerttiews and Recollection¡, ed. E' H'

Mikhail, vol. 1 (I-ondon: Macmillan, 1'979) p. 171'.

a0 \ùØilde, Collins Conplele lYork¡ of Oscarlï/ilde p. 1'080'
a1 Thomas \X/right, 'The Poet in Hell', The lY/ildean 20 Q002)'p' 31"
a2 In a letter to T. H. S. Escott in 1885, \ùØilde said that he would like to write on a subject that he had been 'for

some time studying, Impressionism in Literature'. rüftlde, Tbe Conplen l-.et*rs of Oscar lYilde p. 253.

a3 \7ilde, Collirc Conplete lVork¡ of OnarlVilde pp. 1073,9"1'128'
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spoft of him, recognising that any publicity was good publicity, and reþing on the

opportunity to presenr himself in a more favourable light once the wodd was looking.

(A notable exception was Wilde's response to one of the works examined in Part

Two, Robert Hichens's harshly satirical The Green Camation (1S95). \X/ilde recognised

the real danger this novel posed to his reputation and departed from his usual good-

nârured tolerance of such works to publicly denounce the book.) Dennis Denisoff

makes the point that some parodies and caricatures may well have worked in \X/ilde's

favour. \X/hile Denisoff states that parody typically emphasises its 'moral or ideological

distance from its subject' and is often used as a weapon to undermine the legitimacy

of perceived cuitural threats, he also asserts that ltterary parodies can 'offet the

subjects of derision a potentially positive space within contemporary culture' and

notes that in m^îy instances parodists of aestheticism 'attempted to modify or

revamp the subject while acknowledging its beneficial contributions to contemporary

cultufe,.os This study examines caricatutes and parodies of both types specified by

Denisoff, and his theories are specifically discussed in relation to Robert Hichens and

Ada Leverson in the following pages.

Dangetous or advantageous, parody or psychological potttait,'potboiler' or

,high brow' fi.ction, all of the works examined here are unique artistic and historical

documents charting the course of Wilde's remarkable c fee:- through the 1880s and

1890s. Moteover, the largely unmined primtry and secondary material has both

yielded valuable new evidence for some eisting perceptions of !7ilde and tevealed

mâny significant details and connections which had previously 'fallen through the

cracks,. The result is a study which, whatever other functions it performs, contains

much previously unpublished infotmation on \X/ilde and his worid. I will give the last

words of introduction to \Wilde himself; I like to think that his teaction to this wotk

might resemble his response to Mabel \Totton's lV/ord Portraits of Famoas lVriters (1889):

Few of the word-portraits in [this] book can be said to have been drawn by a

great artist, but they are ilI intetesting, and [the authot] has cetainly shown a

londerful amouflt of industry in collecting het teferences and gtouping them . ..

4 Hesketh Pearson, The L)fe of Oscarlr/itde Q'ondon: Methuen, 1946) p' 65'
as Dentsoff, Aestheticism and Sexøal Paro@ 1 840-1 940 p' 2'
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it is a delightful book . . . and by its means one can raise the ghosts of the dead, at

least as well as the Psychical Society can.a6

46 Oscar .wilde, Reuieøs,The First Collected Edition of the \X/orks of Oscar \flilde, ed. Robert Ross, vol' 12, 15

vols. pondon: Dawsons, 1969) P. 447.
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Aesthete

1,877-1890

'I say, my dear fellow, do you mind mentioning to me-whether.Iol ".. the gteatest humbug

and'chailatan on earth, or a genuine intelligence, one that has sifted things for itself')'

Nick Dotmer to Gabriel Nash, in HenryJames,The Tragic Mase
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o-year-old Oscar \X/ilde was thotoughly

d Rome as one of a Parq led bY his old

r John Pentland Mabaffy. Flowevet, he

was travelling without leave from his Oxford college, Magdalen, and on his renrrn he

was promptly suspended for this impertinence. The young Wilde, ever the

opportunist, decided to make the most of this unexpected recess by sampl-ing the

delights of the London season. He made his London début with a splash, attending

the opening of the Grosvenor Galley on the first of May, where such luminaries as

the Prince of \7ales, ìTilliam Gladstone and John Ruskin were present, in a

spectacular co^t clevedy designed to resemble a cello. While he soon resumed his

studies at Oxford, \ü/ilde's successful 
^ppe 

t^t1ce at the Grosvenor opening and his

bold review of the exhibition for the Dablin (Jniuersitlt Maga{ne mark the beginning of

his career as a self-styled 'Professor of Aesthetics'. Remarkably, Wilde's parallel c reer

as a chzracter ín fiction began almost simultaneously; within months of the

Grosvenor opening he had made memorable appear^îces in two novels. As it was

\X/ilde's distinctive aesthetic style that fìrst captured the imagination of contemPor^ry

authors, it is appropriate to begin this study with a brief review of that aestheticism.

It must first be noted that ìØilde's eady aesthetic attitude was the result of a

synthesis of pre-existing modes of aestheticism with his own unique style'

Aesthetici sm þer se \.nd emerged on the European continent in the earþ nineteenth

century and embraced the principle of 'art for art's sake', a phrase which embodied

the belief that it was not the place of zrt to instruct on social, political ot moral

matters, but rather to exist autonomously. \X/hile this view of art was expounded in

various ways by Immanuel l(ant, Johann Schiller, Frieddch Schelling and Johann

Goethe in Germany and by Samuel TzyIor Coleridge, Leigh Hunt and Arthur}{alIam

in England, aestheric philosophy first became popular in France with the writings of

Benjamin Constant, Victor Cousins and a new breed of novelists and poets who

strongly influenced \X/ilde.a7 These included Theophile Gautier (Aladenoiselle de Maupin,

1835 and È*or* et Camtíes, 1,852), Charles Baudelaire (I-'es Flears da Ma/, 1857) and

Joris-I(arl Fluysmans (À Reboars, 1SS4). Add to the philosophies of these authors

a7 Kzr|Beckson, Tbe O¡carlt/ilde Enryclopedia Ç\ew York AMS' 1998) p.2.
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various elements from the teachings of Mahaffy and \X/ilde's Oxford mentors John

Ruskin and \X/alte r Pater., and one begins to glimpse something resembling Wildean

aestheticism circz i,877. Mahaffy instilled Wiide with a life-long love of all things

Greek, Ruskin extolled the beauty of the Itzhan Renaissance period and insisted that

art must be z part of day-to-day life, anð, Pater. advocated living a ltf.e of intense

experience and sensation: 'To burn always with [a] hard gemlike flame, to maintain

this ecstasy, is success in life'.48

The young Wilde also admired the quasi-medieval aestheticism of the Pre-

Raphaelite Brotherhood-the fitst exponents of English aestheticism from 1848-

and their revolt against the contempor^ry cânons of art and literature' It was this

movement, along with other proto-aesthetic groups like the Syncretics and the

Spasmodics, that first inspired fictional portraits of aesthetic figures, with books like

nø. E. Aytoun's Firrnilian in 1854 and Charles l(ingsley's Two Years Ago in 1857'ae The

1870s saw the appe r rTce of a long line of outrageously self-indulgent, effeminate,

beauty-worshipping poets and painters in fiction, well before Wilde became the self-

appointed figurehead of the British aesthetic movement. Amongst these charactets

are Ambergreen and Thornicroft in Mrs Margaret Hunt's Thomicroft's ModeÌ (1'874),

Henry James's eponymous Roderick Hudson (1875) and Mr. Rose in W. H. Mallock's

The N,7w REøblic: or, Caltare, Føith and Phitonpþt in an English Coantry Hoase (1877).

Flowevef, from 1,877 onwards, as \X/ilde qurckly became the face of British

aestheticism, m îy fictional aesthetes began to bear an unmistakable resemblance to

him.so Some of these eafly S7itdean characterisations draw heavily upon pte-1'877

aesthetic fictions and stereorypes, and possess traits such as solemness, mercinariness,

humouflessness and heartlessness, that by all reports were uncharacteristic of Wilde.

The ea¿y fictions that more accurately reflect the particular style of aestheticism that

\X/ilde developed at Oxford, an aestheticism which, despite its ostentatious trappings

of lilyJove and blue and white china, was defìnable by its genial good humour and

a8 '$falter Pater, The Renai¡vnce: Stadìe¡ in Art and Poelry pondon: Macmillan' 1904) p' 236'

ae Ian Fletcher, 'So-. Aspects of Aestheticis m', Twilight of Daan: Stildie: in E,nglish I;iîeratøre in Transition' ed. O.

M. BrackJr. (fucson: University of Artzona Press, 1987) PP 3-9
s0 Notablá.ìc.ptiorr. include ú"lt.r Hamlìn in Vernon tee's Mi¡¡ Brown (188'I), Marm¿duke_ìØhite in Robert

Buchanan's ThiMartydom of Madeline (1882) and Lewis Seymour in George Moore's A Modern l-nuer (7883)'
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healthy self-parody, are usually written by those who had the opportunity to observe

\X/ilde at close quarters

George Fleming flulia Constance Fletcher)
Mirage (1'877)

One writer whose portrait of Wilde was based on close observation was his first

.fictionaliser', the American novelist, short-story writer, playwright and translator Julia

Constance Fletcher (1353-1933). Fletcher gave \X/ilde a memorable part as Claude

Davenant in her three volume, semi-parodic novel Mirage, which was published, like

her popular romance The Nik Nouel (1876), under the pseudonym George Fleming.tt

The twenty-year-old Fletcher had befriended Witde and his Oxford colleague ìíilliam

'Ward while they were travelling in Italy with Professor Mahaffy; Fletcher spent some

time horse-riding with Wilde and Ward in the Campagna't'

Mirage charts the adventures of the sensitive, cultured and clevet Constance

Va¿ey and her companions as they travel on horseback through Syria and Palestine.

Fletcher incorporated the Wildean Davenant into her story as one of Vadey's travel

companions. Despite the speed with which she did this-the novel appeared in

bookshops only months after they met in ltaly-D avefi^ît is a convincing, fuily-

realised picture of the young \X/ilde. He is witty, insouciant, sagacious and enigmatic,

with an unmistakably \X/ildean physiognomy:

That face was almost an anachrorism. It was like one of Holbein's poftfaits, â

Fletcher's Davenant displays all the intellectual enthusiasm and egotism of an

unseasoned Oxford youth. He is wholly consumed by his own deliberations, at one

s1 The Ni/e Nouelwas repwbhshed as Ki¡net tn 1877 '

s2 \(/. \(/..ù7ard,'Oscaì llilde: An Oxford Reminiscence', Son of O¡carl{/i/de, ed. Vywyan Holland (Oxford:

Oxford University Press, 1988) p.255.
s: 

Julia Constance Fletcher , Mnage @oston: Roberts Brothers, 1878) p' 153
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point being so distracted as to forget to guide his horse. Davenant also delivers Patef-

like paeans to intense emotions and sensations, rhapsodises on the subiect of ancient

Greece and spouts Pre-Raphaelite-style poetry in a distinctive voice redolent of

Wilde's:

'I wrote some vefses for your fan, for your Japanese fan, the other day,' he said

dteamily; and after a moment, and as no ofìe answefed, he began to fepeat some

lines, half to himself, and in a low and singulafly well modulated voice:

",A. flowery fan for a white flower hand

(IØhite cranetfl1ing acros¡ îhe noon)-
A bteath of wind from awindless land-
A breath in the breathless rìoon.
Flowers that blossom-a wind that blows

QYhite cranes sailing across the tkJ)-
A sigh for the light love, the love that goes,

A flower for the loves that die!"54

Richatd Ellmann has noted the echo in these verses of ìíilde's ballad 'The Dole of

the I{ing's Daughter', written the ptevious year:

!7hat do they there so statk and dead?

(fhere is blood upon her hand)
\X/hy ate the lilies flecked with ted?

(fhete is blood on the river sand.)ss

Fletcher's depiction of \X/ilde's Paterian pronouncements strikes a patttctilarly

authentic note. We know that \X/ilde discussed Pater's teachings with Fletchet; in a

letter to SØard in July 1877 Wilde asks his friend for the 'name and address of Miss

Fletcher . . . I have nevef sent hef some articles of Pater's I promised hef'.56

It is generally considered that \íilde's undergraduate travels served to hone

his particular style of aestheticism to some degree and this is reflected in Mirage. As

Ellmann observes, Fletchet's novel reflects 'SØilde's discovery of topographical

symbols and cultur aI arttfacts to encapsulate his aesthetic creed.tt Davenant tevels in

s4 lbid. pp.238-39.
ss Ellmann, O¡car lY/ilde p. 72, lüilde, Collins Conplete lVork¡ of Onar lYilde p. 7 55.
s6 r#ilde, The Conplete l-.etters of Oscar lVilde p. 58.
s7 Ellmann, OnarlI/ilde p.72.
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the 'sumptuous life' and the 'splendid use of color and material' in the East, spending

his last penny orì an ancient piece of silk.58

Davenant also shares the young \7ilde's fascination with Roman Catholicism,

particularþ his aesthettc, archaic conception of it; he is chiefly preoccupied with

'religious picture-frames and [the] "sincere" effects of painted glass'.sn He identifies

the 'Venus of the Greeks and the Virgrn of the Italians' as the 'two stars of the

material and the spiritual life'.60 Indeed, to his companions, Davenant seems to

encapsulate all the mystery of early Christianity; he appears to them as 'an early

Christian brought down ¡o flu¡s-.and adapted-like a restored Church'.ut Despite all

his aesthetic excesses, however, Fletcher's Davenant has many $íildean charms; the

comments made by the American Ferris most likely represent Fletcher's owrl

âssessmerìt of her Oxford friend: 'Claude is a good sort of fellow ... in spite of all his

nonsense. He strikes me as a sort of epitomized Europe ... I am curious to see if he

will accomplish any thing. He has taleÍtt'.62 Fletcher appears to have been diverted by

the v¡it that undedined Wilde's aesthetic posturings, which is reflected in Davenant's

drolleries:

'[My sister's] house is pure Ehzabethan, and they have furnished it with Louis

Quinze çþ¿i1s-¡þqse gilt things, with legs, don't you know. I'm sorry, for I was

very fond of my sister . . . Still I do go down thete every âutumn for a few days, to

shoot. Lastyear I shot the dog,'he added mildly.6

\While Fletcher gives futl scope to the aesthetic undergraduate's charms, she

also gives avoice to those critical of aestheticismin the protestations of Mrs. Gard, an

embittered clergyman's wife:

'I have heard those young men talk of their cafpets and their pictuÍes, and laugh

at this, and sneet at tha;t, and talk of the pfopef understanding of life-Life!
There is not one of you who knows what the word means. You call youtselves

s8 Fletchet, Mirage pp.86,292.
se Ibid. p.203.
60 Ibid. p.292.
61 lbid. p. 154.
62 Ibid. p.204.
63 Ibid. p.287.
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afrists; I say you afe nothing but lookers-on-people who stand by and weigh

and criticise ...'.64

The effect of Gard's comments ^fe somewhat undermined, howevef, by her

fancolous and naffow-minded natufe. As the above commentafy suggests' Davenant

emerges as alargely sympathetic ch^f^ctel

Fletcher also offers us an entirely congruous picture of \X/iide's earþ relations

with women. Although Vadey charms þ¿¡¡sn¿n¡-þe thinks that 'there is the

unsatisfìed soul of a poet in þer] ¡2¡u1s'-1þe latter does not couft het, quickly

perceiving that she is in love with his friend Denis Lawrence.ot FIe offets her instead

,^ secret homage of fdelicate and elusive] sentiment'.66 Davenant's 'artistic'

appreciation of Vadey is typical of what we know from othef sorÚces as \7ilde's

distinctly asexual reaction to beautiful women; Davenant compafes Vadey to 'tare and

exquisite Venetian glass-some thin, priceless, wave-tinted marvel of beauty'.ut It is

possible that Fletcher experienced this type of admiration from \X/ilde first-hand'

Davenant's pronouncements on the subjects of love znd matitage ure also redolent of

which he would have discussed some old picture', Davenant philosophically

concludes: 'There 
^re 

m ny other emotions I wish to experience before I marry-

emotions absolutely necessâry to the artistic consummation of aTtfe''68

Shelley Salamensky has averred that such statements from Davenant may

have been intended to suggest Wilde's sexual preference for men, a conclusion that

appears to stem more from hindsight than from any evidence in Miragaue I must also

d-isagree with Salamensky's assertion that Fletcher implies SØilde had paedophilic

incl-inations. The only possible supporting text for Salamensky's teading is a scene in

which Davenant comments on the beauty of z'haIf-grown' Arabic boy who is acting

as a model and assistant to his artist friend Lawrence. However, the context in which

64 Ibid. p.297.
6s lbid. p. 190.
66 Ibid. p.238.
67 Ibid. p.246.
6s Ibid.-p.247.It is Davenant's pronouncement on love that imparts the significance of the novel's title: 'The

modern^passion of love . . . i., to^-y thinking, like the mirage of the desett-a semblance, a reflection of far-off

beauty cast upon shifting sands'.68
aç Salámensky , Dffirencein A Desert: Jalia Constance Fletcher and tbe Mira¿e of Onar lYilde.
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DavenanCs brief comment is made hardly supports the suggestion of a paedophilic

attraction. \7hen the boy comes looking for Lawrence, Davenant drolly suggests that

Lawrence invite him in to alleviate the sparseness of his friend's recently dismanded

home:

fDavenant] came in and looked about him disconsolately. 'I hate these changes' I
wish I had not come in to spoil my old impression. Do have that boy in

Lawrence. He's got a beautiñ¡l face, I noticed, and it will be something to look at,'

with a reproachful glance atthebarc walls.?0

This is the only reference that Davenant makes to the boy, and is a rathet thin piece

of evidence for asserting that Davenant (and by implication Wilde) had paedophilic

tendencies. (Biographical evidence points to the likelihood that \X/ilde was most

sexually atttzcteð to physically mature young aduits.Tt) Mofeover, it is not Davenant

but his friend Lawrence who plans to take the boy with him on his travels and there is

no doubt cast over his motivation for doing so.

Mirage received a measure of critical zcclaim and was favourably reviewed by

Henry James (another fictionaliser of ì7ilde discussed in this section) in the Nation on

7 June 1,817. James declared that, despite 'excessive slightness of subject 
^nd ^î

unbusiness-like way of telling the story', 'Mirage strikes us as very clever indeed'. He

praised the novel's 'great charm of desctiption ... fìneness of observation ... wit in

the conversations [and] cons tant faclltty and grace of style'. Despite making some

disparaging remarks on the trend towards extï^v^g t'Ltly aesthetic heroes in American

f16¡isn-¡sflecting his personal distaste for the excesses of aestheti.irll-James

cannot help but admire Fletcher's portrait of Davenant: 'The sketch of the young

Oxford neo-pagan, Davenant, is really brilliant . '.'." Jzmes, having attended the

opening of the Grosvenor Gallery where Wilde made his London debut iust ovet a

month before, most likely recognised Davenant 
^s ^ Portr^it of \X/ilde. It is interesting

to speculate that Fletcher's novel may have fitst 'planted the seed' in James's mind for

his own 1890 portrayal of ïíilde in The Tragic Mase, examined below.

70 Fletcher, Mìrage p.246
71 See Angela fi"trgìtotr, 'Homoeroticism and the Child in S?ilde's Fairy Tales', The ll/ildean 19 Q001)'
72 HenryJlmrr, lulirog, (Bookreuiew),1877, University of vitgrnia Llbrary,Available:

http,/ /Li.*t.l:b.rrirgrÃa..dn f etcbinf toccer-new2?id=JamAm\üØr.sgm&images=ima'ges/ ,'18 May 200'l'
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Salamensky argues, somewhat strangely in light of her dual

homosexu aI/pzedophilic reading, that Davenant 'woos' Vadey and that this reflects 'a

f^îï^sy of being loved by \X/ilde'. Here Salamensky may be closer to the mark; it does

^ppe 
t that \X/ilde harboured some romantic feelings towatds Fletcher. He confided

to \Ward in August 1,871 thatFletcher 'writes as cleverþ as she talks: I am very much

attzcted by her in every oruy'.'u Ward also stated tn Oscar ll/ilde: An OTord Reminiscenæ

(1954) that the romantic natufe of Fletcher's broken engagement to a Lord

ìüentworth had excited both their interests.to,A.fter their time together in ltaly, Wilde

continued ro correspond with Fletcher and he dedicated his NewdigatePtize-winning

poem ,Ravenna' to her in 1878. Upon winning the coveted award Wilde received the

following letter of congfatulations from Fletcher, which also announced her

impending visit to Oxford:

Mr. George Macmillan has told me the news about the Newdigate and' I am so

pleased-ãnd so proud of you. I have been all this whjle trying to dis-entangle

ào, .ng^g.-ents fFletchel was travelling with her step-father] so âs to find 3

.le"r dãy, for Oxiord. \We shall go up Sunday morning by a ttain that leaves

Paddington at 10 o'clock-and stay until Tuesday night. Can _you 
send a carå

with the name of the hotel where we had better stop? And will you, if you see

him, tell Mr. Pater of our arrival? I should write to him but I don't know how to

sign myself. Mr. Benson sends most cordial congratulations.Ts I am so glad' Yours

always, Dudu Fletcher.T6

The familiar 'Dudu' and expression of pride in \X/ilde's achievements indicate that the

Fletcher/Wilde friendship was blossoming; it also appears that Wilde fzcllttated' a

meeting for Fletcher with Pater, the mentor he had encouraged her to tead.]1 From all

^ppe 
r îces, Wilde seemed to have been pleased with his appearance in Mirage.In his

dedication of 'Ravenna' to Fletcher, \7ilde deliberately identifies her as his friend and

the author of Mirage,indicating that he saw the publicity potential in fictional portraits

from the first.

73 !(/ilde, The Conplele lttters of OscarlVilde pp. 60-61'
laYyvyznHo[anà, Son of oscar s, 1988) p' 253'

7s Possibly Frank Qater Sir Fran
76 Mts Dudu Fletcher, letter to Oscar Wilde' 12June 18

77 lfilde also introduced Fletcher and her step-father end A¡chibald Henry Sayce, a fellow of

Queen's College and z family friend. See :|lltlde, Tbe Comphte I-.etten of Ouar lVilde p' 68'
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The \X/ilde/Fletcher friendship was to stand the test of time. Wilde continued

to support Fletcher's writing c neer: 
^s ^rt 

editor he published her novel The Trath

Aboat Clement Ker zs a serial in The lYoman's lV/orld in 1888 and we know that he

attended the first night of one of her plays shortly before his fall from grace.Tt A copy

of Mirage was listed among \Øilde's effects sold at auction after he was declared

bankrupt in 1895.

Walter Besant and James Rice
The Monks of Thelema (1,877)

In the s^me ye t that Fletcher publishe d Mirage, Walter Besant (1836-1901) and James

Rice (1843-1882), co-authors of a series of popular novels that Rice conceptualised

and Besant largely wrote, published their satirical fiction The Monks of Thekma.le Besant

and Rice's book documents the experiences of the 'brethten' of the Abbey of

Thelema, ^ 
qpe of aesthetic commune devoted to the pursuit of 'high culture'. One

of the brothers of this order is the distinctly \X/ildean Paul Rondelet, a recent graduate

from Oxford, who has acquired a taste for Pate4 Ruskin, Rossetti, \X{histler and

modern French poetry. At Oxford, Rondelet also became a self-appointed 'Ptophet'

of the New Paganism, one who 'may now be found in London '.. loungfing] about

sales of china ... and fworshipping] at the Grosvenor Gallery'.80 \øhile Rondelet wears

a superficial disguise, comprising a moustache and a gratuitous eyeglass, his other

physical charactedstics and mannetisms are cleady borrowed from \7ilde:

FIe was rather a tall man,with a droop in his head; and he had long white fìngers,

which played plaintively about his face while he sat. He spoke in a low voice, as if
exhausted by the effort of living among humans . . .81

As this study demonstrates, large, white hands, as well as a resorlant, welL-modulated

voice in a Wilde zn charzctef, 
^fe 

often indicators tlnzLt ^î 
author had observed \7i1de

first-hand. Rondelet's aesthetic attire is also charactedstic:

78 Peter Vernier,',\ "Mental Photograph" of Oscar Wilde', Tbe ll/ildean 13 (1998), pp.47-48,Ijolland, Son of

O:car lYilde p.253.
7e John Sutlierland, The Stanford Comþanion to Victorian Fiction (Stznfotd: Stanford University Press, 1989) p' 59.

80 
"ì(/alter 

Besant and James Ric e, Tie Monk¡ of Thelerna pondon: Chatto and S7indus, 1892) p.220.
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Like the young \íilde, Rondelet has become widely known by his first name, writes

pre-Raphaelite poetry and is profìcient in Greek, but has yet to prove himself in print'

Unlike Fletcher's Mirage,Besant and Rice's is an unsympathetic portrait of the

young Wilde, often scathing in its satite. This would 
^ppe^f 

to be due to the authors'

lack of sympathy with the aesthetic movement, which is depicted in the novel as an

elitist 'school of prigs'. One of the chatacters in Thelema avefs that proponents of

aestheticism demonstrate

his white brow, spoke of quintessential taste.82

'the effect of too much cultivation on a weak brain ... These young men have

nothing new to say, and yet desire greaúy to seem to have something new. So

they iri-.ent 
^ 

rortãf iargon, and call it the only language fot the expression of

"highet thoughtl"'.8:

Rondelet is seifish, conceited and mercenary, with no scnrples about taking

zdvzntage of his friends. His Oxford College is named as 'Lothian', and Rondolet is a

Lothario in every respect. He repeatedly passes off the ideas of others as his own ând

is referred to by members of his order as 'Brother Parolles', after the boastful,

insincere pedant and pretender of Shakespeare's All's lYell Tltat Ends lY/e//- True to

Wilde,s own defìnition of fiction in The Imþortanæ of Being Earnest ('[t]he good [end]

happity, and the bad unhappily'),** Rondelet's attempt to create an elitist aesthetic

journal fails misetably and he suffers a rtt:uzl humiliation at the hands of the womarl

he intended to marry for her money. At the close of the novel Rondelet is forced to

resign himself to the previously unthinkable; writing for the 'common hetd' in the

Daiþ Press.

81 Ibid. p. 24.
82 lbid. pp.24,300.
83 Ibid. p. 31. S. Squire Sprigge spoke of Besant as â m g

that savãuted of the incomprehensible. Sprigge records n

pretension[s]' to 'powers oËdiscrimination or criticis d

to ordi.t"ry mortals'. Walter Besant, Aatobio¿rE@ of

light of t'his 
"1rer.io.r 

it is hardly ,rrtpri.i.rg 
-that 

Besant's Picture of Wilde in Tbe Monks of Thelerua ts

unsympathetic.
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For those who failed to recognise Rondelet 
^s ^ 

portrait of the young Wilde,

the critique of the novel in the ll/hitehatl Reuiewhinted that this objectionable character

had been drawn from life: 'Paul Rondolet is alone a creztfon of such truth and

magnitude as to deserve fame wider even than that commonly accorded to the genial,

clever and desewedly popular authors''85

\)Øilde appears to have taken Besant and Rice's swipe at himself and the

aesthetic movement with characteristic good humour and held no grudge against

them. He told an American reporter five years later that he considered Besant and

Rice 'gteat writers' and he wrote of Besant to \Temyss Reid in September L887 as a

writer 'of a very distinguished order'.8u Indeed, Besant was well known as a man of

letters, a novelist in his own right, a scholar, a philanthropist and a driving force in

professionalísing British letters and administering the Society of Authots. The lesser

known Rice was a Cambridge graduate who was called to the bat in 1871,. (R-ice met

Besant via his short-lived publication Once a lØeek and their literary partnership lasted

ten years until Rice's death in 1882).

It appears that \X/ilde was acquainted with Besant at some point. Coulson

I(ernahan records that 'about the time when \X/ilde's star u/as culminating' he had

heard him tell a story in which he spoke intimately of Besant, using his Christian

name.tt Flowevef, in a letter to J. S. Little on 1' ,A.ugust 1'888, regarding the

unsatisfactory seatin g 
^r^îgements 

at a Society of Authors dinnet, the following

comment from Wilde on Besant does not appear friendly: 'it would perhaps be too

much to expect that the universal benevolence of Besant should condescend to details

[ike seating 
^fr^rrgements]. 

For philanthropy so wide as his, fiction is the proper

place'.tt Possibly \X/ilde was reacting to Besant blocking his election 
^s 

a member of

the Savile Club; in 1888 the latter entered his name in the Candidates' Book of the

Club to speak on Wilde's proposed membership." A further comment on Besant by

s4 !(/ilde, Collin: Conpleîe lhork¡ of Onar lVilde p. 376.
s5 Besant and Rice, The Monk¡ of Tbelena p. i'
86 E. H. Mikhaii, ed., Oscar ll/iide: Inteniiws and RecollecÍion¡ 2 vols. (London: Macmi-llan, 1'979) p. 57,\X/tlde, The

Conplete I-.etters of Oscar lYilde p. 318'
87 Mikhail, ed., Oscar lY/ilde: Inteniews and Recollectionr p. 306'
8s !(/ilde, The Complen I-.etters of Oscar V/ilde p. 356.
8e As Jonatho.r Fryer has noied, this was ão--on practice for opponents to a candidate's membership as well

as his supporter.; lt is possible that Besant was in thi former category. Jonathan Fryet, 'Oscar and the Savilians"
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Wilde in 1,890's 'The Critic ¿5 d¡d5¡'-that 'Providence and Mr. IüØalter Besant have

exhausted the obvious [subjects for creative writing]'-also appears to suggest that

S7ilde's fotmerþ high opinion of Besant had dwindled substantially.no \(/ilde later

reviewed this statement in a letter to the editor of the Pall Ma// Garytte on 27 August

1891, but only to acknowledge the 'regrettable' factthat

One has merely to read the ordinary English ne'ù/spapefs and the ordinary

English novels of out day to become conscious of the fact that it is only the

obvious that occurs, and only the obvious that is written about'e1

Regardless of whether there was some 'bad blood' between the two men,

Witde would have been unimpressed with Besant's increasing tendency towards

realistic, moralistic and didactic fiction after Rice's death.et In 1900, writing of being

seen by a former friend with a handsome male companion, the disgraced Síilde

compared the old friend's 'terrible' judgmental smile to something out of 'one of

Besant's novels'.ot He might well have made a similar comment about Besant being

knighted in L895, the same ye r ThzLt \X/ilde was convicted and imprisoned for gross

indecency.

T5e year zfter The Monks of Thehma was published \)7ilde gtaduated from Magdalen

College with a rare double first and the Newdigate pize for poetry. The following

year (1,879) he moved to London into lodgings with his artist friend Frank Miles. On

arrival in London ï7ilde embarked upon a mzjor self-promotion drive, being

determined to be noticed by the right people. The artist Louise Jopling tecalls Wilde

p^yrngb.er avisit around this time with alarge snake twisted around his neck.oo Such

extraordin ary znttcs, combined with his sparkling wit and engaging conversatiorì, soon

won Wilde a place in London's elite intellectual and artistic circles. He met Gladstone,

The lY/ild.ean 13 (2001), p. 44. ln any event, unanimous support for the proposed candidate was required and

\üilde was never elected to the Club.
e0 rü/ilde, Collins Conphte lVork¡ of Ovarll/ilde p' 1'1'51.

e1 rùØilde, The Conplen I-'etters of O scar lYilde p- 488.
e2 Lewis Melville, Vicîorian Nouelis/¡ pondon: Archibald Constable, 1906) p. 302.
e¡ !(/ilde, The Conplen I-,etters of Orar lVilde p. 7177 .

eaJopling cited in Ellmann, O¡carlY/ilde p. 104.
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Asquith and Balfour and befriended James Whistler, Lily Langtry, E'llen Terry and

Sarah Bernhardt. Witde u/as at first famous for being famous. The Polish actress

Helen Modjeska found his celebrity remarkable: qü/hat has he done, this young man

... thzt one meets him everywhere? Oh yes he talks well, but what has he done? He

has written nothing, he does not sing or paint of act-he does nothing but talk' I do

not understand'.e5

As many commentators have obsewed, Wilde's slowness to exercise his

ltterzry powers, combined with his self-confessed devotion to self-creation and

dramatisation, had the unfortunate initiai effect of his being widely iampooned as a

htenry lightweight or ^ 
fraud. As Arthur Nethercot notes: 'He had advetised his

poses so successfully that almost no one would believe that anything he said or did

could be genuine'.nu In the 1,871 budesque The Grasshoþþer, \Xli/'àe was satidsed in a

dance routine alongside James 
\X/histler and Frank Miles. In James Aubrey's 1880

satiric play ll/here's the Cat?, he was mercilessly parodied as the aesthetic wdter Scott

Ramsay.,7 Most conspicuously, Du Maurier's Panch drawings poked fun at Wilde with

the poetJellaby Postlethwatte and his friends Maudle the painter and Prigsby the art

critic (the l^tter ¡vo also often bore resemblances to \X/histler and Swinburne). \X/hile

Du Mauriet publicly averred that Postlethwaite v/as not specifically a czitcztrxe of

Wilde, the public certainly took him to be one. Witde himself professed to believe that

he was the original of Maudle and that Postlethwaite u/as a composite of his aesthetic

friends.nt Another plausible possibility has been offered by Leonée Otmond and

others, who have persuasively argued that du Maurier did not imitate Wilde but that

the latter cleverþ assumed aspects of the Du Maurier charactets in ordet to capitalise

on the publicity.ee As this srudy demonstrates, this would be in keeping with \7ilde's

usual modas operandi.

es Ibid. p.112.
e6 Arthut H. Nethercor, 'Oscar Wilde and the Devil's ,\dvocate', Publication¡ of the Moderu I--angaage Associalion of

America 59.3 (1944), P. 843.
e7 After initially ,.forirrg to see lØhere'¡ the Ca¡?,\WiLde later changed his mind and attended a performance of the

play with E[eå Terry. 
"Ho*.rr.r, 

he was disappointed with the production's low quality. Michael Sadleu, Tbìngs

Pa$ þondon: Constable, 1944) P. 11'6.

r¿ Llàyd Lewis and U.rrry ¡,r.á" Smith, Oscar ll/ilde Di¡couer¡ America ft Ss2l Q\ew York Benjamin Blom, 1967)

P-46.
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A. T. D.
'O'Flighty' (1879)

1879's 'O'Flighty', which appeared in the Oxford and Cambridge Undergradaate's Joarnal

on 27 February, is the first of three satires included in this study written by Oxford

undergraduates. The author was identified only as A.T.D. ¿¡d-¡e the present writer's

knowledge-has never been positively identified.l0o

The story is set in Oxford where we first see the aesthetic student Flenton

out walking with his more pragmatic friend Montacute, the nznator. During their

stroll, Henton is surprised to see O'Flighty-a play on Síilde's middle fìame

'O'Flaherti s'-'f1,à¡s¡nising with the 'ultra-Philistine' Deakin. (It is later revealed that

Deakin and O'Flighty met at a lunch at Magdalen College-\X/ilde's Alna Mater-

where O'Flighry had remarked: 'how hard it is to live up to the level of blue chiîa', a

famous remark of \X/ilde's from that period.) Henton introduces O'Flighty, who is

wearing 'a yellow overcoat, soft hat, and rather untidy hair', to Montacute, who

akeady knows of the aesthete by reputation.tot Thrown together with O'Flighty anð' zt

a loss for conversation, Montacute makes teference to the news of the day: the British

invasion of Zuírland. O'Flighty languidly expresses his indifference to the subject,

adding in response to Montacute's question that he has not checked that day's

telegrams posted at the Oxford Union Society: 'I never look at telegrams. I believe

that what they say is mostly untrue, and they really are so very uninteresting'.

O'Flighty goes on to complain of the lack of 'Higher Culture' in an 
^rmy 

th^t would

fight with savâges painted in red and yellow; Henton facetiously suggests that olive

green might be less disagreeable. When O'Flighty goes on to lament the offensive

smell of primitive tdbes, the unaesthetic Deakin sarcastically proposes that O'Flighty

'purchase a few cases of eau-de-Cologne of otto of foses, and send them with a

polite note to the Ztiu: "Private-I beg yout pardon,-Major General O'Flighty
pfesents his compliments and the accompanying few bottles of essence to Ilng

ee Leonée Ormond, George dø Maurier S.ondon: Routledge, 1969). Various other Pønchwrítets and illustrators

satitised \ùØilde with references to 'Ossian llilderness', 'Oscuro \Wilde-goose' and 'Mr. 'S7ilde Hoskar'.
100 Anonymous (A.T.D.), 'O'Flighty', The Oxford and Cambridge UndergradaaÍe's loarnal 27 Febnary 1879' After
examining contemporary university and British Census listings, Oxford scholar Peter Vernier has speculated in

a letter to the present writer that Arthur Thomas Davies, 
^ 

gfz'dtre;te of Jesus College Oxford, may have written

'O'Flighty'.
101 Anonymous (A.T.D.),'o'Flighty'.
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Deakin also suggests that O'Flighty might send Cetewayo a poem 'ort ^ sheet of

vellum with serene mediaeval illuminations, beginning with the O'Flighty's lines:

'Mighty indeed tþ glory, yet to me,fBarbadc Ilng!'. These arc actualTy lines ftom

Wilde's poem 'Raven¡a' which won the Newdigate Prtze the yeat befote 'O'Flighty'

was published.

Flenton ptoceeds to read a poem he has wtitten about the fleeting nâture of

youth and happiness which meets with an unenthusiastic teception from his listeners.

When Montacute ventures that he found the meaning of the poem difhcult to discern

in parts, O'Flighty avefs that '[t]rue poetfy has no meaning'' When Deakin

pfonounces Rossetti's poetfy immoral, O'Flighty becomes incensed and insists that

'the true poet must be immoral'; he asserts: '[w]hen men and women have attained to

the Higher Culture they will be able to teceive Rossetti, but not befote'. The

phiJistinic Deakin also fails to appreciate O'Flighty's favourite 'EaÃy Flotentine

School' of artand likes to sing ddnking songs, IØhen Deakin begins to sing a song he

has composed himself O'Fligh ty can stand no more and quickly escapes unnoticed.

By way of explanation Henton saYS:

Cetewayo, and requests that he will see that his men's handkerchiefs ate propetly

scentei before gãing into action". But I fotgot; they probably haven't any.

Nevetmind, he might administet it an1'way, inside ot 6s1l'102

pose!"'103

!(/hoever',A.. T. D.'may have been, 'O'Flighty' offers 
^ 

f^re insight into how

Wilde was perceived by his Oxford contempotades and effectively illustrates the

myth-making that surrounded him ftom his eadiest days of celebrity. '/\. T. D.'was

also in some degree prophetic: O'Flighty conjectutes that 'if it comes to the worst

lzftet taking my degree] I think I shall wtite for the Tirnes'. lØhile Wilde nevet wtote

102 Ibid.
103 lbid.
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for thatpublication, his career in joutnalism during the last hzlf of the 1880s certainly

kept the wolf from the door before the spectacular success of his society plays.

George Bernard Shaw
ImmaturitJ (879)

ìfilde's fourth fictional manifestatiot:- 
^ppe^ted 

courtesy of a. fellow young Irishman

in London, George Bernard Shaw (1856-1950). In 1879, the twenty-thtee year-old

Shaw, two years younger than !íilde, included ^ pofir^it of the latter as Patdck

Hawkshaw in his {irst novel,Immarørilttoo Although this book remained unpublished

until 1930, by which time it had been patsally revised by the mature Shaw (despite his

avowal to 'make no attempt to correct the work of the apprentice with the hand of

the master"o5), it is included here in accordance with its first date of completion.

Flowever, since some of Shaw's later emendations did relate to the chzractet of

Hawkshaw, both the original manuscript and the 1930 published vetsion will be

considered here.

In 1879, the young Shaw was yet to win the recognition as a playwright, critic

and novelist thât he was later to achieve. Having abandoned his job as a clerk in a

Dublin estâre office, Shaw had moved to London in 1,816 and promptly embarked

upon a rigorous progrâm of self-education, largely conducted at the British Museum

Reading Room, while living on z famlly allowance. Immatari{twas Shaw's first attempt

to make his mark on the ltterary wodd, and he began work on it iust three months

after tùØilde first settled in London in December 1878. Contemporary publishers wete

unimpressed by its alternately serious and satirical depictions of English society,

written in a style which Stanley ìTeintraub has called 'reminiscent of Dickens and

104 Shâ\¡r, wrote frve novels between 1879 and 1883. Richard Dietrich has described these as an ambitious blend

of'avzrnt-gørderealismwithcomic f^îTz;sy,socialsatireof theDickensorThackeraysort,Pârodyofthepopular
no.,.l, 

"ná 
a modernized, antisentimental version of the chivalric romance of Scott'. Richard Farr Dietrich,

Bernørd Shaw'¡ Noue/¡: Portrait¡ of the Artist a¡ Man and St/perlilan (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1996) p.

xüi. Dietrich goes on to state that 'Shaw himself is partly to blame ffor the fact that his novels are seldom read

or criticised]. He would occasionally say of his novels something characteristically intemperate like'I am

ashamed of the whole boodle of them'. . . þ"t] there ate many indications that þe] secretly thought highly of
his early works and wished them well'. Dietrich, Bernard Shaw'¡ Nouel¡: Portrait¡ of tbe Artist as Man and SuþemtaTt p.

7.
105 George Bernard Shaw,'Preface',Immatari!,vol. 1, The lüorks of Bernard Shaw pondon: Constable, 1930)

p. xlü.
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anticipatory of Gissing';tou ít was rejected by no less than ten publishing houses

benveen November IB79 and October 1881. Nicholas Grene observes that while the

book, with its Dickensian influences and intedinked sub-plots, conforms to the

conventions of the multi-volume Victorian novel, the original manuscript is 'heavy-

handed ... formal [and] full of long and contorted sentences'. The published version

that appeared some fifty years later, edited by the more experienced Shaw, is

noticeably more polished.toT

To Shaw scholars, the main interest of the novel and its Preface is

autobiographicat; as is the case with many first novels the central protagonist-in this

instance the eafnest, diligent and plain-speaking clerk-turned-secretary Robet

Smith-is clea¿y dedvative of the author. Smith, like Shaw, detests his prosaic clerical

life and eventually breaks awzy fromit, but nevef loses the pragmatic outlook imbued

by his earþ experience. \X/hile Smith is Shav¡'s principal seif-portrait tn Immaturitl,

there are also Shavian attributes to be found in the industrious artist Cyril Scott and

the eminently practical seamstress Harriet Russell. Russell lives in Smith's IslinSon

board.ing house and he first regards her as a romantic interest; however, love fails to

blossom. The two boarders become friends znd are eventually drawn into the same

circle of aesthetic poets, painters and philosophers via their respective associations

with Halket Grosvenor's country estate, Perspective Park. Smith becomes secretary to

Grosvenor's friend, an Irish M.P., and Russell, via Grosvenot's housekeeper, meets

and marries another of Grosvenor's friends, the eccentric artist Cyril Scott. At

Perspective Park, Grosvenor plays host to regular aesthetic gatherings of

'promiscuous comPosition':

People who disapproved of felt hats, tweed and velveteen clothes, long hair,

-.*rì. or Srndrys, pictutes of the nude figure, lttera*women, and avowals of

agnosticism, .itú.r 
-dirr.-bled or stayed 

^'wzly 
... free expression of opinion

þrevailed] ...108

106 N[¿¡g2¡s¡ Crosland, 'Ada Leverson' Fir¡t Series' ed' George M'

Johnsoã, vol. 153, Dictionary of Litera ' 133'

ioz ¡i.1ro1u, Grene, 'The Máturing of Reuiew Atttumn (1990)' pp'

235,37 .

',oa [.or*. Bernard Shaw,Immaturil1, The lworks of Bernard Shaw, vol. 1 (London: Constable, 1930) p' 109'
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Just as there is more than one character in Imrnataritlt who demonstrates a

Shavian influence, there is also more than one personality who displays aspects of

\X/ilde ^t these aesthetic gatherings. Among the Eastef Sunday assemblage 
^t

perspective are briefly glimpsed Macartney, an'AnaIysis of Genius marì', with \X/ilde's

,studied negligence of pose', 'sonorous voice' and 'studied phrasing and accent', as

well as the affected, long-haired poet Bolingbroke, who plays a piano piece in the

form of a 'study for the loose wrist'.loe Flowever, it is the poet, journalist and

exponent of aestheticism Patrick Hawkshaw who represents Shaw's most unequivocal

and complex portrait of \X/ilde. Hawkshaw is known as a 'fine gentleman' and is a

prominent member of the Perspective circle. Despite his Irish name, Hawkshaw calls

himself an Englishman and is zlazy, gossipy charmer full of 'poetic nonsense'who

has a passion for 'pagandeities' and all things Greek. Hawkshaw's sonnets, such as his

'The New Endymion' (\7ilde's composed his poem 'Endymion' in 1878, the year

before Shaw began work on Immatariry), are lauded by Grosvenor's set, and, as was

the case with the young Wilde, recently arrived in London, thete is much conjecture

in artistic circles as to what the talented young aesthete will do next. (Grosvenor

recounts the rumour. that Hawkshaw will 'edit theEltza,bethan dramatists', but in fact

the Hawkshaw's next undertaking is to be a controversial interpretation of Hamlet.tto

While he is often talked about, Hawkshaw, like \X/ilde, is not universally

admired. Like Helen Modjeska, at least one of Grosvenor's guests is bewildered as to

the young Hawkshaw's claim to fame and accepted authority on subjects 'which have

baffled the marurest intellects'. The unaesthetic and plain-speaking Irish M.P'

Sloodward thinks him an untalented and impettinent young 'prrppy'. Excerpts from

Hawkshaw's Greek translations are consideted by one aristocratic dowager to be

'[un]fit to be read in a respectable house', and the poet's frequent use of compound

adjectives divides his listeners 'between admiration for his genius and regret that they

had been induced to listen to him'.111 \X/ilde-like, Hawkshaw easily disarms his

detractors with his friendly banter, lavish compliments and zffable compliance with

1oe Ibid. pp.11.3_1,4.
110 Shaw, Inmaturi4t p. 158.
111 Ibid. pp. 71, t\i, ZZO, 3I4. In a letter to George Macmillan of 22 Marc]n 1879, líilde ProPoses to edit two

plays by 
-Eìripides 

for the publisher. \xlirðe, Tbe conplen I-,etters of onar lvìlde p. 78.
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the harshest criticisms. As Cyril Scott puts it, Hawkshaw 'studies to conciliate

society'.11'

For every d,etractot, howevef, Hawkshaw has a gushing disciple to hang upon

his every lflildean pfonouncement 'your þeacock blue] dress " ' u/as a dayàream';

.[w]hat an accursed thing it is to have relatives!'; 'I am always in earnest until three

o'clock, when I assume my cap, bells, and cardcase'.tt'In stark contrast to Smith and

the semi-Shavians Scott and Russell, the thought of hatd work makes Hawkshaw

shudder. He speaks ptoudly of never having worked steadily in his life, being too

sensitive ^ cfe^trrÍe to endure the 'spectre [o4 Drudgery', and he is philosophicaily

resigned to a life of debt.tto

Perhaps the most \Tildean of Hawkshaw's utterances are his cynicisms on the

compromising effect of marriage upon the individual; many of these are inspired by

the impending wedding of Scott and the seamstress Russell. Hawkshaw's relation to

Russeil is of particular interest for our purposes. At {irst wary of the dispassionate and

utilitarian dressmaker, who is immune to his whimsical charms, Hawkshaw is soon

won over by her staunch individuality, intellectual sagacity and self-possession. The

semi-Shavian Russell also comes to appreciate Hawkshaw's admirable qualities of

good humour and tolerance, despite her aversion to his studied triviality' As is

suggested below, this aspect of the Russell/Hawkshaw relationshiP 
^ccrrr^tely 

reflects

the actual relationship between Shaw and Wilde'

It is Hawkshaw's conduct in relation to another woman, the notorious flirt

and socialite Isabella \X/oodward, daughter of the lrish M.P., which casts the harshest

light upon his character. Heavily in debt due to his extravagant spending during the

London season, Hawkshaw engineers a romance with \X/oodward, aìrcaày a friend,

with a view to marrying her for her money, a scenârio which had already been

envisioned for z \X/ildean character in Besant and Rice's The Monks of Thelerna.

Hawkshaw appears to have succeeded in this pian when \X/oodwatd encoutages his

attentions, and gives him some of her diamond iewellery in order to ease his

immediate financial difficulties. However, \Toodwatd soon regrets her actions after

112 Shaw, Inmaturitl PP. 95,268.
113 Ibid. pp.226_27.
114 Ibid. pp.298,303'
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tiring of Hawkshaw's fulsome professions of love and practice of trading everywhere

on the strength of their relationship. When she severs thejr attachment, Hawkshaw

quickly devises 
^ 

w^y to simultaneously protect his social standing, solve his ftnarrcizl

difficulties and revenge himself on Woodward by writing an obviously allusive poem,

'A Song of Bent Branch and Broken Laurel', in which the central chzrzcter, a version

of himself, is the victim of a woman's treachery. Henceforth, in order to promote

gossip and book sales, Flawkshaw shrewdly assumes the demeanout of a 'broken

m^n' for his public appeârances. One of his followers describes his 'Tragrc'

transformation:

'. . . poor chap! No more arty ties and all. that. He has set up a suit of dead black,

long skirts, broad collars, and a black stock. His coat and head look as if a brush
hadn't touched them for six weeks. No gloves; and for all, that you can see of his

cuffs, he might as well have no shirt. He is a regulat scârecrow; and he has turned
miset as well; ttavels third class; walks long distances; and comes into a dtawing
toom with boots on as big a gas metets, all splattered *¡t1t -od'.tts

To complete the melancholic effect, Hawkshaw publishes his poem 'in a black kid

cover bearing neither ornament nor insctiption . , . [-ith leaves] of tough, hear,y paper

with untrimmed edges'.tto The book is issued âs an expensive 'limited' edition. After

Hawkshaw succeeds in making \X/oodward's 'treachery' the talk of the town, society

can't snap up his book fast enough, and the poet makes a massive profit. Despite this

windfall, however, it is only when Mr. \X/oodward offers to buy back his daughter's

jewellery that Hawkshaw redeems it from the pawnbrokers and returns it, with the

bareftcedlie that the gems had never left his possession.

Such unsavoury tevelations about Hawkshaw's character 
^ppe 

r to have their

root in Shaw's eady mistrust of Wilde. It is not kfiown when Shaw and Wilde first

¡¡g¡-i¡ his essay 'My Memories of Oscar rù(/ilde', included 
^s ^Íl 

appendix in Frank

Harris's biography Oscnr ll/ilde: His L^tfe and Confessions (frst American edition 1.91.6,

first English edition 1.938),tt7 Shaw could not recall 
^r'ry 

conta.ct in lreland, although,

11s Ibid. p.41.3.
116 Ibid. p.379.
117 Shaw, in consultation with Alfted Douglas, revised Harris's biography fot its second edition in 1938.
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like most Dubliners, he knew of the Wilde family.ttt It is possible that Shaw was

inspired to creâte the character of Hawkshaw after observing Wilde at ttre British

Museum Reading Room, where Shaw was in the habit of writing' \X/ilde applied for a

reader's ticket there on 1 March 1'879,the very same month that Shaw began work on

Inmatørit1.tto Shaw and $7ilde met at least once at one of \X/ilde's mother's 'at homes'

in London berween 1879 anð,1885; Shaw recalled that Lady Wilde was good to him in

those .desperate days'. Shaw also referred to his sister Lucy's 'innocent conquest' of

both Oscar and his brother \íillie Wilde; while little is known about this connection

we know that \x/ilde attended Lucy's 'wedding tea' inNovember 1.887.t'0

\X/ilde and Shaw's eady meeting at the home of \X/ilde's mother, related by

Shaw in his append,ix to Flarris's book' appeafs to have set the tone for future

relations between the two men; Shaw recalled that: '[Wilde] came up and spoke to me

with an evident intention of being specially kind to me' \7e put each other out

frightfully; and this odd difficulty persisted between us to the very last ' '.'.t"' kt

Immatørirl this uneasy relationship is reflected in an uncomfottable scene between

Smith and Hawkshaw, when both men meditate 'on the powef that each possessed in

disconcerting the other' -t"

Although he latet came to greatly respect the talents of his contfoversial

countryman, the twenty-thf eeye^f old Shaw's portrait of Hawkshaw suggests that as a

young man he felt a degree of resentmerìt and suspicion towards \7ilde, two years his

senior, that was symptomatic of a Lztent rivzky. In order to undetstand Shaw's

teaction to Wilde, one must appreciate that, due to their common aspirations and

significantly divergent natufes, an ufl.easy sense of competition between the two

118 Sha¡ñ. recalled seeing the \üildes at a concert in Dubün and remembered that Oscar's father, the

ophthalmologist Sir lWilliam, operated on Shaw's fathet nt'
tD 5.. ¡7i1¿., Oscar. Reading Room application' 1 Mar dition

It is particularly tempting to draw this conclusion in from

-hi.ir Sh^- reiates that the character of Agatha \Wy in his

was wholly inspired by a young female novelist he notict Muse
,[o]n that'g1impse of a iace l"instantly conceived the character and wrote the description of Agatha \7ylie''

Shaw,'Preface', pp. xlüi-xliv.
rzo ç.or*. g.rnìra Shaw,'My Memories of Oscar \íilde', O¡carll/ilde, ed. Frank Harris Q'{ew York: Dorset,

f l3g; p. ilO, Stanley Weintra;b, "'The Hibernian School": Oscar \ù7ilde and Bernard Shzw', Sbaw: The Annaal of

Bernard Shaw Stildier 13 (1993).
121 Shâw, 'My Memories of Oscar \Wilde', p' 330-3 d on t

Pearson, saying that he and lü/ilde treated one zno urtesy'

such formaltylnd regularity that we never got on relaúo

for both of us'. Pearson,The Life of OtcarlVilde p' 156'
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dominant personalities was perhaps inevitable. In 1879, both Shaw and ìíilde were

young Protestant Dubliners with an ambivalent relation to their homeland, attempting

to establish a literary reputation in London. Both were egotistical and self-assured

individualists and paradoxtcal humourists. Both were to become eloquent public

speakers and witty subverters of conventional Victodan mores who were continually

mocked in the press. Both worked as reviewers; from 1885 to 1888 their unsigned

reviews in the Palt Matl Garytte were often mistaken for each other's.t" Both

developed an interested in Socialism; \X/iide attended a meeting of Shaw's Fabian

Society on 6 July 1888 and the ¡wo men wefe reported as agteeing on the future of

art. Robert Ross later told Shaw that this Fabian Society meeting inspired \X/ilde to

write .The Soul of Man under Socialism' (1391). (Shaw also produced an idiosyncratic

tract on Socialism, 'The Quintessence of Ibsenism' (1890), which probably influenced

\X/ilde's essay.t'o) Both also promulgated conttoversiai ideas about dress; Shaw's being

ostentatiously practical, Wilde's ostentatiously flamboyant. Finally, both wete to win

acclaimas London playwrights in the 1890s.

While one might conclude from this stdking list of similarities that Shaw and

\X/ilde were 'kindred spirits', one must also consider their equaily temarkable catalogue

of contrasts. Shaw's upbringing was impoverished and middle-class; !7iide grew up in

the elitist milieu of Dublin's fashionable Merion Square. Shaw left school at fifteen

and took charge of his own education; \X/ilde emerged from the prestigious Magdalen

College, Oxford, with a double first and the illustrious NewdigatePrize in hand' Shaw

felt shy and awkward among society, and a\'ways considered himself an 'outsider';

\7ilde placed himself at the centre of every social gathering and quickly charmed his

most strident critics.t'u Shaw, intensely public-spirited, utilised litetature to propagate

122 Shaw, ImrnatuiîJ p.346.
123 D^îH. Laurence, ed., Bernard Shau: Collected l-,etter¡ 1874-1 897,vo|. 1,4 vols. pondon: Max Reinhardt, 1965)

n.2'1.0.
Tro B..¡.on, The o¡car ll/itde E,nryclopedia p. 337, \leintraub, "'The Hibernian School": oscar rWilde and Bernard

Shaw', p. 33.
12s Frank Harris, who knew both Wilde and Shaw well, wrote:

I have often been asked to compare Oscar's humour with Shaw's. I have never thought Shaw

humorous in conversation. It was on the spur of the moment that Oscar's humot was so

extraord-inary, and it was this spontaneity that made him so wonderful a companion. Shaw's humor

comes from thought and the intellectual angle from v¡hich he sees things, a dry light thrown on

human frailties. Fiank Harris, 'Oscar rVilde and Frank Miles', Oscar lYilde: Interuiew¡ and Recollecfions,

ed. E. H. Mikhâil, vol. 1 (I-ondon: Macmillan, 1979) p' 32'
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strongly held beliefs and induce change. \7ilde, unabashedly selfish, puported to

value style over substance and habitually mocked those who dispensed 'good advice'.

Shaw took many years to earn his reputation by sheer determination and hard work;

the indolent Wilde achieved fame with a combination of audacious self-publication

and bdef butsts of productivity. That Shaw should feel some resentment towards

Witde under these circumstances is hardly remarkable, especially In 1'819; tn thatyear

\X/itde had become the talk of the town less than ^ year after graduating from his

prestigious university, while the disadvzlîta;ged and industrious Shaw had yet to make

any impact on his adopted city (and in fact did not make a reg,iar income ftom his

pen until 1885).126 As Shaw reflected in 1,91,6, with a trzce of the old resentment,

'Oscar seems to have said: 'I will love nobody: I will be utterþ selfish; and I will be

not merely a rascal but a mofistef; and you shall forgive me everything''127

Hawkshaw's lackadaisical approach to wotk, starkly contrasted with that of the hard-

working artist Scott, reflects Shaw's sense of injustice at \7ilde's eady success. Scott

complains:

'It is all very well fot Hawkshaw, who turns out cheap wares by priming brrmself

up nov/ and then for a despente ftt of working, and gets credit for it all the

-o-.trt it is before the public, to take things easily. It is very different with me;

for I have drudged year after yeat until I have very litde patience left for anything

but wotk. If it was easy work, that could be dashed off by the help of a few tdcks

in a ftt of enthusiasm, Jike his poetry, a m fl might keep his newes robust 2¡ i¡'.128

Shaw's envious feelings towards \X/ilde can also be glimpsed in Smith's

reaction to Hawkshaw's charismatic power. Smith, who is highly 'conscious of his

own deficiencies in polite intercourse', envies Hawkshaw's 'careless gaiety', and he

wonders at the poet's composure before delivering his translation of a Greek play to a

126 D^vidJ. Gordon has observed thztat 'almost every step [in his career] ìlilde seems to have enjoyed an

advantage [over Shaw]'. David J. Gordon, 'Shavian comedy and the shadow of \ü/ilde', Tbe Canbridge Comþanìon

to Georgl Brrnord Shøa, ed. Christopher Innes (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998) p. 124. Gary

SchmiJga[ highlights the fact that Shaw had to wait much longet than \íilde for critical acclaim: 'for many yeats

[Shaw] was -ãr. notorious than famed as a ubiguitous platform speaker and rambunctious music ctitic. It was

Àot nÃtit 1911, when he was fìfty-{ìve, that he had his fìrst long-run theatrical success, Fannl's Firct Plaj. Gary

Schmidgall, The Stranger lY/ilde: InterpreÍing Oscar (l\ew York: Dutton, 1994) p. 353. Hesketh Peatson has

.o--.it.d on Shaw's jealousy of \X/i-lde: 'the only time I noticed real hostilty towatds a fellow being in Shaw's

manner and speech *ai *he.'*. were discussing his famous fellow-countryman'. Pearson cited in Schmidgall,

The Stranger ll/ilde: lnterpreting Oscarp. 353.
127 Shâü', 'My Memories of Oscat \Wilde', p.329.
128 Shaw, Immaturi! p.295.
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crowded society drawing room: 'the mere imagination of having to accomplish fthis

task] made Smith's knees knock together'.t'e

Hawkshaw also displays the exaggerated 
^rrogance 

that Shaw always disliked

in nØilde and delighted in debunking. Shaw described \X/ilde in 1,91'6 as 'a very prime

specimen of the sort of fellow-townsman I most loathed ... the Dublin snob'.'to

Patrick Hawkshaw is certainly an elitist; when he learns that the artist Scott is in love

with the lowly dressmaker Russell, he automatically assumes that there can be 'no

question' of mzrriage; the Shavian Smith promptly rises to Russell's defence and

praises her as 'an exceptional woman' that Scott would be lucky to marry.13t

Shaw's resentment of the young \X/iide's burgeoning celebrity, and growing

reputation as a commentator on the arts, is frequently evident tn Immataritl' Shaw felt

that $íilde was ill-qualified as an zrbiter of artistic taste and believed his own claim to

it was a more justified one: cX/ilde started as an apostle of Art; and in that capacity he

was a humbug'.1" Wilde's pronouncements on music, which he knew relatively little

about, particulady irritated Shaw, who prided himself on his musical knowledge and

later earned a reputation as one of London's most respected music critics at the ll/orld.

In Immatari{t, Hawkshaw's is revealed to have 
^ 

very poot musical knowledge, despite

his pretensions of wisdom on the subject. Shaw's distaste for the general

pretentiousness of contemporary aestheticism is frequently discernible in the novel, as

is his low opinion of aesthetic poetry like \Øilde's; Hawkshaw's celebrated poems are

described as being 'little more than rhythmical lists of garden-produce'.t"

Shaw's famous zdvocacy of temperance is also reflected in the artist Cydl

Scort's disgust at Hawkshaw's drinking. \7hen Hawkshaw bemoans his lack of funds

and motivation to write, Scott encourages him to curb his drinking. Hawkshaw, who

habitually drinks before breakfast, replies that 'þ]randy is absolutely necessary to

make my ideas flow ... Better live ten years drunk and write a hundred poems, than

sixty years sober and compile soullessly for the publishers'.t'o As an old man Shaw

referred to Wilde's death at forty-six as the price he paid for'ImmortaliLy 
^s ^ 

Talker

12e Ibid. pp. 11,218,300.
130 Shau., 'My Memories of Oscar líilde', p. 334.
131 Shrw, Immaturi! p.228.
132 Shau¡, 'My Memories of Oscar\ffilde', p. 336.
133 Sha$., Immaturitl p.294.
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on Alcohol'; whereas he, an abstemious man' was stili active at eighty-three years of

13-5age'

Richard Dietrich notes that the Wildean Hawkshaw is also unfavourably

contrasted with the Shavian Smith in his relations with Isabella Woodward:

Dietrich also sees a comparison between Wilde and Shaw in the lattet's conffâsting of

Hawkshaw's and Scott's divergent approaches to art:

Hawkshaw,s lettet [to Isabella] is a florid affair ... betraying a weakness of

ch'rracter that disgusted her. þletter from Smith to Isabella], on the othet hand

. .. tiE a businessllike and matter-of-fact account . . . [which] reveals to Isabella

the'unusoal probity of her father's secretary, whereupon she begins 'a new

românce [with Smith], based on respect for virtue''136

scott,s posing is the result of an aggravated pdde and sensibility, behind which

there is- ,rl t^lrnt, whereas the-posing of Hawkshaw is the tesult of an

incorrigible, if entertaining, dtshonesty. scott is earnest where Hawkshaw is gaily

deceirriîg. Scott plays thelole of artist in order to defend himself against doubts

of his tient, *h...", Hawkshaw assumes the disguise of artist purely for the

delight of impersonation and its social rewardc'1¡r

This tendency of compafing himself (or a fictional substitute) with wilde (or a

fictional substitute) and emefging the 'better man' reflects Shaw's simultaneous

identification with, and reiection of, Wilde. This may also be inferred by the name

Shaw chose for his \X/ildean poet. The addition of the word 'hawk' in front of Shaw's

own name has led Michael Holroyd to suggest that Shaw saw \íilde as a version of

himself 'gone wfong'. The word 'hawk' can imply a rapacious pefson or someone

who relates gossip too freely; Shaw's Hawkshaw displays both of these traits'138

Dietrich reads the 'hawk' in Hawkshaw as an indicator of Shaw's disapprovai of the

type of artist who commercially 'hawks' his artist status, rather than letting his work

134lbid. p. 303.
rrs ¡4"O'¡¡r¿ e, ed., Bernard Shaw and Afred Dou¿lat: A Corretpondenæ po¡{.on: John Murray, 1'982) p' 124'

136 R. F. Dietrich, portratit ( the Arti:t"as o Yoing Saperrnan: A Staþ oJ Shaw's Nouels (Gzinesville: University of

Florida Press, 1969) P' 75.
13? þistriçþ, SøPeman P. 57.

138 Hokoyd ecting the common reading of Smith as Shaw's

self-portrait. 1856-1 898, vol' 1, 4 vols. (l'Jew York: Random

House, 1988) p.75.
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speak for itself.tue Of course, the word 'hawk' can also evoke the impression of power

and far-sightedness, traits that Shaw would have undoubtedly glimpsed in the young

Wilde.

There is very little physicai description of Hawkshaw in the first published

version of Immatantlt (1930). \ühat description there is conforms to the common

practice of deflecting potential accusations of libel by grving the derivative character

contfasting 2¡¡¡iþu¡s5-Hawkshaw has a 'slight figure '.. and voice no more than

ordinarily ¡s56n2¡¡'-r¡¡hile including enough distinctively \Tildean characteristics to

suggest a portait: Shaw's poet speaks 'rhythmically' and weafs a conspicuously

\X/ildean costume: 'a long black coat, dove-coloured tfousefs, primrose gloves, and z

bronze-hued scarf, fastened by a brooch representing a small gfeen beetle with red

eyes, fiX/ilde often wore a green scarab ring). Hawkshaw also has !7ilde's 'refined

zffectztso¡' and distinctive manner of looking languidly through half-closed eyes.too

There is considerably more character description of Hawkshaw in the original

manuscrip t for Immatøri4t. In addition to making mâny minor improvements to the

text in ¡g3},tot Shaw also decided to cut two chapters from the original manuscript, âs

significant portions of these pages had been eaten by micelto' An inspection of these

,mice-eaten' sections of the manusctipt, curently heid in the National Llbrary of

Ireland, reveals that, while the rodent damage to the nvo chapters is extensive, there is

a lengthy scene featuring Hawkshaw and Cyril Scott which remains intact.la3 The

scene in question appeafs in the original Chaptet XII, when Hawkshaw visits the

studio of Cyril Scott. After the artist opens the door to Hawkshaw, Shaw provides the

extensive physical description of the latter than is iacking in the 1930 published

version. Hawkshaw is described as

ru þis¡¡içþ, Bemard Shaw'¡ Noueh: Portrait¡ of the Aúi:t as Man and Sapernan p. 57.

140 Shaw, Inmataritl pp. 226, 90, 377, 14.
t+l ¡.rni¡. hi, .t"i.ål.rt.ntion not to âlter his earlier work, after Shaw re-re he was unable

to r.sist 'tightening, improving [and] editing' it, making'continuous styli ome revisions

which chanlge the Jatosìnd ,lr"b.tun.. of the text'. Greni, 'The Maturing o rst Novel', pp'

28,225.
142 Grene writes: 'As luck would have it, the two chapters in question were largely discursive and descriptive'

not greatly advancing the pìot, and Shaw did not .lr.n h"',,. to re-write the ioins surrounding the excision'' Ibid',

p.227.
ì+r 6.or*. Bernard Shaw, 'Immaturity', ms. 847, National Library of Ireland, Dublin, pp. 396-404'
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^ppareÍt.144

The long hair and effeminately handsome features, the duality of noble upper and

grosser lower facial features and the white hands arc all redolent of \7ilde and appear

repeatedly in the fictional portraits examined here. Once inside Scott's studio,

Hawkshaw reclines languidly over two chairs with a brandy and water and proceeds to

complain about the effrontery of ^î ^ctor 
who has presumed to question his

interpretation of Shakespeare's Ham/e/. Hawkshaw's assettion that the only function

of an actor is 'to lend his substance to the embodiment of a poet's thought'tecalls

SØilde's simila¡y dismissive comments about actors, whom he frequently referred to

as'puppets'.tos

During the course of their conversation Scott frequently cdticises

Hawkshaw's drinking (Hawkshaw argues that he is 'never drunk, and some of the

greatest poets zlve are never sober') and finds furthet fault with Hawkshaw's poetry,

which he contends is repetitious in form and in its incessant depiction of dream-like,

unrealistic women: 'brass and clay creatures with serpents in [their] hair, and' feet that

u/eave spells, and deadly cruei eyes, and bestiality in proportion to the brandy you

drink before wtiting about her'. Hawkshaw, in response to Scott's suggestion that he

has never cared about an actrtal women in his life, asserts that it is his romantic

mistreâtm ent 
^t 

the hands of women like the ones in his poems that has driven him to

drink: 'Look at me. Look at what I am, at what they have left me'. When Scott avets

that 'no such woman ever existed', Hawkshaw flippantly replies: You have been

reading a lot of reviews, or you are going to be married' (Scott is indeed about to be

married to Harriet Russell).1a6 Hawkshaw appears to delight in baiting the serious

Scott in this manner:

144Ibid. p.396.
14s lbid. pp.397_398.
146 Ibid. pp. 400_401.
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lWhen I see you lying on your back there half asleep, destroying yourself with
Iiquor, I feel as if it would be an act of charity to sting you to display a flash of
real feeling, in otder to let you know what real feeling is like' [said Scott]'

'Ah!' said Hawkshaw, with a languid smile, 'what a glorious thing it is to be

young. I assure you it quite rouses me only to contemplate your obstrepetous

energy. Have you âny more brandy'?lau

Hawkshaw's parting words to Scott in this scene are particularþ interesting.

\Øhen Scott takes a last shot at Hawkshaw's poetry, Hawkshaw offers to write a poem

for Russell 'in my otd milk and water style, which you used to swear by when we were

both friendly obscurities'.tot Was there a time, perhaps in their Dublin youth, when

Wilde and Shaw were'friendly obscurities', z memory which mollified Shaw's

irritation at Wilde's extr^v^g nces? The Shavian Scott, who is so irritated by the

\X/ildean Hawkshaw, is strangely softened by this allusion. Perhaps theit old

connection compelled the older Shaw to cut this scene from the final version of the

novel in 1930. It is, after all, a scene which could easily have been transposed into

another chapter. Alternately, in light of the \X/ilde scandal of 1895, Shaw may have felt

uncomfortable about including Scott's suggestion that Hawkshaw had never cared

about a womarì, particularþ in light of the fact that one of the sons from Wilde's

mzrriage to Constance was still living in 1930.

As for Shaw's revisions regarding Hawkshaw in the non-nibbled portions of

the original manuscript, there are relatively few, mostly of a minor nature.to' There are,

however, some alterations to the text that reinforce Hau¡kshaw's \Tildean odgins. For

example, Shaw gave Hawkshaw several more mots on such typical \X/ildean subjects as

the importance of originality and the vagaries of English education, the middle classes

and familial relations. One such addition reads: 'our tragedy [as artists is that we] are

unique and beyond class; but we all have middle class relatives, especially wives'.tso

Another alteration is rather more tenuous in its relevance. The 'Greek tragedy'recited

by Hawkshaw in Chapter VIII of the 1930 published text was formedy specihed as

'Oedipus' in the original manuscript. This may have been intended by the young Shaw

14? Ibid. pp.402_403.
148lbid. pp.403_404.
14e fe¡ 

-Sh"*" 
handwritten amendments to the original version of Intmatariry see Shaw, George Betnard'

Immaturitl, ts. Additional 50651-50653 1BL). This is the 1927-22 rypescript of the 1879-1881 version of
Irzmataitl that Shaw had made up in order to make his tevisions.
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as a tongue-in-cheek allusion to \7ilde's close relationship with his mothef, which he

witnessed first-hand at Lady Wilde's 'at homes'. Of coufse' this can only be

speculated upofi, but Shaw must have had some feason for removing the reference in

1930; it is possible he thought better of a youthful ioke that wâs in questionable taste'

\íere we to take Shaw at his word in his 1,921 Preface to Immataritl, which

leaves the reader with the impression that no significant alterations have been made to

the original text, we would be misled in more than the fìatufe of Shaw's revisions'

Shaw,s pfef^tofy essây also contends that, while '[m]any of the characters in this novel

[owe] something to pefsons I þave] met', there is only one chzracter who is an actual

portrait, that being the artist Cyril Scott, who Shaw avefs was based on the landscape

painter Cecil Lawsofì..tut In fact, there are at least two othef 'acÎ;ttzl pottraits'in the

novel. Apart from his distinctive pofffay^l of \x/ilde, Shaw later admitted that the

charzcter of a dancer with whom Smith becomes smitten-Bernardine di Sangalio-

was a straight-forwatd depiction of Ermina Pertoldi, a dancer Shaw had been

infatuated with in the eighteen-seventies.tt'He even decided to dispense with the alias

and revert to the dancer's original name in the published version of the book' Shaw

explains his reticence to identify the originals of his characters in the L930 Pteface to

Immatøritl,posrulating that if he did this the historical pefson would be identified with

the fictional character until their'dying àay, with heaven knows how much mofe

scandalous invention added to account fot my supposed intimate knowledge of [their]

chzractet,.rr, It was most likely the prospect of 'scandalous invention' telating to the

disgraced Wilde that deterred Shaw from ever identifying his likeness in Immaîarit1, as

he iater did with Lawson and Pertoldi'

It is aiso possible that Shaw was reluctant to identift Wilde in his first novel

due to the unsympathetic natufe of the poftr2trt; as mentioned above, in spite of all

Shaw,s objections to Wilde, he grew to greatly respect the latter's talents and courtesy

to him as the yeafs went by. Shaw once said that although he was 'in no way

pred.isposed, to like \X/ilde, the latter eamed his regard.tto Descriptions of some of their

150 Sha,Ã¡, Inrnalaritl pp. 266-67.
1s1 Shaìr','Preface', P. *lit.
rsz çr.n., 'The Maturin g of Imnaturitl: Shaw's Fitst Novel', p' 228'

1s3 Shaw, Inrnatari! p'*Lt.
1s4 Shâw, 'My Memories of Oscar lfilde', p' 334'
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meetings-Shaw estimated that there wefe not mofe than twelve before \X/ilde's

death-contain glimpses of feilow-feeling, often stemming ftom the ability of both

men to laugh at themselves. Shaw recalled a pleasant chance meeting at a naval

exhibition in Chelsea in February 1890, which diffused much of the tension that had

previously characterised their interactions :

I don,t know why I went or why \x/ilde went; but we did; and the question of

what the devil we were doing in that galley tickled us both. It was my sole

experience of Oscar's wonderful gift as a facontelr ' .. for ofice ouf meeting was

u åo...rr; and I understood wþ Morris, when he was dying slowly, enioyed a

visit from Wilde more than from anybody else " ' 1ss

Shaw,s opinion of Wilde appears to have improved significantly from the

mid-1880s; he was particularþ impressed when wilde was the only literary man in

London bold enough to sign a contfoversial 1887 petition he had drafted, which

proposed a reprieve for the Chicago anarchists sentenced to death for rioting the yezr

before. 'It was a completely disinterested act on his p^rt; and it secured my

distinguished consideration for him for the rest of his life'. tuu Shaw also appreciated

Wilde's fespectful fegârd for his talents, at z ttme when the rest of London tteated

him as something of a ioke:

wilde on his part made a point of recognising me as a man o.f distinction by his

mâfrnef, and r^ep,rdiating the cuffent estimate of me as a mefe jester' This was fìot

th. ,rr.r"l recipiocal-admirrtion trick. I believe he was sincete, and felt indignant

at what he thåught was a vulgar undetestimate of me; and I had the same feeling

about him.157

shaw rerurned \x/ilde's couftesy by defending him against his critics and publicly

professing his admiration for the latter's stylish and amusing reviews and society

plays, with the single exception of. The Importance of Being Earnesl, which he thought

heartless (Shaw conceded, however, 'the force and daintiness of fthe play's] wit')'ttt

He later stated that '[c]omedy: the criticism of morals and mannets uiaa u\ce' w^s

1ss lbid. pp.331_32.
1s6 Ibid. p.334.
1s7 Ibid. p.333.
,s, g¡"n1i, $Teintraub arg'es thar Shaw 'fail[ed] ro realtze that lThe Importance of Being Fantest] satirized the late-

Victorian veneer of earnãstness'. \ü/eintraub, "'The Hibetnian School": Oscar Wilde and Bernard Shaw', p' 39'
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fWilde's] forte. \lhen he settled down to that he was gÍeat'.'se Shaw greu¡ to see his

countryman as an ally in the fight against British philistinism and its drama:'[o]ur

school is the Irish school; and Wilde is doing us good service in teaching the theatrical

public that'a play' mzy be a playrng with ideas instead of a feast of sham emotions

The rwo men got into the habit of exchanging presentation copies of their

books and Shaw sent \lilde tickets for the first night of his play Arns and the Man on

21, April1894.

Three extant letters further demonstrate the respectful relationship that grew

between the two men. The first, from \X/ilde to Shaw, is postmarked 23 February 1893

and refers to Shaw's 1891 publication, The paintessence of Ibsenism, the central tenets of

which probably influenced Wilde's 'Soul of Man under Socialism' as stated above:

My dear Shaw, You have written well and wisely and with sound wit on the

ridiculous institution of a stage-censotship [Shaw was one of the few British

writers to publicly pfotest the banning of \Wilde's Salomé from the London stage

in 1.892]: your little book on Ibsenism and Ibsen is such a delight to me that I
constantly take it up, and always find it stimulating and refreshing: England is the

land of intellectual fogs but you have done much to clear t)rre aít we are both
Celtic, and I like to think that v/e ate friends: for these and many other reasons

Salomé pfesents hetself to you in purple raiment. Pray accept het with my best

wishes, and believe me, very ttuly yours, Oscar !7i1de.161

Shaw's reply, dated 28 February, contains evidence of much fellow-feeling. In his

letter he relates that he hasn't yet received the volume of Salomé ('I expect her to

aritve a perfect outcast, branded with inky stamps, bruised by flinging from hard

hands into red prison vans') and writes against British censorship:

... we have to half fight down, half educate up, if we 
^ïe 

to get rid of
Censotships, offìcial and unofficial. And when I sây we, I mean Mottis the

l7elshman [who both Shaw and \X/ilde admired] and \X/ilde and Shaw the

Irishmen; for to learn from Frenchmen is a condescension impossible fot an

Englishman.

I hope soon to send you my play q{/idowers' Flouses', which you will fìnd

tolerably amusing, considering that it is a farcical comedy. IJnfortunately I have

no powef of producing beauty: my genius is the genius of intellect, and my fatce

its derisive btutality. Salomé's purple gafment would make Widowefs' Flouses

ridiculous; but you are precisely the man to appreciate it on that count.

15e Shaw, 'My Memories of Oscar \Wilde', pp.336-37
160 Crosland, 'Ada Leverson', p. 338.
161 V/ilde, Tlte Conp len I*mrs of O nar lYilde p. 554.
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for the moment. GBS.162

A letter from Wild.e to Shaw, postmafked 9 May 1'893, indicates that he did receive a

presentation copy of ll/idowers' Hoases from Shaw, which had received a lukewarm

feception the year before. \X/ilde paid the Shaw the compliment of ranking lYidower's

Hoøseswith his ov/n more successful plays:

Notwithstanding such friendly missives, \X/ilde was well 
^\v^fe 

of the personal

and philosophical disparities between himself and Shaw and he ragged Shaw for his

foibles on several occasions, most famously alluding to Shaw's habit of disconcerting

people with blunt questions and tactless observations with his quip that Shaw '[h^d]

no enemies but fwas] intensely disliked by all his friends''tuo \(/hen Frank Hards asked

\X/ilde what he thought of Shaw, \X/ilde reportedly replied:

,^ m n of real ability but with a bleak mind. Humorous gleams as of wintry

sunlight on abare, harsh landscape. He has no passion, no feeling' and without

p^rriãrr^,. feeling how can o.r. b. an attist? He believes in nothing, loves

162 D^trH. Laurence, ed., Bernard. Shau Theatrics (foronto: University of Toronto Ptess, 1995) PP' 8-9' Shaw's

ss of lfilde's 'easy' life and its contrast to his own'

th of it to Ellen Terrv in a letter of 25 September 189ó,

lied: 'what I'd want to do would be to impress my o'ù/n

Shaw-Shaw-Shaw!', banging his fist on the table'

sponded: 'and how would you spell it?' (ie' 'Shaw' or

the joke. Partridge cited in Pearson, The Life of Oscar

ll/ilde p.158.
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nothing, not evefì Bernatd Shaw, and really, on the whole, I don't wondet at his

indifference', and he laughed mischievously.l65

Despite this chaffing, Shaw demonstrated his reg rd for \íilde by being one

of the few men of letters who publicly championed the disgraced decadent after his

conviction in 1895. He drafted petitions advocating ieniency for \)íilde during his

prosecutions and imprisonment (which failed to win significant support) and also

defended Wilde against Max Nordau's attack on him in Degeneration in 1895 in an

open letter in the New York Liber{t (IzJuIy). While Shaw, tn 1.91'6, somewhat harshly

referred to the post-prison \7i1de as 'an unproductive drunkatd and swindler'

(epithets which incited 
^ngry 

responses in print from \X/ilde's friend Robert

Harborough Sherard),16u Shaw went on in the next sentence to say thât SØilde's

writings demonstrated that he was r:rot 'z selfìsh or base-minded man'.167 While he

disapproved of \X/ilde's wa)'ryard post-prison life, Shaw continued to proclaim \7ilde's

talent in reviews and articles when the latter's name was still 
^îathema; 

in 1897 he

proposed \X/ilde's name for a projected 'British Academy of Letters' in The Acadenl

magzzine.tut FIe also continued to send the disgraced Wilde copies of his books and

Wilde returned the favour. Shaw was particulady moved by ìlilde's post-prison

appeals to improve conditions for children in English gaols (far more than he was by

De Profundilo\, and in an article which appeared in German in Vienna's Neue Freie

Presse in 1905, he criticised English society for its unjust treatment of Wilde, asserting

that

16s Frank FIarris, O¡carIY/ilde Q.Jew York: Dorset, 1989) p. 279.Tbts was a common observation of Shaw; \X/. B'

Yeats also referred to him as 'cold-blooded'. Beckson, 'Oscar ìíilde's Celebrated Remark on Bernard Shaw', p.

361.
1ó6 See Sherar d's O¡car ll/ìlde 'Drankard and Swindler': A Repþ to Geor¿e Bernard S haa, Dr G. J. Renier, Frank Harri¡

etc. (1933) and his Bernørd S baw, Frank Hani¡ and O¡car lYilde (1936 and 1937).
rez Shaw, 'My Memories of Oscar \lilde', p. 341-42. Shaw believed that some of \íilde's flaws could be

attributed to his physical make-up: 'Oscar was an overgrown man, with something not quite notmal about his

bigness... I have always maintained that Oscar was a giant in the pathological sense, and this explaìns a good

deal of his weakness'. Shaw cited in Beckson, Tbe O¡car lVilde Enryclopedìa p. 337 .

168 Beckson, Tbe Oscar lYilde Enryclopedia p. 339.
16e Shâu¡ thought that De Pmfandi: contained 'pain ... inconvenience, annoyance, but no real tragedy, alÌ

comedy'. Shaw cited in H. Montgomery Hyde, Oscar lN/ilde: Tbe Aftermath pondon: Methuen, 1963) p. 191. Just
as Hawkshaw deftly manipulates his reading publìc in Immalari!, Shaw saw Wilde's Prison letter as a 'ftnal score

off the British publìc ... a gigantic blagae, the final pose even in prison'. Shaw cited in Jonathan Fryel, Robbie

Ros¡: O¡car lYilde's Deuoted Friend Q\ew York: Carroll and Graf, 2000) p. 786-87.
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Reflecting upon their association on 9 August 1939, Shaw wrote to Älfred

Douglas: 'I did not d.islike Wilde; and I don't think he disìiked me '..'."' S(/h.n asked

shortly before his death whom he would most like to meet, Shaw replied: 'I do not

want to talk to anybody, aüve or dead, but if I craved for entertaining convetsation by

a first-clas s ra.conten,I would choose oscar wilde'.172 He also mused that \X/ilde would

'not þave] found the gates of heaven shut against him. He is too good company to be

excluded; but he can hardly have been greeted as '[t]hou good and faithfui servant

Despite their mutual barbs at each other's expense, it is clear that, by the time

of wilde's death, the two men fegafded each other with a mutual respect and

understanding. This is perhaps why Shaw was not content to let Inmatørills Patdck

Hawkshaw stand as his only fictional portrait of \7ilde. Guty Schmidgall has

convincingly argued that the character of Peter I{eegan, a defrocked pdest in Shaw's

play John Ball's Other Island, completed four years after Wilde's death, is a more

sympathetic portrait of llilde. Schmidgall persuasively reads l(eegan, a philosophic,

melancholy humourist, as

Hawkshaw'.t70

^î 'act of penance for the caricafixe in Patrick

[o]ur present day morality is repugnant .,. 'ü7ilde's cl the

i^Lr riu, orrr mãr^[ty coold nãt-fool him, and the uld

neither break him nor dishonor him. He held fast ast'

because it was an honest pose. For that very feason it has been unspeakably

annoying to English morali!, which, too, is â pose, but without the benefit of the

excuse of being an honest one.17o

170 Shâ\¡/ cited in Schmidgall, The S tranger lYilde: Interpre

171 Hyde, ed., Bernard Shaw A Coffesp

the company of lWilde in ouglas be

1940s. In a lettet dated 5 old Sir A
a 'quite Poet' who 'stuck

urla¡: A P.62'
o?k,'go menr Wilde?--The Reality Behind the Legend', NewRepahlic December

8-74. Wilde's influence has also been detected in Shaw's

(1905) and Mat and Søpertuan (1905)' See Beckson,

oìdent Crilicat Views: George Bemard Shaw (l'{ew York:

1937) p. 10, Gordon, 'shavian comedy and the shadow of 1X/ilde', David Rose, A Shaa

The Oscholars, Ävailable: htrp://homepages.gold.ac.uk/oscholars/vol-iji-06/shavings'htm, 3

traub, "'The Hibernian Schooli': Oscar Wilde and Bernard Sha#, pp. 43-46.
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Rhoda Btoughton
S econd Thoaghts (1880)

In the year after Shaw compieted his first version of Immataritl, Rhoda Broughton

(Ig40-1,g20), on. of several 'New S(/oman' authors considered in this study, published

her novel second Thoøghts, which features z potttzit of \íilde as the poet Francis

Chaloner.lts Although Broughton's novel was published in 1880, it had been written

during the preceding two yeafs. Broughton had moved to oxford with her sister in

i,878, \Wilde's finalyezr as an undergraduate atMagdalen. At thirty-eight years of age

Broughton, the niece of Irish writer Sheddan Le Fanu, was already a novelist of some

notorietyi her novels 'were a combination of social satire and sensationalism' The

unrestrained actions of her audacious and rebellious heroines were modelled on the

New \ùíom zn znd excited a degree of controvetsy. Broughton was said to have come

to oxford ,to sketch university foibles'. Her witty conversation soon won her a place

in university social circles and she established a social znð' lttetary salon, although she

was frequently snubbed by those who d,isapproved of her work'tto Broughton's

biographer Marilyn \íood states that Broughton

... proved more than a match for oscar \flilde who, not relishing the idea of

rrr"i"g a rwalwho might out-talk and out-epigram him, declined to send her any

more invitations to his own parties.177

Broughton,s friend the novelist Margaret woods contended:

17s Iân Fletcher defines the 'New Süoman' as 'active in politics, art, music, and [terature, reacting against the

double standatd of moralìty, experimental in her celebration of sexualitY, whether heterosexual or SaPPhic

Fletcher, Aabrel Beard:le1 p. vi. As Linda Dowling stâtes, ântagonistic'lìterarY critics and reviewers persistently

identifìed the New \ù/oman with the decadent, perceiving in the ambitions of both a profound threat to

established culture' Linda Dowling, 'The Decadent and the New \íoman in the 1 890s', Nine leenth-Centary Fiction

.L.Dodgson(LewisCarroll)reportedlyrefusedtoâttendasocial
edtob-epr...ttt.PaulschlueterandJuneSchÌueter'eås''An
nd Expandid Edition Q'Jew Brunswick: Rutgers University Press'

Broughton's novels as an example of Broughton's re
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[n]eithet [at Oxford], nof latef, was fiJíilde] equal to encountefs with Rhoda

Broughton, who ... loathed him.178

As the witry centre of 
^ 

band of )ttenry admiters, it is cetainly possible that

Broughton was viewed as a rival by Witde. Invitations to Broughton's later homes in

London and Headington Hill were sought zfter, and she counted Matthew Arnold,

Thomas Hardy, Anthony Trollope, \Walter Pater and Henry James among her

friends.lTn However, it is also likely that Broughton and Wilde experienced 
^

'personality clash'. Broughton appears to have alienated \X/ilde with her conventional

morality and propensity for maliciousness; she has been variously described as

zrrog nt, tart, temperamental and disposed to sarcasm.tto Whatever the case, Marilyn

'Sflood ârgues persuasively that Broughton's portrait of Wildean poet Francis Chaloner

in Second Thoøghts was an act of revenge on ì7ilde for a social snub. Broughton

appears to have felt such slights deeply; Michael Sadleir telates that she wâs prone to

'fits of almost morbid deptession',t*t and Ethel Arnold recalls Broughton remarking 'I

can't forget those early yearc of my life fat Oxford], when those from whom I had

every right and reason to expect kindness and hospitality showed me nothing but cold

incivility. I resent it still, and I shall resenî it to ry þing dry'.'r'

While it seems that Broughton was not invited to more than one of \7ilde's

Oxford soirees, her ftiend Margaret Woods was, and it was probably \)7oods who

kept Broughton up to date with llilde's aesthetic eccentricities that are reflected, or

exagger^ted, in the character of Francis Chalonet.183 The nature of Broughton's

portrait is possibly a reflection of the fact that, unlike Oxford scholar Mark Pattison

whom Broughton caricatured t¡ Belinda (1883), the author did not know \X/ilde well.

With only second-hand access to the vagaries of Wilde's personal-ity (through \7ood,

good actions, not our crimes, that we are mostly punished in thìs wodd'. 1ù7ood, Rhoda Broughton (1 840-1 920):

Profle of a Noaelirt p. 126.
178 Margaret L. \X/oods, 'Oxford in the 'Seventies', Fortnþtþ 150 (1941), p. 281'
tzr ç. {. Cevasco, ed.., Tbe I 890s: An Enryclopedia of Bitisb l-;iteratare, ArL and Calturc (New York: Garland, 1993)

p. 79, Anne M. \ü/indholz, 'Rhoda Broughton (1.840-1920)', Nineteenlh-Centary British lYomen lYriter¡: A Bio-

Bibtiograpbicat Critical Soarcebook, eds. Abigail Burnham Bloom and Emmanuel S. Nelson SX/estport, Conn.:

Greenwood, 2000) pp. 7 6-77.
180 R. C. T.rry,'Rhãda Broughton', Victoian Nouelisl¡ After 1885, ed. Ira B. Nadel, vol. 18 (Detroit: Gale

Research, f 9S3) p. 17, Ethel M. Arnold, 'Rhoda Broughton as I I(new Her',Fortnþtþ Reuiew 114 (7920),p.276,

Sadleit, Thiry: Pa$pp. 84, 85, 89-91,94,701.
r81 Sadleir, Things Past p. 90.
182 Arnold, 'Rhoda Broughton as I l(new Her' , p. 267 '
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who disliked him18a), Broughton's Wild ean character is fragsle, melancholic and

humoudess:

Chaloner does not laugh ... he never does. Life fìevef tufns the comic side of her

face towards him. He"is of the same mind as-v/as it Châteaubriand who said

that not only had he no keen sense of wit, but that it was positively disagreeable

to him)lss

This description certainly does not resemble the undergraduate aesthete we know

through his letters and the recollections of his Oxfotd contempo¡21is5-u/þatever the

de{iciencies of the young Wilde, wit and humour wefe n'ot lacking' Of course, it is

also possible that Broughton and \íood saw a side of Wilde that he did not present to

other contemporafies, that does not fit the legend we have inhedted; aftet a1)', every

young man has his melancholic moments and 'off days. \íhatever the case, we can

confidently mark Chaloner as a fiction al portait of ìíilde: he is cleady recognisable by

his long hair,'earlyByzanttne face', the distinctive décor of his rooms, his love of Pre-

Raphaelite poetry and his Paterian desire for.'alarger life'with'passionate pulsations';

he suggests to the heroine Gillian Latimer at one point that they 'butn like a pure and

gem-like flame upon one altzr'.t'u Chaloner's conversation is recognisably \X/iidean,

echoing the ornate, jewelled language that \X/ilde was both celebrated and cdticised

for. He tells Gillian that his poetry should be read to the 'low pale sound of the viol

or virginal: with a subtle perfume of dead foses floating about, while the eye is fed

with porphyry vases and tender Tyttzn dyes'!187

Unsurpdsingly, in light of Margaret Woods's comments cited above,

Broughton,s portrait of the young aesthete is a hostiie one with cleady reflects her

antagonism towards \X/ilde-Chaloner is insensitive, egotistical, and rìever suspects

183 ì(/ood, Rhoda Bmugbton (1 540-1 920): Profle of a Nouelist p' 55'
1s4 !(/oods wrote in 1941; 'If Ruskin.r.ãt.d-,h. aesthetic movement, Oscar Iü/ilde destroyed it by making it

ridiculous ... It has been mentionedin a magtzine article that Iwas frequently at his tea-parties "' In the same

article it was said, with truth, that I consider.¿ ni- a mzLn of genius, and for this reason unpopular with other

undergraduates, and ac.ordiágly championed him. The truth wãs I did not realiy like Oscar. What his motals at

that time were I did not then'and do not now know, but I felt for him that instinctive repugnance which quite

innocent and ignorant gids sometimes feel for immoral men " ' '' Wood goes on to relate--that after dancing

with rwilde at a"MagdalËn College ball she bruised his vanity with a temark about his back. Woods, 'Oxford in

the 'seventies', pp. 281'-82.
1s5 l{hodâ Brorrgittorr, SecondTboughß,2vols. (I-ondon: Richard Bentley and Son, 1880) vol 1' p' 18'

186 Ibid. vol L, pp. 9-10, I7,18 and vol 2, p. 48, 55'
187 Ibid. vol2,p.9.
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Gillian's 'sincere desire for his absence'.188 As in The Monks of Thelema and Immataritl,it

is once zgain suggested that the Wildean character's courting of the hetoine is

considerably in{luenced by her ftnancial attractions. Apart from her possible

resentment of Wilde's social snub, Broughton's unsympathetic portrait may also have

been prompted by a gener.al disdain for the pretensions of the aesthetic movement;

like her heroine Gillian, Broughton was of a more p:.:acttczl bent. As mentioned

above, Broughton's description of Chaloner's rooms in Second Thoaghts corresponds

exactly with contemporary reports of Wilde's rooms at Magdalen, compÌete with

delicate Japanese china, unfinished paintings on easels anð. a single lily in a blue

vase.tto Broughton's description of this décor cleady signals her disapproval of

aesthetic conventions. The unfinished Pre-Raphaelite portraits in Chalonet's studio

are described as 'sickly virgins and diseased Aphrodites', all representations of the

same'livid, dislocated woman ., . carrot-headed, thumb-nosed, sunk-cþs5¡sd-2lmost

always backed by sunflowers, and ínvzriably swaddled in unwholesome draperies''tno

Richard Ellmann has also observed that the two portraits of Venus and Hylas

highlight 'the sexual ambigurty of aesthetic young men'.tot In contrast, the tooms of

the manly, straight-talking, hardworking hero of the novel, Doctor John Butnet, are

dismissed by Chaloner as 'ungraceful' and 'un-Greek'; they contain 'bold design and

lively colours', the curtain s are 
^'good 

strong undeniable blue' and the drawing-room

suite is 'first-class'. Gillian remarks: 'One has of late years such a surfeit of cholera

blues and livid greens, that one begins to long for magenta anð. arsenic back again '..

I find it a refreshing change from sunflowers and peacock's eyes'.to'

Broughton, like several other authors to be discussed in this study, draws the

metaphor of aestheticism as a 'diseased' part of the otherwise healthy, vital Btitish

communal body. Chaloner avers that the 'beauty of a pezrl is greatet than that of any

other jewel, because it is the beauty of disease'.te' Broughton may well have heard

188 Ibid. vol 1, p. 16.
18e References to \ùØi-lde's enthusiasm for china had appeared in the Oxford and Cambridge Undergradøate Journal of
27 Febnnry 1879 and in a George Du Maurier Panch cafioon on 30 October 1880.
uo grorr*6[on , Second Tboaght voI 2, pp. 2, 56-57, 60. Marilyn rü/ood obsewes the similarity of these pictures to

Dante Gabriel Rossetti's paintings of Elizabeth Siddal. lWood, Rhoda Broaþton (1 840-1 920): Profk of a Nouelist p.

56.
1e1 Ellmann, O ¡car ll/ilde pp. 84-85.
1e2 Broughton , Second Thoagbts vol 2, p. 8'
1e3 Ibid. vol 1, p. 10.
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Dean Burgeon's Oxford sermorì denouncing \Tildean aestheticism as an insidious

.form of heathenism which it is our bounden duty to fight against and to crush out, if

possibie'.1e4

Cleady, Wilde had reason to dislike Broughton, and he appears to have

retained his earþ aversion to her. As a reviewer for r}re Pa// Mall Garylte he published

a scathing denouncement of Broughton's novel Betþt's Visions on 28 October 1886'

Shaw, who, as related above, reviewed for the Pa// Malt at the same time as \íilde,

recalled that 'the barbarous âmusement of skinning minor poets [and other writers]

alive, was prevalent at the time, and often inspired 'deadly vendettas'.tnt V/ilde's review

of Broughton's work certainly falls into this category:

No one can evef say of fRhoda Broughton] that she has tried to sepafâte

flippancy from fiction, anJ whatever harsh criticisms may be passed on the

.olrt rrétion of het sentences, she at least possesses that one touch of vulgarity

that makes the whole world kin. We are sorry, howevef, to see from a perusal of
.Betty's visions,, that Miss Broughton has been attending the meeting of the

Psychical Society in seatch of copy . . . She knows more about the vanities of this

wódd than about this wodd's visions, and a possible garrison town is better than

an impossible ghost land'1e6

It is true that, despite her often daring plots and insightful depictions of humanity,

Broughton's fiction tended towards melodram a and. sentimentality and her style and

gr^mm rhave been called'slapdash' and'clumsy'.t" Wilde concluded: 'In Philistia lies

Miss Broughton's true sphere, and to Philistia she should return''te8 It seems clezr' thzt

Wilde thought as little of Broughton as she thought of him. Margaret \7oods, who

always contended that Wilde resented her friend's superior wit, wrote in 1'941':

The last time I met Oscar was at aPtivate View of the Royal Academy; he then

said that he had lately come acfoss Rhoda Broughton and found hef tongue as

1e4 ElLnann, O¡car lN/ilde p. 44. Ironically, despite Broughton's pronounced aversion to aestheticism, one of its

chief proponents, llalter^Pater, was one of Broughton's strongest suPPorters in the Oxford community' Sadleir,

Things Pa$ p.93.
us ¡"rrt.tt.., ed., Bernard Shaw: Collec¡ed l-tlter¡ 1 874-1 897 p' 223'
1e6 !(/ilde, Reuiew¡ p. 99-100. Broughton wrote in A B ginner (1894) that'[t]hanks to our system of anonymous

criticism .. . the writer cân never know whether it is a male or female viper that spits its venom at him or her

from behind a mask'! Broughton cited in Windholz, 'Rhoda Broughton (1'840-1920)' , p' 16'

1e7 Sâdlefu, Thing Pasr P. 95'
1e8 \(/ilde, keaiew¡ p. 100.
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bitter as ever; which meant, no doubt, that he had been as the French say,

completely rowléby her lightning wit, to which he had no teady fetoft.lee

Did Broughton's 'Iightning wit' really leave \X/ilde 
^t 

ù ioss for \r/ords, or was

he merely avefse to the poof quality of her writing and her bitter tongue?

Unfortunately, in the absence of new evidence, we are unlikely to ever find the ansv/er

to these questions.

It is worth taking an aside at this point to mention ¡u¡o theatrical productions which

lampooned \x/ilde and the aesthetic movement in 188L, reinforcing the unfavourable

image of Wilde presented by Besant and Rice, Shaw and Broughton. The fìrst of these

was The colonel, by F. c. (Francis cowley) Burnand, in which \x/ilde is blatantly

parodied as the self-important 'transcendental genius' Lambet Streyke, founder of

the .Aesthetic High A.rt company'. This parody is particulady severe; streyke is

revealed to be an unscnrpulous con{ìdence trickster who takes tðvantage of a titled

friend in order to live the high life. The following commeflts made by an anonymous

ðrama critic for the Illastrated Sporting and. Dramatic News 
^pper 

to tefer to \X/ilde's

reaction upon seeing the production:

Burnand, a contfibutof to Pønch from 1863, took up its editorship in the same yeâf

útatThe colonel.wzs first performed. Like the authors mentioned above, Burnand took

a d.im view of the aesthe íc craze. R. G. G. Price avefs that Burnand and his Panch

cartoonist Du Maurief wefe equally to blame for that publ-ication's perpetual

stereotyping of contemporary xt and artists; they certainly did this at Wilde's expense'

The modern Aesthete is rather a gofgeous cre2¡¡lr:re; and as a well-known, amiable,

and very long-haired Aesthete oÈsewed on the first night, had he been called in

he coulå harrã given the management some valuable hints as to how aestheticism

might be corporeally budesqued.20O

1ee \(/oods,'Oxford in the'seventies', p. 281'
200 ,\nonymous 

^ 
stage aftd smen pp. 16-'17. Witde 'got his own back' on Burnand

in his essay ,Th a d-i"nnet putty -ìthoot a 'cultured and fascinating liar'was as dull

as 'a lecture at at the Licorporated Authors' or one of Mr' Burnand's farcical

comedies'. \Xlilde, Collins Complen lY/orks of Onar lVilde p' 1'081'
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Apart from the Du Mauri er charzcters mentioned above, \7ilde's various othet

incarnations ín Panch included the Wilde-eyed Poet, Oscuro \X/ildegoose, Ossian

Wilderness and Drawit Milde.

The satire from the Panch camp was soon to be eclipsed by that of Gilbert

and Sullivan's comic opera, Patience, or Bunthorne's Bride, which premiered on 23 April

1881 at the Opera Comique. Patience remains the most enduring dramatic parody of

eady \X/ildean aestheticism. Central to the plot is the rivalry between the aesthetic

poets Reginald Bunthorne and Archibald Grosvenor, both of whom display

similatities to Wilde, particulady Bunthorne, who avers that

You must lie upon the daisies and discourse in novel phrases of your complicated

state of mind,

The meaning doesn't matteÍ if it's only idle chatter of a transcendental kind.

Reinforcing the 'aesthetic sham' image that had been established by previous fictions

and satires, Bunthorne bìithely confesses to the audience that he is actually 'not fond

of uttering platitudes/In stained glass attitudes' and that his 'mediaevalism' is actually

'zf.fectattonfBon of a morbid love of admiration'. Bunthorne also invokes a popular

legend about \Wilde, mentioned in the Introduction to this study, in imparting advice

on how to succeed as ân aesthete: 'Though the Philistines may jostle, you will rank as

an apostle in the high aesthetcbznd/If you walk down Piccadilly with a poppy or a

lily in your medieval hand'.''1

Despite Bunthorne's resemblance to \X/ilde, Gilbert maintained that his

aesthetes u/ere composites, and indeed, 
^p^rt 

from their similarities to ì7ilde, they

have also been seen to reflect characteristics of \ü/histler, Rossetti, Swinburne and

Ruskin. However, the public saw only \X/ilde in the ostentatious Bunthorne, and by

the time the production was taken to America tn 1,882, Bunthorne's Whistlerian

characteristics þlack cuds, white lock of hair, moustache and eye glass) had been

relinquished for Wilde's long brown locks and gestures. Wilde followed his usual

practice of treating the satire with amused toierance and attended the premiere in

London and a performance in New York. The success of Patience svggested to \X/ilde
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that he had hit upon a winning formula; he remarked the same yeaf: 'I should nevef

have believed, had I not experienced it, how easy it is to become the most prominent

{ìgure in society'.'o'V/ilde's celebrity was certainly on the rise; he had iust published

his frst ed,ition of poetry, Poems (1881)-a contfovefsial selection of suggestive,

sensual poems of the 'fleshly 5çþsel'-2nd the Prince of \x/ales had asked to meet

him, femarking 'I do not know Mr. Síilde, and not to know Mr' \7ilde is not to be

knou¡n,.ro. In an inspired move, \X/ilde accepted Richard D'Oyly Carte's offet to

lecture on aestheticism alongside a touring company of Patience in ,\mericz tn 1882'

The media hype surrounding his tour of America and canadz ttratyear has been well

documented. The tour stands as â remarkable achievement in self-promotion, with

Wilde riding on the backs of his parodic detractors to increase his fame and spread his

aesthetic creed.

Anonymous
Ye S oal Agonies in Ye Life of Oscar Wilde (1882)

The Americans were quick to follow the English example of satirising wilde' The

popular press, which had featured many of Pønch's Du Maurief caftoons ddiculing the

aesthetic movement before Wilde's atrival, was fìlled with similar caricztwres and

articles lampooning him once he had aritved in the country. A short satirical booklet,

entitled Ye soal Agonies in Ye Life of oscar lx/ilde, appeared while he was toufing, and

told the story of his life in a similar fashion to Patience' Published pdvately by an

anonymous author, with illustrations by charles I(endrick, Ye soal Agonies conslttrttes

an illuminating record of how Americans perceived the English 'Professor of

Aesthetics,. Most of the American satires mimic those imported from England, and

poke fun at $7ilde's preoccupation with lilies and sunflowets and his lack of lttenry

output. Ye Soal Agonies alleges that \7ilde composed his first poem at age fowt:

The sun is yellow,
The sþ is blue;

201 \(/illiam Schwenck Gilbert and. Arthur Sullivan, Patience,l881, Opera, Gilbert and Sullivan Archive'

http:/ /mllth.idbsu.edu/gas /patience/lttrri'/patience-home'htm, 19 April 2000'

202 Ellmann, O:carlN/ilde p. 104.
203 Ibid. p.123.

Avaiìable
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And I am four,
That's quite too-too.2oa

The author displays a surprising knowledge of \lilde's Portora and Trinity

College history. FIe contends that Wilde's tutof at the latter institution, Ptofessor

Mahaf.fy, was jealous of his brilliant student and wâs glad to be rid of him when he

won his Oxford scholarship. The author has Mahaffy writing from Trinity College

Dublin to John Ruskin at Oxford:

My DBAn RUSKIN ... I send you Oscar \X/ilde. Look out for your Stones of
Venice. He'll pulveri se lhem, and then he'll pulveris e1ou. He kicked up no end of a
dasthere.Tlbi.

TlteMAI¡AFFY.zos

Ruskin effusively replies to Mahaffy that \Øilde is 'the missing link be¡ween the past

and the future of Art', that 'the bridge had been built, and its keystone v/as Oscar'; a

reference to Ruskin's famous Hinksey Road Campaign.'ou ç\X/ilde reportedly 'broke

mâny stones' for the Hinksey Road and was 'said to have been specially invited to fill

[Ruskin's] barrow, and to help him trundle it down the plank'.207) The Patenan

philosophy of intense sensations' adopted by \X/ilde is also mocked with 
^r1

illustration of an Oxford don beating the bending Wilde with birch twigs; the caption

reads Ye work of anAncient Mastef fills him with exquisite pain'.'ot

The Prince of Wales and \X/ilde are depicted as great 'pals' and in one passage

Queen Victoria and her companion Mr. Brown urge the young poet to write a poem

about the Albert memorial, bizarcely requesting him to rhyme'Albert'with'monolith'

(see Plates 3 and.4).'oo Wilde and the Prince of Wales did often meet in society and

\X/ilde told an acquaintance in Dieppe in 1,897 that he had met Queen Victoria and

admired her appearance and regalbearing.tto

204 Anonymows,Ye SoulAgonie¡ in Ye Life of OnarlYilde Q\ew York: Privately printed, 7882) p.3'
205 Ibid. P. 8.
206 Ibid. P. 9.
2o7 G.T. Atkinson, 'Oscar lüilde at Oxford', Cornbill Maga{ne 66 (1929),p. 564.
20s Anonymows, Ye Soul Agoniet in Ye I;ife of Ouar lYilde p. 1'0.

20e lbid. P. 15.
210 Ellmann, O¡carlf,/ilde pp. 509-10.
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Ye SoalAgonies zlso contains m^îy passâges which mock Wilde's high opinion

of his lttenry abilities and place among the London literati:

Alfred Tennyson, on heating of Oscar's arrtva) [in London], fled to the Isle of

\X/ight 
^nd 

sát to work otr u þo.- on the Zulu$ar, which he named 'Charge of

the"Dark Bdgade', in contradistinction to his 'Charge of the Ught Brigade''

Browning .oÀme.r..d reading Johnson's Dictionary upside down, with a view to

coining *ords, and Rossetti bought a job lot of goose-quill pens and some papef

that hi'd been iniured by water 
^t 

a ftïe. As for the minor poets, they borowed

'fivers' where they could and went out of the countfy'2l1

After completing his American tour, Witde spent some months in Paris working on a

play-The Dachess of Padan (first produced âs Gaido Feranîi by Americ tl 
^clor

Lawrence Bagettin New York in 1891)-before returning to England in 1883. Upon

his return it was soon noted that \X/ilde had abandoned the distinctive aesthetic

costume for which he was renowned, for a new look inspired by Parisian fashions'

William Gaunt describes the change:

Gone were the velvet breeches, the silk stockings and the page-like mop of hair,

the medieval soulfulness, the Pre-Raphaelite yearning. Instead thete appeared the

flanear of the boulevards, a gay cosmopolitan, sipping absinthe, smoking scented

cigarettes, and dressing the part of the dandy, the continentaltzed dandy on the

-ãd.l described by Baudelair e ... alter Bunthorne came Beau Bfummel'212

The initial fewor and pretensions of the aesthetic fad had abated, and the

sophisticared qü/ilde of the second period' had atrived. Once back in Britain, \X/ilde

embarked upon another lecture tour, speaking mainly on interior decoration and his

American experiences. \Øhen he was not lecturing \X/ilde wrote articles and reviews

for journals: the Patt Mall Ga7,ette, The Satardal Reuiew and the Coart and Sociefl Reaiew.

In November of that year he also became engaged to Constance Lloyd, the daughter

of an Irish barrister, whom he married in 1884. It appears to have been \X/ilde's

relationship with his wife which fired the vivid imagination of his next fictiona[ser,

Mrs (Rosa) Campbeil Praed.

211 Anonymows,Ye Soul Agonie¡ in Ye Iife of Oscar lY/ilde p' "I"t'

212Will1^mGaunt, TbeAe:tbeticAduentttre (London:Jonathan Cape, 1945) p' 188'
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Mts (Rosa) CamPbell Praed
Affinities: A Romance of To-dalt (1885)

The novelist, journalist and playwright Mrs s.osa) campbell Praed (née Murray-Prior'

1g51-1g35) was the first Australian-born novelist to win international fame."'Praed

grew up in the Queensland bush, the daughter of a pastoralist who later became a

politician in Brisbane. Three years after marryíng Arthur Campbell Praed and

enduring the isolation and harsh conditions of his Port Curtis station, the Praeds

migrated to England in 1876, whefe Rosa began to write as Mrs Campbell Praed'

Australian setrings and political themes feature frequently in Praed's wtitings,"o as do

occult themes (which interested her greatly) and risqué plots featuring troubled

marriages praed's own marriâge v/as not a huppy one; she later separated from her

husband to live with her friend Nancy Harward, possibly in a lesbian relationship"t).

The praeds moved to London around 1,882 anð. Rosa became well-known in

artistic and political circles. She soon began to incorpof^te m ny of her famous

friends and acquaintances into het fiction: Ellen Terfy, Ada Rehan, Arthur Conan

Doyle, Mrs Lynn Linton, Lady Colin Campbell and others are zll' to be found thinly

disguised in her work."u So too, is Oscar Wilde, who appears as Esmé Coiquhoun, the

central male cl:ra1;.cter of her 1885 novel, Affinities: A Romance of To-day a novel which

also contains fictional portraits of the artist Louise Jopling (as Christine Bodase) and

theosophist Madame Helena Blavatsky (as Madame Taìnvasro)."' Although the

school of theosophy is nevef mentioned by name, it is this movement and

contempo rary Lonð.on',s fascination with it that forms the background to Praed's

novel. Late nineteenth century theosophists studied Hindu and Buddhist teachings on

the supefnatural, mesmerism, clairvoyance and astral body experiences' The

213 p^útci^ Clarke, ,Rosa praed (adrs. Campbeìl Praed)', Aa¡tralian I-;iterature 1 788-1 91 4' ed. Sel-ina Samuels, vol'

230, Dictiona ry of Lite:r:arry Biography petroit Gale Research,200'D p' 302'

214p."edco-,ù/rote thre. politiã"f ïo".fr in the 1880s vith her friend the Irish MPJustin McCarthy, who was

also known to !íilde. Aftär McCarthy's death Praed edited his letters to her and published them as Oar Book of

Memoie¡ (1'912).
21s Clarke, 'Rosa Praed (l\4rs. Campbell Praed)', p. 309'
21ó Cevasco, eð.., Tbe 1g90¡: An Enryctopedia o¡nøtlsb Literatare, Art, and Culture p. 482, Clatke, 'Rosa Praed (I4rs'

CampbellPraed)',hellandDavidTrotter'
Comþanion (Oxford
zn fatÀciz Clarke, nd spiritaalist (\{elbourne

1999) p. 85. Another fictional portrait of Madame Blav ky appears in Robert Bu

discussed in Part Two.
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Theosophical Lodge in London, established by the Anglo-Indian iournalist Alfred

Percy Sinnett, had quickly become popular with many members of 'Upper Bohemia'

with a taste for 'new sensations', including Robert Browning, Ridet Haggatd, Rudyard

I{ipling, Bram Stoker, Wilde and his mother Lady Wilde'"t

praed, a con{irmed spiritualist and occultist, was a follower of the renowned

theosophist guru Madame Blavatsky and held a theosophy meeting at her home on24

May 1,884 to introduce the new movement to London society.'le This meeting

inspired praed to begin writing Affinities, which depicts the theosophists as the 'New

pythagoreans'who 'hold the vulgar phenomenon of spiritualism in supreme contempt

þreferring] a species of Indian iuggtery which bases itself upon stdctly scientific

principles' .tto It is likely that Wilde and his wife to be, Constance Lloyd, attended

praed,s meeting or 24 May. The couple shared a mutual interest in the occult'

mofeovef, their influence is clearþ discernable in Praed's Afinitiel

\X/ilde and Praed shared many mutual friends in London's literary and

theatrtczl circles and Praed wâs â frequent visitor to Lady Wilde's 'at homes'' \X/ilde

also visited the Praed home to see plays performed privately rhefe.t" Praed admitted

to taking notes from Wilde's conversation on such occasions and to drawing on these

notes for the character of Esmé Colquhoun, an admission which makes Colquhoun

of particular interest for our purposes."'

In keeping with the supernatuÍal theme of the novel, the \X/ildean Colquhoun

is first seen in a vision by Major Graysett, who has iust fetufned from a long tetm of

service in India to visit his friend Colonel Rainshaw at his country estâte. Almost

immediately zfter Graysett's arcival, he experiences a disturbing vision in which he

SCCS

'la] large man, very tall, and of great breadth of chest, with a way of tossing back

his t-reaa so that attention was ãa[ed to his statue-like thtoat. He had a smooth-

218 Ibid
21e Ibid
2zo Mrs eorge Routledge and Sons, 1886) p' 2't7 '

22r C6¡ Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1948) p' 107

222 CIrrrke, Ro¡a! Rosa! A tife of RoJa Praed, nouelist and spiitaalist pp' 85, 100'
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hit. Itwas not red and it was not gold, but something between the two; and he

wore it very long, and brushed back from his forehead. It was cudy, and stood

out at the ends ...'.223

Graysett sees â dying womân alongside this figure, and is convinced that the man is

the women's husband and has somehow kiiled her. To Graysett's surprise, he is

introduced to the woman he saw in his vision, Judith Fountain' that night at dinner'

where he also hears much talk of the poet Esmé Colquhoun, the aesthetic, Oxford-

educated ,Apostle of the Beautiful'. colquhoun has just returned ftom a successful

iecture tour of the United States to iecture on his American experiences at home, iust

as wilde had done rwo yeâfs before. (N7ilde's meeting with walt whitman in America

is reflected in Colquhoun's account of his visit with 'the [unnamed] greatest 'A'medcan

poet'.22) Graysett meets Colquhoun, another visitor to Rainshaw's country house, in

the following days, and immediately recognises the man in his vision' Mofeover'

colquhoun is soon making advances towatds Fountain, whom Graysett has fallen for

himself and whom he feels bound to save from her vision-fate'

Apart from the physical similarities to Wilde described above, Colquhoun

demonstrates many other wildean characteristics. He is strong and proficient in such

,manly accomplishments' as horse-riding and shooting but can also be 'almost

womanly' in his tenderness anð. affinty with the female sex. He talks cleverly 'as

though he were being interviewed by a dozen newspapef editors', has a 'soflofous"

,liquid, voice and speaks 'with a good deal of emphasis and expression'' Like \X/ilde,

colquhoun rzrely dances and he conducts himself with a 'sefene self-complzcency''"t

His approach to life is unmistakably wildean; colquhoun is a worshipper of the ideal

who is always seeking neu/ sensations, and consequently he has ^ 
gfe t interest in the

supefnatufal. He is a self-confessed egotist ('if fthe artist] wefe fiot a sublime egotist,

visited sØhitman 'the room they entered was one whic

impressive room he had entered in America' On the ta

Wilde p.1.60.
zzs p rir¿, 4fu,1ities : A Rom ance of To-da1 p' 30-3 1, 3 4, 50' 56, 86, 109' 221'
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he couid not be a sublime artist'), who has an opinion on every artistic subiect'"6 In

defending wilde's ltterary heroes Gautier and Baudelaire, colquhoun expounds a

distinctively l7ildean philosophy:

,!(/hat ... is our mission-u/e writets-but to distil the essence of the Age? The

critics tell us that we afe complex, that v¡e are psychological, that we are coffupt,

that we are anatomists of disùsed minds. ìØe reply: the 
'A.ge 

is complex; the Age

is coffupt; and the Society we depict is the outcome of influences which have

be.n g"th.ring through centuries of advancing civilsation. The men and women

of thã *od[ have been refined ftom field flowets to exotics; the simple

conditions of Nature afe flot for them ... There is no room fot Nature in

London. She is too glaring, too crude, and London is essentially the pulle- 9f
civilisation ... You utá -otbid and inttospective, say the ctitics. I grant it' Life is

motbid. The reign of healthy melodrama is over; the reign of analysis has

commenced. We make dramas of our sensations' fiot of our actions' Emotion has

become a fne artwhich the artist must pfactice if he aim at fidelity to his cteed'

Life is for him a many-sided prism, in every facet of which he sees the teflection

of a different phase of his own being'.zzt

The very unaesthetic Rainshaw's reaction to Colquhoun's talk echoes that of many of

!Øilde's contemPorarles:

'I must confess that his convefsation is above the heads of a few of his audience;

but some of his anecdotes, when the ladies âfe out of the way, 
^fe 

tealTy very

good, and quite broad enough to suit all comprehensions. I don't know that I
ifro..rt¿ call his witticisms ul*uy. refine d' For the most part, however' I am

obliged to take it for granted that he is an exceedingly clevet young man' To me

h. äppe"rs like a -wind-bag containing a few dtied peas, which rattle

considerably'.228

Colquhoun's public image upon fetufning from '\merica also reflects the

naruÍe of \X/ilde's celebrity at thzttime. Although Colquhoun, like Wiide, generated an

enormous amount of interest in the united States with his unique pefsonality and

aesthetic docffines, Colquhoun is largely seen in England as a past 'idol of the hour" a

pefception that has been encoufaged by the failure of his father pfosaic ftnarlcizl

investmenti¡ a saw-mill. Colquhoun reflects: 'It is a curious experience to be lauded

as an Apollo on ole side of the Atlantic, to be denounced as Society's last plaything'

discarded and penniless, ofi the other'. colquhoun has also alienated certain

226 1lord. p. 188.
2zt [bid. p. 187.
228 Ibid. pp.156-57
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importânt people with his sharp wit and as a result is occasionally 'cut' in society; an

indigniry he attempts to diffuse with the \X/ildean tactic of 'sublime indiffereîcd't'o

Flowever, it is where Praed's portrait depatts from a 'realistic' potlJ:ayal of the

aesthete that we see some remarkable developments which challenge customary

notions of \íilde. \x/ilde,s charismatic pefsonâlity, egotism and celebration of the

2¡tftcizl combine to become something far more sinister in Praed's Colquhoun'

praed,s is in fact the first of a long line of fictional Wildes to demonstrate

preternâtural cltaracter-istics. Hints as to the latter's extraordin^ry nùtrrre and abilities

^re 
to be found in Praed's physical descriptions of the aesthete; his eyes have 'a ring

of light around the pupil' that frightens observers, his hzit appetrs to have the

.magnetic quality' of cat's fur and his face carries the sinister suggestion of z'fallen

Lucifer'. He is 'both fascinating and repellent' in indefìnable ways and the reason fot

this soon becomes cIezr."'Mrs. Rainshaw voices her fe2rl that colquhoun has been

studying under the influence of an occult sect in America, who have taught him how

to use 'odic force' to

.fabsorb] into his owfl sysrem all the vitality andwill-force of aty one peculiady

*r..ptitt. to magnetic influence, till the poof cfeâture [oses] all individual-tty,

a.rd þ.comes] a mere shell, galvanized into obedience by the will of its

desttoyer'.231

The occultist Judith Fountain proves to be highly susceptible to Colquhoun's fiendish

powers, a development that interests him almost as much as her wealth, and the pair

are soon married. \X/hile Colquhoun is not deliberately cr-uel to his wife, before long

Judith becomes ^ mere 'shell' of her former self and is a mental puppet to

Colquhoun's puppeteef, suffering further agonies when she discovers that her

husband does not love her but the artist Christine Bodase. Finally, in a fit of

resentment at being kept from his true love Borlase, Colquhoun wills his wife to die'

and the scenado of Major Graysett',s early vision is realised.

Gabrielle Maupin Bielenstein has noted that the plot of Afinities is almost

identical to Henry James's The Portrait of a I-nþ (18S1). Bielenstein conjectures: 'Both

22e lbid. p. 69, 1,37_32.
230 Ibid. pp.21,76, 88, 110.
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âuthors might have acquired the story from similar sources, or Mr. Praed might have

botrowed from the earlter book. Also, though improbably, both writers might simply

have invented that patticular tale: the theory of 'great minds running in the same

channel'."t

Affinitiesreceived mixed reviews from contemporary critics, who were largely

unimpressed with its mystical melodrama and inchoate spiritualism. Colquhoun was

immediately recognised as \X/ilde, and the critics delighted in disparaging his charr^cteri

Â more detestable cfeâtufe has ptobably never made his appeatance, even 1fi

fìction, than Mr. Esmé Colquhoun, dabbler in poetry and saw-mills, with his long

hair, herculean shouldefs, sensuous Greek featufes, &c., &c., who, while

fortifying his coffee with cognac, talks animalism under the guise of att, and who,

in love with one womân, mesmerises anothef, a poof ftagle lnalf crazy cte Erte,

into mariage fot the sake of her money ... Affinities may be a psychological study,

and, as such, therefore defensible. The bwlesque theory is the preferable one to

take of it ... Mrs. Praed's society [is] all cigarettes and absinthiated motaltty . '.234

Unsuprisingly in light of the 'detestable' natute that Praed gave het Wildean charzcter,

her publisher George Bentley was dismayed at the portrait, and wfote to her on L9

November 1885 that

mora| character or on his tectitude.23s

231 Ibid. p.173.
ztz ç^tori.¡"Maupin Bielenstein,'Affìnities for HenryJames?' MeanjinJune (1957), p. 196

233 Anonymous, : p. 451.
234 Anonymou s, The Academl 21 March'1885: p. 202.

23s Bendåy cited The Strange Lirt of Rosa Praed pp. 106-07.
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Bentley must also have been concerned al Praed's depiction of the

Colquhoun/Fountain marrizge in light of \X/ilde's own recerit maritzge to Constance

Lloyd, a woman often described as submissive and acquiescent to Wilde, iust a year

before. Fountain also has Constance's dreamy eyes, 'great quântity of golden brown

hzir, a¡ð,'ratherthin, melancholy lips' (see Plate 5).236 LikeJudith Fountain, Constance

was a well-known devotee of occultism and theosophy. Constance was at orìe time a

follower of Madame Blavatsky, but later left the theosophy movement to ioin the

more mystical Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn'"'1

A comment made by Mrs. Rainshaw about Colquhoun implies that Wilde's

marirage to Constance, like his change of image soon after his return from Amedca'

had as much to do with his declining celebrity as ânything else:

'He is rather played out as a celebrity. People are getting tired of him, and the

papefs have b^een writing him down. It was quite necessatY that he should take a

,-r.ï a.p"t*r. of somi sort-cut his hair, grow a beard, or marry Sarah

Ss1¡þard¡'.238

S7ith her desctiption of the popular interest in Colquhoun's martiage and his

'revamped' post-marital reputation, Praed clearþ refers to the effects of Wilde's

mztn^gei

His admirers prophesied that under [these] purer and more favoutable conditions

of developm*t 
-hi, 

genius would soaf to heights it had never yet attained' His

deU^.tors^ consideteá it advisable to commend the policy of a man v¡ho at the

critical time of his career had been clevet enough to secure the affection of a

beautiful woman and the command of half a million of money''23e

Colquhoun's attraction to Fountain's wealth reflects the common perception that

\X/ilde married Constance for her money (an apprehension that has been convincingly

disputed by Constance's biographer Anne Clark Amo/o). Moreover, like Wilde,

Colquhoun dedicates poetry to his wife and designs her clothes in a style which

236 Pr¿.ed, AÍillitie¡: A Romanæ of To-da1 pp.26-27,35'
zv gur6^',¡^Ée[ord, Bran Stokir: A nitgr"phl of the Author of Dracula Q\ew York: Alfted ,\. Knopl 1996) p' 276'

238 P r^ed, AÍìni¡ies: A Romance of To-dry p. 17 2.

23e Ibid. p.203.
z+o ¡rrrr. 61"rk Amot, Mrs Oscar lYilde: A lWoman of Sone Importance (London: Sidgwick and Jackson, 1983) p' 40'
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represents a m^iol departure from her former mannef of dress' The new Mrs

Colquhoun is described as she enters an evening p^rtyi

247

Compare this passage with Marie Belloc Lowndes's observation that, when at home,

Constance Wilde

It is interesting that Praed paints ¡},re chzracter based on Louise Jopling,

Christine Boflase, as Colquhoun's true soul mate. Borlase and Colquhoun deciare

their love for one ânother but decide to sacrifice their love for theit artistic pursuits'

Praed and Jopling wefe friends; Jopling painted Praed's poftrait and presumabiy Praed

consulted Jopling as she wfote her novel; she certainly collaborated with her in

adapting Affinities into a play (although there is no extant record of the play having

been performed).'4' As stated above, Jopling was also a good friend of Wilde's; in her

memoir Twentl Years of Ml Life: 1867-1857 (1'925) she states that he was 'a constânt

visitor, to her house and was â 'most entrancing companiont.zaa 7t it possible that

Jopling harboured romanric feelings towards Wilde and vice versa? Did their mutual

friend incorporate their reciprocal feelings into her novel? Jopling mentions

Constance Wilde several times in her memoir in a manner that may reflect some

rivayy for wilde's affections. Jopling contends that, when she asked wilde how he

came to love Constânce, he repl-ied: 'She scarcely ever speaks. I zm alvtays wondering

241 Prz'ed, AÍìfütie¡: A Romattæ of To-dry p. 224.

entley,1885)
much more

Rosa! Rosa! A
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what her thoughts are hke'.'ot According to Jopling, she and \X/ilde had z far superior

f^ppofti

be jealous of lner'lz+e

Jopling also telates that she and Wilde v/efe once among a gfoup of guests who stayed

at the country house of. Jean and \X/alter Palmer; Constance was not present. A

photograph of \X/ilde and Jopling standing next to each othet at the Palmers, taken in

Septembet 1.892, âppeafs atPlate 7. Another photograph taken at the Palmers, which

Jopling mentions in her reminiscences, also appears significant in this regard. Jopling

writes:

Mrs. oscar had the reputation of not possessing a sense of humour, but I think

she had it, in a subtle áegree. She was not one of the party who was staying at the

rü/alter Palmers' ... \íhil-st [a] photographer [at the Palmers'] was posing us in the

usual conventional mannef, I iaid: 'Oh, do let us get up a scene! I will make love

to oscar, and you must all be shocked!' slhen Mrs. oscar came to see me, I
thought it *oold amuse het to see the photograph. All she said was, aftef looking

atit for quite a long minute: 'Poot Oscafl'.241

Certainly, the statements in Jopling's memoir could be read as reflective of a romantic

interest in \x/ilde. It may be that Jopling felt, as a fellow aftist, that she understood

\X/ilde ín a way Constance nevef could. Indeed, m^îy contemporary observets noted

that Constance seemed 'out of her depth' in ìíilde's artistic milieu. The Jopling-based

artist Bo¿ase, however, is deeply entrenched in the artistic v/odd and understands that

m^ffizrge for the \X/ilde-based Colquhoun could only serve as â pfison sentence:

2a5 Jopling cited in Ibid.
2a6 Jopling cited in Ibid. p. 206.
2a7 Jopling cited in Ibid.
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pfofess to worship the ideal; but in teality you afe an uttef materialist. You have

^ll 
,tt. weakness, all the inconsistency, all the gfeatness of a poetic ¡1'¿¡trle''248

Bodase's words proved prophetic in relation to \7ilde; the latter was soon to tire of

domestic life with Constance and increasingly sought new impressions and sensations

outside of mzrriage. Did Praed draw Bodase and Colquhoun's love from life? \7e will

probably nevef know, but the possibility is certainly a fascinating one'

\While Wilde's enigmatic personality clearþ fired Praed's imagination, the

macabre narufe of her portrait suggests that, in 1885 at least, she did not share her

friend Jopling's afßnty with him. It appears likely that Judith Fountain's first opinion

of Colquhoun, before she falls under his mesmeric spell, reflects Praed's own opinion

of \X/ilde:

'I have only a sort of curiosity about him. It is mixed with contempt, I think,

although t ád-ir. him, and can tealtze the fact of his influence. I fancy that, if he

*er. iã eafnest about his Jife, he might seriously impress me. As it is, I seem to

see through his atificiality, without in the least getting at his real nâtufe' I have

tried by ,i^y of experiment to read his thoughts, as I have often read those of

other people, but have always failed. His mind is a blank ¡ç ¡ns''24e

If praed did feel ambivalent towards \X/ilde, she seems to have maintained friendly

reiations with him. One passage in Affnities provides an insight into the natufe of

their conversation, anð. z Íare ex^mple of \X/ildean comme ntary on Australia."o In light

of praed,s admitted practice of taking notes from \7ilde's talk, we can reasonably

assume that Esmé Colquhoun's conversation with an Australian guest of Colonel

Rainshaw,s derives from a conversation between \X/ilde and the Australian Praed.

Slhen Rainshaw's guesr remarks that Colquhoun probably thinks colonial Australian

hfe far. too'nat.;ual' for his taste, Colquhoun replies

.to me there are but two terms, civilzation and barbarism ... Conventionalism is

the worst form of barbarism. You [,\ustralians] will stdke youf own keynote, and

evolve harmonies in sympathy 1 am a poet of the

night-the night of city and , full of passionate

s'r'ieetness, soflos.d with the v ' But for you, I am

2as Pned, ffinitie¡: A Ronanæ of To-dry p. 146.
24e lbid. pp. 94_95.
250 For últ¿.,s recorded obsewarions on '\ustralìa, see John $7illis, Oøar ll/ilde and the Anîþodeq 2nd ed'

(Fairfìeld: Privately pdnted, 2002).
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mute-an Australian \ù7alt Whitmz¡n m y perhaps lift you to a highet level than

mine. At least you will not have to contefld against the debasing influence of the

Mediaevalist5-¡þs influence I am fighting'.2s1

True to his avowed preference for imaginative versions of real people in

ficrion, Wilde does not 
^ppe 

r to have been offended by the fiendish natute of his

portr it in AffinitiLr. On the contrafl, as Helen Reeves related to Praed, he seems to

have reveiled in the teflected notodety it cast on him. In a letter to Praed, Reeves

reproduced \il/ilde,s response to questioning on Praed's poftfâit:

'Mts. Praed gives you the face of a Greek God!'

'Of course! Just like me!'

'But she gives you a good figure!'

Just like me!'

Reeves concluded: 'there was no taking the conceit out of him'''5'

Despite the d.ivided critical response to her novel, Praed was pleâsed with

AffinifieÌs popular success, which she attributed to the 'portraits from life' that she

had included in it. In the late L920s Praed considered publishing a new edition of

ffinities in light of the renewed public interest in Wilde ând the 1880 theosophists; a

plan which did not eventuate.2u' However, unable to resist drawing another fictional

portrait of \X/itde zfterher first attempt, Praed included him as a charzcter in her 1898

novel, The Scoarge-Stick, discussed in Part Three'

In the three years following publication of Praed's ffinitie¡ Wilde ptoved himself to

be much more than the 'aesthetic sham' depicted in the some of the v/orks described

above. In addition to his journalism, he published a substantial numbet of short

stories which were well-received, including 'The Canterviile Ghost' (1387) and 'Lord

Arthur Savile,s Crime' (1ss7). He also assumed the editorship of the lØoman's lYorld,

which formedy contained mainly fashion and society featutes, but which under

Wilde's guidance was feconstituted to reflect mofe weighty feminist concerns and

251 Pr ed,AÍiflitie¡:ARomance ofTo-da1 pp. 118-89'
2s2 Reeves cîted in Clarke, Ro¡a! Ro¡a! A life of Rosa Praed, nouelist afld rpiritilali¡t P. 84.
2s3 Ibid. pp. 85, 200.
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opinions. The year 1888 was to see \X/ilde's greatest ltterary success to date with the

publication of The Hoþpl Prince and OtherTales, avolume of fairy tales of the type made

popular by Hans Christian Anderson.

Mrs (Mary) HumPhry Ward
Robert Elsmere (1888)

1888 was also to be the year. ofMrs Humphty (IVIuty) Ward's (née Arnold, 1851-1920)

gfeatest ltterzry success: Robert Elsmere, the best-selling three volume novel

documenting a clergyman's philosophical struggle with orthodox Christianity. The

controversial novel won Ward, an actTve philanthropist, feminist and intellectual, great

zcclzim âmong m^îy of her contemporaries.'uo Among modern scholars, the book is

widely regarded as ân important cultural document, reflecting the increasing religious

uncertainty of Victorians in the face of new evolutionary anð' historical knowledge.

(fhe novel origrnally began as a pamphlet in defence of religious scepticism.'st)

\Vard had lived in Oxford since 1867 and had marrted the Oxford don

Thomas Humphry \X/ard in 1.872. The couple lived in Oxford until 1881, maintaining

a high profile in intellectual circles there. Readers of Robert Elsmere were quick to

recognise portraits of the author's famtly and friends in the novel; examples of the

Iatter 
^re 

to be found in the Oxford tutors Langham and Grey, who are cleatly based

on Brasenose College's \lalter Pater and Balliol College's Thomas Hill Green. Äs

William S. Peterson has noted, the Provost of St Anselm's also closely resembles

Balliol's Benjamin Jowett.2s6 
\X/ard only ever admitted, however, to the portrait of

Green anð. 'a sketch among the minor charzcters'.'st She u/as most likely referring to

the poer Mr. Wood, who appears briefly at a musical pzrty glven by Robert Elsmere's

aesthetic sister-in-Ìaw Rose. Wood, despite his gtatuitous eyeglass, is obviously

modelled on Wilde, being

2s4 Cevasco, eð..,The 1890¡: An Enryclopedia of Bitith I-.;ileralar, Art, and Cultare p. 657.

25s Gisela Argylr, 'Mary Augusta"Arnold \flard (rdrs Humphry \íard) (1851-"1920)', Nineteenth-Centary Britiú

lqomen lyrikr¡: A Bio,Bibtiog;aphical Critical Soørcebook, eds. Abigail Burnham Bloom and Emmanuel S' Nelson

ng from rWard's autobiographical A lYiters Recollection¡

to use her "novels of propaganda" for testing topical

fe"'.
lVard'¡ Robert El¡mere (Leicester: Leicester University

Press, 1976) p. 1'33.
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. .. the poet of the party, got up in the most coffect professional ç65¡wns-le¡g
hair, velvet coat, eyeglass and all. His extravagance, howevef' was of the most

conventional type. ôr"ly his vanity had a touch of the sublime. Langham '.. heard

him saying to an open-eyed' ingénue beside him,-
.oh, my \terary t>aggage is small as yet. I have only done, perhaps, three things

that will live.'

.oh, Mr. \lood!, said the maiden, mildly pfotesting against so much modesty.

He smiled, thrusting his hand into the breast of the velvet coat. 'But then,' he

said, in a tone of the purest candouf, 'at my age I don't think Shelley had done

mofe!'

Langham,who, like all shy men, was liable to occasional explosions, v¡âs seized

with ã convulsive fit of coughing, and had to retire ftom the neighbourhood of
the bard, who looked round him, disturbed and slightly ftowning'2s8

The wrapt auention of the ingénae invokes Wilde's poputarity with the female sex; he

wâs a coveted companion of 'Professional Beauties' like Lily Langtry and Patsy

Cornwallis West and his reputation as an arbiter of taste fot women was reinforced by

his ed.itorship of the Woman's lYorld.In The Monks of Thelema, Besant and Rice had also

observed that men like Wilde were (greatly believed in by certain womerl'.25e Besant

actually declared \X/ard's representation of \X/ilde 'a sweet one', but a closer reading

reveâls that Wood and his clique are portrayed as an undesitable, insincere lot, at the

lower end of the artistic social spectrum.2oo Rose's suitor Langham observes that

. . . the artistic acquaintance fRose] gathered about her ... contained a good many

dubious odds anã ends ... Many of her friends in þs] opinion were simply

pathological curiosities-their vanity was so frenzied, their sensibilities so

morbidly developed.

It is interesring that Langh^m, ^ portrait of \íard's friend \Talter Pater,

disapproves of Wood and his companions. While Pater u¡as a mentor to \7ilde, and

expressed a qualified admiration for the latter's u/ork, the aesthetic ctedo of these men

2s7 lbid. p.134.
2s8 Mrs Hrrmphr.y 'ú/ard,Robert El¡mere,24th ed. pondon: Smith, Eldet and Company, 1889) p. 395-96'

2se þss¿n¡ and Rice, The Monk¡ of Tbehna p.25.
260 Hs¡5¡ Schroeder, 'A Quotation in Doian Gral' , Noles and pueriet 38.3 (1'991)' p. 328.
261 Ward, Robert Elsmere pp. 430-32.
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differed on many points and Pater did not always zppreciate \X/ilde's appropriation of

his philosophies. P^terwas also far more cautious than \X/ilde, and slower to apply his

theories to his life. (On Pater's death Wilde sardonically remarked to Max Beerbohm:

qwas he ever alive'?'u'¡ The timid Langham's disapproval of Mt. \íood appears to

reflect Pater's distasre for Wilde's flamboyant aesthetic style. It is also likeiy that \X/ard

had an infinitely gre te:- respect for the Oxford don than for Wilde, and attempted to

show pater's superiority in her fiction. Despite Pater's and ì7ard's divergent

intellectual priorities-he being largely concerned with the epicurean sphere of

sensations, she with the ethical tradition-they shared a fascination with religious

ideology and had a mutual respect for ezch other's work.'u'Watd, like fellow Oxford

resident Rhoda Broughton, was of a conservative bent and she cleady preferred

Pater's timidity to \X/ilde's flamboyance-'uo

\While there is no record of their meeting at Oxford, \Øard could not have

been unaw are ofWilde's growing celebrity while he was at Magdalen, moving as they

did in the same social circles. We know, fot example, that \Vard and her husband

were invited to a fancy dress ball at the home of George Morrell in May 1878 which

Wilde attended.26t However, ìíilde is conspicuously absent from \7ard's memoirs',4

Il/riter's Recollections (1918), which includes a chzpter on Oxford in the eighteen-

seventies, when Wilde wâs a notable local figure. This is particularþ curious in light of

S7ard's own account of her contemporâry interest in keeping up with aesthetic

fashion:

fashion of the movement which spfâng from Mords and Burne-Jonec.266

262Ellm în, OnarlYilde p.50.
2ó3 Peterson, Vittorian Herelic: Mrs HumphrE lVard's Robert Elsmere p' 99'
264 Both lùØard and Broughton were friends with the eminently consetwative Henry James.
26s Anonymous, 'Grand Éancy Ball at Headington HilI' , Oxford and Cambridge (Jndergradaate's lournal 2 May 1878

Ward and \flilde moved once more in the same circles in London during the

eighteen-eighties. In his 1946 brogrzphy of Wilde, Hesketh Pearson records that
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\7ard's husband (then a politicai-leader wdter znd art critic for the Times) and \7ilde

were âmong the sâme group of visitors ^t ^n 
exhibition of Whistiet's paintings''u7

During this period Ward, like \X/ilde, was engaged in journalistic pursuits; both

contributed to the Pa// Matt Gaq,ertu and the Satardal Reuiew. According to \flatd's

biographer John Suthedand, the Wards 'were by any standards a gregarious couple'

and threw themselves into London's literary social life, capitalising on her reputation

^s 
an author and his position at the Tines. M^ry held a weekly salon for the London

literati and the couple hosted many dinner parties, two of which were attended by the

\X/ildes in 1886.268 While there are no detailed descriptions of these encounters, it

appeârs that Wilde's behaviour at these dinners failed to impress \X/atd, whose Robert

Elsmere, written two yeârs later, highlights her disapproval of \7ilde's vanity and

'morbidly developed' sensibilities. \X/atd was certainly not slow to support ìØilde's

prosecution for 'gross indecency' in 1895; she urged his publisher John Lane to

further persecute \X/ilde's as sociate Aubrey Beardsley.26o

The fact that \X/ard and $íilde were not friends is hardly surprising in light of

'$7atd's renowned eârnest morality. Wilde mocked \7ard's high moral tone in

conversation with Frank Harris:

'I don't know why it is . . . but I am always matchmaking when I think of English

celebrities. I should so much like to have introduced Mts. Humphry \X/ard

blushing at eighteen of twenty to Swinbume, who would of course have bitten

her neck in a furious kiss, and she would have run away and exposed him in

couft, of else have suffered agonies of mingled delight and shame in silence'.27o

!Øard's aversion to Wilde was most likely inflamed by such comments and by Wilde's

deprecating observations on her serious, realist writings. \X/ilde often ioked about the

dull didacticism of Robert Elsmere; one of the chancters in his essay 'The Decay of

Lying' (1891) refers to the book as a 'deliberately tedious' 'masterpiece of rhe genre

ennaJ/eax þoredom genre], the one form of litetature that the English people seems

26ó Mrs Humphry \X/ard, A ll/riter's Recollection¡ pondon: \l. Collins Sons & Co', 1918) pp. 11'9-20.

2ó7 Pearson, The Life of Ovar V/ilde p. 97 .

268 John Suthefland, 
-Mrs 

Hanphrel lVard: Eminent Victoian Pre-eminent Edaardian (Oxford: Clarendon, 1990) p.

93.
zet ¡1a1[2ç¡sMacfdl., AubrE Beard¡ley Tbe Man and Hi¡ lY/ork I'ondon: John Lane The BodÌey Hezd, 1928) p' 63,

Sutherland, Mrs Humphrel I'Y/ard: Eminent Victoian Pre-eminent Edwardian p. 1'97,Jezn Moorcroft !øilson, I wa¡ an

English Poeî: A Critica) Bi;grapþt of Sir lYilliam ll/atnn (1858-19i6) þondon: Cecil Woolf, 1981) pp. 725-26.
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thoroughly to enjoy'.2?1 '{nother chzr.acter in \íilde's essay states that though he is

,quite devoted' to the novel, he cannot treat it as a serious work, due to the fact that

,as a statement of the problems that confront the earnest Christian it is ridiculous and

antiquated. It is simply Arnold's Liîeratare and Dogna þy \X/ard's uncle Matthew

Arnold, 1,8131with the literature left out'. Significantly, he continues: 'On the othet

hand, it contains several clever caricatures , anà a heap of deìightfut quotations

Horst Schroeder has noted that in one of the draft manuscripts of 'The Decay of

Lying', instead of 'several clever caricatures', Wilde originally wrote 'one delightfully

ill-natured caricatrue', surely referring to his own'273

The publication of \7ilde's controversial short story 'The Portrait of Mr. \í. H.' in

Blackwood's Maga{ne inJuly 1889 marked a turning point in the public's perception of

\Wilde's sexuality. The story examines the theory that Shakespeafe was enâmoured

with, and addressed his sonnets to, a young male zctot called Willy Hughes' Äs

Richard Aldington has noted, the essay contains allusions to a 'homosexual'poem of

Virgii,s, which most educated men would have recognised and interpreted as 'an

unequivoc aI declarztton and an insolent defìance'. Aldington argues that it was from

this point that cautious men began to avoid \íilde and his ckcle."o The bteaking of

the Cleveland Street scandal in September 1889, connecting Lord Arthur Somerset

with a male brothel, served to increase society's wariness of the aesthete'

Henry James
The Tragic Muse (1890)

A certain circumspection towards \X/ilde is certainly evident in Henry James's L890

novel The Tragic Mase. This three volume novel contains argaably the most complex

psychological portrait of \)íilde by a contempofafy author, and consequently will be

270 Harris, O¡car lYilde p. 27 9.
271 ì(/ilde, Collin: Conplete l{/orks of Oscar LY/ilde pp' 107 4-7 5'

212 1t'td. p. 107 6.
273 Schroeder, 'A Quotation i¡ Dorian Gral' , p. 328'
274 \(/illiam A. Cohen,'!íi-llie and wildã: ReadingThe Portrait of Mr. ll/. LI.', The South Atlantic pøarhrþ 88'1

(1989), p.243.
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the focus or a partscularly comprehensive analysis here. The Tragzc Mase was fust

serialised in the Atlantic Monthþ fromJanuzry 1889 to May 1,890 and appeared in book

form in both England and America in June 1890, to mixed reviews. The novel

explores the often opposing lures of love and ambition in charting the careers of Nick

Dormer (a burgeoning politician who aspires to be a painter)' his friend Peter

Sherringham (a diplomât with a passion for with the theatre), and the object of

Sheringham's affection Miriam Rooth (an aggressively ambitious actress).275 The

Wildean character, Gabriel Nash, is an old Oxford friend of Dormer's and serves as

the latter's artistic mentor, encouraging him to cast aside political ambition and pursue

^ 
c^reer in art. \7hile other models have occasionally been suggested for Nash, this

,whimsical personage' is by common critical consent a fictional depiction of \X/ilde.'7.

Contemporary reviewers of The Tragic Møse hinted broadly that Nash v/as a

portrait of Witde. The Athenaeam of the twenty-sixth of July 1890 detected 'the

suspicion of a mzle snob somewhere 2þsu¡-'¡¡s will not say where, but he is

pfesent'.277 Some reviewers were disparzgang, cleatly influenced by their reservations

about Wilde. The writer from the Dablin Reuiew on the third of October asserted that

.[Nash's] artistic epicureanism is scarcely 
^r1 

ex^gger.ation of the inanities indulged in

by this modern type of humanity'."t Conversely, Wilde's admirers feted the portrait of

Nash; an anonymous review in the Dial-edtted by \üilde's artist friends Charles

Ricketts and Charles Shannon-in August 1890 read 'one of the characters claims the

fìrst place in our regard. Mr. Gabriel Nash, apostle of candor and exponent of the fine

215 ¡ile on and John Stokes to suggest that James used his friend

Mrs H ce for The Tragic Muw. D. J. Gordon and John Stokes, 'The

Refere Es s on Henry Jamrr, ed' John Goode (London: Methuen'

1972) p.120.
zzr qrrintir Anderson sees Gabriel Nash as James's celebration and criticism of his recently dead father' Cargìll,

'Mr. James's Aesthetic Mr. Nash', p. 177. Lyall'

amalgamation of Hetbert Pratt and James hims

45. Jonathan Freedman also notes that 'physic

Freedman, Profe¡¡ion¡ of Ta$e: Henry James, Brilith

Press, 1990) p. 183. Freedman's observation is intetesti

the names of ¡¡¡o famous Elizabethan literary advers

argues that Nash derives in ale charactet in one of James earlier stories "Gabrielle de

BJrg.rac" (1869). Powers, 'M ' Nash-Again', p' 347 '

,rr yi.rrin;' Hryes, ed., Henry Reuiews (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996) pp'

227-28.
278 Ibid. p.238.
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ant of living, is so genially conceived a cteation that the book is more than wonh

reading for his sake alone'.'?e

Like \X/ilde, James's character first comes to notice in his Oxford days, thanks

to his 'genius for suggestive paradox' and 'wondetful [talk]'.280 Nash has written 'avery

clever book', has a passion for beauty , and an aesthetic philosophy which is Pater as

refrzcteð. through \X/ilde: 'I've no état ciui/ . , . Merely to be is such a métier, to live is

such an art;to feel is such a c ree:i'|'."' Nash defies all attempts at categorisation by his

contemporaries, refusing to be bound by the restrictions of the late Victotian erz. He

often refers to his fondness for other historical periods and exotic locations such as

Cashmere, Granada and Samarcand. Nash's means, profession and address are ali

cause for speculation by his peers. Like many of Slilde's young acquaintances,

Dormer declares himself a devoted disciple of Nash: 'I think whatever Nash thinks. I

have no opinion to-day but his'.2s2 Eternally sanguine and amiable, the criticism of

others is of no consequence to Nash. He happily pokes fun at his own idiosyncrasies,

such as his earþ enthusiasm for china: 'we have our little phases, haven't'we'?'83 Nash

'lolls about' on divans, prefers the French school of painting and has an ambivalent

relation to the d1gimzlc arts in that, like \X/ilde, he derides the acting profession but

frequents the theatre, and pays elaborate homage to grc^t actfesses.

While James was careful to ensure that Nash did not physically resemble

r¡7ilde-he is 'of the middie stature', balding and wears a beard-his personal and

social attributes leave us in no doubt of his original. The one identical physical

attribute James allows is Nash's voice, which, like nØilde's, has 'a conspicuous and

aggressive perfection ... He seemed to draw rich effects and wandering airs from it-

to modulate and manipulate it as he would have done a musical instrument'.284

The Tragic Mase wzs not James's first appropriation of an aesthete for his

fiction, nor was it to be his last."s James first satirised aestheticism as eady as 1'876,

27e Roger Gard, ed., Henry James: The CritìcalHeritage þondon: Routledge & I{egan Paul, 1968) p.209'
zao ¡¡.ttry¡"-es,TbeTragicMase,The Laurel HenryJames Q'{ewYork: Dell, 1961) p.70'
281 lbid. p. 39.
282 Ibid. P. 61.
2e Ibid. p. 59.
284Ibid. P.31.
2ss For ¡"-..' relation to the aesthetic movement see Jonathan Freedman's Profesions of Ta:te' Stanford

University Press: Stanford, 1990 and Richard Ellmann James Amongst the Aesthetes' in IJenry Jame¡ and Homo'

Erotic Desire,John R. Bradley ed., Macmillan: London, 1999.
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with the ttd.e chxacter in Roderick Hødson. Five years later, the aesthetic Gilbert

Osmond tn Portrait of a LaQt (1881) writes a poem entitied 'Rome Revisited'; most

likely a fictional echo of Wilde's poem 'Rome Unvisited', published the same yeat.T 
u

'The Author of "Beltraffio"' (1884) drew upon the domestic troubles of the aesthete

John Addington Symonds znd alter The Tragic Mase James went on to explore the

vagaries of aesthetic philosophy with Mrs. Gateth in The Spoils of Poltnton (1897),

Lambert Strether tn The Ambassadors (1,903) (whose name contains a curious echo of

'Lambert Streyke' from Burnand's play The Coloned mentioned above) and in 1904's

The Goldep Bowl. Of all his fictional aesthetes, however, Gabriel Nash is the most

ambivalent portrziit, and an examination of James's telation to \X/ilde provides some

fascinating insights into the possible reasorls for this. In order to meaningfully

examine James's porttatt, we must first pause here to consider the nature of their

relationship.

One would be hard pressed to find two late Victorian personalities more

different than Henry James and Oscar Witde. James was conservative, serious and

self-effacing and found \X/ilde's flamboyance and flagrant self-publication highly

distasteful. A letter written by Harriet Loring after entertaining both James and \X/ilde

in Washington in 1S82 highlights the contfast between the two authors:

'Laborious' describes fiames] I think, his manners and conversation alike. He is

always doing his level best and one can't help approving of him but longing fot a

little of the divine spark. Then we had Oscar ... tights-yellow silk handketchief

and all. He is the most gfuesome object I ever saw, but he was vefy amusing. Full

of Idsh keenness and humor and really interesting ' '.287

A letter written by James to Isabella Stewart Gardner inJanuary 1882, referring to the

same function, demonstrates his antagonism towards \7ilde. James writes of his

disappointment at finding zt the Loring reception 'the repulsive and fatuous Oscar

Wilde, whom, I am happy to sal, no one was looking^t'."t From Loring's description

286 I,àÍr Fletcher and John Stokes have concluded, and the present writer agrees, that Osmond is a general

aesthetic portrait, not specifically \X/ilde. Ian Fletcher andJohn Stokes,'Oscat Wilde',RecentRe¡earcb onAnglo-

Irish l%itir¡: A Saþplement ro Anglo-Irish Literalure: A Reaiea of Researcb, ed. Richard J. Finneran Q'{ew York: The

Modern Language Association of America, 1983) p. 45'
2s7 Geofge Monteiro, 'A Contemporary View of Henry James and Oscar lù(/iLde', American Literature 35 (1,96\, p.

530.
288 HeffyJâmes, Henry James: A Ufe in L,etnr¡, ed. Philip Horne pondon: Penguin, 1'999) p. 1'35.
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above, the latter statement âppeafs to reflect some wishful thinking on James's part.

In other letters from this period James refers to \X/ilde as '^î unclean beast' and z

'tenth-rate cað'."' S7ilde temporarily charmed James in ,\merica when he told a

reporter that 'no living Englishman can be compared to Howells and James as

novelists', but when James calied on Wilde to thank him for the compliment he found

the young aesthete unbearably pretentious and patronisingi particulady resenting

\X/ilde's inference that he u/âs more a'cittzen of the wodd' than James himself''no

In addition to the difference in their personalities, Jonathan Freedman

identifies three further factors which contributed to James's hostility towards \X/ilde.

The first of these is their diverging interpretations of Pater's philosophies, which were

formative influences for both.2e1 The second is the sense of competition between the

two men resulting from their common backgrounds and ç2¡ss¡5-þoth were

immigrants to England and men of letters who simultaneously courted and satirised

their adoptive society. Freedman finally points toJames's iealousy of \X/ilde's theatrical

success flames dismissed \7ilde's plays at various times as 'infantine', 'feeble' and

'vulgar') and public position as the leading 'Apostle of Aestheticism', a role to which

James himself asphed.zez

Freedman also refers to a possible factor which has fascinated many

commentators on the relationship of James and \X/ilde, that being James's latent

homosexuality. Sheidon M. Novic states that James had 'love affairs, apparently only

with men, but disapprov[ed] of ptomiscuity and of open homosexuality'."' This

disapprobation is discernable in James's eadiet fiction; Haralson has noted that

James's 1884 story'The Author of "Beltraffio"'contains a'sttong suggestion '.. that

[the] cult of perfervid aestheticism [in the story] constitutes a hotbed of dangerous

2seEllmann, Oscarll/ildep. 17l,Schroeder,-4ddi¡ionsandConection¡toNchardEllmann'¡O¡carlVildep.67.
2eo Ellmann, O¡carl{/i/de p. 170.
2e1 Freedman obsewes that 'where for !íilde fPaterian] intensity must be sought through the senses, for James,

it is discovered through the mobilization of the quickened, multiplìed consciousness'. Freedman, Proferions of

Taste: Henry Jane¡, Briti¡b Aesthetici¡m and Connodiry Cølture p. 1'99.
2e2 Ibid. pþ.'rcrl-lO. The failure of James's play Gry Domuille made a statk contrast to the success of \Jtlde's An
Ideal Ha¡b)nd, playing at the same time; James felt this keenly. To add insult to injury James's play was replaced

after a month by Wilde's Tbe Imporlance of BeingEame$.
2e3 Sheldon M. Novick,'Inttoduction', LIenry James and Homo-Eroîic Deire, ed. John R. Bradì.ey (London:

Macmillan, 1999) p. 10. For further discussion of James's sexuality see Eve l(osofsky Sedgwrck,'The Beast in

the Closet: James and the Writing of Homosexual Panic', Epistomology of the Closet (I-ondon: Pengurn, 1994).
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m^Ie bonding'.2nn Freedman epitomizes the typical cdtical interpretation of the

relationship betweenJames and !íilde when he highlights

flamboyant and public flouting of sexual convention.2es

Of course, \ü/ilde's sexual recklessness, which steadily increased ftom the time of his

first homosexual encounter, reportedly in 1886, through to the 1890s, posed ^ 
thre2;t

to all practising homosexuals; as Ellmann has noted: 'the tolerznce oí deviation, or

ignorance of ir, were alike in jeopardy because of Wilde's flouting and flaunting . ' '

James, foreseeing scandal, separated himself from this menâce in motley'.2e6 It is often

taken as a sign of James's softening towards \X/ilde that in 1888 he registered his name

as a memb er. of the Savile Club to speak at a meeting on the subiect of \7ilde's

election as a member. Flowever, âs noted in the case of \X/alter Besant above, it is

equally possible, and in fact more likely, that James registeted in order to speak against

\X/ilde's admission. James's frequent âttempts to distance himself ftom S7ilde ate

reflected in his letters, especially after the latter's fall from gî^ce. In a lettet to

Edmund Gosse in April 1895 James refers to \7ilde's trials as 'hideous', 'sickening'

and 'squalid', and asserts that \7ilde 'was never in the smallest degree interesting to

me'.'n' Atthough James felt \X/ilde's two-year sentence u/as too harsh, when asked to

sign a petition for the mitigation of \X/ilde's harsh sentence he refused, replying

through his friend Jonathan Sturges that 'the document would only exist as a

manifesto of personal loyatty to Oscar by his friends, of whom [] was nevef one'''ot

2e4 Flric Flaralson, 'The Elusive Queerness of Henry James's "Queet Comrade": Reading Gabriel Nash of Tå¿

Tragic Muse', Victorian Sexaal Di:sìdence, ed. Richard Dellamora (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999) p'

197.
2es Freedman , Prort¡¡ions of Taile: I7enry Jame¡ Bitish Ae¡tbetici¡n and Comrnoditl Calture p. 171'.

2e6 Ellrnann, O¡car lVilde pp.87,111'
2e1 

J^lmes, LIenry Jamet: A Life in I--emrs pp. 279-80.
zoaþ1-"nq õ¡iar lnitde p. 463. For a-discussion of the relation of James's novella In the Ca¿e (1898) to lWilde's

The Ballad of Reading Caoì çerl}¡ see Nicola Nixon, 'The Reading Gaol of Henry James's In the Cage' , ELIJ 66.1

(1eee).
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Wilde's early remarks on James reflected their divergent approaches to

literature. In a reviewing another novel for the lYoman's lT/orld inJantary 1888, \X/ilde

obliquely refers to the burgeoning school of novel-writing led byJames:

This school is not native, nof does it seek to reproduce any English master. It
may be described as the result of the realism of Paris filtered th-tough the refining
influence of Boston. Analysis, not action, is its aim; it has more psychology than

passion, and it plays very clevedy upon one string, and this is the

commonplace.2ee

Wilde goes on in the same article to speak of the pleasure of finding a novel which

reacts against this school: Lzdy Augusta Noel's Hithersea Mera \X/ilde notes

approvingly that Noel's novel 'suggests rather than explains' and is not concerned

with the 'vivisection' of char.acters.30o In 'The Decay of Lying', published the year after

this review, \X/ilde writes: 'Mr. Henry James writes fiction as if it u/ere a painful duty,

and wastes upon mean motives and imperceptible "points of view" his neat btetary

style, his felicitous phrases, his swift and caustic satire'.3O1 (\(/ilde expressed a similar

dissatisfaction with the fiction of Paul Boutget, and in criticising the latter's work

averred that 'what is interesting about people in good society ... is the mask that each

one of them wears, not the reahty that lies behind the mask'.'o'; While there is no

record of \X/ilde's opinion of his likeness in Gabriel Nash, we can reasonably assume

from these comments that he would not have relished being put under James's

powerful fictional mictoscope.

Despite his criticisms of James's dispassiortàte, analyttcal style, \X/ilde

respected James's technical ability; Lautence Flousman recalls \X/ilde remarking

'[t]here 
^re 

m^îy things one ought to read which one is bound not to like: Byron,

'Wordswor¡þ-s\rs¡ Henry James'.to' (Rrchard Ellmann recotds that James's The

Ambassadoru was on \7ilde's last bookseller's bill.') After reading 'The Turn of the

Screw' in 1898 \X/ilde wrote the following to his friend Robert Ross: 'I think it is a

zrr \(/ifds, Reuieat p.261..
300 lbid. pp.261_62.
301 \lilde, Colliu Complete lYorks of Oscarlf/iHe p. 1074.
302 Wilde, Reuiewt p. 107 5.
303 Laurence Housman, Echo de P ari¡: A S tuþ fron Life (London: Jonathan Cape, 1923) p. 9.

304 lUchard Ellmann, James Amongst the Aesthetes', IJenry James and Homo-Eroîic Desire, ed. John R. Bradley

(I-ondon: Macmillan, 1999) p.37.
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mosr wonderful, lurid, poisonous littie tale, like an Eltzabethan tragedy. I am greatly

impressed by it. James is developing, but he will never ardve at passion I fear'.305

The Tragzc Mase stggests that James had the same restrained respect for

Wiide's \iterary abilities, despite his disparaging remarks about the man and his work.

What is perhaps most interesting about Gabriei Nash is that, despite his discomfiting

philosophies and unsettling effect on the central protagonists, James cannot bring

himself to wholly condemn him. This was observed by the novel's eadiest critics, such

as the Manchester Gaardian correspondent who noted that Nash's 'rank in the writer's

estimation , ,. is hard to fix'.'ou Later commentators have consistently expressed

surprise that James did not present a more scathing ot satirical portrait of Wilde;

indeed, at times the author portrays Nash almost fondly.tot James's portrz;it of Nash

belies his protestation that \X/ilde was 'never in the smallest degree interesting' to him;

his exploration of Nash's complex chàr^cter is cleatþ an attempt byJames to come to

terms with his mixed feelings about \X/ilde.

It has been noted by critics that much of Nash's phitosophy, particularly with

regard to the role of art and the theatre in middle class, commercial society,

corresponds with that of James himself.tot Lyall Powers takes this as an indication that

James had effectively split himself into the characters of Dormer ^îd Nash,

interpreting Nash's physical attributes as futther evidence of this.3oe However, I would

^rgue 
that these correspondences ate merely a reflection of the points on which \X/ilde

and James d.id agree; in many ways they were on the same side against a 'Philistine'

public, suspicious of art and artistic types.James, like SØilde, had little sympathy with

this mentality, as he demonstrates when he mocks the conviction of Miriam's mother

that

30s \(/ilde, The ComptenLttters of OscarlTilde p. 1118. Ithas been suggested thatJames's'The Turn of the Screw',

particularly in its expression of sexualìty thtough fear, was heavily influenced by Wilde's trials' See Neill

ivf 
"th.ro.r, 

'Talking Horrors, James, euphemism, and the specter of \Xltlde' , American Literalure 71.4 (1999).

306 Hayes, ed., Henry James: The Connmporary Reuiews p. 225'
tot ç^t4¡, 'Mr. Jamei's Aesthetic Mr. Nash', p. 186, Freedman, Professions of Taúe: I-lenry James, Briti¡h Ae¡tbetici¡n

and Connoditl Cultare p. 192.
308 John Carts Ro-e, The Otber Ilenry Jamu, New Americanists, ed. Donald E. Pease (Durham: Duke University

Press, 1998) pp. 93-94, Regenia Gagnier, Iþtt: of the Marketplace: Oscar ll/ilde and the Victoian Public (Alð'etshot:

Scolar, 7986) p.222.
30e Powets, 'Mr. James's Aesthetic Mr. Nash - Again', pp. 344-45.
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the 'aesthetiç'-¿ þ6rriþle insidious foteign diss¿5s-i5 eating the healthy cote

out of English life ... [she derives this belief pardy from] the charming drawings

in Panch ãnd the clevet satirical articles, pointing at mystefious depths of
contamination, in other weekly papefs. She believes there's a dreadful cotefie of
uncannily clever and desperately refìned people, who wear a kind of loose, faded

uniform and worship only beauty-which is a fearful thing ' ' 'rto

It becomes clear as the novel progresses that Nash has both intelligence and

¡te1¿1ry talent, despite his relatively small output. This reflects James's opinion of

\X/ilde; with all James's criticisms of \íilde he would customarily concede that the

Iatterwas gifted; he went to see \X/ilde's plays, bought his books and recorded some of

\X/ilde's epigrams.311 Richard Ellmann notes that there 
^re 

v^riorts Wildean influences

to be found in James's plays and Neil Sammells points to echoes of Wilde's Dorian

Gral inJames's 'The Figure in the Carpet' (1896).tt' In a letter to Edmund Gosse in

,\pril 1895 James refers to Wilde's c ree:- as 'neady 20 years of z rezlly unique kind of

"brilliant" conspicuity ... wiq "zrt," conversation''313 In another letter to Daudet on

L0 November 1895 James reflects that tf \X/ilde could srrvive and recuperate in prison

'what a masterpiece he could still write'!314

The Tragic Møse zlso imbues a sense of how James, 'laborious' in manner and

in conversation, must have secretly admired the charisma and social skills of his

aesthetic alter-ego:

fNash] 'was pelpetually in the field, sociable, amiable, communicative, inveterately

iorrtt^di.t.á but never confounded, ready to talk to 
^ny 

one about any thing and

making disagreement (of which he left the responsibility wholly to others) a basis

of intimacy.

no recollection of him, no evocation of him in absence could do him justice.

315

3to 
James, The Note the metaphor of aestheticism as a disease inflicting English society,

previously hig .lecondThouþts.
ãn gg-urrrr, a¡ Beckson relates that James patticularþ liked and tecorded \íilde's

comment that'London is all sad people and fogs. I do .'t know whether fogs produce the sad people, ot the sad

people produce the fogs'. Beckson, The O¡carlf,/ilde Enryclopedia p' 1'70'

ârz f1-ann, James AÃongsr the Aesthetes', pp. 39-41, Sammells, ll/itde Stlte: Tbe Plqt and Pro¡e of Oscar lhilde p'

55.
313 

Jâmes, Henry James: A Life in I-.etnrt pp. 279-80.
314 Ibid. p. 288.
31s 

Jâmes, The Tragic Muse pp. 289,37 5.
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One also senses James's admiration in Nash's pronouncement:

'I talk; I say the things that other people don't, that they can't, that they won't
, 316

Nash certainly possesses most of Wilde's appealing attributes. FIe encourages

Dormer to pursue his dream of an artistic c^neer, iust as \X/ilde did for so many of his

acquaintances, and demonstrates \X/ilde's reported empatþ and generosity to those in

need. Like Wilde, Nash has good taste and is 'an excellent touchstone'; his opinion

carries 'the dignity of judgement [and] the authority of intelligence'.ttt His

unapologetic individualism is undeniably refteshing, as Nick Dormer observes:

'Most people have a lot of attributes and appendages that dress them up and

superscribe them, and what I like fNash] for is that he hasn't aîy 
^t 

all. It makes

him so cool ,.. FIe doesn't shade off into other people; he's as fieat as an outline

cut out of paper with scissors. I like him, therefore, because in intetcoutse with
him you know what you've got hold of . . ''.318

James also allows Nash to defend himself against the charges that were commonly

directed towards S7ilde, as in the following conversation between Nash and Dotmer:

'I say, my deat fellow, do you mind mentioning to me v¡hether you are the

gfeatest humbug and chaiatan on earth, or a genuine intelligence, one that has

sifted things for itself?

'I do ptzzle you-I'm so sorry,' Nash replied, benignly. 'But I'm very sincere.

Andl haue tried to straighten out things abit lot myself '

'Then why do you give people such a handle'?

'Such a handle'?

'For thinking you'te aç¡-fç¡ thinking you'te not wise''

'I dare say it's my manner; they'te so unused to candout'.31e

Nash denies his manner is 'affected'

316 Ibid. p.292.
317 Ibid. pp. 161,29Q
318 lbid. p. 72.
31e lbid. p.734.
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'That's always the charge against a personal mannef; if you have 
^îy 

at all people

think you have too much.'

'I don't think it's so hordble, my dispositiofl. But we've befogged and befouled so

the whole question of l-iberty, of spontaneity, of good-humour and inclination

and enjoyment, that there's nothing that makes people stâfe so âs to see one

î¡ífrd,l'.320

Nash also denies he is impertinent: 'The only impertinence is aggression, and I

indignantly protest that I am never g"llty of that clumsiness'.3'1 These passages in the

novel essentially constitute James defending \Wilde agâinst his detractors, of which he

professed to be one. The following description of Dormer's teaction to Nash appears

to epitomise James's dilemma:

fDormer] . . . had two states of mind in l.istening to Gabriel Nash; one of them in

which he laughed, doubted, sometimes even reprobated, and 
^t ^îy 

rate failed to

follow of accept; the other in which this contemplative genius seemed to take the

words out of his mouth, to uttef for him, better and mofe completely, the very

things he was on the point of saying. Nash's saying them at such moments

appeared to make them true, to set them up in the worJ.d ...322

Of all the characrers in The Tragic Mase, diplomat Peter Shetringham most

effectively epitomises James's ambivalent reaction to ì7ilde. The aesthetic Nash holds

a 'baleful fascination' for the conservative envoy, who feels 'a certain displeasure' at

not being able dismiss Nash as a bore. After declaring that Nash is 'impudent',

Sherringham cannot help but feet 'guilty of an injustice-Nash had so little the air of

^ 
m^Ít with something to gain'. Sheringham feels petty when he is exasperated by

Nash's perpetual good humour and unembarrassed inconsistency, and envies the

aesthete his 'power to content himself with the pleasures he could get: he had a

shrewd impression that contefltmerit was not destined to be the sweetener of his own

rep^st.323 Like Sherringham, one suspects thât James, envious of \íilde's 'divine

spark', 'would have been sorry to confess that he could not understand' the

remarkable aesthete.32a

320Ibid. p.140.
321 lbid. p. 135.
322lbid. p. 310.
323 Ibid. PP. 63,374-76
324 Ibid. p.376.
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James's porttait of Nash also reveals many signs of the author's discomfort

with the overt nature of \7ilde's sexuality. Eric H:aralson sees the novel as reflecting a

'delicare þalance ofl homophobic and homophilic impulses'.3" ¡ohn Cados Rowe has

noted that Nash's name, being an amalgamation of the Elizabethan dramatists Nashe

and Harvey, evokes the bisexuahty of mâny theatrical Eltzabethan men.t'u Nash's

sexuality is certainly shadowy; his androgyny mystifies his peers and he frequents the

',\nonymous' Club; the need for anonymity remaining conspicuously unstated. He

emanates a 'morbid' air and his uncanny insights and persuasive powers add to a

sense of ambigurty and otherness. Dormer reflects that many people believed 'the

comic press [was] restrained by decorum from touching upon the worst of

[Nash's] abercatons'.t'7 Once again, our imaginations xe lelt to supply the 'worst'

aberration possible.

There are maîy more tangible hints at Nash's sexual inclination to be found

in the text. lØhile we are not given an insight into his tue feelings fot Dormet, Nash

talks to the latter's sister 'only of Nick-of nothing else'."t \Øhen Nash tells Dormer

that Mitiam Rooth is in love with someone, Dormer asks:

'Do you mean with you?'
'Oh, I'm never another man I'm more the wrong one than the man himself.32e

The Tragtc Muse ts also the fìrst of several novels discussed in this study to

have the Wildean chzracter come between a woman and her man; Nash encourâges

Dormer to sever ties with his fiancé Julia Dallow, who disapproves of his artistic

aspirations. J. H. Miller has noted that homosexuality in the novel often appears to be

coded as a devotion to 
^rt.33o 

Indeed, Nash's aesthetic philosophy, ftrst communicated

to Dormer at Oxford, makes Nash 'bad comp zrty', an'evil genius' whose philosophy

is 'poison'."t Nash 'convertfs]' Nick to the artistic life and the latter's studio becomes

32s Haralson, 'The Elusive Queerness of Henry James's "Queet Comtade": Reading Gabriel Nash of Tbe Tragic

Marc',p.204.
326 Rowe, Tbe Other LIenry lame: p. 96.
327 

James, Tbe Tragic Mase p. 549.
328 Ibid. p.399.
32e Ibid. p. 407.
330 Miller, "Oscar inTbe Tragic Mase".
331 

James, The Tragic Muse p. 143.
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an 
(unrraturâl spot'. Haralson describes the aesthetic Nash as 'a fundamental affront to

the heterosexualised order of things'.3t'

Like Praed's novel Affinities, James's TroStt Mase, in âttempting to

communicate the potent, yet elusive quality of Gabriel Nash's original, at times

suggests the aesthete possesses a supernatrxzl power. Nash's presence imbues a sense

of 'the transient and occasional', a 'likeness to vâpour or murmufing wind or shifting

light'.33' After hearing nothing of Nash for some time, Dormer imagines thât he has

'melted back into the elemenl5-þs is part of the ambient air'."4 Nash declares that he

is prophetic and he is proven to be so. He gives the impression that he could never be

itl and he reflects that he may be 'eternal'.335 Lyall Powers sees Nash's angelic first

name as symbolic of his role as a 'messenger of the god of ar(."u Nash certainly does

present celestial qualities. Consider the following comment from Dormer, teferring to

one of the most fascinating elements in the novel; his painting of Nash's portrait:

'Let me 
^t 

any tate have some sott of sketch of you, as a kind of feathet from the

angel's wing, or a photograph of the ghost, to pfove to me in the futufe that you

*.i. on.. a solid, sociable fact, thatl didn't uttedy fabt\cate you''337

F{owever, Dormer's attempt to capture something of Nash's essence by painting his

portrait proves to be cutiously problematic:

It struck fDormer] that he had never ¡een his subiect before, and yet somehow

this revelation was not ploduced by the sense of actually seeing it. \Øhat was

revealed was the difFrculty-what he saw was th
had taken things for granted which literally were

there (except that he couldn't catch them) which
338

332 lbid. p. 550, Haralson, 'The Elusive Queerness of Henry James's "Queer Comrade": Reading Gabriel Nash

of The Tragic Møse', p. 1'92.
333James, Tbe Tragic Møse p. 549.
334Ibid. p. 560.
33s Ibid. Pp. 49, 55, 551.
33ó Powers, 'Mr. James's Aesthetic Mr. Nash - Again', p.346.
337Jâmes, The Tragic Møse p. 553.
r:ai6i¿. p. 554. A.t int.r..ti.rg parallei to Dormer's inabiÌity to 'capture'Nash's 

^ppe 
rl:îce is the disagreement

among tÎ¡ld.', contemporari..t't .r the colour of his eyes. Robert Ross and Jean-Joseph Ren11d said they were

blue, Áda Leverson s"ià th.y were blue-grey, Max Beerbohm said they !ù/ere grey and Alfred Douglas thought

they were green. Jetemy Reeã recently asserted they were brown. Frances Turner, Jetemy Reed and the Colour

of Oscar Wilde's Eyes', The lYildean 9 (1996).
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James suggests that to 'pin down'Nash/\üilde, to scrutinise him, is to disatm him-

to destroy his mystedous power. Nash under Dotmef's znalyttcal gaze is somewhat

analogous to a sprite that has been captured in a iar anà is slowly suffocating:

fNash] was uncomfortable, at fìrst vaguely and then definitely 56-5ilç¡¡, testless,

gloo-y, dim ... Nick had nevet heard him say so Jittle, seen him give so little'

Ñi.k f.lt, accordingly, as if he had laid a ttap for him ... þe] guessed that what

made his friend uncomfortable was simply the reversal . .. of his usual terms of
intercourse. FIe was so accustomed to living upon irony and the intetpretation of
things that it was strange to him to be himself inte¡preted ... From being outside

of the universe he was suddenly brought into it, and from the position of a ftee

commentator and cdtic... reduced to that of humble ingtedient and

çe¡6iþs¡e¡.33e

Here James may strike at the core of Wilde's dislike of being livisected' or

'unmasked'. In arguing for the artist maintaining a mask in 'The Decay of Lying,

\X/ilde states:

It is a humilating confession, but we âfe all made out of the same stuff ... The

mofe ofle analyses people, the more all reasons for analysis disappeat. Sooner or

latet one comes to that dreadful universal thing called human natute.3{

Unsurprisingly, Nash never returns for another sitting after being subjected to

Dormer's debilitating scrutiny. Like the fairy tzle cre tlure, he must remain outside of

the wodd of ordinary men in order to retain his glamour. The curious fate of Nash's

incomplete portrait appears to confirm his supern^t\r^I nature. Dormer notes that

after Nash's disappear îce

the picture he had begun had a singular it of gtadually fading from the canvas.

He iouldn't catch it in the act, that the hand of time was rubbing it away little by

little (for all the wodd as in some delicate Hawthorne tale), making the surface

indistinct and bare-b are of allresemblance to the model. Of coutse the moral of
the Hawthorne tale would be that this personage would come back on the day

when the last adumbration should have vanished'3al

The 'disappeadng portrait' has inspired some diverse and fascinating critical

interpretations. Rowe believes that 'James has caused Nash to "disappeat" prtmaitly

33e 
James, Tbe Tragic Mase pp. 554-55.

340 níilde, Collins Conpleîe lVork¡ of Onar lVilde pp. 1'075-76.
341 

James, TheTragicMan p.556.
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to control the homoerotic passions and rhetoric thzt chancterize his relationship with

[Dormer]'.uo' Harzlson interprets the projected return of Nash, just when his image

has faded from view, as constituting the notion of suppressed homosexuality,

'return[ing] to haunt the heterosexual domain'.to'Haralson also highlights the factthat

Dotmer jams the unfinished portrait into a corner, facing the wall, in otder to

continue with his heterosexual relationship and his artistic c reeÍ.'oa Ellmann, on the

other hand, sees Nash's strange exit from the novel as demonstrating the fact that

'aestheticism, being indifferent to concfete detail, could confer upon its followets only

an illusory existence'.3a5 Christopher Lane notes an interesting parallel between Nash's

portrait and Dorian Gray's in \7ilde's novel, observing that in both cases 'the

characters' unfulfilled desire fis depicted] through their incomplete pottraits. The

portraits attempt to unite both the painter and the painted through art, within an

acceptable limit of erotic expression'.'ou Fteedman highlights the obvious parallel

between the transcendental qualities of Dormer's portrait of Nash and James's

fictionalisation of Wilde. He notes that

Nash's porttait is tendeted 'bate of all res hich is to
suggest that it uttedy masters, assumes, and individual

it ãtempts to represent; it effaces the being by

ttansmuting his image into the consummate perfection of the artistic image.3at

Before leaving The Tragtc Mase, there is a fina| aspect of the book that must be

considered here, and that is its relation to The Pictøre of Dorian Gra1. There has been

some critical commentary on the question of how these two works influenced each

other. As stated above, James' The Tragtc Møse first appeared as a sedal in the Atlantic

from January 1889 to May 1890, that is, it was published just before The Pictare of

Dorian Gral was first seen in Lippincott's Magazíne tnJuly 1890. Both stories contain

an âesthete, an artist and an actress as central protagonists (the actresses even share a

342 Rov/e, The Otber Henry Janes p. 98.
343 Flaralson, 'The Elusive Qrreèrness of Henry James's "Queet Comrade": Reading Gabriel Nash of Tbe Trøgic

Mase',p.205.
344 Ibid. p.204.
34s Ellmann, O¡carLY/ilde p.293.
346 Christopher Lane, 'The impossibitity of seduction in James's Rodeick Had¡on znd Tbe Tragic Muse', Atnerican

I:iteraiure eA.+ çtne¡. See also Christopher Lane,'Framing fears, reading designs: the homosexual art of painting

inJames, \ù7ilde and Beerbohm', EIJI 67.4 (1994).
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common stage name-Vane-and both perfotm the role of Juliet) and both plots

Leatureportraits that supernatually change to reflect the sitter's fate.

Oscar Cargilt was the first to comment upon these correspondences in 1'957,

although he did not draw the most obvious conclusion that ì7ilde had been

influenced by James's work. Cargill argues that \X/ilde habitually spoke in public about

his works in progress and that'[if James didn't] pickup ... e^l'Iy knowledge of some

of the substance of. The Picîure of Dorian GrE from the general repetition of \7ilde's

talk in London circles, there were several direct channels through which he might

have got his informàtion', such as Edmund Gosse (who was a friend of bothJames

and \X/ilde's friend Robert Ross) and Joseph Marshall Stoddart, who commissioned

Wiide's story for Lippincott's.tot Cargill is convinced that James had only heard certain

things about Doriøn Gralt and had not seen the actual text, remarking thatif he had

read it in full, 'he might ... have implied gfaver limitations to his âesthete or have

been repelled from using Wilde at zll. as a model'.ton Cargili also cites emendations in

Tbe Tragic Mase when it appeared in book form in June 1890 (a month before Wilde's

story appeared) as evidence of James's prior knowledge of \X/ilde's soon-to-be-

published book. In particulzr, CarglII points out that Nash is described as a writer of

verses in the At/antic version of The TroStt Mase, while in the novel he is described as

having written 'a very clever book': 'a soft of novel'. When pressed, Nick Dormer

cannot specify exactly what type of novel Nash has written: qX/eIl, I don't fu16q¡-

with a lot of good writing'. Cargill argues that Dormer does not describe Nash's book

because James did not yet have the full details of \X/ilde's Dorian Gru.tuo

Subsequent criticism has paid scant attention to Cargill's theory and has

generally taken the alternate view that Wilde's novel constitutes an appropriation from

James's book. Jonathan Freedman goes further to suggest thzt James's hostility

towards \X/ilde was exacerbated by Wilde's allusion to, and 'outright theft' from, his

novel and that his later novel The Ambassadors represents James's revising of qü/ilde's

347 Freedman, Profe:¡ions of Taste: Henry James, Bili¡h Ae:îbetici¡n and Commoditl Cultare p. 791.
3a8 Cargill, 'Mr. James's Aesthetic Mr' Nash', pp. 183-85.
34e Ibid., p. 186.
3s0 Ibid,^pp. 1,78-79, James, The Tragic Mø:e pp. 35-36. The fzct that Wilde had yet to cement his literary

reputation with Dorian Gralt world also account for Nash's limited artistic ouçut.
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redaction of his own text', committed 'with malice aforethought'.3s1 Few seem

prepared to âccept that the correspondences between the ¡wo stories could be

coincidental. However, I(erry Powell's 1,983 zrttcle 'Tom, Dick and Dorian Gray:

Magic-Picture Mania in Lzte Victorian Fiction', which highlights the popular

fascination with 'supernarr:ral'pictures during this period, suggests that coincidence

may also be a possibthq."'

In his portrait of Gabriel Nash, James was perhaps least true to his own

philosophy on the use of real personalities in fiction. FIe averred in The Aø of the Noael

thar in drawing upon life in fiction, the 'final savour [should be] constituted, but the

primary identity destroyed', having been replaced by truth to a 'new ü.fe'."t However,

as many other authors were to discovet, ì7ilde's identity wâs too singular and

conspicuous to be destroyed or disguised with abeard znd a pseudonym. \7hat'new

life' \X/ilde did acquire in James's novel was in his role as a repository for the author's

conflicting responses to him. As Nash's ambivalent depiction in, and ambiguous

departure from the novel demonstrate, James was unable to reconcile himself ø a

firm position on \X/ilde, in 1890 at least. The events of 1895 would soon provide him

with a firmer base for his tenuous antipathy. Howevet, James always acknowledged

!Øilde's talent, even after the latter's downfall. He also contributed to the support of

\X/ilde's wife and children after his disgtace and befriended Wilde's son Vyrryan in the

eady 1900s.

M arc-André Raffalovi ch
A ll/ilÌing tr,xile (1890)

When \X/ilde first learned that his old Trinity colleague Edward Carson was to lead the

ptosecution against him during his trials in L895, he reportedly told a membet of his

own legal team: 'No doubt he will perform his task with the added bitterness of an

old friend'.'s4 This could also be said of \X/ilde's next fictionaliser, Marc André

Raffalovich, who in 1890 published A ll/iltingExile. Raffalovich's book wâs another

351 Freedmân , Professiow of Taste: I-Ienry James, Brìti¡h Ae¡thelici¡n and Cornmoditlt Cultare pp. 93,1'68.
552 Keffy Powell, 'Tom, Dick and Dor.ian Gray: Magic-Picture Mania in Late Victorian Fiction', Pbiklogical

Quarterþ 62, Spring (1983).
353 

James cited in Powers, 'Mr. James's Aesthetic Mr. Nash - Again', p. 349-
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highly personal fictional response to !7ilde; the minor poet and novelist was a former

friend who was fast becoming an enemy, and his novel cleaùy reflects the author's

antagonism towards his subject. As was the case with James, Raffalovich's adverse

reaction to \X/ilde appears to be influenced by an anxiety about his own sexuality; to

panphrzse a comment by Wilde made to Vincent O'sullivan: 'Great antipathy fcan

show] secret zffttitr¡' .3ss

Raffalovich was of Russian Jewish descent but had been living in Pads before

he emigrated to London in 1882. A man renowned for his physical unattractiveness,

legend had it that his beautiful mother (who had a salon in Paris) sent him to London

because she could no longer bear to look at his face. While he had his own lttetary

aspirations, Raffalovich used the money he inherited from his wealthy banking family

to carve a niche for himself zs apatron of the arts in London, thtowing lavish iunches

and dinner parties for the artistic elite. Apart from Wilde, other distinguished guests at

these receptions included Comyns Carc,Henry James, Louise Jopling, W' B. Maxwell,

George Moore and \X/alte r P^tef . Raffalovich heard Wilde lectute about his trip to the

United States and the two ostentatious men became friends for a time in the 1880s'3s6

However, Raffalovich became increasingly disguntled with Wilde as their relationship

progressed. This appears to have been latgely due to the latter's unapologetic egotism

and lack of caution in his private affairs. According to Raffalovich's aricle'Oscar

\X/ilde', published in Blackfriars in 192J, it was a chance comment from \)7ilde's wife

Constance that proved to be the final straw for Raffalovich:

... his wife Constance, who had always befriended me, estfanged us. She said to

me: 'Oscar says he likes you so much-that you have such nice improper talks

together.' SØas it a kindly warning, or just a mechanical repeUtion of h-is words? I
was furious. I had imagined myself a pdvileged petsofì, safe from his double-

edged praise . . . I was innocent of what I called improper talks. I listened eageÃy

to his wit and wisdom and experience, to his store of unusual stories . . . but I had

added nothing but what he called my blend of romance and cynicism, my boyish

queries, my interest in all the Paolos and the Francescas. Looking back now his

3s4 Síilde cited in Ellmann, Oscar l(/ilde.
3ss Vi¡1ss¡1 O'Sullivan,,4 spexs of l%itde (London: Constable, 1938) pp. 276-1'7. Raffalovich has been described by

Brocard Sewell as 'congãnitally homosexual by temperament'. Sewell cited in Linda C. Dowling, 'Vena¡ and

Tannhàuser Beardsley's Satire of Decadence', The Joarnal of Naratiue Techniqae 8't (7978),p.33.
3s6 Ellmann, O¡car lYilde p. 266, Schroeder,,4 ddition¡ and Corection¡ to Nchard Ellmann'¡ Oscar lYilde p. 95'
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convefsation must at times have resembled Dante's Pargatoio, Canto xxvi. I was

futious: never again did I speak with lrrm without witnesses.357

Raffalovich's overreaction to the word 'improper'-and his heated denial of

contributing to conversations that could be interpreted as 5sçþ-21¡¡ost certainly

reflect his anxiety about the possibility of public speculation about his own sexuality'

As a conservative m^n àpp^rently grâppling with homosexual inclinations, like James,

Raffalovich could not afford to be seen as a friend of Wilde.3tt S(/e can reasonably

assnme that this fear was a major motivation behind the break with \X/ilde, who was

becoming far fuom circumspect in his choice of topics and company in this regard'

Interspersed throughout Raffalovich's 1,921 article ^re 
anecdotes intended to

demonstrate Sflilde's evil influence over him; he relates that he was warned about

associating with Wilde and the essay is littered with the author's denials of any fellow-

feeling berween them: 'everything he did or said annoyed me. He could do nothing

right in my eyes'."9 He speaks of being 'dragged' to ^ p^fqr at Tite Street, and

expresses his wholehearted approval of \X/ilde's 1895 conviction fot'gross indecency'.

In a remarkable case of damning 
^ 

m^rlwith faint praise, Raffalovich writes: 'I cannot

remember his ever giving me bad advice. It is to his credit that he never did me any

harm, and perhaps to mine that for years I detested him and his presence, and the

traces of his influence'.too Such comments zre typical of Raffalovich's life-long quest

to extricate himself from his fotmer friend in the public eye.

As with Broughton, Watd and James, \7ilde m^y also have alienated

Raffalovich with an incisive review of the lattet's work. Raffalovich's book of poems,

Tøberose and Meødowsweet,'wzs reviewed by Wilde in the Pall Mall Gazette of 27 March

1885. While the review was not entirely unfavourable, there was much in it to annoy

Raffalovich:

This is really a remarkable little volume, and contains many strange and beautrful

poems. To say of these poems that they are unhealtþ and bring with them the

heavy odonrs of the hothouse is to point out neither their defect nor their metit,

357 André Raffalovich, 'Oscar \ùØilde', Foolnote to tbe Nineties: A Memoir of John Grry and Andrí Rafaloaich, ed.

Brocard Sewell pondon: Cecil and Ameüa ìíoolf, 1927) p. 1'10.
3ss Mâtthev/ Sùgis has stated that Raffalovich was exclusively homosexual in the 1880s. Sturgis, Aabrel

Beardsley A BiograPu p. 244.
3se Raffâlovich, 'Oscar !7ilde', p. 71"1.

360 lbid. p. 108.
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but their quality merely. And though Mr. Raffalovich is not a wonderful poet, still

he is a subtle artist in poetry. Indeed, in his way he is a boyish mastef of curious

music and of fantastic rhyme, and can strike on the lute of language so many

lovely chords that it seems a pity he does not know how to Pfonounce the title of
his book and the theme of his songs. For he insists on making 'tubefose' a

trisyllable always, as if it wefe a potato blossom ând not a flower shaped like a
tiny trumpet of ivory. F{owever, fot the sake of his meadowsweet and his spring-

green binding this must be forgiven him. And though he cannot pfofìounce

'tuberose' aright, at least he can sing of it exquisitely.:c1

Raffalovich indignantly responded with a defence of his pronunciâtion, citing

Shelley's identical pronunciation of tuberose; much to his consternation \X/ilde blithely

supplied a contradictory quotation from Shelley'uu'

As hard as Raffalovich worked to show that he and \X/ilde u/ere not'birds of

z feather', he unwittingly provides us with considerable evidence to the contrary. For

example, there is the unmistakable hint of personal resentment in his denouncement

of \X/ilde's habit of 'selecting the youngest rn any company and talking to him

endlessly, turning his head ... f.or the mere pleasure of doing so, even though they

were never to meet again.'uu His recollection of â policeman who prevented him from

entering \X/ilde's trial is also revealing:

I wished to fìnd my wây to see this unheatd-of spectacle of a twofold poetical

justice, allured not only by the onslaught on Wilde, but by the flouting of Mrs.

Grundy ... A hand¡one yathfalpoliceman [my italics] stopped me: 'It is no place

for you, Sir; don't go in'. 'Thank you; you are tight', I murmuted, and went away'

This policeman,fair, almost laminoøs, /ike the Archangel Røphael [my italics], deserves

from me this tribute.36a

Rupert Croft Cook maintains that Raffalovich's antagonism towards Wilde teflected

his jealousy of \X/ilde's literary talent and celebrity. (lrJone of Raffalovich's attempts at

poetrf, plays and novels met with ctittcal success.36s)

Ian Fletcher has observed that 'from Wilde's point of view, fRaffalovich] was

somewhat devoid of talent, not conspicuously witty, certainly not handsome and his

361 \(/ilde, Reuiew¡ pp. t2-1.3.
362 Ellmann, O¡carlVilde p.248.
363 Raffâlovich, 'Oscar Wilde', p. 1'11'.

364 Ibid. p.,It2.
rcs ¡rrn.i¡ Croft-Cooke, Feasting with Pantber¡: A New Consideration of Some I-.ate Victorian lVrinrs Q\ew York: Holt,

Rinehart and rWinston, 1967) pp. 215-1'8.
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sexuâl inclination not sufficiently marked'.3u6 It may be that Raffalovich's main

attracrion for \7ilde was his hospitable provision of epicurean delights for London's

artistic elite. Raffalovich alleged that Wilde once told him: You could give me a new

thrill. You have the right measure of romance and cynicism'.3ut Perhaps Wilde made a

slight miscalculation in this assessment; there is little that would have thrilled him and

much more cynicism than romance to be found in Raffalovich's A lY/illìng Exile.

Raffalovich appears to have had z considerable personal investment in the book; a

friend observed at the time: 'André finished his novel and neady made himself ill over

it'.'ot Like his later novel Self-seekers: aNouel of Manners (1897), AW/iilingExile is a satire

on the superficial nâture of fashionable society. A quotation on the title page ftom à

I{empis imparts the moral of the story before it has begun, a motal that could not be

further from $lilde's creed in 1890:

It is a great thing, and .very gfe t, to be able to do without all solace, both human

and divine, and to be willing to bear this exile of the heart for the honour of God,

and in nothing seek self, and not to have tegard to one's own merit.36e

Raffalovich's story charts the moral deterioration of the egocentric and obnoxious

\X/ildean chzracter, Cyprian Brome, who is the son of a noaueaa riche manufacturer'

ì7ilde's wife Constance also appears as Daisy LayLham, the hetoine of the novel, who

marries CypÅan, her first suitor, to relieve her family's financial difficulties (a twist on

the usual scenario of the \Wildean character. mzrrying for money). S7e can reasonably

assume that Daisy's wonder zt lner husband's antics is analogous to Constance

\ùØilde's, the woman who befriended Raffalovich:

Mrs. Brome, of coufse, knew many men. Cyprian was, or seemed to be, intimate

with countless young or youngish men; they were all curiously alike. Their voices,

the cut of their clothes, the cud of theit hair, the brims of their hats, the parties

they went to: Daisy could not see much difference between them . .. Affectation

characterised all these men, and the same sort of affectatson. They were all

gushers, professional gushers ... Married (some were marded) or unmalried, they

3ó6 Ian Fletchet, ed., The Poem¡ of Jobn Grry (Greensboro: ELT, 1988) p. 8.

367 Raffalovich cited in Ellmann, O¡car lYilde p. 266, Schroeder,,4 dditions and Correciion¡ to Ricbard Ellnann'¡ O¡car

lVilde p.95.
rca B.i."r¿ Sewell, Foolnote to the Nineties: A Menoir of John Grry and Andrd Rafalouich pondon: Cecìl and Amelia

\ù7oolf, 1,968) p.29.
36e Raffâlovich cited in Ibid. p. 28.
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gushed alike, only some wefe rudet than others, and some were dullet than others

every day,one before lunch, the othet befote dinner. His clothes much occupied

frimi he was nevef tired of discussing male fashions, and sometimes Daisy, after

having been away an houf, would find him and a chum still putsuing their

analysis of another man's garments'37o

Raffalovich suggests that S7ilde's charm is all calculation:

fCyprian] expressed moral sentiments gtacefully at the fight times-that is, at tea-

ti-ã tt some houses, and during meals in others; and he wâs very lenient to

privileged offenders . ..371

Cyprian's increasing insensitivity and selfishness eventually drive Daisy into the arms

of another man, Clarence Holford. The coupie plan an elopement which is thwarted

when Cyprian contracts a serious illness, soon after Holford also becomes ill aftet a

fall from his horse. After some time Daisy realises that Holford thinks more of

Cyptian's well-being than her o,ü/n, and the story ends with Daisy fzcing a bleak future

cadng for both uncaring invalids.tt'

It must be said that the style and plot of A Willing Exik 
^te 

r:'ot of a high

quatiry; as Brocard Sewell notes: 'fiction was not fRaffalovich's] medium; whrle lA

lr/illing Exile and, Self-seekers] attempt to satirize the superficialities of fashionable life,

[th.y] do not escape triviality themselves'.ttt While the book was not a commercial

success, it probably conúibuted to the growing tension between Raffalovich and

\Wilde. Raffalovich must have become increasingly frustrated by Wilde's growing

celebrity, wtth Doriøn GrE taking London by storm the year aftet the lukewarm

reception of A ll/illingExik. Raffalovich publicly responded to Wilde's success with a

sonnet against the latter's signature flower entitled 'The Green Carnation', first

published in a London journal and then in Raffalovich's The Thread and tbe Path (1'895)'

370 Raffalovich cited in Ellmann, O¡car ll/ilde p- 267.
371 Raffâlovich cited in Seweìl, Footnote to the Nineti¡'¡: A Menoir of Jobn Gral and André Rafalouich p. 29

372Ibid. p. 30.
311 Ibid. P. 42.
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Raffalovich later described his sonnet as 'an important step ... [a] public reiection of

the whole set'.374

The rift between the two authots was cemented in 1892 when Raffalovich

took up with \X/ilde's former constant companion, the poet John Gray, who felt he

had been jilted by Wilde for Lord Aifred Douglas. Raffalovich was to remain Gray's

friend, protector and collab o::^tor for some fotty years. At the beginning of theit

friendship Raffalovich undoubtedly encouraged Gray to sever ties with Wilde (as he

later swayed the artist Aubrey Beardsley, who received a pension from Raffalovich, as

related inPartThree). It is around this time that \X/ilde made some particulady cutting

bon mots about Raffalovich, such as his famous comment on Raffalovich's somewhat

showy dinner parties: 'André came to London to start a salon, and has only succeeded

in opening a saloon'.3tt (Or his last visit to Raffalovich's for dinnet Wilde arrtved' at

the same time as five others, and said dryly to the butler'A table for six, please'.uto) In

I-tts 1927 article Raffalovich avers that finally \X/ilde would not sit next to him at the

hairdressing establishment that they both frequented: 'I became in that shop

somebodl-tfle customer who makes Mr. \7ilde uncomfottable''t'7

Raffalovich did not relinquish his role as a thorn in Wilde's side after the

latter's fall fuom gr^ce; less than three months after \X/ilde was imprisoned he

published a forty-seven page pamphlet in French entitted LAfaire Oscarll/ilde, which

was reprinted the following year. rn alarger wotk on male homosexuality Uranisme et

(Jnisexaalité. Croft-Cooke has noted the 'high-minded disapptoval and a pseudo-

scientifically inquiring attitude' of this vituperative work, which argues for ceìibacy

over the gratification of homosexual utges."t In this work Raffalovich also provided

some lurid details pertaining to SØilde and Alfred Douglas's private lives and heaped

cerlsure on \Øilde and English society:

374 Raffalovich, 'Oscar \ffilde', p. 111, Schroeder, Addi¡ions and Comction¡ to Nchard Ellnann's O¡car lYilde pp. 151-

<.,

37s \lilde also used this quip about the fictional Lady Brando n i¡ The Pictare of Dorian GrayV|lde, Collim Conplete

ll/orks of Orar l%ilde p.22.
:rc 6rof,-6ooke, Feasting aitb Panthers: A Naz Consideration of Some L¿n Victorian Writers p. 2I5.
377 Raffalovich, 'Oscar lüilde', p. 172.
378 For a discussion of Raffaloiich's subümation of his own sexuality see Sturgis, Aubrg Bearùley A Bio¿rapfu p'

244.
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!ühen I accuse him of criminality, I'm not concerned about the sexual âcts of
which he is accused, but of his personal role, of the influence that he had, and

that he used so badly, of the youthful conceits that he perverted, of the vices that

he so encouraged. English society is equally to blame ... Oscar Wilde was

encoufaged and tolefated by English society. He was called an institution' He

wandeted further and further from the dght path, and under the influence of
vanty and impunity he ended up living a life that proved to be equally dangerous

and daring foi the public as for himself. He was a victim of himself' of society, of
his friendì. If he is to be pitied in his greât misfoftune, he should also be

remembered 
^s 

a n rJon ldanger,..37e

The public's reaction to \X/ilde's trials undoubtedly affected Raffalovich's and

Gray's furure directions. Raffalovich converted to Catholicism the year after IØilde's

conviction and reportedly went on a pilgrimage to Loreto and organised masses to be

said for \X/ilde and Alfred Douglas.3soJohn Gray entered Scots College, Rome in 1898

to prepare for the priesthood and was ordained in 1901; Raffalovich later followed

him to Edinburgh and built him St Peter's church, where Gtay was rector for over

twenty years and where Raffalovich regulady attended morning mass. Raffalovich

purchased a home close to Gary's clergy house and saw Gray almost every day for

twenry-seven years. Despite the frequency of their meetings, both men maintained an

extraordinzry formaltry in front of other people.381

Arthur Conan Doyle
The S ign of Four (1 890)

Wilde's next fictionzl appeztance was alongside a charzcter who ranks among the

most famous in all Engtish fiction: Arthur Conan Doyle's 'consulting detective'

Shedock Holmes. Holmes and his protégé Dr SØatson had made their first

^ppem^ttce 
in Doyle's A Studl in Scarlet in 1887, fìrst published in Beetoa's Chrisrøas

Annaal and then in book form the following yezr.. The Edinburgh-born and educated

Doyle (1859-1930) was at thzt time practising medicine in Southsea. }{ts A Staþ in

Scar/et u¡as no runav/ay success; this was to come later f.or Doyle with the seties of

Sherlock Holmes short stories that appeared in the popular Strand m^gaziîe,

3?e Sewell, Footnote to the Ninetie¡: A Memoir of Jobn Gral and Andri Rafalouich (translated by Carolyn Stott), pp. 36-

5t.
rao Joseph Peatce, The (Jnmasking of Ouar lVilde pondon: HarperCollins, 2000) p. 244.
¡ar çro¡¡-6ooke,Feastingwitb Panther¡:ANew Consideration of Some I-¿te Victorian lYrinrcpp.23,227.
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beginning in 1891. In the intervening period Doyle urote another Holmes novel, The

StSo of Foør (1.890), which features a portait of Wilde as the aesthetic Thaddeus

Sholto.

The Wilde an characterisation in this novel is of particular interest because

Wilde himself was present at the novel's commission. The occasion was a dinner at

the Langham Hotel in London on 30 August 1889, hosted by the American Joseph

Marshall Stoddart, mentioned as a mutual acquaint^îce of \7ilde and Henry James

above. Stoddart represented and published Gilbert and Sullivan's works in the United

States and had met \X/ilde during his American lecture tour. FIe was in London

promoting Lippincott's Maga{ne (as the managing editor) and invited Wilde, Doyle and

an Irish MP named Gilt to dinner. Stoddart mzy hzve been apprehensive about

bringrng Doyle and Wilde together; the former was firmly conservative in his outlook,

an 'establishment' man, with traditional Victorian ideas about family and Empire.

FIowever, he was also fair and broadminded and in his 1930 memoirs he recalls the

dinner with 'the champion of aestheticism' as 'a golden evening'. Doyle's remarks on

meeting Wilde at the Langham dinner ate worth quoting at length:

\Wilde to my surprise had. reaà 'Micah Clarke' fDoyle's fecent work of historical

fiction] and was enthusiastic about it, so that I drd not feel like a complete

outsider. His conversation left an indelible impression upon my mind. He

towered above us all, and yet had the art of seeming to be interested in all that we

could say. He had delicacy of feeling and tact, fot the monologue man, howevet

clevet, cân flevef be a gentlema¡ ztheaft... He had a curious ptecision of
statement, a delicate flavour of humour, and a trick of small gestures to illustrate

his meaning, which were peculiar to himself ... I remember how in discussing the

wars of the futute he said: 'A chemist on each side will approach the frontier

conversation did I observe one tface of coutse-ness of thought' nor could ofle at

that time associate him with such an ide .382

Doyle was cleady charmed by Wilde, and the feeling apPears to have been

mutual. In addition to his appreciation of Micah Clarke, it has been suggested that

3s2 At¡þ1¡¡ Conan Doyle , Memories and Aduentures pondon: John Murray, 1930) pp. 94-95.
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Wilde was familiar with Doyle's other work. John ,\. Hodgson has expanded upon

Paul Barolsky's and Owen Dudley Edwards's conjectures that the Imptessionist

subtitle of Wilde's essay 'Pen, Pencil and Poison: A Study in Green', may have been

inspired by Doyle's use of the same contempor^ry afi iargon for the titie of his fìrst

Sherlock Holmes novel, A Staþ in Scar/et.3ï' Hodgson also believes that \X/ilde makes

an allusion to A Stuþ in Scarlet tn The Pictare of Dorian Gra1, refetring to 'the scadet

threads of life' poyle refetred to the 'scatlet thread of murder') and expanding

Doyle's 'thread' into a labyrinth motif."o \X/ilde's letter of thanks to Doyle for his

congratularions on Dorian Gral certainÌy suggests that Wilde held Doyle's literary

judgement in high regard, and particulady valued the latter's encouragement in the

face of public censure:

... I do øtm at making a work of art, and I am really delighted that you think my

treatment subtle and artistically good. The newspâpefs seem to me to be written
cannot understand how they c fl tre t 'Dorian

s to keep the inherent moral subotdinate to the

it still seems to me that the motal is too

obvious.3ss

As we have seen with many of the authors akezdy discussed, the strong

impression made by Witde upon Doyle compelled the lattet to try to captufe

something of Wilde's essence in fìction. It has been observed that Doyle appropriated

many acttal personalities in his works; Samuel Rosenberg has identified portraits by

Doyle of Gustave Flaubert, Friedrich Nietzsche, Jean Racine and George Sand,

among others.3s6 Doyle himself confìrmed that Shedock Holmes was based on Dr

Joseph Bell, a consulting surgeon at Edinburgh Infirmary where the authot was a

medical student in the 1870s.

The Sign of Foarwas published in I;ippincott's in February 1890 and in book'

form the same year. Thaddeus Sholto appears in the fourth chapter, and while he has

3s3 Paul Barolsky, 'The Case of the Domesticated Aesthete', Virginia pøarierþ Reuiew 60 (1984), p' 444, Owen

Dudley Edwards, ed,., A Staþ in Scailet (Oxford: Oxfotd University Press, 1993) p. 771, Johl A. Hodgson, 'An

Allusion to ,\rthur Conan Doyle's A Stadl in Scarlet in Tbe Picture of Dorian Gral', Englith L.angøage Note:34.2

(1997),p.42.
is+ ¡¡o¿*.otr, 'An Allusion to Arthur Conan Doyle's A Stuþ in Scailet in The Picture of Dorian Gral', pp. $-aa.
Hodgso"n does not consider Edwards's point that 'scatlet thread' also appears in the Song of Solomon 4:3:'thy

lips aie l-ike a thtead of scadet, and thy speech is comely'. Edwatds, ed., A Stuþ in Scailet p. 171.

38s Doyle, Memoie¡ and Aduentures p. 95'
rac g"[rr.1 Rosenberg, Naked ì: tie But Diryain: The Death and ResarrecÍion of Sherlock l-lolme¡ (London: ArlinSon,

7975) p.2.
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some of the famllim physical blinds-baldness, different colouring and altered

physique-he is cleady derivative of \7ilde. Doyle adds a ierky awkwardness znð' a

thin, high voice to the disguise, but Sholto's remaining characteristics cleady point to

his original: particulady his 'pendulous lip' and habit of passing his hand over his

inegtizr., miscoloured teeth as he speaks: a gesture that is often evoked in

recollections of \X/ilde. Sholto's eyes are a 'weak, watery blue', a description which

zgain fits Wilde, and which Doyle also gives to zlater \Wildean incarnation discussed

in Part Two. Thaddeus Sholto, like several other fictional \X/ildes, gives the impression

of extreme youthfulness despite being thirty (Wilde was thirty-six in 1890). An

examination of Sholto's handwriting reveals an 'irrepressible Greek e', a fezttlie of

ìØilde's penmanship. Sholto's aesthetic tastes also miror \X/ilde's contemporary

preferences, as we discover when Sholto is first glimpsed in what he calls his 'oasis of

ùrtin the howling desert of South London':387

The richest and glossiest of cuttains and tapestries draped the walls, looped back

here and there to expose some rictrly-mounted painting ot oriental vase' The

c fpet was of ambet and black, so soft and so thick that the foot sank pleasandy

intõ it, as into a bed of moss. Two gteat tiger-skins thtown athwart it increased

the suggestion of Eastern luxury, as did a huge hookah which stood upon a mat

in the cofnef. A lamp in the fashion of a silver dove was hung fror-:r an almost

invisible golden wire in the centre of the room. ,\s it burned it filled the air with a

subtle and aromals.c odour.388

Sholto favours expensive foreign wines and smokes an exotic 'Eastern' tobacco with a

balsamic odour flX/rlde hað, a fondness for Egyptian crgarettes). Sholto is also a talket,

and his conversation is unmistakably Wildean:

'... I am a m n of somewhat retiring, and I might even say tefined, tastes, and

there is nothing more unaesthetic than a policeman. I have a n^turïa,l shrinking

ftom all forms of rough matetialism. I seldom come into contact with the rough

crowd. I live, as you see, with some little atmosPhere of elegance around me. I
may cal|, myself a p^troî of the arts. It is my weakness. fThis] landscape is a

genuine Corot, and, though a connoisseur might perhaps throw a doubt upon

3s7 AJthur Conan Doyle, 'The Sign of Four', The Celeþra¡ed Cases of Sherlock Holmet, Treasury of Wodd

Masterpieces (I-ondon: Octopus, 1981) pp. 36, 632. Rosenbetg has noted the echo here of $7ilde's epigram

deliverèd dwing his American lecture tour ìn 1882: 'The American Woman? She is ¿ cbarming oa¡is in the

bewildering duert-of commonsense fRosenberg's italics]'. Rosenberg, Naked i: îhe Be¡t Dìsgui:e: Tbe Death and

Resurrection of Sherlock Holnes p. 133.
3ss Doyle, 'The Sign of Four', pp. 636-37.
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that Salvatot Rosa, there cannot be the least question about the Bouguereau. I am

parttal to the modern French school'.38e

Sholto's refined tâstes extend to his \X/ildean wârdrobe. Compare the following

passage to the picrure of \7ilde taken by Napolean Sarony ztPlate 6 taken during his

American lecture tour in 1882.

ong, befrogged

; "pl 
in spiãor

e rig on a rabbit-

skin cap ...3e0

White various scholars (mentioned below) have noted the !7ildean influence in The

Sign of Four, none to my knowledge have noted this, one of the most conspicuous of

clues. \X/ilde treasured the distinctive coat in the Sarony picture, and possibly wore it

when he met Doyle in 1889. Of course, Doyle may also have seen the Sarony

publicity shots elsewhere as the photographs were widely distributed. The point is, the

jacket and hat as they are described in The Sign of Foør were at that time \X/ildean

trademarks.3e'

Despite his unmanly tendency to hypochondria and initial impression of

being lather callous and off-hand, Sholto proves to be an honoutable and generous

man, as Doyle perceived \Wilde to be. Sholto stands against his greedy ¡u¡in brother

Bartholomew, arguing that they should include the daughter of their fathet's old

collaborator in dividing their deceased father's estate (their father's collaborator went

missing ten years before while stayrng at the l-.anghan Flotel, the venue for the

Stoddart d.inner). Holmes commends Sholto on his unselfish conduct: You have

done well, sir, from fìrst to last'.3e2

Readers famlhar with ì7ilde's biography will note the curious coincidence of

Thaddeus Sholto's surnâme. The ninth Marquess of Queensburf, fzther of Alfred

Douglas and the man who hounded \X/ilde into court, was John ShoÌto Douglas; even

38e Ibid. p. 638.
3e0 Ibid. p.641..
:rr ¡ç7i1¿. *rote letters from prison in 1896 and 1897 attempting to ascertain if this coat could be saved fot him.

The coat was pawned by his brother Willie and this upset \íilde greatly. \XliIde, The Compkn I-'etters oJ Onar lY/ilde

p. 807.
3e2 Doyle, 'The Sign of Four', p. 64"1.
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more curiously, John ShoIto is the name of Thaddeus's father. The correspondences

prol-iferate: when Thaddeus's father was alive he 'always employed two prize-fighters

to act as porters' for him.tot The Marquess, inventor of the 'Queensbury Rules' of

boxing, also associated with pugiìists and indeed used them at one time to intimidate

Wilde on a visit to the latter's house. The John Sholto of Doyle's story also appears to

have possessed Queensbury's infamous tempef; Doyle relates that Thaddeus's father

'had suffered for years from zn enlzr.ged spleen'.uoo Remarkably in light of these

coincidences, The Sign of Four was published 
^ 

yezit before \X/ilde began to associate

with Alfred Douglas or had anything to do with his father, according to his

biographers ât least. Flowever, it is likely that Doyle knew something about the

Marquess, as the author professed a 'keen relish for the manly art' of boxing znd mzy

indeed have befriended Queensbury at some point, given their shared view, recorded

in Conan Doyle's memoirs: 'Better that our sports should be a little too rough than

that we should fl;n a risk of effeminacy'.'nt One could hypothesise that Thaddeus

Sholto, in addition to his obvious \X/ildean odgins, may also incorporate something of

the aestheticism of the Marquess's youngest son Alfred, who was moving in aesthetic

circles in Oxford at this time. If this is the case, it represents an astoundingly

prophetic amalgamatton or1 the part of Doyle.'ou

The fact that Thaddeus has an identical twin is also interesting. This could

possibly be an allusion to ìíilde's brother 
'Síillie, whose close resemblance to his

sibling was said to have prompted Witde to pay his brother to wear a beard! An

identical twin could also be a satricaljab by Doyle at the similar 
^Ppe 

r^îces of Wilde

and his associates, as highlighted by Raffalovich above. The fact that Bartholomew is

less sympathetic than Thaddeus might also imply that they are a division of Wilde into

his 'good' and 'bad' sides; Doyle, like most others who met \X/ilde, was most likely

won over by the latter's personality only after being initially repelled by his apparent

vanity and zffectation. Indeed, Holmes reviews his first opinion of Sholto; he had

3e3 Ibid. p. 638.
3e4lbid. p.639.
3es Doyle, Memorie¡ and Aduentures pp. 318, 450.
3e6 Randy Roberts controversiâlly concludes that the most likely explanation for Doyle's allusion to Queensbury
is that the plethora of rùØilde and Douglas biographers have mis-dated the pait's first meetrng. Roberts contends

that the t o ¡n..r could have met as early as 1889, when Douglas first entered Magdalen College, Oxford.

Randy Roberts, 'Oscar Wilde and Sherlock Holmes: A Literary Mystef/', Clae¡'1.1' (1980).
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AESTHETE (1,877-1890)

initially concluded from the latter's handwdting that he was fl.ot a man of good

chartcter.3eT There is also the intriguing possibility that Doyle was impþing a 'double

life'; however this seems unlikely glven his comments quoted above.tot

Interestingly, Thaddeus Sholto is not the only character who bears a marked

resemblance ro Oscar S7ilde i¡ The Sign of troar. The great detective himself assumes a

distinctly Wildean bent in this, his second 
^ppe 

r îce.In A Staþ in Scarlel, Holmes

had already exhibited a pronounced egotism, individualism and 'bumptious style of

conversatiofl'."'InThe Stgn of Foørhe not only continues in this vein but also assumes

a conspicuously \X/ildean style of speech. \7hen it is revealed that Holmes is a

published expert on tobacco, he coolly confirms that he has been 'grrilty of several

monographs'. Holmes later states: 'I never make exceptions. An exception disproves

the rule'.aOo In addition to demonstrating a \X/ildean talent for epigram in the stor/:

Holmes also displays signs of a bohemi^rt or aesthetic inclination; he is knowledgeable

about music, cocaine and tobacco and keeps his tobacco in an exotic Persian slippet'

Holmes also possesses Wilde's flair for table talk on any subject, a talent that Doyle

had recently witnessed first-hand:

Our meal was a mefry one. Holmes could talk exceedingly well when he chose,

and that night he did choose ... I have never known him so brilliant' He spoke

on a quick succession of subjects-on miracle plays, on mediæval pottefy, on

Stradivarius viol-ins, on the Buddhism of Ceylon, and on the watships of the

ft¡¡u1s-þ¿ndling each as though he had made a special study of it.a01

Note that Holmes discourses on the wars of the future, iust as \X/ilde had discussed

them with Conan Doyle at the Langham Hotel. It appears thzt Conzn Doyle could

not resist borrowing a little of \X/ilde's distinctive flau for his consulting detective.

3e7 Doyle, 'The Sign of Four', p. 633.
:ra grr'¡ort rn"tely, the only close academic teading of Thaddeus Sholto that I have been able to locate is one

that is rather over-enthusiastic and far-fetched. Rosenberg over-reads Sholto's 'weakness' fot 
^ft ^s 

a reference

to \Wilde's 'weak' sexuality. He makes the astonishing interptetation of the mention of Bouguereau, the painter

of a picture owned by Sholto, as being suggestive of the phrase 'bugger-oh'! Rosenberg also sees Sholto's

admiration of the 'French school' of painting as a reference to fellatio! Rosenberg, Naked i¡ the Be¡t Di:guise: Tbe

Death and Re¡ur.rection of Sheilock Holme: p. 134. Here is a. clear exampie of rù(/ilde's sensational life impeding

obiective critical analysis.
3ee Arthur Conan óoyle, 'A Study in Scadet', The Celebrated Caw of Sherlock Holmes, Treasury of \X/odd

Masterpieces (London: OctoPus, 1981) p. 559.
a00 Doyle, 'The Sign of Four', pp. 33,627 .

401 lbid. p.672.
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Other scholars have also observed various \X/ildean elements in Holmes' Ian

Ousby has noted that in Tbe Sign of Foar Doyle directly employs 'the appurtenances

which [d]ecadence made fashionable' and the decadent 'myth of the sensitive genius'.

Ousby also highlights Holmes's aesthetic view of detection 'as ân 
^rt 

to be ptactised

for its own sake'. He goes on to specuiate that Doyle probably wished to 'strike a

topical note, and perhaps to gain a little of the publicity which \Øilde and his

colleagues were so adept at atftacttng'.oo' H.R. F. I(eating avers that Holmes's desire

to shock is a very \X/ildean characteristic, and one which wâs to epitomise the new

decadence of the 1890s.003 Owen Dudley Edwards highlights the famous incident at

the beginning of The Sign of Foør,where Holmes is revealed 
^s ^ 

recre^tional morphine

and cocaine user, as indicative of the detective's \Øitde-like restlessness and

recklessness: 'There was in him, as a fixed part of his character, that longing for

change, stimulation, excitement which was leading his once solid age . '. down a long,

long Gadarene slope'. (In discussing his drug use with \(/atson, Holmes temarks 'I

abhor the dull routine of existence. I crave for mental exaltation'.)aoo Paul Barolsky

expands upon these themes and argues that Doyle 'disguised or domesticated the

detective's aesthetic propensities, making them palatable to a vast, popular audience'

(Ousby believes that this was more characteristic of Holmes's 
^ppear^îces 

after

\X/ilde's trials in 1895).40s Martin Priestman notes the Wildean overtones of Flolmes's

sexual isolation.{u (In the 1894 Holmes story'The Greek Interpretet', discussed in the

following section, it is revealed that the detective has an 'aversion to women''oo) I{atI

Beckson has drawn attention to the contemporary, patzdoxical tensions that x-e

evident in Holmes's refusal to be pinned down to any one particular stance: 'At one

moment challenging the force of evil represented by Professor Moriarty, at another

coolly denying any noble motive, Holmes protests that his detection is a mental

exercise, a w^y to keep himself entertained'. Like Batolsky, Beckson also notes that

402 I^î Ousby, Bloodbounds of I-Ieauen: The Detectiue in Englith Fiction fron Godain n Doje (Cambridge'

Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1976) pp. 157-58.
403 H. R. F. I{eating, Sheilock HoJmes: Tbe Man and Hi: lN/orld Q\ew York: Charles Scribnet's Sons, 1979) p. 1'12.

404 Owen Dudley Edwards, The Que:î þr Sbeilock Holme¡: A Biograpbical Staþ of Arthur Conan Doltk p'dtnbwrgh:

Mainstream, 1983) p. 25, Doyle, 'The Sign of Four', pp. 88,626.
aos Barolsky, 'The Òase of tire Domesticated Aesthete'. Barolsky also sees the influence of Walter Patet and

Bernard Berensen in Doyle's detective.
406 Martin Priestman, Detecîiue Fiction and I;iteratare I,ondon: Macmillan, 1990) p. 106.
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Holmes's didactic explanations of his method to Dr Watson ate reminiscent of 'the

annoyed artist endeavoring to explain his art to a blind public'.48

The Wilde an characteristics that Holmes demonstrated in his second fictional

outing were to stick. In 'A Case of ldentity' (1,592) he remarks: 'there is nothing so

unnatural as the commonpl^ce'.oo' In 'The Noble Bachelot' (1892) he avets: 'I read

nothing except the criminal news and the agony column. The latter is always

instructive'.4t} It may be that it is the uniquely Wildean component of Holmes'

intriguing personality that has convinced so many of Doyle's readets that Sherlock

Holmes was a real person. There have been several 'biographies' of Holmes written

by admirers of the stories and many readers like to study Flolmes's investigations as if

they were historical accounts. Is it a credit to Conan Doyle's imagination that his

characterisation rings so true or rather to his ability to capture some of the essential

qualities of a unique contemp onry? There is an undeniable irony in the fzct thzt

Holmes, a character generally viewed by Victorian teaders as a reassuring, heroic

ftgxe-z festoref of order-has so mâny attributes borrowed from one of the most

mocked, maligned and in many v¡ays subversive figures of the late nineteenth

century.atl

407 rkthur Conan Doyle, 'The Greek Intetprcter', The Celebrated Cases of Sherlock Holmes, Treasury of \flotld
Mastetpieces (I-ondon: Octopus, 1'981) p. 302.
408 Beckson, The O smr lVilde Engtclopedia p. 77 5.
aoe Doyle,'The Sign of Four', p.47.
+to lçi¡* Con"Ã Doyle, 'The Noble Bachelor', Tbe Celebrated Cans of Sbeilock Holmu, Treasury of Wodd

Masterpieces Q-ondon: Octopus, 1981) p. 150.
all l¡ i5 l¡¡s¡ssting that the American conception of Holmes, significandy influenced by actor \William Gillette-
who adapted Hãlmes for the stage-and illustrator Frederick Dorr Steele, is distinctly !7ìlde-Like. Pierre

Nordon h6 noted that in Gillette's version of Holmes, the detective's 'dandyism and somewhat sinister chatm

are emphasised, also his "disappointment with the Atlantic"', borrowing f¡om Wilde's famous stâtement upon

arriving in America in 1882. Pleìre Nordo n, Conan Do1le, tnns. Frances Partridge pondon: John Murray , 1'966)

p.204.
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Doyle was to draw on Wilde twice more in creating fìctional characters for

his Holmes stofies: in L894's 'The Greek Interpreter' and 1905's 'The Empty House'.

\When considered alongside to The Sign of Foar, these porttaits constitute a fascinating

record of Doyle's shifting view of ìüØilde as the latter moved ftom great success to

humiliating disgrace, and will be discussed in the following sections.

IT2



Plate 1 'lClar,rde Davenant was] a pale, largc-
featr-Lred individual of singr-rlarly milcl yet arden[

expression .. l-re wore his hair ra[her long, [hrown
back, and clustering about his neck like thc f-iair of
a meclieval saint.'
George Fleming fulia ltletcher), Mn'age (1877)

\X/ilde photographed in 1882, aged lwenly-seven.



Plate 2 'lFrancis Chalonerì lies back in a low chair
by tl-re fire, leaning his Botticelli head ... against the

ctrshion ... and sighing.'
Rhoda Broughlon, Seconcl Tbottghts (1880)

The 'Professor of Aesthe lics' photograpl-red in lill
aesthelic mode in .1882.



'. f Wit¿u-nnss "f f g-¡',oe of Waler

Plate 3 ''ùØales and \X/ilde become pals.'

Anonyrnons, Ye So'tr.l Agonies in Ye LiJe o.f'Oscar WiLcle (1'882)

Illr-rstration for Ye Sou'|, Agon'i'es by Chades Kenclrick (1882)



' I ll k" Jorr po"^" Mr Wilcie," ¡aid H"r FTai"tU

Plate 4 Illnstration for Ye Soar,l Agonies by Charles Kenclrick (1 882)
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Plate 5 'lJudith For.rntainl had singularly h"rcid eyes,

ancl ra[her thin, melancholy lips. FIer smile was

distant but engaging.'
Mrs (Rosa) Campbell Praed, AIJ'i,rtities; A Romance o.f

To-clay (1885)

Undated photograph o1' \øilde's wife Conslance.



Plate 6 'lThaddeus Shol¡o proclucedl a very long,
befrogged top-coal witl'r astrakhan collar and culfs,
This he br-rttoned tightly up ... and linished his
attire by putting on a rabbiL-skin cap ...'
Arthr-rr Conan Doyle, 7'be Sign of Fortr (1890)

rü/ilde photographed in 1882.
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late 7 

P
^rLy at [he cor-rn[ry house of Jean and

W
alter P

alm
er, S

eptem
ber 1892. !Ø

ilde and Louise

Jopling sland at the far left.
(G

eorge M
eredith is sea[ed below

 lØ
ilde.)
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Plate 8 'lval Reclmondì was cttrior-Lsly pretty,

incrcdibly malicior-ts, ancl indisptLtably "smarl-r', witl-t

... a little f'ollowing of yor.rng gentlemen who copied

his neckties ancl buLtonholes ...'
Margaret 'Wynman (Ella Hepworft Dlron),
My Fl it'tøt io ns (1.892)

Illr-rstration lor My FliT'tclt'iolxs by Bernard Partridge
(7892).



Plate 9 '[The editor was] a well-dressed,
superciliousJooking young man of thircy ...'
Ella Flepworlh Dixon, Tbe Story of a Moclern 'Wornan

(1894)

\Øilde photographed at age th\r\r-five, when he was
tlre editor of Tbe Woman's Voilcl
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KEY TO THE CHARACTERS

(rcno ALFRED
nouclns)

16 ttgLDERLY

cs.FITLEmArttt (unngunss or
gurøxsnenRv)

t4 "trtR. A]r{ÀRrNTlt'n (oSCan Wrlne}

rI "THE sEcoND
MARCHIONËSS OF
HEDFTËLD''

LINE ro ttREcGlE"
("Lono RËcINAID

H*stlucs")

rT "MnDeME
vRLTEStt'

ó ttl THEÂTRE''

40

4?

42

s7

r97

(rvrns. cnnRrrltt)

(rne cnrtnnroN
tnentnr)

6 tt"* cERl*lN
AcroRt'

z6 t'ytluR tlRorllÊR
("TEnoY")

(srn cxanles
rvyuun¡.u)

(wrr.trF, wtLDE)

lg "1'HE soul olr
I?f.:RT¡E IIRo\À.'N" ("TrIF: pIcTURE öF

DoRfAN r=;R¡Y")

Plate 11 Page from the American eclition of Roberl"

Flichens's T'be Green Carnation (1894), naming the

soLlrces for úe novel.
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Plate 12 Aubrey Beardsley's caricatr.tre ol \øilde at work on Salorue (1893)



Plate 13 Illustral"ion lor
'The Decaclcnt Guys' in Puncb,
10 November 7891t,by
Bernard Parl-ridge.

J¿'7,,<

Ptate 14 \Øilcle ar-rcl l-orcl Allìed
Douglzrs circa 1893.

:.---
2

¡rMy dear Raggie, you arc lookiug vcr¡ wcll this a-ftcrnoon,"

-'f
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Plate 17 AtLbrey Beardsley's illusl,ration "I'he
W'oman in the Moon', produced for the English
version of \Øilde's play Salonte (7894)



Plate 18 Aubrey Bearclsley's illustration 'The
Toilet', originally produced for his story 'Under the
FIil1', an expr"rrgated version of The St:oty of Venus ctncl

Tctnnbòitner which appeared in T'be ,lauoy ol Janvary
1896.
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Decad.ent

1891-1895

,... 
alL the men who wore þeen camations] looked the same. They had the same walk, or

rathet waggle, the same coyþ conscious exptession, the same wavy motion of the 
-head.

\ùØhen the!1poke to each othet, they called each othet by Chdstian names' Is it a badge of
some cloÉ oi society, and is Mr. Amarinth their high priest? They all spoke to him, and

seemed to revolve around him like satellites around the sun''

Lady Locke, in Robert Hichens, The Creen Carnation
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DECADENT (1891-1895)

s the year 1890 drew to a close, Wilde was poised to take the London

ltterary scene by storm. The following fìve years were to see a meteoric rise

in his celebrity. Publication of 'The Picture of Dorian Gtay' in Uppincott's

Maga{ne inJune 1890 had ahezdy caused a stir, butits 
^ppe^r^nce 

in book form the

following year was to have a prodigious effect, provoking a massive âmount of media

attention and controversy. Wilde's short story 'The Pottrait of Mr' \7. H.' had already

inspired some conjecture about his sexuality; the publication of Dorian Gray with its

covert homosexual subtext, incited further speculation and censure' One reviewet of

the stofy disparagingly remarked in the Scots Obseraer of 5 July 1890 that

Mr. \X/ilde has brains, and att, and style; but if he can wtite for none but outlawed

noblemen and perverted telegraph-boys fan allusion to the previous year's

Cleveland Streetlcandal], the soonef he takes to tailoring (or some other decent

uade) the better for his own reputation and the public r.-:'orals'4lz

Of course, \Wilde's increasingly intimate relationship with Lord Alfred Douglas,

whom he met in 1891, did litde to dispel public speculation'

The publication of Dorian Gral czn be said to mark the beginning of the

'decadent' aesthetic petiod in England, the term 'decadent' having previously been

used in relation to the 'darker' style of French aestheticism, with its thinly-veiled

themes of perverse and forbidden erotic pleasures such as homosexuality and sadism'

Indeed, \X/ilde had iong been a devotee of the French décadents Gautier, Huysmans and

Baudelaire and his novel cleady reflects their influences. As Richard Ellmann notes:

cfi/ith its irreverent maxims, its catch phrases, its convetsational gambits, its

insouciance and contrariness, [Vilde's novel] announced the age of Dorian'.ot' Wilde

revelled in his elevated celebdty status and presided over the English decadents from

his tabie at the Café Royal, the ornately decorated French restaurant in Regent Street,

akeady frequented by the French décadent poets Vedaine and Rimba:udÍta \X/illiam

Gaunr's words admirably describe Wilde's demeanor during this period: 'Bulky f$lilde

412 Cohen, '\Willie and \ù7ilde: ReadingThe Portrait of Mr. lY' H'' ¡.27,p.243'
413 El-l-tnann, OscarlVilde pp. 288-89.
414 Guy Deghy and I(eith Vaterhouse, CaJìi RoyL Ninel1 Yean of Bobenia (London: Hutchinson, 1955) pp' 58-59
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DECADENT (1891-1895)

u/as notably overweight by this time], brimming over with high spitits [$7rlde] basked

in triumph, in the new era, expanded with genial egotism''o's

Still greater success was to come. In the year 1.891 \X/ilde also published his

essay .The Soul of Man Under Socialism', an zcclaimed book of criticism entitled

Intentions, a popular book of short stodes (I-"ord ArÍhar Sauile's Crime and Other St7ries)

anð. a second book of fziry tales Q4 Hoase of Ponegranatel.If there remained any doubt

about \X/ilde's place 
^s ^ stzrf in the late VictoÅan ltterary firmament, it was truly

quashed by the success of his society play I-^a@ lWindermere's Fan in 1,892 and three

further drama¡1c comedies in the following three years. In playwriting \X/ilde found his

true niche, successfully transfering his own sparkling drawing foom bantet to the

stage. No matter what his contemporaries made of his singular personality, \Wilde

could no longer be dismissed as an unproductive, minor taient. Aftet the triumphs of

1g91 and subsequent yeafs \x/ilde's peefs were forced to acknowledge that he was a

hterary force to be reckoned with.

\X/hile \X/ilde's lack of \terary output had made him an easy target for ridicule

by ear¡er cdtics of aestheticism l-ike Walter Besant and Rhoda Broughton,

disapproving authors now had to countervaii against \X/ilde's obvious talents in their

fictional depictions of the aesthete. Richard Ellmann has noted that \X/ilde's

aestheticism became 'more profound because of attacks on it'.otu \X/ilde in the 1890s

could no longer be convincingly portrâyed in fiction âs a meÍe mouthpiece for the

philosophies of Pater or ftivolous aesthetic doctrines, unless authors harked back to

an earlter period. The 'fìrst phase' \X/itde still occasionally appeared in fiction, perhaps

because some authors still not did believe that \Wilde was what Henry James

suspected him to be:'a genuine intelligence'. ,{s discussed above, Wilde's flamboyant

individualism had alienated many of his more conservative contemporades in the

1880s and this continued to occur in the 1890s. Indeed, \X/ilde was to supply his

critics with even more grist for the mill. As his c reer flourished he became even less

mindfut of public opinion and mote reckÌess in his personal life. Many of the fictions

that were to 
^ppe^r 

at the time of his greatest success contain subtle allusions to the

41s Gaunt, The Ae¡îhetic Aduenture p. 136.
416 Ellmann, James Amongst the Aesthetes', p. 33
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DECADENT (1891-189s)

,darker' side of Wilde's decadence-his 'deviant' sexuality-a side zheady tentatively

hinted at by James and Raffalovich.

Marie Corelli
The Si/aer Domino; or, Side Whisþers, Socia/ and LiterarJ Q892)

\X/ilde's first fìction al appearance in the English decadent period was in Marie Corelli's

The Siluer Domino: or, Side lT/hiEers, Social and Literary (,892). Marie Corelli u/as the pen

nâme of Mary Mackay (1855-1,924), the best selling, highest paid fiction writer of her

generation. An eccentric self-dramatist with a romantic temperament, she provoked

almost as much conflicting opinion as Wilde himself.att A prolific authot, Cotelli's

success is usually attributed to the substantial dose of sensational and mystical

elements in her romances, r ther than the quality of her writing. The conservative

prejudices and prescriptive morality of her works also resonated with many middle-

class readers.ott Margaret B. McDowell describes her wotk as

outfageously overwritten-every page loaded with adiectives, adverbs,

assorted cÍchés, archaisms, and repetitions. Her novels wete far longet than those

of her contempofafies ... [with] long, unbroken pages of desctiption H.l
scolding rhetoric ros" almost to hysteria on such subjects as women who smoked

or rodã bicycles, parisians who drank and read cheap novels, socialists,

suffragists, and Carnegie l-ibraries.ale

Corelli's imaginative but uneven writing, most likely the result of. a Iack of formal

education, was perhaps most accutately described by S. Boswin as 'a medley of good

and very bad'.Qo Nevertheless, Queen Victoria, William Gladstone and millions of

English and Americans were devoted readers of Corelli's fiction'a'1 Corelli, rn any

case, was convinced of her genius, despite suffering pedods of agonising insecurity,

417 Corelli's self-mythologising exceeded even ril/ilde's; she perpetrated many fantaslic inventions about hetself

and her history. óor.lli iold"G.org. Bentley that her father was a native Venetian and she could trace her

Venetian anc mrrsli".r Arcángelo Corelli. (Corelli was the daughter of Scottish balladeer and

journalist Ch relli reportedly believed herself to be a reincarnation of Shakespeate' lYho lha¡

lVho I g97-1 9 o lYhoi lN/ho Containing tt e Biographie: of Thorc of Died Daring the Period 1897-1 91 5,

6th ed. (London: ,q. & C Black, 1988) p. 732, Suthedand, The Stanþrd Comþanion to Victorian Fiction p. 149.

41s John Lucâs, 'Marie Corelli', Noue/i¡is and Icrkpatrick, Great \X/riters

of the English Language pondon: Macmill
+ro y¡^rf LrB. McDo*.ù,'Marie Corelli', ed. Thomas F' Staley, vol'

34, Dictionary of Literary Biography (Detroit: Gale Res

420 S. Bosv¡in- Tbe lYritingt of Marie Corelli @ombay: Examiner Ptess, 1907) p. 34.
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DEC,\DENT (1891-1895)

often induced by the savage ridicule of reviewers.o" After a particulady harsh

ânonymous review of her novel The Soøl of Lilith (1,892) in the Pa// Mall Ca77tte,

Corelli's brother Eric Mackay con{ided to her publisher George Bentley that the

scathing review might well be the last straw fot Corelli and that she was actually

considering giving up writing altogethet'at'

Flowever, the spirited Corelli determined upon an alternate course of action'

In April 1892 she began writing The SiluerDomino, a satire lampooning many of the

ltterary personages and critics of the day, with the express intention of 'putting them

in their place'. She planned to publish the book anonymously, and contrived to reveal

her identity only when the book had been fêted by the critics who had previously

derided her work. Unfortunately for Corelli, The Silaer Domino did not read as an astute

satire but an improvident, vituperative diatribe against everyone who had antagonised

her in the literary and political wodds, and the list was substantfal.o'o While the

amount of early press attention appeared to signal success, it was generated mainly by

the anonymity of the author; initial guesses as to the wdter's identity included \ø. E.

Henley and. the Rev. A. K. H. (Andrew l(ennedy Hutchison) Boyd'o's The more

serious reviews soon condemned the book's spitefulness, sarcasm and poor ttyl..o'u

TLre National Observerreviewer tematked on 1,5 October that

... the author is above all things anxious to impress the readet with the idea that

he is Somebody, that he is on intimate terms with Everybody. FIe sets about it in

the cheapest way possible . .. The style, a fanago of journalese, Cadylese, and

inappropriate archaisms, is wtetched.a2T

It was reported by the Daiþ Chronicle tbat friends of Oscar \7ilde had visited

the publish er of The Siluer Domino to ask who had written the book'4" It is no wonder

421 Sutherland , The S tanford Companion Ío Victoian Fiction p. 749 '
a22 McDowell,'Marie Corelli', pp. 86, 88.
423 Brilrî Masters, Nou, Barabii: wa¡ a Rotter: The Extraordinory Life of Marie Corelli ('ondon: Hamish Hamilton,

1978) pp. 1."14-75.
a2a see Ibid. pp. 115-16.
42s Befih^Vy,,er, Memoir¡ of Marie Corelli þondon: Alston Rivets, 1930) p. 119. Boyd was the author of the three

volume novels Tbe Recrroiion, of a Conntry Par¡on and TLe Grauer Thouþt: of a Country Pørs9n, 1s 
well as several

books on the parish of St Andrews. IVho lYa¡ lYho 1897-1 915: A Comþanìon Ío lY/ho'¡ lYbo Containing the

Bio¿r@hin of Those of Died Daring tbe Period 1897-1 91 5'
+ze ¡4"r¡... Now Barabba¡ aa¡ a Rotîer: The Extraordinary Lirt of Marie Corelli p. 177 .

42? Ibid.
42s !(/illiâm Sruarr Scort, Maie Corelli: The Story of aPriendshþ pondon: Hutchìnson, 1955) p. 81.
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DECADENT (1891-1895)

that Wilde's associates were curious; Corelli had included a cutting portrait of Wilde

and his wife in the chapter entitled 'Of the Social Elephant'. In this section \X/ilde,

who had become noticeably overweight, is caricatured as 
^ 

t^me elephant-'a sort of

gïotesque pet of ours [who] moves slowly on account of his bulk'. \7ilde's wife

Constance appears as z fairy who 'manages' the elephant, sitting in a palanquin on his

back. The Elephant

has a Trunk (or Intellectual Faculry) of the utmost delicacy and sensitiveness at

the tip, and with this exquisitely formed member he is fond of picking up Pins.+zr

These'Pins' 
^re 

l^tet identifìed as

Minute points of discussion having to do with vague subiects which (unless we

could live on an Island of Dteams like the Lauteate's Lotus-eatefs) no one has

any time to waste in considedng '. '430

Corelli goes on to suggest that it is only when \X/ilde tires of such whimsical

conversation thât he surprises his detractors by producing a)ttenry work:

[when his pins cease to interest hi-] . .. he shuts

outer things, and thinks. Then, dsing with a -ighty
across the old wodd and the new, he teats up the

throws aProduction-i.e.,anovel,otaplay-,in the face of his foes'431

The pretr/, diminutive Fairy, who u/ears aesthetic dress to please the

Elephant and who does 'neither good nor harm' with her 'gossamet-discussion' on

Radical politics, is cieady Constance \X/ilde. Corelli avets that the Fairy is 'infìnitely

more interesting than the Elephant himselfl.a32 Indeed, Corelli had expressed an

interest in the aesthetic Mrs \X/ilde to her friend Bertha Vyver in a letter in the late

1880s.a33 A series of further observations on the Elephant confirm beyond a doubt

that the pontificating pachyderm is a satirical porttait of \ü/ilde:

42e Anonymous (I\4arie Corelli), The Siluer Domino or Side ll/hi:pers, Social and I-;iÍerary,22nd' ed' pondon: Lamley

and Company,'1894) p. 166.
430 Ibid. p.171.
431 Ibid. p.172.
432 Ibid. p.1.69.
a33 Vyver, Memoir¡ of Marie Corelli pp.91-92'
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DECADENT (1891-1895)

... no one can be blander of mofe awar.e of his own value than the Elephant.'.

Conscious of weight and ponderous movement, he neveftheless manâges to

preserve a suggestion of someth.ing indefìnable that is 'uttet' .. '434

... he thinks that if the 'masses' could only be brought to appfeciate Colour as

keenly as he himself appreciates it, the world would be both h^ppy and wise, and

would have no further need of law , .. He considets Nature au natøre/ a mistake.

Nature must be refìned by Att. Ergo, a grand waterfall would not appeal to him,

unless propedy illumined by electricity, of othefwise got up for effect ... [Ot
visiting Niagara Falls in 1882 tJüilde famously remarked that they wete'the first

disappointment in the married life of many Americans'.]ars

Corelli also makes a barbed reference to !7ilde's eady poetic aspirations and his lack

of critical success in this regard:

A strange spell was upon him, a wizard,-glow of the Jight that blinds lsvisu/s15-
Genius. He stood on the confines of a sort of magic territory ... he was waiting

for the proper person to come and cut off his head fCorelli later indicates such an

action v¡ould rid the Elephant of his 'Self-Esteem' and teveal his true genius], or

throw watef ovel him, or something, and say-'quit thy pfesent form and take

that of a 

-' 

What? Well, let us say 'Poet', for example . '. But the magician

who could or might have worked this change in him didn't turn up at the fight
moment, and so no one would believe he was anything bat an Elephant at last

. . .436

Corelli suggests that \X/ilde's biting \terzry reviews reflect his frustration and

bitterness tfter fatltng as a poet:

He broke into the nev/spapef shops and went fampaging round among the pens

and the inkpots. He knocked down a few unwary authors whom he imagined

stood in his way, and when they were down, he stamped upon them'a37

It soon becomes apperrent that Corelli perceives herself to be a victim of lØilde's acrid

reviewing style:

I knou¡ perfectly well who it was that lifted me up a while ago in a ioutnal that

shall be nameless, and did his utmost to smash me uttefly by the force with which

he threw me down agatn ...438

434 Anonymous (I\[arie Corelli), The Siluer Domino or Side l(/hispers, Sodal and Literary pP. 166-67.
43s Ibid. pp,171-72,Ellmann, O¡carlYilde p' 185.
+rr ¡non*ous (tr4arie Corelli), The Silaer Domino or Side lYhisperc, Social and Literary PP. 174-75.
437 lbid.
438 Ibid. p. 178.
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DECADENT (1891-1895)

He didn't know who I was tJren, and he doesn't quite know nov/, though I believe

if I threw off my domino and showed him my features he would take to his old

tricks again in a minute.a3e

No reviews of Corelli's work have been recorded as \)íilde's for posterity' Howevet,

as Corelli suggests above, the work she refers to âppears to have been written either

anonymously or pseudonymously. It may also be that Corelli's resentment is an

example of the misdirected acrimony that frequently resulted from anonymous

reviews.o' Nevertheiess, Corelli cleady believed that an 
^tt^ck 

had been made, and the

sense of bettayal this inspired SX/ilde had formerþ complimented Cotelli on her

worÐ may have proven the impetus for 'Of the Social Elephant'. Corelli relates that

although the Elephant seems harmless, he can be sly and malicious, and that'society

pets him as it pets all creztures of whom it is vaguely zfraid'.441 Flowever, while Corelli

âppears to have been intimidated by \X/ilde, and clearþ disapproved of his egotism,

like many of Wiide's fictionalisers she aiso demonstrated a reluctance to wholly

condemn him. Despite her obvious grievance against \íilde, the latter has cleady

charmed Corelli, as the following passage demonstrates:

I don't want to irritate him, because he is really a good cteatute; I would f^the:'

pet than goad him. He can be ctuel, but he can also be kind, and it is in the latter

mood that everybody likes him and \¡tants to give him sugat-candy. Mofeovef, as

Elephant he is ihe Iiving Emblem of ìíisdom-a sacred being; and, if one is of
an Èastern turn of mind, worthy of worship-and I never heard of anyone yet

who would ventufe to cast a doubt on his sagacity. He is wondetfully knowing;

his opinion on some things is always worth having, and when he picks up Pins his

movements are graceful and always'ü/orth watcting'aaz

Corelli also refers to the Elephant's admirable'buried'qualities, andin nlatet chapter

names Wilde as 'a really clevef man' and 'a bofn wit', despite his audacious

borrowings from Molière and Rouchefoucauld.aa3

43e Ibid.
40 Shaw u/rote to New Reuiea editor Tighe Hopkins in 1889 that '[w]hen I used to teview for the Pall Mali ... an

Auro dart took place once a month or so *ith a batch of [minor poets] the executioner being sometimes Oscar

\Wilde, iometimles llilliam Archer, sometimes myself .. . there was no saying, in the absence of signatures,

which was the real torturer on these occasions; and to this day there are men who hate me for inhumanities

perpetrated by Archet and lffilde'. Laurence, ed., I-¿lter: 1874-1 897 pp' 222-23'

ä*t Àrrorry1',ous (lr4arie Corelli), The Silaer Doninr and L)terary pp' 73, 167 '

442 Ibid. p.779.
443lbid. p.260.
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DECADENT (1891-189s)

\X/ilde appears orlce more tn The Siluer Domino in a poem satirising the literary

follies of the age, alongside Grant Allen, Matthew Arnold, Rhoda Broughton, Hall

Caine, Thomas Hardy, W. E. Henley, Rudyard Ilpling, William Morris, Hendetta

Stannard, Algernon Swinburne, Alfred Lord Tennyson and Mrs Humphrey \Vard.

Corelii's fìnal ribbing of Wilde in this poem is relatively mild, mocking his 'self-

worship' and 'native brass', and entreating him not to leave England to teside in

France. fX/rtde had recently threatened to do so when the Censor of Plays tefused to

let him stage his play Saloné inLondon'aa)

In The Siluer Domino, Corelli relates that she has fed the Elephant 'many a time

and oft with the sugared compliments he likes best',as and indeed there ate several

extant records of sociai meetings between Corelli and Wilde. Corelli attended Lady

\íilde's 'at homes' where, as stated above, \X/ilde was a frequent guest, and we know

that \X/ilde contacted Corelli on two separate occasions to congratulate her on her

fanciful novels A Romance of Two lØorlds (1386) znð. Ardath: The Story of a Dead Self

(1889).446 Corelli had sent \X/itde a complimeît^ry copy of the latter, most likely the

one thât was documented in \flilde's collection at the sale of his effects in April

1.895j4'It is not suprising that \Jíilde should have been an admirer of Corelli's early

wotk; her preoccupation with the mysticai and the exotic was one that he shared and

his own highly decorative writing style had something in common with Corelli's over-

ornamente d, archaic prose. He told her: 'you certainly tell of marvellous things in a

t >448marvellous way.

Wilde and Corelli frequently moved in the same social circles; in the late

1880s Corelli complained to a friend that \íilde had kept her talking 'no end of time'

^t ^ 
p^nLy in Upper Phillimore Place and in 1889 both were preseît ^t ^ 

luncheon

p26q glven by Mrs and Mrs Skirrow, which also included Robert Browning, Sir Henry

Irving, Ellen Terry and Robert Buchanan.otn At another P^rq \X/ilde complimented

444 Ibid. pp.345_46.
4rs lbid. p. 170.
46 McDãwe[, 'Marie Corelli', p. 84, Joy Melville, Molher of Onar: The Life of Jane Francesca lVilde Q-ondon: John

Murray, 1994) p. 158.
47Masters, NouBarabba¡wa¡aRotter:TbeExtraordinuryUfeofMarieCorellipp.60,89.
44s Ä commentâtor on Corelli's Ardath remarked rn 1,907 that'þ)ny whole-hearted 

f 
udge will consider much of

the spiritual yearning of Theos for his Edris as unmanly sentimentalìty'. Boswìn, Tbe lY/riting of Marie Corellì p.

23.
aae V)'ver, Memoir¡ of Marie Corelli pp.91-92'
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Corelli on her style, congra¡rlated her on her growing fame and commented upon the

pou¡er of celebrity: 'Such a lot of talking-about-you does more good than zn infinite

number of reviews'.oso In June 1889, Corelli contributed ar:r article entitled

,shakespeare's Mother' to \X/ilde's lØoman's ll/orld, which \X/ilde described to ân office

worker at the magazine as 'powetful''att

It is d.ifficult to surmise exactly when relations between Wilde and Corelli

began to souf, but they certainly 
^ppe 

f to have done so. In 1892's 'Of the Social

Elephant', Corelli stjll seems cautiously friendly toward \Wilde, despite his perceived

'beftayal':

He didn't hurt me [with his comments] though h his

feet, and-offered him another Compliment. He his

eye is always ofl me-and mine en þi¡¡-¿nd ach

6¡þs1.4s2

\íhether or not he was responsible for'smashing' Corelli in an arlonymous revlew, at

some point Wilde clezrly stopped admiring her work; he most likely wearied of the

moralistic rhetoric that was an unfortunate adjunct of her writing.*t' There is no

record of any reacrion on \X/ilde's p^tt to 'Of the Social Elephant'. By 1895, friendly

relations hzd certarnly disintegrated, as indicated by Coreili's callous rematk at the

time of Wilde's trials: she complained that public intetest in Wilde's demise had

resulted in a drop in sales for her latest novel.*uo \X/ilde's response to a question from a

pdson warder during his subsequent inczrceration, although amusing, clezrly

demonstrates his revised opinion of Corelli:

'Excuse me, sif, but Marie Corelli: would she be consideted 
^ 

gfe twriter, sir? ' ' '

'Now don't think I've anything against her moral charactet, but from the way she

writes ¡he oaþt to be here.'4ss

4s0Masters, NowBarabba¡wa¡aRotîer:TbeExlraordinaryLirtofMarieCorellip.T4.
a51 Yyver, Memo 87, !7ilde, The ConP

4s2 Anonymous -f iluer Domino or Side

453 {¡n"¡¡. ¡. t Corelli's 'mission

indifference, and political corruption'' Coreili particular

Roberî El¡mere; she apparently hated the well-educated

A Cornpanion ø Vboí'Vtto ðonnining tbe Biographies of Thox of Died During the Period 1597-1 91 5, p. 133, Suthedand,

The Stanþrd Comþanion to Victoian Fiction p. 149.
+s+ gi1.in Bigland, Maie Corelli: The lhoman and tbe l-.egend pondon: Jarrolds, 1953) p. 1'64.

4ss Pearson, The Life of Oscar lVilde p.324.
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DECADENT (1891-1895)

\flilde continued to mock Corelli in convers ztton after his release from prison. In a

letter to his pubìisher dated 9 Janwary 1.898, \X/ilde jokingly alludes to the then 'open

secret' of Corelli's authorship of The Siluer Dornino:

... the public like an open secret. Half of the success of Marie Corelli is due to

the no doubt unfounded tumour that she is a woman.4s6

Corelli appears to have retained her grudge against S7ilde long after his death.

It was â spiteful lener from Corelli to Noel Pemberton Bitling tn 1.91.8 that incited the

I^tter to ailege in court t}rat a performance of Wilde's Sa/ome was endangering the

British war effort, by virtue of the fzct that the audience was susceptible to blackmail,

due to the sexual peculiarities of the qX/ilde cult'.aut Some would say that Cotelli

protested too much about Wilde's homosexuality; there has been speculation that

Corelli herself was involved in a homosexual relationship with her friend Bertha

Vyver, who wrote her memoirs in 1.930.a58 This has never been confirmed, but the

prospect that Corelli's ambivalent relation to \X/ilde, like that of James and

Raffalovich, was mediated by her own sexuality, is an intriguing one.

While The Siluer Domino,l-ike most of Corelli's books, sold well despite the

ç¡idç5-¡saching a twenty-second edition by 1894-there can be little doubt that she

regretted its publication. \7hile we cannot be sure if it widened the rift between

Corelli and \flilde, it did result in the end of a cherished friendship between Corelli

and her publisher Bentley and also terminated het association with Gladstone (she

had satirised both inThe SiluerDonino). Rather than triumphantly claiming authorship

of the book as she had planned, she was to deny its authorship for the rest of her

life.otn

4s6 \l¡ilde, The Comple* I-'etters of OscarlVilde p. 1011'
4s7 Philip Hoare,'ìøilde's LasiStand', Tbe ll/ildean17 (1997),pp.7,17,Philip Hoare, l%ildl¡l-¿stStand:Decadence,

Conspinry and lhe First lhoild lhar (I-ondon: Duckworth, 1997) p. 90.
4s8 McDo\ñ.eIl,'Marie Corelli', p. 88.
45e At one point Corelli changèd het story to aver that she had only contributed some of the less offensìve parts

of The Silwr Domino. Mzsters, Now Barabbal aa: a. Rotur: The Exlraordinary Life of Maie Corelli pp. 178-20.
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Ella Hepworth Dixon
M1t F lirtations (1'892)
The Storlt of a Modern Woman (1894)
'The SØorld's Slow Stain' (1904)

Wilde's next fictional representation appeated courtesy of the novelist and journalist

Ella Hepworth Dixon (1855?-1932). The daughter of \)íilliam Hepworth Dixon,

editor of The Athenaexffn from 1 853 -1869 , Dixon's family's connections eased her entry

into London's literary and artistic circles. At various points she counted such notaries

as Grant Allen, Max Beerbohm, Richard Le Gallienne, Edmund Gosse, Henry James,

George Moote, \X/alter Pater, Robert Ross and Ellen Terry among her friends. In such

company it was inevitable that Dixon should encounter \X/ilde. In her L930 memoir,

As I Knew Them: Sketcltes of Peoþle I Haue Met on the II/ay Dixon recalls first meeting

!7i1de as a young man in the home of Justin McCarthy, and remembers being struck

by his 'pontifical' announcements on Irish matters and his 'remarkable'voice, which

'made everything he said sound not only impressive but distinguished'.460

Dixon and Wilde both worked as journalists, and Dixon was a regulat

contributor of articles, short stories and interviews to \7ilde's l%oman's ll/or/d ftom

1888 to 1890.0ut In her memoir As I Knew Them, Dixon describes this woman's journal

at this time as 'a magazrne of splendid zppearance' and states that she still possesses 'a

most flattering letter from [S7ilde] about a story I contributed to it ... to which he

gave that unstinted praise which is so rate in Editors'.tu'SØhile Dixon clezrly respected

\X/ilde's artistic 1¿ls¡15-sþe praised I-^aþ ll/indremere'r Fan for its wit and construction

a¡d refened to The Ballad of Reading Gaol as a 'masterpisçs'463-5þe demonstrateð' a

tather less sympathetic attitude towards his personal charms: 'I am sure now þs

voice] was one of Oscar Wilde's principal assets ,.. Otherwise he had not an engaging

personality, being too much occupied with his own personzl appearance and his

carefully prepared paradoxes'.ouo S(/e can more extensively gauge Dixon's opinion of

460 Ella Hepworth Dixon, A¡ I Knew Them: Sketches of Pnple I Haae Met on the lYal (London: Hutchinson, 1930) p.

35.
461 Ibid. Dixon also contributed to the Yellow Book tnd sometimes serwed on its editorial board.
462Ibid. pp.34_35.
463 Ibid. p. 35.
464 Ibid.
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\7ilde by her portrayals of him in not one, but three of her fictions: M1 Flirtations

(1S93), The Story of a Modern ll/onan (1S94) and 'The \7odd's Slow Stain' (1904).

Aþ Flirtatiolts w^s Dixon's first foray into novel-writing and was a comic

affzh, each chapter comprising a satiric account of one of the naffztot's (the

appropriateiy named Margaret ll/1nman's) past suitors. Perhaps because many of these

portraits were dtawn from obvious originals, and were often less than {lattering,

Dixon published the book under the pseudonym of her flirtatious protâgonist. (It is

also possibÌe that she was influenced by the condemnation heaped upon Corelli's

satirical portraits tnThe SiluerDomino the previous year.) \While she was careful not to

directly associate herself with the novel, in 1930 Dixon dropped broad hints as to her

authorship and displayed some pride in the book's success:

party, on my u/ây to e t 
^n 

ice, to tell me what he thought of it " ' I am sure its
^ro...rr 

(two editions) was latgely due to the delightful illusttations by Mt. (now

Sir Bemard) Pattridge of Punch.a's

Val Redmond, who appears in chapter five of A'bt Flirtarizz¿ has been

positively identified by severai commentators as a fictional version of the 'first phase'

\X/ilde, and shall be discussed below. Flowever, before examining Redmond, there is

another character derivative of the 'second phase'\X/ilde who appears to have escaped

critical comment in this rcgard; that is, the subject of the ftst chapter, Gilbert

Mandell. \X/hile Mandell comes from humble beginnings and is described as priggish,

a pessimist and a 'nervous þs51'-2ll characteristics antithetical to Wilds'5-hi5

remaining traits lead the reader to believe that these are merely 'smoke-screens', or

perhaps tongue-in-cheek additions. Mandell is thirty-four years of age fX/ilde was

thiry-nine when the book was published). Like the 1890s \Wilde, Mandell is a

46s Ibid. Bernard partridge knew \X/ilde (see commentary on \ùØilde and Shaw in Part One) and caricatured him

inpunch,most notably'Jith his 'FzlncyÞortrailt'on 5 March7892 and'The Decadent Guys'on 10 November

1g94 þee discussion áf Rob.t, Hichens's The Green Carnation below). He also provided illusttations for \lüìlde's

writing. partridg d alongsi 'Fantaisies Décotatives. I. Le Panneau. II. Les

Ballons'in the 1 ber of th eprinted in Poems, 1908) and $7ilde's story 'The

young I{ing' in issue of ìlilde was particularly pleased with Partridge's

illustrations for the latter.
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sophisticated man of fashion anð. a critic who has ingratiated himself with the best

society. He also enjoys acting as a cultural educator and arbiter of taste to the

'receptive' Margarct. Margaret describes Mandell 
^s 

a very 'superior Person' with the

most complaisant mânner; he lends her books by Pater, is enamoured with aesthetic

antiquities like Persian tiles, Japanese ivories and illuminated manuscripts, speaks in

paradoxes and loves to gossip about society: 'sometimes, when he was going to say

something slightly malicious, he hesitated a little in his speech '.. because he was so

delighted with what he was going to sày'.a"6 Like \X/ilde, Mandell respects intelligent

women and endears himself to them with a manner that implies he considers their

opinion worth having. \X/hile Margaret's father laughs at Mandell's aesthetic excesses'

like many conservative contemporaries of Wilde he has to admit that Mandell is a

'sharp fellow'. In addition, Mandell's social gatherings are attended by 'a handful of

modish women, intedarded with thin, youngish-old men, who fspend] their lives

criticising the critics' ; ^ 
caîny description of Wilde's immediate social citcle.out (Dixon

refers again to \X/ilde's 'youngish-old' male companions in describing Vai Redmond's

associates in Chapter Frve of þ Flirtations, as outlined below.)

Mandell's physical attributes of 'middle-size', 'pink cheeks' and 'bald

fotehead' contribute to Dixon's disguise; he can be more accuately identified by his

.fleshy and white' hands, which are so often described in recollections of \íilde.a68

Mandell's romantic chances with Marg^net 
^Íe 

ultimately dashed because she is

irritated by his excessive complaisance and manicured hands, just as Dixon was

annoyed by \X/ilde's 'pontifical' manner and habit of being 'too much occupied with

his own personal appearance'.

In contrast to Gilbert Mandell, Chapter Five's Val Redmond, at twenty-two,

is a much younger version of SØilde. FIe evinces the young \X/ilde's eady enthusiasm

for blue and white china, is 'indisputably "smaft"', imperturbably cool and has a

following of young gentlemen who copy his neckties and buttonholes and czII ezch

other 'de r'.40n Redmond also has 'a tendency to flout and pout', has a talent for

a66 fufu¡g,¿¡s1 rù/ynman (Ella Hepworth Dixon), M1t Flirtation:,1893, Victorian Women rùØriters Proiect, Available:

http://www.indiana.edu/ -letrs/r.'wwp/dixon/myflirt.htm, 4 April 2000'
467 Ibid.
468 Ibid.
46e Ibid.
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zr;fzrng]îg flowefs, knows 'a gteat deal about clothes' and has excellent taste in décor.

He enjoys the society of women and has passing enthusiasms for society beauties like

Margaret,redolent of \X/ilde's fleeting passions for Lily Langty and Ellen Tetry'o'o

While I cannot agree with Marg^ret Stetz thzt Partridge's illustration of

Redmond (at Plate 8) confrms that he is based on \X/ilde-the illustrated Redmond is

undoubtedly effeminate and well-dressed but bears no other physical resemblance-

there can be little doubt about the inspiration for Val Redmond.ott Dixon's ioke of

redirecting one of ì7ilde's most famous bon mots abott André Raffalovich towards

Wilde's own likeness, Redmond, is revealing, if not as effective as Wilde's original

witticism. As related in the previous section of this study, S7ilde once said of

Raffalovich that he 'came to London to start a salon, and has only succeeded in

opening a saloon'. Margaret\(/ynman's sister Christina remarks that a/'al Redmond's

ambition $/as to staft a sa/on tn Sloane Street, but he has only succeeded, so far, in

running a ÍestaúaÍtt' .412

Dixon portrays Redmond as someone who has great potential to succeed, but

whose comfortable circumstances and tendency to malicious gossip prevent him from

being truly great. Dixon hightights Redmond's propensity to gossip several times, in

such a way as to suggest that she herself may have felt slighted by \X/ilde in this tegztd.

brief duration of Val's friendships.ai3

One had an uneasy feeling that his devotion was only meaflt for dinner-paties;

his little compliments wefe, like his bonbons, the accompaniments of the box he

offered you ât the play.ala

That Wilde at some time extended his 'dinner-party devotion' to Dixon seems likely

in light of a passage in Dixon's memoits. She relates: 'a woman, to whom fWilde]

470 lbid.
471 M^rg reï Diane Stetz, 'The Bi-Social Oscar \7iLde and "Modern" \lomen', Ninelaenth-Cenlary Unratare 55.4

(2001), pp. 60-61,535.
a?2 SØyttma.t (Ella Hepworth Dixon), M1 Flirtations.
473 Ibid.
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offered a verbal bouquet in passing, felt uplifted for the rest of the evening. I often

met him at parties It is true that \)7ilde's affectations, when combined with his

transient enthusiasms for particular objects and people, often prompted accusations

of insincerity. Flowever, Margaret Stetz attributes \7ilde's 'divetgent idea of

friendship' to his generally spontâneous and whimsical outlook, and notes that

some of þs] most mutuaþ sattsfying connections were with women pke Ada

Leverson] who shared his passion for novelty and whose tempefaments put them

at odds with the maiortq of their female acquaintances.aT6

Dixon does not appe^r to have been a woman of Leverson's type. Like Corelli, she

seems to have channelled her dislike of \X/ilde's inconsistent behaviour into her

fiction.

Dixon's ambivalent reaction to \X/ilde also appears to stem from her

observation of his ambiguous sexuality and the unusual ambience sutrounding him

and his coterie. In describing one of Val Redmond's dinner parties, she notes that

thete was something stfange and unusual not only about the guests, but the very

dishes and the flowets ... all the men were boys, though they appeared

prematutely old, and all the ladies wete eldetþ, though they, to be sute, looked

unnatutally young.a77

The repeated refetence to young/old males contains the suggestion that exttaordinary

experience has made them old before their time. Her descriptions of the friendships

between these men are also fraught with suggestiveness:

... one sometimes saw fRedmond's young male friends] giggling in cotners, and

calling each other by pet fiames . .. the young mefl constantly made each other

littlepresent5...478

Dixon's highlighting of the reversal of gender roies in Redmond's citcle, with women

smoking while men refrained from the practice, suggests that she considers this an

474 Ibid.
47s Dixoî, Ar I Knew Them: S ketcbe¡ of People I Haue Meî on the lf,/a1 p' 35'
a76 g¡¿¡2, 'The Bi-Social Oscar \X/ilde and "Modern" Women', pp. 535-36
477 llynmân (Ella Hepworth Dixon), MJ FlirÍaîions.
478 Ibid.
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'unnatufal' state of affairs. Dixon also emphasises the fact that only eldetly women are

present, who are unsuitable as romantic candidates.

Dixon's sketches of Mandell and Redmond in Aþ Flirtations c tl be seen to

reflect her opinion of ìØilde's social natufe, as can two characters in her next novel, a

Bildangsroman enttrJed The Story of a Modern ll/oman (1894). The second book also

reflects the professional relationship between Dixon and Wilde. As stated above,

Dixon regutarþ contributed articles, short stories and interviews to the lYoman's ll/orld

two separate characrers, both editors, to depict vatious aspects of Wilde' The first is

Mr. Bosanquet-Barry, editor of The Comet,who appe^rs at several society events; the

second is the unnamed editor of The Fan, a women's journal of the same type as the

lYoman's ll/orld.

A Modern l%oman charts the struggles of M^ry Ede, an intelligent, educated

woman who eeks out an existence by creative writing and iournalism after the death

of her academic father leaves her to fend for herself in a man's wodd. Dixon

described the novel as 'somewhat gioomy' and expressed surprise at its immediate

success, which resulted in the forging of many ltterary friendships:

... it caught on at once. Mt. T. P. O'Connof, evef genefous to young authots,

devoted the whole front page of his Sunday weekly to it; Mr. Sl. T. Stead made

much of it in the Reuiew of Reuiew¡ it was translated into French and appeared in

Tauchnitz, in the colonies and Amedca, and was advertised by Messrs.

Heinemann as one of 'the books of the year'.ate

The ftst !íildean char^cter to appear in A Modem ll/oman is Mr. Bosanquet-

Barry, the twenty-seven-year-old editor of the Comel. (L{argaret Stetz avers that'Bzrry'

reflects an lrish persona and 'Bosanquet' an English one. I would argue that the name

suggests Irish/French influences. Either w^y, both possibilities suggest Wilde.as)

Bosanquet-Barry is 'nice and hot from Oxford', with 'none of the old hackneyed Fleet

Street ideas'. He fìrst appeafs ^f ^ p^tLy hosted by Lady Jane Ives, wezting a

buttonhole of Parma violets and accompanied by 'u pale-faced boy with tired

47e Drxon,Ai I Kneu Them: Sketches of People I Haue Met on tbe lVal p. 136'
4s0 Stetz, 'The Bi-social Oscar Wilde and "Modern" \7omen', p. 517.
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eyelids'.4" flWilde's assistant editor at the lYomen's lØorld, Arthur Fish, tecalled that

Wilde wote a buttonhole of Parma violets when he felt cheerful.*) Like his

predecessor Val Redmond, Bosanquet-Barry is a malicious gossip, and he has 'a laugh

which [is] not quite pretty'. He also has a 'fatuous smile', 'a somewhat spurious air of

youth' and has 'picked up the editor's zir of not meaning to allow anyone to detain

him'. Ede's friend ,\lison thinks Bosanquet-Barry'an odious youth' but tells Ede that

she will have to know him if she wants to be an artist, as 'all the smart set are in love

with him'.ot'The young editor frequently makes \X/ildean quips, such as his reference

to 'the fatal eror of being found orlt'.484 Once again, Dixon provides a cursory

disguise, perhaps again with tongue in cheek. Bosanquet-B^rry possesses 'dazzhngly

white teeth'; ìØilde's teeth were somewhat blackened and he often held his hand over

his mouth while speaking in an attempt to disguise them.

It is possible that Bosanquet-Barry's casual approach to article commissions

reflects Dixon's frustration 
^t ^ 

conÍesponding tendency in \7ilde:

Alison could hear Mr. Bosanquet-B^rry, under the soothing influence of Lady

Jane's excellent champagne, airily inciting Mary to wtite art criticisms fot The

Conet, a fact thatAlison was cettain he would forget the vefy next morning.as5

If Dixon's portrait of !7ilde in Bosanquet-Bary is unsympathetic, her portrait

of his young, pale companion, Beaufort Flower, is even more so. Flower's description

and his nick-name ,'Bezrtfy', suggest that his original is Lord Alfred Douglas, who was

known as 'Bosie' and who was in 1892 z frequent companion to \Øilde. Beaufort

Flower demonstrates all of Douglas's worst traits as reported by contemporades: he is

'spiteful', 'impertinent', 'vicious', 'tactless' and has a 'shrill', 'waspish'voice.otu Dixon

was clearly far ftom impressed with \X/ilde's choice of companion; her fictional

portraits of \X/ilde 
^pPez;r 

mild by comparison.

481 F.lÌa Hepworth Dixon, Tbe Story of ø Modern lYoman, 1894, Novel, Victorian Women tWriters Ptoject,

Available: hiç://www.indiana.edu/-letrs/wywp/dixon/storymod.htm, 4 April 2000.
as2 Mikhail, ed., Otcar lYilde: Inîeruiew¡ and Recollections p. 752.
483 Dixon, The Story of a Moderv Woman.
484 Ibid..
48s lbid.
486 Ibid.
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The second \X/ildean chuzcter tn The Story of a Modern lYoman, the unnamed

editor of The Fan, the women's monthly magazine, first appears in Chapter Ten,

entitled 'In Grub Street'. Ltke The lØomen's lØorld, the office of. The Fan ts located 'in

one of the queer little squares out of Fleet Street'.487 The name of the fictional

magazine also has a Wildean resorìance; Wilde's play Iø@ lYìndermere's Fan had been a

smash hit just two years before. Ede relates that the editor of The Fan, is 'a well

dressed, supercilious-looking young man of thirty' with a 'rztir.er affected voice' and

'smooth cheeks', who shares \X/ilde's preoccupation with fashion: 'I want lThe Fanl to

be quite the smartest thing out, and a real authority on dress and fashion. As to the

dress part, I'm not afraid of that. I do it all myself.ott When the editor discovers that

Erle has fashionable and aristocratic social connections his interest in her significantly

increases. FIe encourages her to write gossipy society articles about 'really smart'

people, and to make her fepofts 'acidulous', 'sparkling' and 'just a 'wee bit

malicious'.a8e Just as \X/ilde was happy to have Dixon's interviews with celebrated

personal friends for the Woman's ll/orld, the editor of The Fan also capitalises on Erle's

fashionable connections :

Lady Jane Ives, now, must be a -very interesting acquaintance ' . . quite one of the

women of the day. I wonder if you could get her to be interviewed fot The Fan?+so

Dixon's own reaction to Witde is discernable in Ede's reaction to her aesthetic editor:

to prle] the young man who spends his life describing petticoats was as yet 
^n

unknown entity. She felt vaguely uncomfottable as the supercilious editor's eye

dwelt upon her, not feeling sure that he would approve of the shape of her

sleeves, and being motally certitn that he was by this time 
^w^re 

that her gown

was not lined with silk.4e1

Erle also appeârs to experience Dixon's own frustraluon at being â woman in the very

masculine sphere of late Victorian publ-ishing. Ede is kept waiting outside the Fan

editot's office for twenty minutes while the editor indulges in what appears to be a

rbid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
rbid.
Ibid.

481

488

489

490

491
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purely social meeting with a young male companion. The minutes tick slowly by while

Efle listens to their 'guffaws of laughter', accompanied by the odour of cigarettes.

When the editor becomes 
^w^Íe 

of Ede's presence outside the office he becomes ill-

at-ease recalling the nature of their conversation (which is not eiaborated upon for the

reader). Margaret Stetz points to this incident as typical of much of Dixon's writing, in

that it attempts to highlight the unfair treatment of women at the hands of men who

profess to adore their sex, but who in reality treated them as 'mete possessions and

ornaments,.ootlrtthe case of Dixon's \X/ildean editor this conductis interesting, as the

evidence would seem to suggest that Wilde u¡as not 
^ 

perpetr tor of such behaviour

towards women, especially in relation to his work at the lYomert's ll/orld- Stetz has

noted that \X/ilde's benevolent attitude to women who worked in the arts was rare

among contempo rary menJot As his assistant editor Arthur Fish noted:

[slrlde] secured a brilliant company of contributors [to the IØoman'¡ lY/oili] whtch

included the leaders of feminine thought and influence in every branch of work

women.494

It is possible that Dixon allowed her dislike of Wilde's petsonal characteristics to

influence her fictional depiction of his editorial priorities, which zte ptimarily social

gossip and 'interviews at home' with the 'smart set'. After all, \X/ilde did publish at

least one short fiction by Dixon (entitted 'Murder or Mercy') and by her own report

very generously gave this story'unstinted praise'.

While Dixon's final fictional portrait of Wilde falls outside of the

chronological pedod of this study, it will be included here as a significant postscript.

Dixon's fifth and final fictional portrait of \X/ilde appeared tn 1.904, with the charactet

as2 Margaret Diane Stetz, 'Ella Hepworth Dixon', I-¿te Victorian and Edwardim Briti:h Noaelirt:: Second Series, ed'

GeorgJM. Johnson, vol. I97 , Dictionary of Literary Biography (Detroit: Gale Research , 1'999) pp. 100' 04.

+ot 3¡r¡r, 'The Bi-Social Oscar \Wilde and "Modern" Wor en', p' 525'
4e4 Miklìail, ed., Oscar l7ilde: Interiew¡ and Recollectiont pp. 152-53.
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Gilbert Vincent in Dixon's short story 'The \ü/orld's Slow Stain', which appeared in

her anthology One Doubtful Hoar and Otlter Side-lights on the Feminine Temperarnenl. While

Dixon's earlter \X/ilde portraits are hardly complimentary, her post-trial fictional

portrait is even more trenchant.

'The \X/ofld's Slow Stain' is a rather grim story about London socialite and

New Woman Adela Buller. Tired of her shallow and cynical artistic set, Buller âccepts

the mrritase proposal of the philistine Anthony Mellingham, 
^ 

m^r1. who jilted her ten

years before, and whom she has subsequently incorporated into a published novei as

'an insufferable cad and egoist'; Mellingham is entirely ignorant of this work.oou (Dixon

has a joke at her own expense when she says of Buller: 'like all amateurs, and most

women-novelists, she had drawn on her own experience . ..'.0', Buller's zcceptznce of

Mellingham's proposal annoys her long-standing friend and occasional suitor, the

jaded dramatist Gilbert Vincent. Vincent maliciously plants â copy of Buliet's rzman a

clef inMellingham's bag after the two âre married; when the latter reads the novel on

his honeymoon he immediately recognises the scathing portrait of himself and the

story closes with the couple contemplating a life of 'eternal rancour' togethet.aeT

Interestingly, in this story Dixon does not bother with any of the cursory

physical disguises that she employed for her former ers^tz !7ildes. The langurdly

cynical Vincent has '^ f.zt, white face, which expressed nothing in fepose',

conspicuously white hands and a'soft, half-amused voice in which, in his czpacity of

successful dramatist, he was permitted to make the most outrageous statements'.ae8

Dixon's physical descriptions of Vincent often reflect her disapproval of his disgraced

original. Vincent's hands gesture with '^ curiously an-English movement' [^y

emphasis], the pallor of his face is 'uncanny-looking' and his smile is 'singularþ

unpleasant'.0'o As with her description of Mr. Bosanquet-Barry in The Story of a Modern

lYoman, Dixon also includes another gibe about \7ilde's unattractive teeth' In this

4es Ellâ Hepwotth Dixon, 'The Slorld's Slow Stain', Turn-of-tbe-Cenlury lYomen 1.2 (1'984), p. 1'0.

ae6 Ibid., p. 9.
4e7 Ibid., p.220.
4e8 Ibid., PP.3_4.
4ee Ibid., pp. 4, 8, 9.
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instance, however, her comments savagely reflect her knowledge of \X/ilde's 'crime':

when Vincent smiles 'people þave] a brief vision of unclean things'.s0o

Vincent speaks deprecatingly of marriage, referring to it as 'a subtle form of

fevenge' and talks with a \Øildean detachment about romantic feeling and sensations:

"'I wonder ... if it is possible I shail feel it if Adela realiy v/ere to m^rny?"'-sjt When

Buller passionately discourses upon â woman's place in nineteenth century society,

Vincent impersonally reflects :

What excellent 'copy' she would make; what a capital type she would be on the

stage; the young lady who is for ever hovering on the brink, but who has 'kept

.tright' all the same. Really he must try and make an exhaustive study of
Adela.so2

As it happens, Vincent is undeniably upset when Buller finally 'turns British matron'

by marrying Mellingham:

The thing u/as pre een

accustomãd to drãp þe
was a man who was ove

to her when he felt so inclined, and hete was Adela the legal property of a

blundering, idiotic British Philistifle.s03

As this passage demonstrates, while Dixon grants her Wildean character real feelings

towards Buller, these feelings are shown to stem primarily from Vincent's selfishness;

rhe same selfishness that leads him to spite Builer by alerting her husband to the

existence of her novel, thereby ensuring her future unhappiness. As in many of the

fictions written after ìflilde's downfall, the aesthete's egocentricity-which had always

been a bugbear of his critics-wâs to be a pdmary u¡eapon in the hands of his

detractors in fiction. A selfish and self-serving approach to women in post-trial \X/ilde

portraits, particulady in those written by women, fr^y well reflect the wide-spread

sympatþ thar was felt for !7ilde's wife Constance in the wake of his disgrace.soa

5oo lbid., p. 3.
so1 lbid., pp. 3, 6.
s02 Ibid., p. 5.
so3 Ibid., p. 8.
s04 This sympârhy is perhaps most evident in Mary Elizabeth Braddon's The Rose 0f LiÍe (1'905).
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It is possible that the character of Adela Bullet is partially drawn from life.

Buller bears some resemblance to \7ilde's friend Ada Leverson, another of his

fictionalisers discussed below.sos Like Leverson, Buller is a novelist who incorporates

her associates into her fiction. She is also like Leverson in that she occupies a place at

the centre of London artistic society, '[wears] her clothes with an air' and speaks in a

habitually cynical affected drawl: 'There was a world of weariness, of disillusionment

in her tone'.s06 Once a'r:jce gid', she now devours decadent French novels and cannot

remember how many advances she has received from admiring men pevetson is

believed to have had several zffairs while she was married). In short, '[t]ime had

besmirched her, year by year, with his horrible, corroding finger'.sot However, Buller

regrets the cynical woddliness she has acquired, and embraces her marlzge to

Mellingham 
^s ^tt 

escape from it, it is only Vincent's spitefulness that prevents her

from succeeding in this. As both were writers and journalists who moved in London's

artistic social circles, it is likely that Dixon was acquainted with Leverson and

observed her friendship with \X/ilde. In light of the observations in 'The \7odd's Slow

Stain', it also appeârs likely that Dixon believed \Wilde to be a bad influence on

Leverson. Dixon's story was possibly inspired by this disapproval.tot

Dixon's final fictio nal potrzrit of \X/ilde is unquestionably more hatsh than

the ones that preceded it. Flowever, it is worth noting that by the time that Dixon

came to publish her memoirs in 1.930 her anttpathy towards Wilde appeârs to have

abated. In discussing her connection with Wilde in As I Knew Them, Dixon tefrains

from making any moralistic judgment of the aesthete and openly praises his talent.soe

As Dixon observ'ed, at that time the wodd had become a more tolerant place, with a

'broader outlook .,. deeper sympathy [and a] collective conscience'.tto

505 ì(/ilde had another close female friend with the {ìrst name Adela. Adela Schuster was the daughter of a

wealthy Frankfurt banker, who made generous contributions to \X/ilde's financial suPport during his ttials and

after he was released from prison; she also sent â u/reath to his funeral. Mikhail, ed., Onar lf,/ilde: Interuiew¡ and

Recolhction¡ pp. 340-41n, Ellmann, O¡car lYilde p. 549. Unfortunately, there is not enough extant information on

Schuster to draw a comparison with Dixon's Adela Buller.
s06 Dixon,'The \X/odd's Slow Stain', pp. 3, 5.
so7 Ibid., pp. 4,6-7.
sos The .urn. ."n be said of Frank Danby's fulia Frankau's) novel The Sphinx': I-^aryter ('1906).

soe l¡y l¿¡s¡ years Dixon also beftiended Robert Ross, a well-known homosexual and devoted friend to \íìlde
who acted ás his literary executor. Dixon attended the wedding of ìüØilde's younger son, Vyvyan Holland, with

Ross in 19'13. Dtxon, A¡ I Knew Them: Sketche¡ of Peopk I Haue Met on ihe ll/a1 pp. 35-36.
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As Wilde's c^reer in fiction progressed, his literary c reer also went from strength to

strength. In the year after the release of Dixon's {irst book, 1'893,\Wilde published two

plays (Satomé znd Løþ ll/inderylere'i Fan), wrote another (An Ideal Husbands andhzð' A

l%oman of No Imþortance produced at the Haymarket Theatre. His growing fame had

also been augmented by yet another caricatue on the London stage, in Chades

Brookfield and Charles Hawtrey's The Poet and the Paþþets: a Trauestie sagested fui L^a$t

ll/inderrzere's Fan (1893). In spite of the title, the play was more z parody of Løþ

IYinderrneret authot; 'The Poet of the Lily' was ptayed by Hawtrey with \X/ildean

zppareland mannerisms. The poet's dialogue confirms his original:

\X/hile at Oxford I took every prize and I shook
The whole college from attic to basement.
\ühen I got up to show them my Newdigate poem

My mastet was dumb with amazement ' . '

and later

They may bubble with jest at the way that I'm dtessed

They may scoff at the length of my hair.

They may say that I'm vain, overbearing, inane

And object to the flowets I wear ...511

One contemporary teviewer said of the budesque that

present writer has seen that suggests ìØilde was 'tight'with money']

After hearing of the planned production, and perhaps made wary by the

enduring influence of Patience and other satires, Wilde appealed to the licenser of

plays, E. F. S. Pigott, to be allowed to approve the script before it was staged' This

s10 Ibid. p.281..
str 3.oo¡6.1¿, Chades Hallam Elton. Tbe Poel and the Pappeît in The Lord Chamberlain's Plays and Day-Books,

1851-1 899. ms. Additional 52929-537 01 (BL)
512 Munro, Harold. Press cuttings relating to Oscar \ùØilde, mostly 1879-1895. ms. Additional 57767 passim, vol.

34 (ff.98), no. 30. @L).
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was agreed upon. James Mackey Glover, who wrote the score for the play and was

present at \X/ilde's perusal of the script, records that Wilde appeared to enjoy reading

the burlesque. Glover later recounted Wilde's comment that he had been 'delightfully

spoofed'. His only objection was to the poet protagonist being refered to as 'Oscar'

or q6/ilde'; he good-naturedly allowed the authors to use his lesser-known middle

n^me, 'O'Flahertie'.ttt'rüøilde also demonstrated that he held no hard feelings against

Brookfield and Hawtrey by allowing them to 
^p1e^r 

in An ldeal Høsband at the

Haymarket in 1895. Brook{ield repaid !7ilde's largesse by later conspiring with the

Marquess of Queensbury to secure evidence against Wilde during his trials; he also

invited the Marquess to a celebratory dinner on the day that \X/ilde was sentenced to

two years' hatd labour in May 1895.514

Arthur Cunliffe
'Ossian Savage's New PlaY' (1893)

The year 1893 saw another satirical portrait of Wilde published by an Oxford

undetgraduate, some fourteen yexs aftet the appearance of 'O'Fl-ighty' by 'r\. T' D'''

The short story 'Ossian Savage's New Play' was published on L8 May in the fìrst

edition of the appropriately named Epheneral, an Oxford undergraduate publication

issued for the duration of Eights '\X/eek, Oxford University's annual inter-college boat

race everit. The inaugural issue of the Epltemera/ also featured some separate gibes

about \íilde's physical 
^pPe 

t^nce ('Motto for Mr' O-sC-n \X/-rl-.-My face is my

s13 Ellmann, O ¡car lY/ìlde pp. 349-50'
s14 Tanitch, O¡car lyilde'oi Stogt and Screen pp. 1-19. The reason for Brookfield's antipathy towards \ùØiLde has

remained something of a mystery; !7ilde is .tãt mention.d in Brookfield's memoirs (B'øndon Reninisænce\ 1971).

Vincent O'Sullivan reporteá thai Brookfield resented Wilde's insistence that the czst of An Ideal Hasband met

on Christmâs Day. Elimann , Oscar ll/itdl p.404. Max Beerbohm recalled that Brookfield had felt 'snubbed' by

\X/i1de in some wây. S. N. Behrman, Coiuersation aith Max pondon: Hamish Hamilton, 1960) p. 68. Richatd

Ellmann has 
"rrerrèd 

'the fact that Brookheld may have been Thackeray's illegitimate son made him particularþ

sensitive to immoralìty', but provides no supporting evidence for this claim. Ellmann, Orar lVilde p. 349.I{arl

Beckson speculares that 'rù/ild.'. brilliant .o.ì.rr apparently provoked fBrookfield] to iealousy'. Beckson, Túa

O¡car lt/itdi E nryclopedia p. 36. Wilde may have aüenated Brookfield by telling him how to play_the part of Phipps

t¡ An Ideal Hrriond; Herbert Beerbohm Tree teported that \7ilde could be an 'infernal nuisance' during

rehearsals of his plays, often interrupting with objections and suggestions. Holland, Son of Oscar lYilde p. 192'

Flowever Beckson believes that Trei was confusing Wilde with other plal'wrights and that \ù7ilde was most

cooperative. Beckson, The O¡carWitde Enryclopedia p.379.It is possible that Brookfield took exception to Wilde's

freq...nt gibes about the acting profession and his reference to actors as 'puppets'; indeed that was this

i.r.plr"tioã for the title of Broókfield's burlesque. Michael Seeney provides an interesting overview of
intårpretations of Brookfield's dislìke of \litde in Michael Seeney, 'Chatles Btookfield', Tbe lI/ildean 21 Q002).

Brookfìeld v/ent on to become Examiner of Plays in 1912'
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misfortune') and Alfred Douglas's magazine the Spirit L.amp.sts The Ephemeral was

edited by two Oxford students: rugby plzyer Alfred Hamilton Grant (1,872-1'931) and

his friend Arthur Cunliffe. The latter was the author of 'Ossian Savage', a deliberately

provocative parody designed to capitalise on \X/ilde's presence in Oxford that month

to increase sales of the Epheneral. The editors were soon gtatified; the famously

quarrelsome Douglas took the bait and sent a sarcastic and belligerent reply to the

editor, prompting what Grant called a 'fuli-blooded correspondence' for the rest of

Eights week which ensured tbe Ephmerals success'ttu

Cunliffe's piece depicts Ossian Savage, a celebrated playwtight, poet and wit,

as he strolls down piccadilly talking to himself about his next play, which the rL2iff^Tor

states will add 'one more crown of. wi/d.est, most luxuriant olive, to that head of his,

which a¡;eady threatened to strike the golden stars [-y italics]'.ttt Savage's

deliberations upon his new work suggest that \X/ilde composed his comedies in a

slapdash mânnef to a standard formula, with primaty consideration being given to

clever bon mots for z character based on himself, rather than zny concern with plot or

characterisation:

triumphant Lord z, who was to be at his cleverest and most charmingly

wickedest.518

Cunliffe's Savage laments the difficulty of equalling his former brilliance:

'I have said so many dreadful things about woman, and virtue, and youth, and the

democracy, and the afistocracy" sighed the author wearily; 'I have hit the nail so

s1s Afthuf cunliffe and Arthur Hamilton Grant,The Epheneral 78 May 1893.

516 A. HaÍúlton Grant, "'The Ephemeral": Some Memories of Oxford in the Ninetie s', Comhill Maga{ne 71"426

(1931), p. 647.
rrt ¡.it* Cunliffe, 'Ossian Savage's New Play', Tbe Ephenerøl 18 May 1893: p. 3.

sts lbid.: p. 4.
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often plump on the head, that it is really terribly drfficult to be- original. I am

sometimes ãl-ort afuudmy worst thiflgs have all been said, and the fairest notes

on the Lyric lyre of immortality ' . . have been struck'.51e

Savage's pfoiected dramatic dialogue makes a mockery of Wilde's marry aphorisms on

the subjects of women, youth andmaritage:

,Let me see; how can I hit woman once mote? Might something like this do?

X.-"\X/e u/omen, Lord Z, have to live entirely in the Present: for we never have

a Future, and we may not have a Past."

!.-'1firþs¡sas as a mattef of fact your thoughts are in the Past, and yout hopes

in the Future, while your despait is in the Present."

L-ord Z._'.lü|"omen with a Past ate alone interesting. Not to have a Past is, for a

woman, what ignorance of the wodd is for a man. I had rather be a bad womân

than a good man."

... Shall I makel a bride? Then Lord Z would have a teally good oppoftunity of
settling the marriãge question; or shall it be a very young man to whom Z ..'ryht

say-."
'Youth is said to be an excuse for vice: as a mattef of fact, vice is the sole

excuse for youth."

on the whole ... that kind of epigram is easier, safer, and much more popular,

than the great class of wedding epigram; stìll perhaps Lord z might bring this in

"Cake is a good emblem of mattiage, which fiauseates eveû mote than it
tempts."'520

While the suggestions of vice, vanity and desultory writing practices would

pefhaps have been enough to invoke the ire of Douglas and other membefs of

Wilde's coterie, it was one pafticulat passage that appeafs to have given the most

offence. The opening lines of the story refer to Savage 
^s 

(^ m^rl of a coarse habit of

body and of coarser habits of mind'.s" Douglas, in a sardonic letter to the editor

which appeared orL 20 May, suggested that the Epheneral had'overstepped the limits

of legitimate and good-natured chaff with its description of SØilde and condemned

the magaztne's 'spiteful, offensive, and . '. ddf journalism:s"

51e Ibid.
s20 Ibid.
szr Ibid.: p. 3.
522 |{fred Douglas, 'To the Editor of "The Ephemeral"', Ibid' 20 May
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I feel sure thatl may add to my own thanks, Mr' Oscat

Wilde (or Ossian Savage, to âdopt your witty You have

discovered his secret in a wonderful way, and you know

how it is done, you do not write a play yourself; it is very paying, and I should

imagine that you will have little difficulty in acquiring the requisite 'coârse habit of
¡¡i¡61'.523

Douglas's mistaken belief that it was Grant, not Cunliffe, who had written the article,

aggrâvared his indignation; Grant was a personal friend and Douglas interpreted the

story as abreach of their friendship. However, this mistake was rectified in the pages

of the remaining issues of the Epherneral, and Douglas received qualified apologies

from both editors. Cunliffe's (anonymous) response in the Ephemeral of 22 May tead:

This resulted in a similarly qualified retraction from Douglas in the Ephemerals [naI

issue of 24May:

influence'; but this is the fìrst time I have evet heard the word 'coafse' applied to

his work ... I can't help thinking that 'the Editor who wrote Ossian Savage's

New Play' has eithet noi read Mt. V/ilde's books ot has an imperfect knowledge

of the English language. He has done the wodd an injustice''s2s

Slhile we do not kriow if Cunliffe had read \7ilde's books, he certainly appears to be

fzmiltar with \X/ilde's plays; his Ephemeral piece draws heavily on Wilde's dialogue for

s23 lbid.
s24 Anonymous (Arthur curùiffe), 'Re ossian savage's New Play" Ibtd.22Mty
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I_^øþ V/indervtere's Fan, which premiered on 20 Feb 1,892 and A ll/oman of No

Importanæ, which opened just a month before the 'Ossian Savage' piece appeared.

\7hat little is known about Cunliffe has been gleaned from Grant's 1931 article in the

Cornhill Magazine,recalling the days of the Ephemeral.s26 Grant records that Cunliffe,

presumably an athlete who had 'ft]itanic shoulders', first thought of producing a

sensational magzzine that would 'not only give scope to our \tetary talents but would

also prove commercially profitable zt a time when both of us were suffering from

more than usual ftnancial stringency'. Cunliffe struck upon \íilde, who was then in

Oxford visiting Douglas, as an 'obvious butt' for their Iiterary iapes, and proceeded to

write the 'Ossian Savage' story. While Grant remarked in 1'931' that in 1'893 Cunliffe's

parody seemed 'quite new' and 'amazíngly clevet' for. an undetgraduate and thus

became 'the talk of Oxfotd', he also referred to the piece as 'perhaps banal' and 'too

ruthless'.s'7

Grant's change of hezrt can be attributed to the fact that Douglas induced

him to meet \X/ilde at a dinner soon after the 'Ossian Savage' affair died down. Wilde

graciously made no mention of the Ephemeral satire when he met Grant but met him

with 'a winning smile' and said 'I hear that you are called "Graggef" ' " But this is

dreadful. It must not go on. \Øe must find a new Ír me for you, something beautiful

and worthy and Scottish'. \X/ilde later playfutty ragged Grant for smoking a cigzt

instead of the aesthetic company's preferred gold-tipped cigarette: 'FIow too tertible

of you! But we shall call it a nutbrown cigaret¡s-¿¡d you shall smoke it'.528 Just as the

rugged young Grant began to feel rather uncomfortable among such effusive

company, \X/ilde began to tell one of his famed stories of the EarIy Church, which

held, the undergraduate spellbound; he was hooked, and teturned to spent many more

nights with Wilde and his coterie. On one occasion Grant anð. a friend even defended

Wilde against some heckling passersby by 'read[ing them] the Riot Act'. Wilde

reportedly thanked them with open afms: You are magnificent-you are giants-

giants with souls'.s'n

s2s rUfred Douglas, 'To the Editor of "The Ephemetal"', Ibid' 24 Mzy p' 47

526 Gtant,"'The Ephemetal": Some Memories of Oxford in the Nineties''
527 Ibid., pp.645_46.
528 Ibid., p.648.
s2e lbid., p. 650.
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As Grant makes no mention of Cunliffe at these gatherings, we c fl

reasonably assume that the author of 'Ossian Savage' was eithet not invited or wâs

unwilling to revise his opinion that Wilde as a man of 'coarse' mental tendencies.

Flowever Grant, who was later knighted after a distinguished career 
^s ^ 

government

official in India, cherished his Epherzteral expenence primarily as the instrument of his

meetings with \X/itde: 'had it not been fot thc Ephemeral,I should probably nevet have

made the acquaintance of that strange personality-and I should thereby have missed

an interesting and amusing intedude''t'o

Max Beerbohm
',\ Peep into the Past' (1893 or 1894)

\X/ilde's next appear^nce in fiction came courtesy of the iournalist and caricaturist Max

Beerbohm. Beerbohm had won renown for his clever caricatures of local personalities

while still an undergradLLàte ^tOxford 
in the early 1.890s; he also became a member of

57i|de's clique from this time. Beerbohm had fìrst met Wilde at a supper p^rry given

by his half-brother, rhe actor-manager Herbert Beerbohm Tree, in 1889' (In addition

to his role as a Wildean aesthete in The Charlatan, Tree also lampooned \X/ilde with his

roles in the other àramzttc satites discussed above:James Albery's lØhere's the Cat? and

Francis Cowley's The Colonel.) Beerbohm was fascinated by ì7ilde's extraordinary

persona, as he was an aesthetically-inclined self-dramatist himself. He observed \7ilde

from a distance until April 1,8g3,when the two men became friendly during rehearsals

for Tree's production of \X/ilde's play A ll/oman of No Imþortance. \Wilde was impressed

by Beerbohm's critical, yet laudatory chzr.acter piece on him in the Anglo-American

Times of 25 March 1,893, entitled 'O!Ø by [Max Beerbohm masquerading as] an

American'.t" Beerbohm was soon invited to lunches, lectures and the theatre by

Wilde and members of his coterie.

s30 Anonymous, 'Grant, Sir (Alfred) Hamilton', lØho ll/as lYho 1929-1 940: A Conpanion to Wbo'¡ l{/ho Containing

the Biographies of Thorc of Dled Daring tbe Period 1929J940,6th ed. pondon: Adam and Chades Black, 1941),

Gra.rt, "'the Ephemetal": Some Memories of Oxford in the Nineties', p' 641'
s31 \X¡laile Beerbohm praises Wi-lde as an 'incomparable wit'in this essay, he also highlights the latter's indolence

and vanity. The overil picture of ìlilde is one of an eccentric genius, in possession of 'a spitit which makes him

â perfect type and a personality without flaw'. Beckson, Tbe Oscar lYilde Enryclopedia p' 25.
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Before he met \X/ilde the young Beerbohm had particularly admued The

Pictøre of Dorian Grry and Intentions, especially the latter's controversial

pronouncements on individualism, socialism and realism in art. \7ilde's earþ influence

on Beerbohm's writing can be seen in the younger man's essay 'The Incomparable

Beauty of Modern Dress', a satire on aestheticism, published while Beerbohm was at

Oxford. Beerbohm's later writing also contains many \X/ildean resonances; Richatd

Ellmann has noted that Beerbohm's comic f^nta;sy Zaleika Dobson; or An Oxford L"oue

Story (.91.1) contains m^îy echoes of The Importance of Being Earnest anð. Salome-u" J. G'

Riewald has observed:

The exact nâtufe of fWilde's] influence fon Beerbohm's writing] is often difFrcult

to assess. It tanges iro- on.ot scious and conscious imitation to pastiche, ¿nd

from pastiche to parody, oveft of veiled, of even unconscious, and it may affect

either the subject-matter, or the style, or both.s33

When Beerbohm first met Wilde, after what the former called a 'long period of

distant adoration and reverence', he was shocked to find the object of his veneration

overweight and, on that occasion, râther unattractively inebdated.s3a \While many of

his undergraduate illusions were shattered, Beerbohm, like so many othets, u/as soon

u¡on over by Wilde's itresistible charm. In recollecting his earþ friendship with S7ilde,

Beerbohm later described the latter's company as 'enchanting', and called him as 'the

greatest table talker of them all'. He recalled \Øilde's conversation âs being

simultaneously 'spontaneous', 'polished', 'soothing', 'su¡prising', and 'btimful of

intellectual theories and anecdotes'.s3s In a letter to Reggie Turnet of 21' April 1893,

Beerbohm is clearþ proud to relate Wilde's comments on his abovementioned article

in the Anglo-Arnerican Times:

Oscar talked a good deal fat supper] about my article-said that he knew no other

undergrad,uat. -ho could have written it, that I had a marvellous intuition and

s32 Ellmann, O¡car ll/ilde pp. 291'-92.
s:i 1. G. Riewald, Sir Mà Beerbohm, Man and. lT/rinr: A Critical Anaþi: witb a Brief Life and a Bibliograpfu Çhe
Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1'953) p.729.
s:+ [4"* Beerbohm, I-*lters lo Regie Turzer (London: Rupert Hart-Davis, 1964) p.35.
53s Belìrman, Conaersatìon uithã.Lax p. 67, Beetbohm, I-.etters ø Regie Tarner p' 95, Mikhail, ed., Orcar lYilde:

Inte¡views and. Reco//ections p. 273.
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sense of the phrase, that I must take to literature alone, and that my style was like

a silver dagger.s36

In light of his bwgeoning ftiendship with Witde and other ltterary and artistic

figures like Arthur Symons, Ernest Dowson, Aubrey Beardsley, Lionel Johnson, John

Davidson, William Rothenstein, G. S. Street and Henry James, it is perhaps no

surprise that the talented young Beerbohm was invited to contribute to the first

number of the nesr Yellow Book (Aprll, 1894). The work that Beerbohm originally

intended for this issue was a short satirical piece entitled 'A Peep into the Past', which

offers a playfulty predictive answer to the question posed by Besant and Rice in

i.877's Tbe Monks of Thekma: qü/hat will [the aesthetes] be like when they grow old'?537

Beerbohm presents a tongue-in-cheek pictute of Witde as a portly old gentleman who

has long since faded into obscurity, living the quiet life with his wife and two children,

solacing himself with l(eats, Shakespeare and reminisces of his triumphs in a bygone

era. As Michael Seeney has observed, 'in the light of later events, [this picture]

becomes almost unbearably sad'.tut Beerbohm eventually submitted a different article

to the first Yellow Boo,k,'A Defence of Cosmetics', a friendly burlesque of the

exaggerared arnficiahty of the times (retitled 'The Pervasion of Rouge' in 1896).

Presumably as a result of the Wilde scandal the followingye r, 'A Peep into the Past'

was shelved by Beerbohm and did not 
^ppe2¡f 

in print :unnl1.923.

'A Peep into the Past' is brimming with an insider's jokes about Wilde: the

old man is now 'a glutton for work', 'an eatly fisef', 'regular in his habits' and

.something of z martnet about punctuality'. FIe also enioys walking and inexpensive

cigarettes, has 'cut himself off from society' and prefers 'simple and unpretentious'

décor-all of these traits, of coufse, presenting a stark contrâst to the characteristics

of the conremporary ìíilde. Beerbohm continues in this vein: at dinner parties the

eldefly \X/ilde 'keep[s] a whole table perfectly serious, whilst he himself [is] convulsed

with laughtef', is still trying to get his play Salome performed, has gone down in

posterity not as 
^ 

m î of letters but as a journalist, is still wearing the costume of his

s36 Beerbohm,I-,etters to Regie Turnerp. 37.
s37 þs52¡¡ and Rice, The Ñonk¡ of Thetena p. 25. Beerbohm marked'Ä Peep into the Past'as intended for the

fitstYelloa Book at the top of the first page of the manuscript shown at Plate 10.

53s Seeney, 'The Fictional Career of Oscar \lilde', p. 46.
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heyday and consequently appears quaintly old-fashioned and-as a ltnzl

indignity-now wears a brown Georgian wiglt'o

There are some friendly digs at \íilde's practice of avoiding tradespeople to

whom he owed money, as well as a running joke about the relatively advanced age at

which he first began playwriting. \X/ith regard to the latter the natrator relates that he

and other critics withheld their derog^tory rem rks about Wilde's plays out of respect

for his remarkable display of 'senile enterprise'.too Beerbohm also refers to the famous

incident after the opening night of Laþ lWinderwere's Fan when \X/ilde shocked the

audience by zppearing on stage to address them after the play langurdly smoking a

cigarette. The narcator of ''\ Peep into the Past' avers that the elderly \X/ilde had

actually been somewhat'dazed' at the time: '[we who knew him] noted with feelings

of pity that in his great excitement he had forgotten to extinguish his cigatette, an

oversight that the Public was quick to pardon in the old gentlem^ff.tot

There are several passages in 'A Peep into the Past' which may explain

Beerbohm's decision to withhold the piece from publication in the fitst Yellow Book.

At one point, the narator takes particular note of 'the constant succession of p^ge-

boys [to \íilde's house] which so startles the neighbourhood'.to' Also, on being

ushered into the old man's study, the narratot hears 'the quickly recedingfroa-froa of

tweed trousers' before discovering a somewhat dishevelled \X/ilde upon z sofa.uo'

Beerbohm was well ¡w^ne of ì7ilde's sexual proclivities (although it is generally

believed that he did not share them), and these suggestive references zte z sattrical

reflection of that knowledge. Beerbohm mzy hzve been concerned that these allusions

might damage Wilde's du:eady shady reputation, a concern which had been made

irrelevant by 1923. He may also have questioned the wisdom of publishing another

passage in 'A Peep from the Past', which parodies the derivative nature of \7ilde's

writing. Beerbohm may have been fearful of offending his friend with his facetious

summation of \X/ilde's oexlurei

s3e In a letter to Reggre Turner on 29 September 1893 Beerbohm wrote: 'Bobbie fRobert Ross] has offended

Oscar mosty' otfutbbi telling him that whãtever his shortcomings may be-and they are mâny-no one can deny

that he is " ge"tl.mrn of the old school. Isn't it exquisiteiy funny? There zi something rather Geotgian in

Oscar's deportment'. Beerbohm, I-ttler¡ to Reggie Turnerp'72'
s40 Max Beerbohm, 14 Peep into the Past and Other Prose Piecet I'ondon: Fleinemann, 1'972) pp. 3-8'
541 Ibid. P. 6.
s42 Ibid. p. 4.
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While the general tone of the piece is one of friendly, playful satire, these pâssages

might well have caused \X/ilde offence. It is also possibie that Beerbohm showed

\X/ilde the article in manuscript and was asked by his friend to abandon it. (See Plate

10 for a reproduction of the original manuscript, complete with Beetbohm's

iliustrations of \x/ilde as a baby, z boy, a youth, a middle-aged man and zn eldedy

man.) \X/ilde certainly expressed his dispÌeasure at many of Beerbohm's illustrated

caricatures of him, which mocked him mercilessly. Beerbohm, howevet, was largely

uffepentant; not because his was a malicious personality but because he felt proud of

his satiric talent.sas Still, he cleady had some pângs of conscience about his uncanny

ability to cut his subjects-often friends and acquaintan6s5-deu/¡ to stze,

particulady Wilde, as evidenced by the following statement made to his friend and the

author of Conuersations with Max (1960), S. N' Behrman:

s43 Ibid. P. 6.
s++ Ibid. P. 5.
54s In â letter to Reggie Tutner of 2 October 1893 Beerbohm writes:

My people tell me that Oscar's message about the caricatures was seriously intendedl Fancy! I had

taken it as the merest and most obvious of pleasantries. How I wish he had written to me on the

subject and how I could have crushed him. Don't you think it fearful cheek on his part? So long as the

man,s head intefests me, I shall continue to draw it. Beerbohm , I-.etlers n Regie Turner p. 73'

Notes from Beerbohm's private chzlr^ctet book reveal his close observation of Wilde's appearance and

mannetisms, which Beerbohm translated into caricature:

Luxury-gold-tipped matches-hair cuded-Assyrian-wax statue-huge rings-fat -¡¡hite hands-not soigné-

feather l.d-pãint.d fìngers-ample scarf-Louis Quinze câne-vâst malmaison-cat-like tread-heavy

shoulders-enormorx do.'I"g.t-oi schoolboy-way of laughing with hand over mouth-stroking chin-

looking up sideways-jollity overdone-But rezl vrtahty-... Effeminate, but vitality of trventy men.

Magneltism-arrthority-Deeper than repute or wit-Hypnotic. David Cecll, Max: A Biograpþ S.ondon:
Constable, 1964) P.71.
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bludgeons, all the implements of cri em' as though it
were evidence against the inspector one of my ou/rì

caticatures of Oscar. I hadn't reah'zed ed it was' I felt as

if I had contributed to the dossier against Oscar; it gave me quite a tufn' How did

I come to do it? My hand did it, don't y ^t 
his hand

... His eyes had an exptession of pain uld neithet

undetstand nor explain the dichotomy i

Beerbohm also told Behrman: 'As a wfitef, I was kindly, I think-Jekyll-but as a

caricâturist I was Flyde'.507 As David Cecil notes, it is to Wilde's ctedit that he never

begrudged or reprimanded Beerbohm for publishing his many 'wicked' \X/ildean

caticatures.sas

\X/ilde is also obliquely parodied in several of Beerbohm's othet satirical prose

works. Beerbohm's final contribution to the Yellow Book', the story of 'The H"ppy

Hypocrite: A Fairy Tale for Tired Men' (1897), published in the same yeâr in book

form, lampoons The Pictare of Dorian Gral and S7ilde's fascination with masks, in the

manner of a ïíilde an faíry tale. In Beerbohm's story, the depraved central protagonist,

Lord George Hell, who is compelled by love to wear a 'saintly' face mask, is

transformed by love into George Fleaven, maglcalTy transfigured to resemble the

mask he wears. porian Gray, who assumes the 'mask' of Basil Haliward's chaste

portrait, is ultimately transformed by his evil deeds into a physical reflection of his

true depraved self.) I{ad Beckson hâs observed that Beerbohm's story was probably

suggested by Dorian Gray's remark: 'Each of us has Heaven and Hell in him'.sae

Beerbohm sent \X/ilde ^ copy of The Hoþþl Hltpocrite upon the latter's release from

prison; \X/ilde recognised the reference to Dorian Gralt and, despite disliking 'the

cynical directness' of the title, professed his delight with Beerbohm's 'wonderful and

beautiful stoff', remarking: 'I had always been disappointed that my story had

suggested no other work of zrtin others'.ss0

Beerbohm aiso satirically alludes to Dorian Gral tn his poem 'Ballade de la Vie

Joyeuse', which highlights the incongrLrousness of the hedonistic, amotal Wilde's

employment of a moral conclusion for his novel: 'Even the author of 'l)orian

s46 Behrman, Conuer¡ation with Max p. 69.
547 Ibid. P. 66.
sa8 Cecil, Max: A BiograþhJr p.73.
s4e Beckson, The Oscar lYilde Enryclopedia p. 26.
sso !(/ilde, The Conpkn l-*tters of Oscar V/ilde p. 856.
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Gray'/Makes for his hero a virtuous mood'.tut In January 1895, Beetbohm revisited

\Vildean aestheticism once more in the YellowBookwíth the essay'1880', a'futuristic

fetfospective' of the period 'now so far remote from us', along the same lines as 'A

Peep into the Past':

\X/ilde undoubtedly endured Beerbohm's frequent satirical iibes because he

was particuia¡y fond of him. The Oxford undergraduate impressed \)üilde with his

rapierwit and artistic talents; Witde was also intrigued by Beerbohm's cool, enigmatic

personality. (In 
^ 

letter to their mutual friend Ada Leverson \íilde wrote: 'Tell me,

when yov 
^re 

alone with Max, does he take off his face and reveal his mask'?uu')

Beerbohm's imperturbability, maturity and underþing conservatism prompted \X/ilde

to remark that the gods had granted the young student 'the gift of perpetual old

ugr,.tto \Wilde discouraged his young friend fiom collaborating with other authors,

averdng that Beerbohm was 'too individual a genius'.tuu He also paid Beerbohm a

comic tribute in the closing scene of The Imþortance of Being Earnesî, by including

'Maxbohm' as one of a list of generals in the army directory'

As S7ilde's star steadily rose, Beerbohm, like m ny others of \X/ilde's

acqwaintznce, noticed a disquieting change in him:

Beauty had existed long before 1880. It was Mr. Oscar \üilde who managed her

dtbat.'To study the p.tøa is to admit that to him was due no small part of the

social vogue that Ber.rty began to enjoy. Fired by his fervid words, men and

women huded their mahogany into the streets and ransacked the curio-shops fot

the furniture of Annish days.5s2

.... as oscar became more and mofe successful, he became ,.. 
^frogànt. 

He felt

himself omnipotent, and he became gfoss not in body only-he did become

that-but in his relations with people. He brushed people aside; he felt he was

beyond the ordinary human courtesies that you owe people even if they are, in

your opinion, beneath you'.s56

ss1 Max Beerbohm, Max in Verse; Rhlmes and. Parodies b1 Max Beerbohm, ed. J. G. Riewald pondon: Heinemann,

1964) p.7.
ssz yi^iBeerbohm, 'IBB0', The lnork; of Max Beerbohm (London: John Lane, The Bodley }{eÀ, 1921) p' 46'

5s3 Cecil, Max: A Biograþb P. 7 3.
ss4 Beckson, The OsmrlYilde Enryclopediap.24'
s5s Søilde, The Conplen l-.etterc of OscarlVilde p.962.
ss6 Behrman, Conuersation with Max p. 68.
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!7hile he always publicly lauded \X/ilde's talent as ^rt 
author and plapvright,

Beerbohm's private correspondence during the years of \X/ilde's greatest success

reveais his growing dissatisfaction with his friend's excessive egotism and

recklessness. He wrote to Reggie Turner on 19 ,\ugust 1'893 thzt \X/ilde had been

unbearably faruous at a meeti ng ^t the theatre, and had ieft him feeling 'quite

repelled'.ss'Later thztyear he referred to \X/ilde's 
^p1eaLr 

nce as being'like one whose

soul has swooned in sin and revived wulgar'.sst

While Beerbohm remained a friend to Wilde throughout his 1895 trials,sse

imprisonment,suo anð, afrcr his release,tut h. subsequently kept his distance, concetned

for his ov/n reputation and those of his friends.su' Wilde's dignified perfotmance in

the dock had made him rise once again in Beerbohm's estimation, but once \X/ilde rù/as

released and he showed no signs of renouncing his former recklessness, Beetbohm's

exasperation resurfaced. He wrote to Tutner on 20 August 1'897: 'I hear that ass

Oscar is under sarveillance-I suppose he is playrng the gddy goùt. C^î't someorìe

warn him to be careful'?563

Upon Wilde's death Beerbohm contributed money towards flowers for his

gr2¡ve and wrote a cautious but sympathetic tribute to Wilde in the Satardal Reuiew of 8

December 1900, lamenting the loss to dramatic literature of a remarkable 'thinker ...

weaver of ideas ... wit, and ... master of altte:ary style'.suo Beerbohm's reflections on

Wilde in later years demonstrate his continuing fascination with the man. In his essay

.A Lord of Langtaee' (1905), he reflects upon \üilde's recently published letter from

prison, De Profønd.is, and argues that the letter does not support the view that\7iide

ssTBeerbohm, I-,etters to Reggie Tamerp.53.
ss8 Beckson, The O¡car lYilde Enryclopedia p. 25'
s5e Beerbohm attended. Wilde's t.iutr to lend his support. Richard Ellmann is incorrect in his statement that

Beerbohm wrore 'cruelly in April-May 1895 to Mrs iel erson [at the time of \Wilde's trials], "I look forward

eagerly to the first u., oi O..ui's n.* Tr"g.dy. But surely the title Doagty must have been used before."' This

-Ã ".to^lly 
written to Leverson by Aubrãy Beardsley, not Beerbohm. ,\ubrey Beardsley, Tbe l-¿tîer¡ of Aubrel

Beardile1,.ás. H.nry Maas, J. L. Duncan and W. G. Good pondon: Cassell, 1'970) p.82, Ellmann' Oscar ll/ilde p'

400, Sihroed et, Additiorc and conecliors to kchard Ellnønn'¡ o¡car lY/ilde p. 751.
560 Beerbohm took part in a deputation which attempted to alleviate \Wilde's suffering in ptison.
561 Beerbohm sent \ù7ilde a ,ãlection of books after his telease from prison; Wilde responded by sending

Beetbohm a coPy of The Ballad of Reading Gaol.
s62 Cecil, Max: A BiograþU P. 1'21'
s63 Beerbohm, L.etters lo kegie Tarnerpp. 702,20.
s64 Ibid. pp. 1.36_31.
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was 'gloriously transformed by incarceration'.s65 FIe contends rather that De Profundis is

a creaive essay by an artist, who is'playing with ideas [and] emotions'.tou In 1918

Beerbohm declined an offer to review the second edition of Frank Harris's Oscar

ll/ilde: His Life and Confessions, which he saw as a 'raklng-up of the old Sodomitic

cesspool' and 'a disservice (howsoevet well-meant) to poor old O.\X/.'s memory''s67

Beetbohm's last recorded words on \X/ilde were delivered at the unveiling of a

London Council plaque at \X/ilde's Tite Street house to commemofate the centenary

of \7ilde's birth in 1,954. Beerbohm's tribute (written at eighty-two years of age) was

read aloud by Sir Compton Mackenzie, and reflected fondly upon 'the delight of

headng Oscar \X/ilde talk', comparing his conversation to the music of a magnificent

virtuoso. Beerbohm reflected: 'To have heatd him consoled me for not having heard

DrJohnson or Edmund Burke, Lotd Brougham or Sidney Smith.tut

Satidcal versions of \íilde continued ro 
^ppe 

t at regular intervals during the first half

of the 1890s; May 1.894 saw the publication of another undergraduate parodY, this

time a play in blank verse, entitled Aristophanes at Oxford: O. W.In a mannet redolent

of 1g79's ,O'Flighty, by 'A.T.D." the name that appeated under the title was

y. T. O.', In the latter case the initials represented the last letters of the surnames of

the three student authors: Leopold Chades Maurice Stennett Amery, Francis Wrigley

Hirst and Henry Alford Antony Cruso. In the preface to the play these authors state

their

honest dislike for 'Dorian Gray', 'salome', the Yellow Book', and the whole of
the erotic, lack-a-daisical, opium-cigarette literature of the day. Our attack,

howevef, is one on principles and not on pefsons. lfi/e confess sUaight away that

out Oscat \X/ilde is mainly a ctearion of our own fancy' We have never met the

s6s Beerbohm u/as one of the few people to have seen the unexpwgated version of De Profundis before it was

published in its entirety in 1962.Ibtð'. p. 122'
âcc g..r6oh- saw !íiide's profession of humiLity in the letter as an attitude struck for the sake of att, and

alleged that \X/ilde .*peri.nåd 'an artist's joy' in his o n tragedy. Beerbohm, A Peep into tbe Pa¡t and Other Pro:e

Pieæt pp. 37-40.
567 Mâx Beerbohm, Lttters of Max Beerbobm: 1892-1 956 (London: John Murray, 1988) p. 118, Beckson, The Oscar

lVilde Enryclopedia p. 27'
56s Beerbohm , A Peeþ inîo the Pa¡t and Other Pro¡e Pieces p' 41'
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phjlosopher in question petsonally, of seen âny-thing more of him than â distant

back-view, ând even that obscured by a throng of admiring '\donises.s6e

The rambling plot of Aristophanes at Oxford involves two contemporary

Oxford students who encounter Socrates, Atistotle and Thucydides, all recently

escaped from Hades. The students, annoyed by the philosophy of the ancients, talk

Wilde into coilaborating with them in a plot to kill the philosophers, by trapping them

under a c îoe. The philosophers escape, Wilde is blamed for the plot and is sent to

Hades accompanied by Charon and Cerberus. This farcical dlørmanc portrait cleatly

reflects the authors' 'honest dislike' for \X/ilde's âesthetic affectattons, as evinced by

the following passage, in which a distressed \X/iide exclaims:

Oh! Oh! Salome! bring me some smelling-salts

In a silver-lacquered bottle gemmed with beryl.

An epigtam! my spirit lamp for an epigram!

I faint! I die ...
Ye spirits of Hedonism! help yout priestls?o

There is no record of Aristophanes at Oxford ever being peffofmed

Richard Le Gallienne
'The \(/oman's Half-Profits' (1 894)

Another lightweigh t ltterary work containing \X/ildean resonances that year was Prose

Fancies (1894), a collection of tongue-in-cheek stories and atticles by the journalist and

minor poet Richard Le Gallienne (1,566-1947). Le Gallienne was also a novelist, critic,

chief reaàer of manuscripts for the Bodley Head znd a member of the Rhymets' Club

(the group of fourteen poets and associated writers and artists who met regulady

berween 1890 and 1895), which'SØilde occasionally attended. Le Gallienne had heard

Wilde lecrure at Birkenhead while still in his teens and as a young man mimicked his

Ionghair and aesthetic dress. He became a close friend of \X/ilde's ftom the late 1880s,

aftet sending the older m^fl 
^ 

copy of his first volume of poetry. Their affectionate

and effusive correspondence from this period implies a mutual infatuation. Inscribed

s6e L. Amery, F. \í. Hirst and H. A. A. Cruso, lritÍophanes at Oxford (Flamilton: I(ent, 1894)

s70lbid. p. 64.
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in a hand-made copy of a poem he wrote for \X/ilde, entitled '\X/ith Oscar \X/ilde, A

Summer-Day in June '88', are Le Gallienne's wotds: 'This copy of verse I have made

for my friend Oscar \X/ilde, as a love-token, and in secret memory of a summet day in

June'88. R. Le G.'. In zlater letter to Le Gallienne dated 1 December 1890, Wiide

writes 'I want so much to see you: when caî tinzLt be? Friendship and love like outs

need not meetings, but they are delightful. I hope your laurels ate not too thick across

your brow for me to kiss your eyelids'.st'

Wilde and Le Gallienne's relationship seems to have cooled by the eady

1890s, although they remained on good terms. In a review of \íilde's Intentions ftom

this period Le Gallienne praises Wilde's work as 'alive at every point' and 'refreshingly

unsentimental', and categorises the author as an insightful 'damasccner of thought'.57'

\íilde senr Le Gallienne and his wife two tickets to the premiere of Løþ ll/inderrnere's

Fan in February 1.892 znd latet that year Le Gallienne defended the originality of

\X/iide's poetry in the Daiþ Chronicte Q3 MaÐ. In the following year, Le Gallienne

continued to praise \X/ilde's work with a review of the lattet's Salomé in the .ltar on 22

February. Later in 1893, however, Le Gallienne's poem 'The Décadent to His Soul'

was interpreted by the poet Theodore \X/ratislaw as a sanrical 
^tt^ck 

on \7ilde' In Le

Gallienne's poem a tozð.-faced decadent, once 'an apple-cheek dear lad', corrupts his

'soul' while exploring new sins. The poem's narrator laments the decadent's decline:

'O let the body be a healthy beast/,\nd keep the soul a singing soadng bird''s73 When

\X/ratislaw communicated his reading of the poem to \X/ilde, the latter reportedly

remarked: 'It has always seemed to me that the finest feafrxe of z fine nature is

treachery'.s14

Flowever, there is little that seems treacherous and much úlrat appezrs playful

in 'The \(/oman's Half-Profits', one of the more whimsical pieces in Le Gallienne's

Prose Fancie.r published the year after 'The Décadent to His Soul'. In this short story

we find the 'self-enamoured' and 'distinguished' poet Hyacinth Rondel relaxing in his

'elegant new chambers provided with all those distinguished comforts and

elegancies pfoper to a success that m^y 
^t 

any moment be interviewed'. Rondel's

57r !(/ilde, The Conplete l-ttîerc of Oscar lT/ilde p. 457 .

s72 Ilichard Le Gallienne, review of Oscar \Wilde's InÍenlions, ts' (Clark)'
s73 Richard Le Gallienne, 'The Décadent to his SotÅ', Englisb Poems Q'ondon: The Bodley Head, 1895)
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walls, like ìflilde's in Tite Street, have been decorated by Whisder, and are adorned

with portraits of leading actoÍs and actresses and pictures by the latest artists 'hatched

in Paris'. Like Witde's, Rondel's bookcases are full of presentation copies from the

authors: 'Mr. Rondel would as soon have thought of buying a book as of paying for z

stall'. Rondel is unceremoniously accosted by his 'Muse' in this setting; the latter has

decided she is entitled to half-profits from the poems she has inspired. In lieu of the

money, the Muse is prepared to accept Rondel's hand in m^ffia;ge or his death;

Rondel chooses to settle with a cheque. The deflated poet, after contemplating his

'withered'laurels,'þoes] forth to seek a flatterc as a pick-m.-op'.ttt

Hyacinth Rondel was to make one futther 
^ppe 

r^nce after'The \7oman's

Half-Profits', in the short story 'Brown Roses' in Le Gallienne's second series of Prose

Fancies in L896, discussed in Part Three. Le Gallienne's porttaits of Rondel were

perhaps written in mind of \7ilde's jest at the fitst night of Løþ ll/indermere's Fan, as

recounted by Le Gallienne in his book The Romantic '90s. Le Gallienne recalls a

conversation with \X/ilde during the interval of the play:

'. . . yor were very unkind to me in þout book Tbe Religion of a Unrary Man]', anà

he put on a¡ ak of deep grievance, 'most unkind!'

'My dear Qsç¿¡-'I began.

'Oh, yes, you were, and you know it,' he reitetated'

'I unkind to you!'I said, beginning to be teally mystified.

'Most unkind. I could not believe it of you-so unkind to so true a friend.'

So he continued to lure me on into a Uap he had suddenly improvised fot me

lMhy, Oscar', I said at last, 'I don't know what you mean. Unkind to you in
"The Religion of a Literaty Man" . ' ' why, I can't remember that I even

mentioned your name in it.'

Then he laughed out, with huge enioyment of the success of his little stratagem:

'Ah, Richard, that was iust it.'576

s74 Beckson, Tbe O¡car lVilde Enyclopedia p. 1'94.
s7s luchard Le Gallienne, Pmse Fandes (I-ondon: Elkin Mathews and John Lane, 1894) pp. 35-36,45. For a

description of lù7itde's Tite Street rooms, see Ellmann, Oscar lYilde pp.247-43.
s76 Miklìail, ed., Ouar l{/i/de: Interuiea¡ and Recollectiont p. 396.
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Arthur Conan Doyle
'The Greek Interpretet' (L 894)
'The Empty House' (1903)

Arthur Conan Doyle, the author of The Sign of Foar examined in Part One, drew upon

\X/ilde's pefsona for two mofe Shedock Holmes stories, the fkst appeating four years

after Tbe Sign of Four. As related above, the consulting detective continued to manifest

57ildean characteristics in Doyle's works, including L892's The Aduentøres of Sheiloc,k

Ho/mes. The Ad.uentares also contains a possible teference to \íilde's aesthetic

associates, In 'The Red-Headed League' we encounter two somewhat effeminate

criminals who invent the League of the title in order to perpetr^te 
^Í1 

ambitious

robbery: the 'boyish' Duncan Ross and his aristocratic, haughty partner-in-cdme John

Clay. Several critics have noted the resonances of \7ilde's friends Robert Ross and

John Gray in these characters. Ross also goes by the name of William Morris, another

aesthetic acquaintance of \X/ilde's. 'silver Blaze' in the next collection of Holmesian

short stories, fi-te Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes (1394), also contains a character called

Ross whose stable boy is covertly drugged with opium by a horse thief. Chades

Higham reads this as a likely reference to the increasingly frequent appeannce in

\X/ilde's circle of young stable-hands.ttt It is anothet short story from the Memoirs,

however-'The Greek Interpre¡sf-.¡I:r'à¡ presents the teader with another intriguing

\X/ildean personality, in the figure of Holmes's formedy unknown brothet, Mycroft'

Mycroft's mysterious occupation, intdguing description and fleeting role in the

Holmes stories has made him an fascinating figure to many of Conan Doyle's readers.

It has been variously contended that Mycroft was in fact Albert Edward, the Pdnce of

!7ales, a fo¡mer law clerk named Martin Hewitt and even an ânthropomorphic

analogue computerlut' The present writer ventures to suggest that the \X/ildean

interpretation offered here is one of the mote convincing readings of this clnz;t^cter.

Before turning to Mycroft, it must first be noted that Holmes's Wildean

qualities are also in evidence in 'The Greek Interpretet'. Holmes's comment to

577 Charles Higham, The Aduentures of Conan Do/e: The Lirt oÍ the Creator of Sherlock Holmes (I-ondon: Hamish

Hamilton, "1976) p. 103.
578 William S. Éaii.rg-Could, ed., The Annotated Sherlock Holmes,2 vols. G-ondon: lohn Murray, 1968) p' 591'

Ronald Burt De Wlal, The lYortd Bibliogrepþ of Sbertock Holmes and Dr. lVatson: A Clarifed and Annotated I;ist of

Material¡ Relating to Tbeir Liue¡ and Aduentares (Boston: New York Graphic Society, 1'97 4) pp. 220-21'
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'S7atson in the story-] cannot 
^gree 

with those who rank modesty âmong the

viy¡us5'-is particulady interesting in light of Doyie's recollection of a meeting with

\Wilde about this time:

He asked me, I remember, if I had seen some play of his which was running. I
answered that I had nol He said: 'Ah, you must go. It is wonderful. It is geniusl'

All this with the gravest façs.sle

It is also revealed in 'The Greek Interpretet' that the consulting detective has an

'avefsion to women', something that Doyle had probably begun to suspect about

Wilde in 1894.s80 Despite his aversion to modesty, Holmes must admit that 'my

brother Mycroft possesses [the faculties of observation and deduction] in a Iarger

degree than I do'; a piece of information that astonishes Dr Iü/atson, who had

previously been unawaLre ú'rLtHolmes had a brother at all.s81 Holmes goes on to relate

that Mycroft is seven years his senior flWilde was ftve years older than Doyle) and

works as ân auditor for several government departments. Holmes relates that his

brother has a brilliant intellect, but is an'armdnafr reasoner' who is typically too lazy

to translate his thoughts into action, or to do more exercise than to walk around the

corner from his lodgings to his workplace ezch åay (lü/ilde's aversion to physical

exerrion was legend^ry).tt' The reader is further aleted to the possibility of a \üildean

influence by Dr \flatson's desctiption of Mycroft's physique upon meeting his

colleague's brother:

exerting his full powers.583

s7e Doyle, Memorie¡ and Aduentures p. 95'
s80 Doyle, 'The Greek Interpreter', p.302.
s81 Ibid.
5s2 Mycroft's comment in the later story, 'The Bruce-Partington Plans': 'to run hete and there, to cross-question

. . . 
""a 

[e on my face with a lens to my eye-it is not my mítiel, is an interesting echo of Henry James's Gabriel

Nash in The Tragzc Mu¡e: 'I've no état ciuil . . . Merely to be is swch a métiel. One wonders if this was a favourite

word of lù7ilde's.

ss3 Doyle, 'The Greek Interpreter', p. 304.
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Note Mycroft's 'light watety g^y' eyes, redolent of Thaddeus Sholto's 'weak, wâtery

blue'eyes inThe Stgn of Foar \íilde's eyes were most consistently described as being

l-ight blue or grey. In a much later. appear^rLce by Mycroft in 'The Bruce-Partington

Plans' (1.917), Doyle's further description appears to confirm a \X/ildean influence,

particularþ \üfilde's uncanny ability to 'win over' with his intelJigence and manner

those who were initially repulsed by his physicality:

the tall and potly fotm of Mycroft Holmes was ushered into the room. Heavily

built and maìsive, thete was a suggestion of uncouth physical inertia in the figure,

but above ttr-is unwieldy frame there was perched a head so masterful in its btow,

so alett in its steel-gray, deep-set eyes, so firm in its lips, and so subtle in its plays

of expression, that after the first glance one fotgot the gtoss body and

remembeted only the dominant mind.s84

In 'The Greek Interpreter', Flolmes and \Tatson visit Mycroft at the

Diogenes Club at Pall Mall, which, according to Holmes, is 'the queerest club in

London, and Mycroft one of the queerest men'.s85 In the story, the 'queerness' of the

club relates to the fact that it 'contains the most unsociabie and unclubbable men in

town. No member is permitted to take the least notice of zny other one. Save in the

Strangers' Room, no talking is, under any circumstances, permitted'.s86 This appears to

be a satitic stroke by Doyle in the same vein as the (topsy-turvy' satire of Beetbohm's

'A Peep into the Pâst', Wilde being one of the most talkative and 'clubbable' men in

London zt that time. The name of the club may also be a comic iab at Wilde.

Diogenes was the ascetic founder of the Cynic sect at 'A.thens c. 400-c. 325 8.C., a

group which derided those who aspired, as \7ilde did, to altfe of. epicurean luxury and

ease.ttt This is zlso a likely possibility in light of Wilde's well-known knowledge of all

things Greek. Indeed, Mycroft's association with the Greek interpreter, Mr. Melas, a

fellow member of the Diogenes whose case Mycroft passes ori to his brothet, also

supports the likelihood of a \X/ildean subtext, as did Thaddeus Sholto's Greek

handwdtinginThe Sign of Foør.

5ta Ar¡þs¡ Conan Doyle,'The Bruce-Partington Plzns', The Conpleie Sherlock' Holmes pondon: Secker and

Slarburg, 1981) p. 916.
sss Doyle, 'The Greek Intetptetet', p. 303'
586 Ibid.
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Like \X/ilde, Mycroft can always be found at his regular haunts; while \7ilde

could usually be found at his Tite Street address, the Albermade Club or the Café

Royal, Mycroft can always be located at his Pall Matl lodgings, the Diogenes Club or

Whitehatl. In many ways Mycroft's position at l7hitehall could be said to resemble

\7ilde's at the Café Royal, as Holmes reveals in 'The Bruce-Partington Plans'' In that

story we discover that, far from being ^ mere auditor working for the Bdtish

Govetnment, Mycroft occasionally 'is the British government':588

exchange, the out the balance. All other men afe

specialists, bu e . '. They began by using him as a

short-cut, a c e himself an essential. In that great

brain of his everything is pigeon-holed and can be handed out in an instant'

Again and again his v¡ord has decided the national policy .. ' ''s8e

\üilde's mental 
^grhty 

and expett knowledge in a remarkable variety of subjects was

often commented upon by his contemporaries, including Doyle himself, as described

in Part One. Considered in this light, \lilde's famous discourses ftom his table in the

Café Royal, in which he proved himself to be an âccomplished speaket on almost any

subject, can be equated with Mycroft's role 
^s 

z'certtral exchange' or'clezting-house'

of thought and opinion. As \7ilde's words set the tone for the English decadent

movement, so Mycroft's word decided national policy.s'o

Mycroft appears briefly in ¡wo other Holmes stories, in 1894's 'The Final

Problem', where he masquerades as a brougham ddver to assist SØatson and Holmes

in escaping Professor Moriatty, and in L905's 'The Empty House', first published in

The Strand m^gazirle,where it is revealed that Mycroft has been keeping his brother in

funds for three years while the rest of the wodd believed the latter to be dead.

s87 It hâs been argued that the Diogenes Ciub was modelled after the Athenaeum and the Travellers' Clubs in
pall Mall. C. O. Merriman,'In Clublatd', SberlockHolmes Journal 7 (1964), S. Tupper Bigelow,'Identi!'ing the

Diogenes Club: An Armchair Exercise', Baker Street Journal 18.2 (1968)'
s8s Doyle,'The Bruce-Pattington Plans', p. 914'
58e Ibid.
seo líilde's mother encouraged him to use his rhetorical powers to enter British politics' See F,llmann, Oscar

lYilde p.234.
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(Holmes had in fact been travelling undet the guise of a Norwegian adventurer named

Sigerson.)

Although 'The Empty House' falls outside the period of this study, it will,

like Ella Hepworth Dixon's 'The \X/orld's Slow Stain', be included as a pertinent

addendum, as it reflects Doyle's continuing fascination with the fallen decadent'

Doyle brings Holmes back from the dead in'The E-pty Flouse' after much lobbying

from readers and publishers. The story also evokes shades of \X/ilde, who had died

three years before. One chancter presents too many of Wilde's unique characteristics

to be overlooked, and the story âlso appears to have been influenced by $7ilde's T/e

Pictare of Doriøn Gra1, a novel which-as we have dreaðy seerì-so impressed Doyle

that he felt compelled to write to \X/ilde to congratulate the latter on his story upon its

publication.

In'The E-pty House', Shedock Holmes returns to London after three years

of incognito adventures on the continent and foils an attempt on his life by

substituting a wâx image of himself as a decoy for his would-be assassin. That

assassin, Colonel Sebastian Moran, is the one time friend and associate of Holmes's

most famous adversary, Professor Moriarty, now deceased. Moran served as chief of

Moriarty's criminal gzng and Holmes considers Moran to be the most dangerous man

in London.t" Moran has a distinguished Indian At-y record and is 'the best heawy

game shot that [the] Eastern Empire has ever produced'.se2 He is also the author of

Heaul Game of the lT/estern Hinala1ør (1881) anð, Three Months ìn the Jungk (1884) and is a

heawy gambler who cheats at cards. Clearþ, none of these particular characteristics

recall \X/ilde; nor do Moran's physical features; he is 'elderþ .,. with a thin projecting

nose, a high, bald forehead, and a huge grizzled moustache ... His face [is] gaunt and

swarthy, scored with deep, savage lines'.sn' However, there are many echoes of \7ilde

and his writings in the story of Moran and his attempted assassination of Holmes.

These correspondences will be highlighted here, particutarþ those which intrigurngly

suggest that the fallen \X/ilde, who formerly provided many engaging qualities for

se1 Arthur Conan Doyle, 'The E-pty Flouse', The Celebrand Cases of Sherlock Holmes, Treasury of llodd
Masterpieces (I-ondon: OctoPus, 1981) p. 358.
se2Ibid. p.361..
se3 Ibid. p. 359_60.
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Doyle's heroic Flolmes, now lent his villainous image to one of Doyle's most famous

criminals.

The most extensive reading of \X/ilde's influence on 'The E-pty House' has

been made by Samuel Rosenberg, in his book Naked is the Best Disgaise: The Deatb and

Resørrection of Sherlock Holmes (1.975).5q4 As mentioned in Part One, Rosenberg argues

that there are several historical and legendary figures to be found in Doyle's fictional

works. Rosenberg postulates that Doyle 'patterned the biography of Sebastian Moran

on some facts in the life of \flilde'.sot FIe sees the fìrst clue in the story as being

\(/atson's reference to their hunt for the'wildbeast fmy italics]' Moran.snu (Holmes also

states that he has not alerted the police to the Moran threat as he believes they would

view it as a 'wild suspicion fmy italics]'.)tnt Rosenberg provides the following list of

similarities berween Wilde and Moran as supporting evidence for his reading:

I. Both share the same irutials: S.M. fRosenberg refers here to Slilde's post-

prison alias of 'sebastian Melmoth'.]
2. Both are Irish ...
3. Both are sons of Irish noblemen: \Øilde was the son of Sir \X/illiam \X/ilde'

Sebastian Moran was the son of Sir Augustus Moran'

4. Both . .. arc gradaates of Oxford Univetsity'
5. N7ilde was born in Dublin but spent the last half of his life in London.

Moran's Irish family came to London, where Sebastian was born " '

6. ... both [were] authors ...
7. Both Sebastians were outcâsts from society.

8. Both
g. Both ment in a scandal arising

from Sebastian Moran killed

Robe ause Adair threatened to

ruin him for cheating at cards.5e8

In add.ition to these resemblances, Rosenberg points to the parallels between the wax

figure of Holmes used as a decoy in 'The E-pty Flouse' and the pictute of Dodan

Gray in \X/ilde's novel, noting that both of these represent 'surrogate artistic targets

which accept the murderous attâcks intended for the man they portt^y ' '. In both

5e4 Rosenberg , Naked i¡ the Best Disgaise: The Death and Resarection of S heilock Llolmes.

ses Ibid. p. f"+0. Rosenberg also pãsnrlates that Moran's appearance is partially derived from that of Friedrich

!7ilhelm Nietzsche.
se6 Doyle,'The Empty Flouse', p.357. Rosenberg argues that the cortelation of the words 'wild'and'beast'

..,ok.. i-ug.s of bestial-ity "nd.ådo-y. 
Rosenberg, Nakedi: tbeBesîDi:gaise:The Death andResunection of Sherlock

Holme:p. 138.
se7 Doyle, 'The Empty Flouse', p.363.
sos ¡or.n6.r*, Na,ked is the Best Disgaite: Tbe Deatb and Re¡ørection of Sherlock Holmet p. 1'40-41.
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stories the attack upon the surrogate portait fails and boomerangs upon the attacker

fRosenberg's italics removed]'.uno Rosenberg also observes that the waxen image was

sculpted by the French arttst Oscar Meunier, noting that France wâs Wilde's last

country of residence. Although Rosenbetg's assettions sometimes rest upon r^ther

tenuous connections-SØilde scholar I{ad Beckson has called Rosenberg 'too

ingenious for q¡6¡ds'-¡þe evidence he provides in this case is cumulatively

persuasive.uoo Moreover, there is further supporting material in 'The E-pty Flouse',

unnoted by Rosenberg, to bear out his claims. The following description of Morafl's

face also suggests a \X/ildean influence:

\X/ith the brow of a phìlosopher and the jaw of a sensual-ist below, the man must

have started with great capacities for good or for evil. But one could not look
upon his cruel blue eyes, with theit drooping, cynical l-ids, or upon the fìerce,

aggressive nose and the threatening, deep-lined btow, without teading Natute's

plainest danget-signals.601

If this description had been the only one provided by Doyle, Moran would perhaps

more often be identified as a fictional portrait of Wilde. As stated eadier in this study,

\Øiide's upper face was often described as noble and refined, while his lower facial

features were seen as gross and sensual. Moran's blue eyes with drooping,'cynical'lids

are also Wilde's, and Doyle's reading of a threat in Moran's features, which he

connects with '[n]ature's plainest danger-signals', may also suggest Doyle's post-trial

knowledge of \7ilde's homosexuality and the discomfort this knowledge inspired in

the aggressively masculine author, who had previously been an admirer of Wilde's

work and 'gentlemanly instincts'. Doyle is careful to state in his 1'924 memoir that,

when he first knew ìíilde, he had observed no trace of arrogance or 'coarseness of

thought'-ie. 'danger signals-in the latter. Doyle publicly attributed Wilde's

'dangerous' sexuality to innate, inherited traits.602 Holmes offets essentially the same

explanation for Moran's earþ promise and later descent into altfe of. crime:

see lbid. p.139.
600 Beckson, Tbe Oscar lY/ilde Enryclopedia p. 83.
601 Doyle,'The Empty Flouse', p. 360.
602 Doyle, Memoies and Aduenlares p.95.
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There afe some ttees, 'l(/atson, which gfou/ to a certain height and then suddenly

develop some unsightly eccentricity. You will see it often in humans. I have a

theory that the individual represents in his development the whole procession of
his âncestofs, and that such a sudden tuffl to good ot evil stands fot some stfong

influence which came into the line of his pedigree . . .603

Sexual impropriety was certainly known to be a fezþxe of \íilde's family history'

\X/ilde's fxher \X/illiam Wilde sired at least three illegitimate children by different

women before his mardage to Wilde's mother, and after his marriage v/âs involved in

a scandalous court case arising from an alleged sexual relationship with a young

female patient, Mury Travers.uoo The idea that Doyle believed \X/ilde was inherently

predisposed to perverse behaviout is confìrmed by his 1930 statement that

I thought [in the 1890s], and sull think, that the monstrous development which

ruined-hirn-was pathological, and that a hospital rather than a police court was the

place for its consideration'605

In conclusion, when one considers that 'The Empty House' was written less tltan a

decade aftet Wilde's sensational trials, it is hardly surprising that Doyle decided

(consciously or unconsciously) to transfer distinctly Wildean characteristics from the

largely sympatheti c charzcter of Holmes to the 'shady' Coionel Mofan.uou

\X/hile 'The Empty House' was the last of Doyle's fictions to contain a

charzcterwith so many \X/ildean overtones, it was not to be Doyle's last written word

on his infamous contempor^Íy.uo'In the 1,920s, Doyle, a committed student of the

603 Doyle,'The Empty House', p.363.
ao+ 6oin.i¿.r.tally, ãuring Oscar's 1895 trials he was the same age as his father was at the time of the Travets

case.
60s Doyle, Memorie¡ and Aduentures p.95.
606 Moran's fame as a hunter of dìngerorrs animals, particulady tigers, might also be read as carrying ¿ \lildean

resonânce. After his release from piiso.r, \üilde oftèn referred to life as a tiger, particulady in relation to the

time of his greatest success, wh.n h. admitted that he had recklessly 'played with that tiger life'. \Xlllde, The

Compkre l-,etËrs of Ovar lnitde p. 1123.In a frequently quoted pâssage from his prison letter entitled De Profundi:'

\Wilde makes a similar analogy:

people thought it dreadful of me to have entertained at din¡er the evil things of life, and to have

found pleasu-re in their company. But they ... were dreadfully suggestive and stimulating. It was like

feasting with panthers. The ãanger was half the excitement. Wilde, The Conplen l-ttters of Oscar lYilde

P' 758.

It is possible that Doyle heard lVilde make simiLat analogies before his incarceration and death.

aoz ¡ln in¡.¡s5ting adþct to 'The E-pty House'is the 1999 short story 'Flashman and the-Tiger'by George

MacDonald Fras.r, part of Fraser's 'Flashman' series which imagines the adult advenlures of lÌ'arry Flashman,

the notorious buly fìom Tom Brown'¡ Schoolda1ts (1857) by Thomas Hughes. For 'Flashman and the Tiger', Fraser
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occult, became convinced that \X/ilde's spirit had communicated with the medium

Hester Travers Smith; Smith published her account of these 'transmissions' in Pychic

Messagesfrom Oscarll/itde (1,924). Doyle reviewed the book favourably in the London

Daiþ News of 1.6 Aprit 1924. He was fascinated by Smith's account and his genuine

belief in her story is evinced by his request of her: '[i]f you are in contact fwith \X/ilde

again] you might mention me ro him ... and teil him that if he would honour me by

coming through my wife who is an excellent âutomatic writer, there are some things

which I should wish to ,uy'.oot One can only speculate as to what those things may

have been.

John Davidson
Baptist Lake (1894)

Another contempo r^ry tûthor who was cieady intrigued by \X/ilde was John Davidson

(1357-1909), the Scottish poet, playwright, novelist, essayist and authot of Baþîist

L^ake. \X/hile Davidson had ptoduced a ficúonal farce on aestheticism nearþ ten yeârs

before he wrote this novel-with his fitst published work, The North Vzall (1'885)-

Baptist L^ake was his first satirical fiction to contain a distinctly \Wildean aesthete'

Davidson had worked as a Scottish schoolmaster until 1889, when he left for London

to try to make a living by his pen. In London Davidson fell in with the Rhymers'

Club, and through the Rhymefs câme into contact with \X/ilde.uon

Davidson enjoyed a degree of success as a poet and novelist in the eighteen-

nineties; he also pubìished ttanslations and wâs a reg'tlar contributor to the Yellow

also appropriated Doyle's Shedock Holmes, Dr Slatson and 'Tiger' Moran. In Fraser's story, Moran extracts

,"r...rgå o.i Fl"rh-rn fo t 
^ 

p^stinjustice by threatening to compromise the virtue of Flashman's beloved gtand-

darrgh"ter Selina. Flashmun i.roLr., to murder Moran tather than let this happen, and while stalking Moran

unwÏttingly stumbles into the denouement of the 'The E-pty Flouse' when Motan is arrested by Lestrade,

.".,rirrg Fiashman the trouble of killing him. (A1l this occurs without the knowledge of Holmes or 'Watson; hence

the absence of Flashman in Doyle's story')
Interestingly, in Fraser's story Moran is revealed to be an associate of Oscar Wilde. \7ilde is briefly

glimpsed in Moran's iompany at the theatre' Flashma de, is scathing in his

ã.råption of the latter, *tto- ft. refers to as an inso by 'toadies' with the

trout in a toupé'. George Ma Tiger and otber exÍracß

ondon: HarperCollins, 2000) pp. 290-91'.

Messages fìom Oscar \Wilde: Some New A. Conan Doyle Lettets', English I-.angaage

Notes 17 (Ig79), p. 41. Doyle u,,Ãd.d séances as eady as 7879 and became an investigator for the Society for
psychical R.ré"Ën i¡ ßó4. Beckson, 'Psychic Messages from Oscat \Wilde: Some New A. Conan Doyle

Letters', pp. 39-40.
ooo ¡ot-"tt Alford, The Rhymer:' Clab þondon: Macmillan, 1997) p' 5'
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Book and, other journals and newspapefs. His work has had an impact on such

notables as T. S. Eliot, D. H. Lawrence, Ezn Po,'tnd and High MacDiarmid.6lo

Davidson was not 
^ 

p^tt of the decadent movement; but can rather be characterised

by his adverse reacrion to it. J. Lewis May has observed that in 'highly artsftcizl states

of society, it is natural to find at least some men giving uttefance to 
^ 

yearning for

simpler mode of life'.utt Davidson was such ^ man he saw the aesthetes, with their

zffectzlons, ennui and worship of beauty âs an unnatural, unmanly lot. He believed

his own phitosophical concerns with science and religion weÍe far more appropriate

masculine pursuits.6t' In light of these characteristics it is remarkable that Davidson

u/as so closely associated with the Rhymers, which included the decidedly decadent

Ernest Dowson, Richard Le Gallienne, LionelJohnson and Arthur Symons among its

members. Another Club-member, \7. B. Yeats, commented upon this incongruity in

his Aatobiograþhies:

He saw in deJicate, laborious, discriminating taste an effemtnate pedantry, and

fout Scotsmen.613

Davidson's writing often reflects his 'blood and guts' approach to life; Albert

C. Baugh notes that although Davidson's poetry is often 'crude', it contains a

compelling'energy and vitality'.uto Some have seen Davidson's 'vitality' as its own type

of zffectatton; May avers that Davidson was a 'shy, self-conscious, sensitive litde

schoolmaster, pathetically trying to play the strong man , '. þs] defiance u/as â

symptom of a terrlble inferiority complex'.ots Norman Alford describes Davidson as

6i0 Cevasco, ed.., The I 890¡: An Enryclopedia of Britith I:ilerature, Art, and Calture pp. 44, 1'42.

611J. Lewis May, John l-"ane and the Nineties Q-ondon:John Lane The Bodley Head, 1936) p. 98'

612 C^ffolf V. Petetson, John Dauidson, Twayne's English Authots Series, ed. Sylvia E. Bowman Q'Jew York:

Twayne, 197 2) pp. 1' 43-44.
rl: 1X¡. g. yeats ciìed in Robert Duncan Mac\eod, John Dauidson: A Staþ in Personalitl (Glasgow: Holmes, 1957) p'

15.
6ra{fþ6¡¡C.Baugh, ed,.,AI;inraryHistoryofEngtand(London:RoutledgeandKeganPa'n, 1967)p. 1545'

61s Mzy , Jobn Iane and tbe Ninelist p. 1'01.
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.emotionally off-balznce perhaps as a result of his unhappy upbringing'.616 Indeed, it is

more than likely that Davidson's distaste for the trappings of decadence owed

something to his evangelical Calvinist upbringing. His father u/as a minister in the

Evangelicai Union, and his rebellion against that strain of Christianity also me nt 
^

revolt against all systematised doctdnes and reforming movems¡15-þs believed

r^ther that men should act upon their own instincts. However, Davidson's advocacy

of this philosophy often assumed an evangelical bent.ott Lionel Johnson said of

Davidson:

Powerfat is the word: fewouf, afdouf, enefgy, rapid imagination and passion,

,o-.ai-., heated and turbulent-a dash of ... sobriety would improve him'

Intensely interested n life and its questions '.. Versatile, experimentalist, pfolifìc

... dre^ms and wondãrs and imagines, but always with a kind of robust

consciousness . .. has tried so many 'ù/ays and done so much '.. Has not quite

'found himself in literature or in life.618

One can only wonder at the nature of a conversation between two men like

Davidson and \X/ilde. Davidson was introduced to \X/ilde by John Badas, a Scottish

poet and revolutionary and. associate of the Rhymers. Davidson was reportedly

impressed when \X/ilde stood gur^r rftor for Badas after he was remanded in custody

for dischargng a revolver in padiament.Gle According to Guy Deghy and l(eith

\il/aterhouse, Davidson was also an occasional member of 'Síilde's p^rq at the Café

Royal.u'o That the two had a relationship of sorts is verifìed by the fact that two of

Davidson's u/ofks, inscribed to Wilde, afe extant. They arc Smith: ATrageþ (1888) and

In a Masic Hall and Other Poems (1891). The inscriprion in the latter reads 'I(ing Oscar

from J. D.7 Jm'92', the date of Badas's arczignment for the shooting incident.62'

\Whether Davidson was moved by \X/itde's rescue of his countrymân, or whether there

616 rilford, The Rhyzers' Club p. 729'
61?Baugh, ed,.,ALiteraryHistoryofEngland 1544,Alford, TheRhlmers'clubp. 128.
618 Alford, Tbe Rhlmers' CIub pp. 729-30.
61e wílde, The Colnphn t"ttrri o¡ onor l%ilde p. l,7r4n. Badas wrote an article on \Wilde and his work for ¡he Nouel

Reuiew. JohnBadas, letrer ro óscar lwilde, iMarch 1892 (Clark). Barlas's son recalled that his fathet was 'a' grezt

admirer of Wilde 
^s ^ 

m^n of letters' and 'always held, the view that Wilde was unjustiy condemned and the

victim of a trumped up charge'. Howevet, Badas's son attributed his father's opinion to the latter's own

persecution .o-pì.*. C. Oo.rgi", Badas, letter to A. J. A. Symons, 20 December 7925 (Clztk). Mark Samuels

L"rn.r has advisËd th. pr...nl*riter that Davidson praised \ùØilde's efforts on behalf of Badas in a letter to \l'
S. McCotmick.
620 Deghy and líatethouse, Cafe Rolal: Nine Q Yearc of Bobemia'

621 ¡(/ìlde, The Compk* L.etters of Oscar ll/ilde p. 1,774 n..
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v¡as some other reason for his friendliness towards 
^ 

man who was most certainly not

of the 'blood and guts' type, femains a mystery. We can, howevet, partially gauge

Davidson's reaction to Wilde by examining his 1894 fìctional portrait of Wilde in

Baptist Lake.

The eponymous Lake is immediately recognisable as \X/ilde; he is 
^tl

extr vag^rrt, impudent,yet charismatic conversational-ist and wit who takes a childish

delight in his surroundings, is hopelessly inept at managlns his money and,'seldom

[rises] before five o'clock in the evening'.6" Like Wilde he is 'a little over six feet' and

'perfectly dressed. He also wears his hair longer than the fashion, carries a Wildean

gold-headed cane and is always complacently looking into mirrors. Lake doesn't know

why his titled father hates him but it is eventually revealed that he is the progeny of

his mother's affzir with a Frenchman. (As mentioned above, Wilde's aesthetic style

was closely associated with French decadent culture.) Lake tries to tempt the

respectable Scotsman John Inglis into taking a mistress-a female friend of Lake's in

financial nssd-2¡d almost succeeds in this before Inglis is brought back to his senses

by his love for his wife.

As this plot description suggests, Davidson's is a toguish, trouble-making

version of \lilde. There is also the suggestion that Lake has a less than ptopet

relationship with Inglis's adolescent son, Islay. Soon after their ffust meeting Lake

takes the young Islay across his knee and gives him 'a sound whipping'; he later

invites the boy to do the same to him. This appeats to win the younger man's

affection and soon Lake's approbation becomes 'almost a necessity' to him. Lake

responds by flattering Islay with his attention and tells the latter: 'you have [my

heartf'.u" Davidson encapsulates \X/ilde's appeal to his younger disciples in Isiay's

reaction to Lake: 'Islay was intoxicated with delight. To have impressed such a

wonderful man as Baptist, was to him [one of the greatest triumphs] of his llfe'.uta

Davidson's Lake is cetainly not a flattering portait of Wilde: he is revealed

^s 
'^ me¡e farceur, very pleasant, but on a levei with a hired entertainer

Flowever, like many of the authors aheaày discussed, Davidson's fascination with

622 Johî Davidson, Bapîist l--ake (London: Ward and Downey, 1894) p- 14L'

623Ibid. pp.71'-76.
624Ibid. p. 88.
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\X/ilde's personality is evinced by his fictional attempt to deconstruct the personal

magnetism of the \X/ildean aesthete. \X/hile Lake is humbled by the novel's

denoueme¡¡-þs loses his cherished personal beauty when his father disfigures his

face with a knife-he is not condemned to a wholly bleak future; he ends by matrying

the woman he was trying to get Inglis to take as a mistress. Like Marie Cotelli,

Davidson also seems to be of the opinion that \X/ilde's admirable qualities might

prevaii over his negative traits if he could be rid of his excessive self-esteem.

Before he takes a wife, Lake flippantly discusses the inevitability of infidelity

in mzrrÅage and his likely mistreatment of a future wife in a distinctly \X/ildean

mânnef:

'Laws are made to be broken ,.. It is only then that life becomes enteftainmg to

the spectatot. Ord.inary law-breakers suffer and aIe not entertained. I have the

.*taárdtnary gift of being spectatot and actor at once. It is inctedible to the

ordtnary mind how ^ man can thtow himself heart and soul into anything and

enioy the spectacle of it at the same time; and it really is a miracle; it is genius'.626

Lake's musings on this subject, and his thoughts on appearing in the Divorce Coutt,

are curiously apt and ironic in light of \Øilde's trials the following year:

These reflections by Lake Me p^fttc:ulady interesting in light of \filde's rematk to his

friend Edward Sullivan, made while still a school boy, that 'there was nothing he

would like better n after life than to be the hero of . . . 
^ 

caare célèbre ând to go down in

posterity as the defendant in such â case as 'Regina versus Wilde'.628 Wilde repeated

this sentiment at Oxford, where he told his friend'Bouncer''S7ard that'[s]omehow or

62s Ibid. pp. 285_86.
62ó lbid. p.1.31.
627 Ibid. pp.131l_32.
628 Harris, Ovar lVilde p. 15
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other, I'll be famous, and if not fâmous, nototious'J" It is possible that Davidson

heard the mature Wilde make a similar comment.

In a satirical swipe at Wilde along the same 'topsy-tunry' ü.nes as those by

Beerbohm and Doyle described above, Davidson makes Lake an associate of the

'Middle-class Club', whose members have given up mimicking the aristocracy as

\X/ilde did and now aim to make middle-class manners 'the perfection of style' and

middle-class manners 'the essence of speech'.630

Davidson also parodies the famous \X/ilde/Whisder rivaIry in Lake's

relationship with rival Hector Almond. John Inglis unwittingly invites them both to

the same dinner, and is watned by a friend that this could spell disaster:

'. . . Baptist Lake was for a year the ame damnée of Hector Almond, and is now his

imitator and traducer ... Baptist's imitation is very good; but there's this

difference. Flector's brains are the nimblest, the most wotking, the best supplied

with blood, I've ever encountefed; whereas Baptist invents before and commits

to memofy his sayings and stoties, and prepates one of two Latin quotations to

serve him fot the week . ' ''.631

\7hile the self-conscious Almond at first appeafs to be a fictional repfesentation of

\X/histler, he also displays mâny Wildean traits: he has a 'soft, rich voice' and 'musical'

intonation, aspires to be 'a nineteenth-century Beau Brummel' and has 'the most

wonderful temperament , . . He feels and can express without troubling his head the

true inwardness of everything'.ut'It is also Almond, and not Lake, who plays the

\Tildean p^rt in their rivalry. Baptist Lzke, like Whistter apropos of Wilde, wâs

established as a wit before Almond, and gives the latter his start in society. It is

Almond's star that rises above Lake's and Lake who, \X/histler-like, takes to 'maligning

and avoiding his more fortunate rival'.G" Davidson, like Ella Hepworth Dixon,

appears to have appropriated elements of Wilde's personality for more than one

chatacter in the same novel.

57hat Wilde made of his likeness ín Baptist l--ake can only be coniectured. A

clue to his opinion of Davidson's poetry can be found in a letter from \X/ilde to his

62e Ellmânn, Oscar lVilde p. 45.
ó30 lbid. p.1,37.
631 Davidson, Baptitt l-.ake pp.266-67
632 Ibid. pp. 7 2_7 3, 21 9.
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publisher Leonard Smithers from Napoule dated 28 December L898: 'The chefhere is

a much purer poet than John Davidson is'.uto It is possible that \X/ilde's comment was

inspired by his low opinion of Davidson's less-than-flattering novei.

After the publication of Baþtist I-øke, Davidson became increasingiy

preoccupied with philosophical questions relating to human perfectibility and

Darwinist philosophies (the themes of zlater aesthetic satite, Earl l-^auendar 11895]). As

Bruce I{. Martin has noted, 'aftet 1900 [Davidson] seemed desperate to deal with

cosmic issues, at the negiect of literary ptinciples'.uuu As time went by, Davidson

became bitterþ disappointed and depressed by personal problems, lack of recognition

and {ìnancial hardship, despite the patronage of people like Edmund Gosse and

George Bernard Shaw and being awarded a Civil List pension. He felt that his was an

unappreciated major talent, and critics have noted a marked morbidity and bitterness

in his iater work.uuo Davidson drowned off the Cornish coast in 1909, in an apparent

suicide.u"

G. S. Street
The Aatobiograp@ of a Bo1: Passages Selected fu His Friend, G. S' Street

(18e4)

Another book featudng a cenftall7ilde-based character jn 1'894 was The Aøtobiograpþt

of a Boy Passages Selected þt His Friend, G. S. Streel, which was indeed written by G. S.

(George Slythe) Street (1,567-1,936). A journalist and âuthor of many books and

several plays which satirised his age, Street, like Richard Le Gallienne, also worked as

areader for the Bodley Head. Streetwas a true 1890s decadent: he was elegant and

urbane and had a dandy's taste for fashion; he was also friendly with'S7ilde's cohorts

Max Beerbohm, Ada Leverson and the artist \X/illiam Rothenstein. Street was

pzrttcwlarly close to Beerbohm, who shared Street's undedying conservative outlook,

admired and promoted StreeCs work, parodied his style tn 1'912's A Christrzas Garland

633 lbid. pp.271-76.
634

655 1'43.

636 , p. 1545

61i 143.
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and drew more than twenty-{ive caricatures of him.utt Beerbohm also wtote Street's

obituary which appeared in the London Tines of 2 November 1936, which iauded the

writer's conversation, kindness, wit and personzl chzrm-63n

In light of their mutual friends and interests it is not surprising that \lilde and

Street seem to have been acquainted. Wilde was interested enough in Stteet for

Robert Ross to keep him appraised of Street's burgeoning c reer as z drzma critic

while Wilde was in gaol.uoo Howevet, little is known about the nature of their

relationship. It is possible that Street's association with W. E. Henley and his

publication the NaTional Obseruer (formerly the Scots Obseraer), both of which Wilde

consideted to be in 'the guttef of English journalism', kept Street at a distance from

Wilde, although there is no evidence to support this.6at (Other members of Henley's

group, which Beerbohm dubbed 'the Henley Regatta', included George \X/yndam and

W. B. Yeats, both of whom were on friendly terms with Wilde.6a')

\X/hite there is no evidence of llilde's opinion of Street, the lattefs The

Aufobiograpb of a Bo1 contains much commentary of a satirical nature on Wilde.

Street's second and most famous book, The Aøtobiographl wzs published in June 1894;

most of it had dlezdy zppeared in serial form in the National Obseraer by that time' It

proved to be a popular work, reaching a sixth edition by 1897. The book is in the

form of an 'autobiography' of an aesthete known only as 'Tubby', as 'edited' by his

friend Street. In a preface entitled 'The Editor's Apology', Street explains that he has

made extensive cuts to his friend's manusctipt and expresses his opinion that the

teader could have 'borne no more' than he has allowed.

Richard Le Gallienne, in reviewing the work of his fellow Bodley Head

reader, explicitly stated that'the book suggests a self-portrayal of Mr. Oscar \X/ilde as

63s Beerbohm's A Christmas Gqiland also parodies the style of two other authors considered in this study:

George Bernard Shaw and Henry James. Lindu Ànne Julian, 'G. S. Street', Dictìonary of Linrary Biograpþt, eð'.

\William B. Thesing, vol. 1 35 (Detroit: Gale Research' I99 4) p. 349.
63e Ibid.
640 \lilde, The Conpkn l-.etters of Onar lYilde p.725-26.
641 

Jerome Hamilàn Buckley has observeJthat 'Henley worked with all the vigor at his command to check the

course of Decadence znd, zt the same time to promote a literature unflinching in its regard for the long-

neglected "truths of nature"'. Jerome Hamilton Buckley, The Victorian Temper: A Slø@ in I;iîerary Calture

pãndon,GeorgeA.llenandUnwin, 1952)p.243.WildetoldhispublisherJohnLaneinl'S92thatheconsidered
Èe.rl.y'too coarse, too offensive, too personal'to be sent arìywork of his to revie'ù/'V/ilde,The

of Ovar ll/ìtde p.533, Beckson , The Oscar ll/itde Enryctopedia p. 258. Henley became the editor of th

igg+, -hi.tr pibtirtr.d works by Joseph Conrad, I(enneth Grahame, Henry James, Arthur Symo

and H.G. \7ells. Julian, 'G. S. Street', p.349-
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â young m^rL', and indeed there are mâny indicators to point to Wilde as the principal

model for Tubby.un' The 'editor' explains in the preface that the excerpts from

Tubby's reflections begrn during his time at Oxford, where

þe was sent] down in his third ye r ... He was thought eccenttic there '.. a

i.rt^in urnorrrrt of general popularity was secuted to him by the disfavour of the

powers, his repotÃon foi wickedness, and the supposed magnificence of his

äebts. His the"ry of life also compelled him to be sometimes drunk' In his fìrst

yearhe*", u r.rr.r. ritualist, in his seco rd an anarchist and an atheist, in his third

ieadly ind.ifferent to all things, in which attitude he remained in the two yeafs

since he left the University until now when he is gone from us lto Canada].6a4

This is 
^ 

c^ï7rty summâtion of SØilde's Oxford yeârs. Of course, the mention of a TÁp

to Cznaåz shortly after leavine Oxford is also telling, as Wilde lectured extensively

there in the earþ 1880s. Tubby's mannef and tufn of phrase are also Wildean:

... it struck me that my new rug matched ill with my smoking suit. The better to

test it I had sat down on the floor, when the door was flung violently open, and a

needlessly loud voice proclaimed a qpicalbatbarian.'Hello, Tubby, as bad as all

that?' It i^, ,rot the meaningless nickname that disttessed me: I petmit it fot its

obvious affection. But my flerves afe not what they were, and I felt helpless as I
watched him hang his hat on my Ltùe Ganlnede, and pull-so itrationally-the
chair I call my Laáy's Chair from the spot where long thought had placed it, and

fill the room with the smoke of his cigat: I had denied myself a cigarette for my

foses' sake ...645

Tubby-a name which undoubtedly pokes fun at Wilde's increasing bulk-has

\X/ilde's half-closed eyelids and many of the personality traits that were alienating

people from him in 1894. He is intensely vain, frequently pomPous and inordinately

egoistic. He suffers the 'philistines' who surround him with 'smiling tolerance',

seemingly oblivious to the antipathy he evokes âmong them and his peers.uou Tubby

also writes poems and stories considered 'indecent', designs aesthetic clothing,

routinely spends more than he earns and dislikes middle-class conventionality and

6a2 
Jr¿Jlan, 'G. S. Street', p.349.

643 Richard Le Gallienne, Retrospectiue Reuiew¡: A Lì*rary I-ng pondon: John Lane: The Bodley Heaà' 7896) p' 22'

644 George Slythe Street, The Aatobiograp@ of a Bo1, The Decadent Consciousness: A Hidden Archive of LaTe

VictoriariLiterâtüe, eds. Ian Fletcher and John Stokes Q'Jew York: Gadand' 1977) pp' ix-x'
64s Ibid. P.46.
646 lbid. p. xiì.
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philanthropy.uot Tubby also tries reviewing books, but can only say that they arc bad;

clearly a dig at \7ilde's eadiet reviewing style'

The allusions to \íilde proliferate. Tubby's worshipping of Juliet in the

chapter entitled 'Alas' has many resonances of \7ilde's eady infatuation with Lily

Langtry and the speculation that srúrounded their relationship. As was reportedly the

case with \Wilde, Tubby is horrified when the object of his devotion begins to respond

to his persistent suit 'I knew that my natufe could nevef have supported a mutual

passion for long'.6ot Wilde's growing 
^rcogance 

is reflected in the chapter entitled 'The

Old Generatiod, when Tubby expresses his belief that he has surpassed his old

college professors in his appreciation of the 'Greek spirit' and blitheiy insults one of

them with his àrrog ît condescension.o*' In 'Against Stupidity', Tubby's approach to

religion certainTy resembles ì7ilde's; he avers: 'From a purely aesthetic point of view,

there is much that is acceptable in the Church's ritual and surroundings' \X/hy trouble

about the impott of her teachings? I never listen to them Mofeover, Tubby

wants to 'forget the wodd and its conventions [and aspires to] be joyous and free

[lk.] Greeks of old', regards â concern with truth as indicative of a 'want of

imagination' and, \X/ilde-like, he is 'always the slave of the passing emotion " '''uut In

an echo of \íilde's essay 'The Soul of Man Under Socialism', Tubby declares his belief

in the great potential of the 'cdminal class ... those who have taken no taint of

respectabi¡ty at their births'.u" Wilde's suggestive Poetry and ambiguous sexuality is

also ailuded to with Tubby's 'Baliad of Shameful l(isses'.

While J. Lewis May has described The Aøtobiograþþt of a Bo1 as a 'genial' satire,

and Holbrook Jackson has called Tubby a 'delightful', 'unforgettably comic

exaggeration', the humour of Street's portrait is often cutting, particulady in its

inference that Tubby is all affectation with no talent or intelligence'ut' Indeed, Tubby

is the only person who is convinced of his genius, and his claims to special

consideration ^ne 
painted as delusions of grandeur ^t best, the disingenuous

647lbid. pp. 14, xiìi
648 Ibid. PP. 4_5.
64e Ibid. pp.12_1.3.
6s0 Ibid. p. 55.
651 Ibid. p. 64,73,1'01
652lbid. p.77 .
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protestations of a freeloader at worst. Street's portrait is very much in the 1880s

'aesthetic sham' vein; it is possible that Street wrote the book during that period, or

perhaps the book was intended as a retrospective work along the same lines as

Beerbohm's essay'1 880', mentioned above.

The Aatobiograpþt of a Bo1 receíved glowing teviews and secured Street z place

âmong the London literati. The London Bookman of }uly 1894 commended Stteet's

picture of the 'Cad Aesthetic', calling his portrait 'timely, huppy, and humorously

wise'. TheAthenaeam of 15 September 1894 declared: 'here is a newvein of wit and

satire, of Iíterzry tact and dexterity'. The Athenael¿m compared Street's satire with that

of Jonathan Swift and predicted that 'from Mr. Street we should have something big

in fiction'.oto Flowever, while Street went on to wdte mâny more books, none were to

equal the succes s ol The AøTobiograþh1, znd his growing interest in the theatre after the

turn of the century resulted in a mztked decrease in his ltterary ouçut.6ss

There can be no doubt that, like Bapri$ I-øke, The Aøtobiograpfu did \X/ilde's

public image little good. StreeCs contribution to anti-Wilde feeling m y have been

uppermost in his mind when, as the Lord Chambedain's reader in March 1918, he

recommended that ìflilde's controverstal play Salome be given a licence (on the

condition that John the Baptist's severed head should not be seen by the audience).

As Beerbohm and another friend R. Ellis Roberts recalled, Street u/as essenttally a

kind man; he may have regretted his satiric derision of the talented authot and wit

whom he knew to be essentially good-hearted. Philip Hoare has obsewed that it is

.remarkable... how few objections the sensible Street had [to \7ilde's Salonfl,

considering the proscriptive nature of his office'.uuu Douglas Goldring's anecdote

about Street ^t ^ 
p^rty at the home of Violet Flunt, related tn Soøth l-ndge (1943)'

appears to support the idea that Street experienced some regret after producing The

Aøtobiographl:

rs¡ HolbrookJackson, Tbe Eiþnen Ninetie¡,The Life and Letters Series, vol. 17 (I-ondon: Jonathan Cape, 1934)

P. 68.
654Julian, 'G. S. Street', p. 350.
css!¡¡.e¡'5bestknownlâterlireraryworkis TheGbo¡t¡ofPicndilþ (1907),anostalgiccollectionof essaysonthe

famous London street.
6s6 gffss¡ succeeded Charles Brookfield as examiner of plays in the Lord Chambedain's Department from 1913'

Hoare observes that Street's recorded obsewations on Sa/ome represent a valuable insight into how síilde's

contemporaries sâw the work, as well as providing a relatively unbiased view of its moral implications: 'Street
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\fhen we wefe alone and I had passed him the poft, Stfeet began talking about

Oscar \íilde ... Before we went upstairs Stteet suddenly turned ofl me his one

effective eye-the othef was hidden by a black shield-and said, with evident

emotion: You know, what most people don't seem to tealise is that Oscar was

sach a deaÀ6s1

Robert Hichens
The Green Carnation (1894)

Any damage to \flilde's c reer done by The Aatobiograpfu of a Bo1 or eàrllú fictions

pales in comparison to that brought about by another u/ork published ânonymously

on 15 September of that year; Robert Hichens's The Green Carnation. Of all the

contemporary satires zrrd roman à ,ttft of \íiide in fiction, The Green Carnation, with its

convincing mimicry of the talk and idiosyncrasies of Wilde and his circle, proved to

be the most popular, and the most devastating. Despite occasional references in the

book to 'Oscar \X/ilde' and his writings, Hichens (1364-1950) left no room for doubt

that the central protagonists of the book, Esmé Amarinth and Lord Reggie Hastings,

were portraits of Wilde and his constânt companion, Lord Alfred Douglas' Indeed, in

the ,A.merican edition of The Green Carnation there was 
^ 

p^ge identi$ring \íilde and

Douglas as such (see PÌate 11).utt Hichens's novel is set at the country house of a Mrs.

$Øindsor in Chenecote, where a small p^rq has gathered for a holiday. Amarinth and

Hastings 
^re ^morts 

Mrs. Windsor's guests, and during his stay Hastings half-

heartedly toys with the id,ez of mzr$ng the wealtþ, widowed and distinctly

provincial Lady Locke, a cousin of their hostess.6se

The unusual flower of the title refers to the fashion among Wilde's circle of

wearing attftcially coioured green carnations, first made popular by Wilde at the

premiere of I-øþ lYindermere's Fan tn 1892.It appears that by that stage the flower had

become a symbol of homosexuality on the streets of Paris and among a select $foup

in London; \X/ilde had written in his essay 'Pen, Pencil and Poison' that a love of the

.was no prude, and was quite prepared to allow art a certain rein; what reservations he had were the concerns of

the norÀal mores of the p.dåd'.-Horr e, lY/ilde'¡ I-¿¡t Stand: Decadence, Conspiraqt and Íhe First lYoild lVarp. 62.

6s7 Douglas Goldring, Soøîh Itdge (London: Constable, 1943) p' 1'87 '

rsa ¡i.1r"ur¿ Bleiler, Lobert S. Iìicirens', L¿n-Victorian and Edwardian Briti:h Nouelist¡: Fir¡t Serie¡, ed. George M'

Johnson, vol. 153, Dictionary of Llterar-:y Biography (Detroit Gale Research, 1995) p. 108.

6se Eric Susser has .om-.nted that '[t]his ^tæ-pt 
to unite 

^ 
p^r^got1 of Victorian family values and the absurd

result of aesthetic corruption ,.r.-bl., 
^ ^otlltty 

play about late Victorian society's own relationship to the
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colour gfeen 'in individuals is always the sign of a subtle artistic temPefament '.. ln

nations [it] is said to denote alaxrty, if not a decadence, of morâls'.uuo InThe Green

Carnation this flower is worn as a badge, identi$ting disciples of ,\marinth and his

phitosophy, as obsewed by Lady Locke:

'... all the men who wote þeen catnations] looked the same. They had the same

walk, or rather waggle, the same coyly conscious expfession, the same wâl1,

motion of the head. \üØhen they spoke to each other, they called each other by

Christian nâmes. Is it a badge of some club or society, and is Mr. Amadnth their

high priest? They all spoke to him, and seemed to revolve round him like

satellites atound fþs 5un'.661

Hichens's depiction of Amarinth, which ex^ggentes \X/ilde's talk and philosophies to

an absurd degree, was taken by many to be true to life-Richard Ellmann has noted

that the book reads 'more like a documentary' ú:ran z parody662-and had a disastrous

effect on \X/ilde's dready tarnished public image. In order to gain some understanding

of how Hichens's novel came to effect this damage we must first look to the history

of how The Green Carnation came to be written.

In the eady 1890s Hichens was â working journalist, contributing regularþ to

such journals as the Euening Standard., the Pall Ma// Maga{ne and th'e G/obe.6u' While

recuperating from ân unspecified illness in Egypt during the wintet of 1'893-1'894,

Hichens made the acquaintance of Lord Alfred Douglas, E. F. (Edward Frederick)

Benson and Reggre Turner.u6a These three became Hichens's companions for some

weeks in Luxor and on a Nile boat trip to Aswan. During their time together, the

Soup regaled Hichens with tales of Wilde and the 'smart set' in London. Benson had

recently written a successful novel, Dodo, based on Margot Tennant (atet Mts

aesthetic movement it both supported and condemned'. Susser, 'Unnatural flower: Tbe Green Carnation and the

threat of \íilde's influence', p. 188.
6ó0 Beckson, Tbe O¡car V/ilde Enryctopedia p. 722. For a detailed discussion of the emergence of the gteen

carnation as a symbol of homosexuality see Dentsoff , Ae:thetici¡m and S exual Parodl I 840-1 9a0 pp. 1 10-1 1 .

661 ftsþs¡¡ Hicúens, The Green Carnation, ed. Stanley Weintraub (I-incoh: University of Nebraska Press, 1970) p'

17.
662 Ellmann, O¡carlYilde p. 400.
ó63 St. John Adcock, Thi Ctory Tbat lYa¡ Grub Street: Imþressiou of Contemporary Aathor¡ pondon: Sampson Low,

1928) p."11.0.
664 E. 

-F. 
Benson larer wrote ân essay on \Wilde's De Profundi¡, which defended !7ilde and Robert Ross's

management of the text. A copy of this piece is held in the William Andrews Clark MemorialLibnry Archives,

Los Angeles.
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Asquith, wife of the Prime Minister) and the travel stories of his companions soon

inspired Hichens to do the same with S7ilde.

At this point, Hichens and Wilde had never met, although Hichens relates in

his autobiogaphy that he had attended the fitst night of all of \X/ilde's plays and had

heard him lecture years before. (It must be said, howevet, that according to Richard

Bleiler, Hichens's autobioEaphy Yesterdry cannot generally be relied upon âs an

entirely truthful account.665) Upon teturning to London, Alfred Douglas auanged for

Hichens and Wilde to meet. Hichens recalls that:

The idea of meeting the most witty and sought after man in London thrilled me'

But I was slightly alarmed at it too. Could I possibly hope to be up to Mr. \X/ilde's

mark-if fre na¿ a mark? I am quite sure I wâsn't, but I found him the least

alarming and. least exigent of men, full of cordiality, humoul, and what seemed to

me to be exubetant good nature.66ó

Hichens and Wilde struck up an easy rapport at this first meeting (Hichens did not

inform Wilde of his work-in-progress) and the two men saw each other sevetal more

times that year; on two occasions Witde visited Hichens at his home. Hichens later

recalled that all his meetings with Wilde were happy ones:

He was cordial in mannef, good-natured, often delibetately absurd, and not at all

insufferably va:tn ... I have never heard him say a coaLfse thing' There was nothing

Rabelaisian about him. He never showed himself to me 
^s ^ 

m fl of sentiment'

should s^y,^n eminently likeable m^î.667

However, these recollections of Wilde, which are echoed in Hichens's

introduction to a new edition of the novel in 1.949,u6t bear little resemblance to

Hichens's portait of him in The Green Carnation.In many ways, Amarinth is true to his

66s Bleiler has noted many internal contradictio ns to Yesterdal and also highlights the fact that several pâssâges

from that work appeat vérbatim in Hichens fictional works. Bleiler concludes thât the researcher of Hichens's

l-ife will .discover ããa g^pr' and 'questions that must remain unansweted'. Bleiler, 'Robert S' Hichens', p' 108.

666 ftsþs¡¡ Hichens, Ylsrirctay ThiAaøbiograpþt of Robert Hichens I'ondon: Cassell, 1'947) pp. 65-66.

667 Ibid. pp. 66,69.
6s Roberi Hichens,'Inrroducrion',The Green Cayalion (I-ondon: Unicotn, 1949). This was the fust English

edition to be ptinted since the novel was withdrawn from circulation during the \X/ilde scandal in 1895.
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original; he has z'lzrge and sleek body', a'caref,tlly crimped head', 'a closely shaved,

clever face, znd, f^ther rippling btown hair'. He also has \X/ilde's famous 'gently

elaborate voice'.6óe Amarinth's celebrity status, occupation, mânner and conversational

themes zre a\I!íilde's; he is a married fzthet of two boys fX/iide's two sons were botn

in 1885 and 1886), has one 'uncouth' brother (redolent of Willie Wilde) and is an

epigram-spouting author and playwright who tevels in the zrt of 'preposterous

conversation'.6t0 He considers nature 'middle-class' and expounds: 'There is nothing in

the wodd 'wofth having except youth, youth with its perfect sins...'.utt Amatinth has

also written a scandalous novel; his versio n of The Pictare of Dorian Gral ts called The

Soal of Bertie Brown.u" The name of Hichens's S7ildean protagonist is cleverly chosen;

the plant genus Amaranthøs typically ptoduces ostentatjous flowers and foliage'

Amaranth is also a shade of purple, one of \X/ilde's favourite colours; pu¡ple is also a

word thât was often applied to his prose. Amaranth also demonstrates Wilde's flair

for self-publicity and lack of concefn with accusations of plagiarism:

'Sühenever the public interest in him showed signs of flagging he wrote an

improper story, or published an epigram in one volume, on hand-made papet'

*itt i--.nr. -^rgirr, or prodocid a play full of other people's wit, or said

something scandalous about the North Pole.673

However, Amarinth is far from being 'profound' and 'eminendy likeable' as

Hichens professed to find Wilde. In what Holbrook Jackson has called a 'cold,

satirical echo' of the true Wilde, Hichens's fictional version is presented as a pompous

and foppish fool, who 'þisunderstands] the drift of leading [newspaper] articles' and

who is dangerousty deluded.oto Hichens exaggerates and distorts Wilde's philosophies

on 
^rt 

and life, which typically encapsulated some universal truth with a brilliantly

light touch, so as to render them crude and absurd. The word 'artistic' is peppered

throughout ,\marinth's conversation as a justification for any type of nonsense or

perversity. Moreovet, Hichens's novel went further than any ezrltet fiction with its

66e Hichens, The Green Carnalion pp. 6, 131.
670 lbid. p. 196.
671lbid. pp.29,1.22.
672 lbid. pp. 42, 198.
673 Ibid. p.1.65.
674 Ibid. p. 173, Jackson, The EighÍeen Ninetiet p. 68
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suggestion that something dangerous and sinister undeday Wilde's aesthetic

posrurings. The fzct ¡}rat the author professed to be a friend and admiret of his

subject makes his portrait even more remarkable; the disparity between Hichens's

recorded observations on Wilde and his fictional treatment of him is profound.

\X/ilde consistently walked a thin line with his flippant rejections of middie-

class Victorian values, but he was always circumspect in tempering his criticisms and

infusing them with good-natured humour. Hichens's Amarinth, however, despite

politely enduring 'philistines' like Lady Locke and the locai curate, flatly renounces all

that is near anð. dear to the late Victorians and plainly declares his desire to shake the

foundations of their wodd. In an episode that must surely have struck feat into the

heart of any God-fearing middle-class Victorítn parent, satire or no, Amarinth

lectures some locai children on the 'art of folly' and encourages them to abandon

conventional wisdom: 'To know how to be disobedient is to know how to live'.u7t

Hichens takes \X/ilde's fascination with the concept of sin, evinced in Dorian Cra1, z

step further to trânsform it into ar alarming doctdne; Amarinth's lectute to some

iocal children is \X/ilde gone wild:

'There is nothing good and nothing evil. There is only art. Despise the normal,

and flee from ttre ì..r.t deadly viftues. Cling to the abnormal. Shrink from the

cold and freezing touch of nature ' ' ' forget yout Catechism ' ' ' ''676

As if indoctrinating the nation's impressionable youth in this fashion wasn't bad

enough, Amarinth also derides the sacrosanct Victodan ideal of female purity:

'I love what are called warped minds, and defotmed natufes, just as I love the

long necks of Burne-Jones' womefl, and the faded toseleaf beauty of \falter
Patãr's unnatufâl pfose. Natute is generally purely'r,'ulgar, iust as many women âfe

vulgady pute'.ozz

Although Amarinth speaks disparagrngty of women in general, Mrs'

Windsor-childless, cynical and woddiy-is presented as an example of the 'unhealthy'

type of femininity that Amarinth prefers. \X/ith light hair and dark brows, witty

67s Hichens, Tbe Green Carnation pp.93,191'
676 Ibid. p.199.
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rep^ttee, aesthetic taste in décor and zwealthy absent husband, Mrs. Windsor is surely

intended 
^s ^ 

portr^it of \7ilde's friend Ada Leverson. Although Hichens's portrait of

Leverson was not a flzttering one-Mrs. \X/indsor is painted as an unintelligent

woman who tries very hard to appear clever-she and Hichens later became fitm

friends; they corresponded for many years into the twentieth century'u7t

Unsurprisingly, both Amarinth and Hastings demonstrate little respect fot

the revered Victorian institution of marri^ge, 
^s 

revealed by the latter's thoughts on

contempla ttng marriaee to Lady Locke:

and let him live with her when he felt so disposed.GTe

Amarinth relates: 'I married to be absurd; for marriage is one of the most brilliant

absurdities ever invented by a prolific imagination'.uto The particular absurdity

inherent in Amarinth and Hastings taking wives, while never overtly stated by

Hichens, is hinted at broadly enough to pfompt Holbrook Jackson to comment: '[a]t

times the book reads more like an indiscretion than a sâtire'.utt Some readers may have

been alerted to the suggestion of a homosexual subtext by the title of Hichens's book;

as mentioned above the green carnation appears to have been worn in Patis at this

time as a badge of homosexuality.ut' There 
^re 

m^fiy passages to confirm the hint in

the title. Hastings is described as possessing'an almost girlish beauty'. He also recalls

'[tryirg] to be manly' in the company of an âfmy commandet and hasn't got 'the

faintest idea how to v/oo a wuman fmy italics]'.6s3 Flastings also refers to having 'the

courage of one's desires', while Amarinth sings a song about an idyllic land where 'no

voices ever callfAny passion-act, strange or unwise'.oto !(/hen Lady Locke tells

Hastings that he knows Amarinth 'far too well', Hastings looks at her 'tather

677 Ibid. p.726.
rza ¡úie Speedie, lY/onderfal Spbinx I'ondon: Virago, 1993) p. 49
67e Hichens, The Green Cawationp. 140.
680Ibid. p. 198.
6t1 Jackson, Tbe Eighnen Nineties p. 67.
6sz Bleiler, 'Robert S. Hichens', p. 112.
6s3 Hichens, The Green Camation pp. 12, 143'
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curiously'.68s To the unsuspecting wealthy widow Lady Locke, the young Hastings is

'strangely different from all the men and boys whom she had ever known, almost

monstrously different'; 'a getrJemarl, and yet not â m n 
^t 

all'.utu The woddly-wise

Mrs. \X/indsor does her best to educate Lady Locke: '[f en may hzve women's minds,

just as women may have the minds of men ,.. it is quite common nowadays'.utt If it

were possible for there to be any doubt remaining in the contemporary rcad'et's mind

about the inference of these pâssâges, the following speech from Amarinth,

expressing his dislike of 'the flztwrzl', must surely have dispelled it:

'Cefiain things are classed as unnatufal-for all the people born into the wodd'

Individualism is not allowed to erìter into the matteÍ. A child is unnatural if it
hates its mother. A mother is unnatural if she does not wish to have chr-rldren' A
man is unnatufal if he never falls in love v¡ith a worrr n. A boy is unnatural if he

ptefers looking at pictures to playing cricket, or dreaming over the white naked

b.rnty of a Gteek statue to 
^ 

g me of football under Rugby ¡uls5''688

As if Amarinth's dangerously subversive doctrines ând deviant sexuality wererì't

enough to set the Victorian public against his original, The Green Carnalion contains a

further implication that could not fail to alarm its readers. Undoubtedly the most

sinister suggestion in Hichens's novel relates to Amarinth and Hastings's influence

over Lady Locke's son Tommy znd a group of 'rosy' little choir boys from the local

village, who come to Mrs. !Øindsor's house to perform a composition by Lord

Hastings. The t'wo aesthetes harve a prodigious effect on the impressionable young

boys. They 'wefe all hopelessly in love with Lord Reggie '.. but they gazed upon

Amarinth with an awe that made their bosoms heave The awe-struck children

listen with wrapt attention to Ämarinth's 'despise the normal' Iecture described

above. It is the interest of the two men in the children, however, which seems

particularþ designed to disturb. Amarinth's \X/ilde-like remark: 'There is nothing in

the wofld worth having except youth'6e0, delivered while casting his eye over the group

684 lbid. pp. 75, 109
685 Ibid. p. 169.
686 lbid. pp. 36,69.
687 Ibid. P. 18.
688 Ibid. p.125.
68e Ibid. p.132.
6e0 lbid. p.1.22.
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of small boys, assumes 
^ 

r^thef distubing resorlance when considered in light of the

conclusion of his lecture:

,.,. femember only that you âfe young, and that some day, in the long-delayed

fullness of time, you will be no longer innocent'' He uttered the last words in a

tone so soft and so seductive that it was like honey and the honeycomb, and then

stood with his eyes fixed dreamily upon the children . . '''6e1

The reader is left to imagine what Amarinth is dreaming about. Other incidents in the

novel also invite the reader's conjecture on this subject: Amarinth encourages the

head choir boy, Jimmy Sands, to 'fwhisper] confidences' to him and when Tommy

Locke sits next to Lord Hastings playrng the organ, it is emphasised that they arc

completely obscured by a curtain.on' The power of Amarinth and Hastings over the

children appears to be concentrated in the green carnation that they both weari Jimmy

Sands is mesmerised by it and Lady Locke sees that she must keep her young son

away from Hastings when she overhears the latter offering the boy the flower,in a

manner that couid be read as sexually suggestive.unt Although she concludes that it is

Hastings's 'pose' that is dangerous to her son, the reader's misgivings remain. Cleady,

as Eric Susser has noted, the book's 'implications are teally accusations reducing

aestheticism to perversion and homosexuality. It contradictorily dismisses

aestheticism as a rrite absurdity while cautioning about the threat of its coffupting

effect'.uea It is no wonder that pubìisher \X/illiam Heinemann showed the book to

solicitor George Lewis before publishing it, being concetned about potential libel

action.unt

!íhat was Hichens' intention in including these sinister inferences in his

satire? \X/as he merely highlighting what concerns Lady Locks-'ths influence thzt a

mefe pose may have upon others who afe fiot posing'-of was he impþing

something far more disturbing?u'u There is certainly the suggestion of something

ominous about ,\marinth and Hastings's surreptitious whisperings and 'mesmerising'

:i':"^ 
p' 201' ' 

and sexual parodl t 840-t 940 pp. rt7 -rB.
6e4 : The Green Carnalion and the threat of lWilde's influence', p' 187

6es Hichens, Yeslerday: The Aatobiograpfu of Robert Hichens p' 70'
6e6 Hichens, The Green Carnation pp. 184-85.
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of children. Amarinth's pronouncement: 'Our faces are really masks given to us to

conceal our minds with'-a twisting of \X/ilde's mâny comments on masks-reinforces

the reader's misgivings.unt Did Hichens believe that Níilde's 'unrÌatural' sexuality

extended to a paedophilic impulse? It is a common sexual myth that homosexuality

can be equated with paedophilia. However, it is important to note here that it is

widely accepted among biographers and scholars that \X/ilde's homosexual activity was

strictly confined to young adult males, who had attained physical maturity'un*

Chafles Bwkhart and Dennis Denisoff contend that Hichens's portrait does

not completely annihilate \íilde or his aestheticism, arguing that it only 'supetfrcizlly

wounds' the aesthetic image; Denisoff states this is due to Hichens's 'own investment

in aestheticism's tenets'.6ee Hichens himself referred to the book as merely 'impudent'.

Flowever, in light of the passages highlighted above, I find these conclusions difficult

to accept. Even allowing for the usual criticisms and barbs of satire, Hichens's book is

unusually caustic. It is possible that Hichens's pottrait of \7ilde was negatively

influenced by Douglas's reporting in Egyp,; the relationship between \7ilde and

Douglas had cooled considerably before Douglas had left for Egypt and S7ilde had

been avoiding him.?oo It is also possible that Hichens's r^ther. ominous picture of

\7ilde was the result of the author's ambivalent feelings about his own sexuality.

According to Richard Ellmann, Dennis Denisoff and Gary Schmidgall, Hichens, like

Raffalovich and James, shared \X/ilde's homosexual proclivities.tot Richard Bleiler also

notes that Hichens possessed

a hyperdeveloped sense of Edwardian mora\ty, an attitude which makes his

rorr.ì, seem ãated to present-day readers. In his moral univetse those who

disagree with the properly behaving representatives of established religion are

invariably humbled. 702

07 Ibid. p. 66.
6es For further discussion on this subject see Kingston, 'Homoetoticism and the Child in'Síilde's Fairy Tales''

6ee Chârles Burkhart, Ada I¿uerson frew Yotk-Twayne, 1,973) p. 22, Denisoff, Ae¡lhetici¡n and Sexaal Parodl

1 840-1 940 pp.'14, 11'2.
700 \l¡ilde, Tì, Colrpten I-,etters of Ovar l%ilde p. 577, Ellmann, O¡car ll/ilde p 383 For a flctional_elaboration on

thi, po.ribility r..-Cl.-..rtWãod, The Sen:t/)/^t:ANouelof theLife andTimes of OrarlVilde Q\ew York: Jonathan

Swifq1942) p.269.
ror B¡nrnf,þ scar ll/ilde p. 401, Denisoff, Ae¡theticism and Sexual Pamþ 1840-1 940 pp. 1'5,111, Schmidgal], The

Stranger lYilde: Interþreting Oscarp. 441.
702 Bleiler, 'Robert S. Hichens', p. 110.
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It could be that, like Raffalovich, Hichens (consciously or unconsciously) demonised

\Wilde for his unabashed revelling in a 'deviant' sexuality that sat uncomfortably in

Hichens alongside his own 'hyperdeveloped' sense of morality. Denisoff also

contends that Hichens, despite his social position within the 1890s homosexual and

decadent communities, didn't 
^gree 

with the 'isolationist elitism' of Wilde's particular

brand of decadence.to'

'\X/hatever Hichens's motivation, the public were shocked by the novel and

were not slow to re^ct; The Green Carnaîion prompted an immedtate søccés de scandale

upon its release. Wilde's friend Frank Harris reported: 'On all sides the book was

referred to as confirming the worst suspicions'.too'slhile Hichens was applauded in

some quarters for his persuasive imitation of Wilde and Douglas, there was also much

talk of 'bad taste'. One reviewer at the Academl¡ despite admitting that he could not

put the novel down, was typical in his condemnation of \X/ilde and the book:

It is but a caricattre of an affectation in life and litelature, of an abnorr¡:raltry, a

worship of abstfact and scadet sin, which must of its very natufe pass away with

the peisonality that first flaunted it befote a wondering, half-atttacted, half-

revolted world. \ü/as this worth caricaturing?7os

Hichens also caused offence by having Amarinth and Hastings criticise m ny other

living people in the book, including, among others, Rhoda Broughton, Mrs

Humphrey Ward anð.Flhza Lynn Linton.tou (Ihe last responded to The Green Carnation

by attacking Hichens in a London newspaper in an article entitled Young Dogs'.t07)

Panch, never slow to capitalise on an opportunity to satirise \X/ilde, responded on 10

November with a skerch entitled 'Two Decadent Guys: A Colour Study in Green

Carnations', which replaced Esmé Amadnth and Lord Reggie Hastings with Sir

Fustian Flitters and Lord Raggre Tattersall, as two of the traditional 'grryt' butned on

Guy Fawkes bonfres nights. (See Plates 13 and 1,4 for this caricat'ue and a

contemporary photogtaph of !7ilde and Douglas). Like Hichens's chatacters, Flitters

703 Denisoff, Ae¡tbetici¡m and S exual Parofu 1 840-1 9a0 p. 10.
704 Hârris, Oscar ll/ilde p. 1'07.
70s ll¡eintraub, 'Narcissus Exposed: Oscar Wilde arlð, The Green Carvatioz', p. xxiiì.
706 Denisoff reads The Gren Carnøtion as z reacion to Mrs Humphry Ward's aesthetic Mr \ùØood t¡ RoberÍ

El¡mere. Densoff, Ae¡theticìsm and Sexual Paroþ 1840-1 940 pp' n3-14'
?07 Hichens, YetÍerday Tbe AutobiogrE@ ofRobert Hicheu pp.55,74.
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and Tattersall ^te exaggerated copies of \X/itde and Douglas, with m^gefltz-

cauliflowers in their buttonholes instead of green carnations. The Panch sketch

contains many echoes of Hichens's text: Tattersall's words parody those spoken by

the'spineless' Amadnth:

qVhy is there something irresistibly ludicrous about every cfe ú:re that possesses

, spin.? Perhaps because to be vertebrate is to be normal, and the notmal is

necessari\ ,.r.h 
" 

hideous monstrosity. I love what are called watped ot distorted

figutes.'

Flitters and Tattersall also speak of their quest to imbue 'rose-coloured children' with

some of their 'own lovely limpness', reinfotcing the sinister suggestiveness of

Hichens's novel. There are also some exttaordinarily prophetic passages in the Punch

patody. \flhen Lord Tattersall asks Flitters whether he is planning to 'blow up' on the

fire tltat night (You are so brilliant when you blow up'), Flitters replies: I have not

decided either way. I never do. It will depend upon how I feel in the bonfire. I let it

come if it will.' These remarks pre-empt \X/ilde's fatalistic approzch to his approaching

conviction the following year, when he refused to take advantage of several

opporrunities to flee the country, mystifying many of his friends. In another

premonitory twist, the two 'goyr' are finalhy approachedby a policeman, and Tattersall

asks Flitters: 'Can we be going to become notorious-realþ nototious-at last?'

There can be little doubt that the escalating rumours about \7ilde and

Douglas, fuelled by the success of The Green Carnation, fanned the ire of Douglas's

fzther, the Marquess of Queensbury, who was to play such a pivotal role in !7ilde's

demise. The book played on Queensbury's worst fear; thzt Dougias had succumbed

to \flilde's unhealtþ and 'unnatufal' influence. Moreovet, and perhaps most

disastrousll, Queensbury appears thinly disguised in Hichens's book as Reggie's

father, as does Douglas's famous insulting telegram, sent in repiy to a pztttcwlaiy

vehement ultimatum ftom his father: cX/hat a funny little man you are'.7ot Douglas

probably fed this information to Hichens himself, never missing an opportunity to

bait his belligerent parent. Like Lord Hastings, Douglas, 'far ftom feaÅng scandal ' '.

708 Hichens, The Green Carnation p. 4.
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loved it'.ton It was he who first revealed Hichens's authorship of The Green Carnation to

journalists as he was dining with Hichens at the Café Royal.Tto

As pubtisher \X/illiam Heinemann had foreseen, the anonymous authorship of

The Green Carnation considerably added to the controversy surrounding the book

ftIichens's nâme did not 
^ppe 

t under the title until the book's fourth impression in

1895).ttt Before Hichens's authorship was revealed, a popular guess as to the identity

of the author was Ada Leverson, \X/ilde's own fìrst guess, who was friendly with both

Hichens and \X/ilde and had previously parodied \X/ilde's stories and plays for Panch

and The Yellow Book wtth Wilde's approval. Wilde later sent a telegtam to Leverson

that he and Douglas rü/ere 'delighted to find that their Sphinx [was] not a minx after

all', and later apologised for wronging Levetson with his guess, but explained that

there were 'many bits fof Hichens's book] not unworthy of your brilliant pen: and

ttezchery is inseparable from fzith'.71'Marie Corelli and the poet Alfred Austin wete

also considered ìikely suspects. Some conjectured that Wilde himself may have written

the work. Wilde was quick to deny authorship; on 2 Octobet 1894, the following

letter appeared in the Pa// Mall Caryttu:

Oscar \ü7i1de.713

The sale catalogue of \íilde's Tite Street effects shows that he owned a copy

of Hichens' novel. In conversation with friends, \X/ilde was characteristically

philosophical about the book and gnnted that Hichens had talent. However, he also

felt that he had been traduced rather than reproduced, znd rcfeued to Hichens as a

70e Ibid. P. 5.
7r0 Hichens, YesterdE: The Aatobiograþfu of Robert Llicbent p.72.
711 Hichens,'Introduction', p. xi.
712 Speedie, lØonderfal Sphinx pp. 48-49.
zrr 1i¡.irr1r"rr6, 'Narcissus Exposed: Oscar Wilde znd The Green Carnation', p. vä. Despite Wilde's published

dental, Puncb published a skãtch a few weeks later entitled 'The Blue Garåenta', which operated on the

assumption thãt !7ilde had wtitten The Green Carnation. See Schmidgal', Tbe Stranger lYilde: Interþreting Oscar p'

206.
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'doubting disciple who þad] written [a] false gospel'.i1a \X/ilde cleady resented the fact

that Hichens had put their conversations and the anecdotes of his friends to such a

use. To Frank Harris he remarked: 'I thought him rather pleasant, and saw a good

deal of him. I had no idea that he was going to play reporter; it seems to me abrcach

of confidence-ignoble'.itt To Hichens, however, he sent an (anonymous) amusing

telegram which revealed that he had correctly guessed Hichens's authorship of the

book. Despite this friendly gestute, Hichens and \X/ilde never saw each other agzin'"u

In a letter to Reggie Turner dated 3 August 1.897, Síilde's reference to Hichens's play

The Daøghters of Babllon, rhetplayrng at the Lyrtc Theatre, suggests that the disgraced

decadent felt a lingering resentment towards Hichens: '[t]he horizon of the English

stâge seems dark with Hichens. Do finish your play and stop him'.7tt

In accordance with his usual custom, \X/ilde adopted a public pose of amused

tolerance towards his latest fictional incarnation. However, his concern about the

impact of the book is demonstrated by his comments to the publisher of Oscariana, a

book of his epigïams edited by his wife: 'After rhe Green Carnation ... this book of

'real Oscar \íilde' should be refined and distinguished'.?18 His final word on the book

came the foilowingyear,in a line given to Lady Bracknell in the closing scene of the

original four-act version of The Importance of Being Earaesf,. 'This treatise, The Creen

Carnation.,. seems to be a book about the culture of exotics ... It seems a morbid

and middle-class zffair'.7te While Lord Douglas also maintained a show of-

ind,ifference, sending Hichens a comic telegram in the same vein as \7ilde's, he later

714 !(/ilde, Collins Conplete lYork¡ of Ovar l%itde p.615, Veintraub, 'Natcissus Exposed: Oscar Wilde and The

Green Carnalion' , p. vtii..
715 Harris, O¡car-\f,/ild, pp. 106-07, 'Wllde, Collins Conphte lV/orks of Onar lVilde p. 615. Hichens read passages of
The Green Camation to Rlggi. Turner and Max Beerbohm, both muruai friends of Hichens and \filde; tnl'949

Hichens could not recai what they thought of it. Hichens, 'Introduction', P. xi. Seemingly Turner and

Beerbohm saw no harm in what they were read, as neither appeats to have told V/ilde about its impending

publication. Beerbohm, I-,emrs of Max Beerbobm: 1892-1 956 p. 5, \ü/eintraub, 'Narcissus Exposed: Oscar Ïfilde
tnd Tbe Green Carnation' , p. xti.
716 Hichens, Yuterday Tie Aunbiograp@ oJRobert Hichen¡ p. 69, \ù/eintraub, 'Narcissus Exposed: Oscar Wilde and

The Green Carnalion', pp. viü-ix'
717 Søilde, The Conpkn I-ttters of OrcarlYilde p.921'.
71s !(/eintraub, 'Narcissus Exposed: Oscar lfi/ilde andThe Green Carnatioz', p. xxvi'
71e \ú¡ilde, Coilins Conptere l%orks of Oscar lYitde p.418.. In her essay 'sexuality, the PubUc, 11{ ttre Att \X/odd',

Regenia Gagnier ref.i, to the first part of this quotation to argue that \íilde approved of The Green Carnation

,.rã *"5 'aJvertising' it tn Earne¡t. Ho-.lr.t, Gagnier does not inciude the final reference to the book being
.morbid and middle-class', which would seem to indicate lfiLde's disapproval. Regenia Gagnier, 'Sexualìty, the

Publ-ic, and the Art \ùØorld', Critical Essals on O¡carll/ilde, eð.. Regenia Gagnier (l'{ew York: G. I{' Hall, 1991) p.

38.
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remarked thatThe Green Carnation did him 'zlot of.harm' and was in teality 'a piece of

perfidy'."0

Whether Hichens's novel was intended as an attack on \ü/ilde, or whether it

was merely imprudent , The Green Carnation did more thzn any other fiction to piilory

him, at a time when this was most dangefous' For Hichens, however, the book's

notoriety made his name. He succeeded Bernard Shaw in the lattet's prestigious

position as musical critic on the ll/orld and went on to write more than seventy books,

several of which were best sellers.t" Accotding to his own report, Hichens showed

some propriety in asking Heinemann to withdrzw The Green Carnation from sale aftet

\Wilde was called to the dock in Apdl 1S95. \Mhen Hichens was later warned against

writing a similar skit about \íhistler, the author replied: 'Oh . .. don't be aftaid. I'm no

longer impudent. The years have chastened me. I don't say that I have learned

wisdom, but I hope I have shed a certain amount of folTy'.12'The fact that several of

Wilde's close friends, includ-ing Ada Leverson and Reggie Turner, stayed on friendly

rerms with Hichens after \íilde's disgrace and death also suggests that the author

expressed some regret about the damage wrought by The Green Carnøtion.1z' FIe was

certainly reticenr to authorise a new edition of the book when approached in 1'943

until he had obtained the approval of Alfred Douglas, who was still living.T2a (It must

be stated, however, that this gesture could also have been prompted by Douglas's

notorious reputation for litigiousness.) At Douglas's request, Hichens included 'a few

friendly wotds' about him in the preface to the edition that u/âs eventually published

by the Unicorn Press in 1,949, to soften what Douglas referred to as a 'vicious attack

on me'.

720 \(/sirìtrauþ, 'Narcissus Exposed: Oscar Wilde and The Green Carnatioz', pp. viìì-ix, xiiì.

721 Bleiler, 'Robert S. Hichens', p. 707 '

722 Hichens, Yesnrday The Aaøîiograpfu of Robert Hichens pp.72,21'6-77 , Hichens, 'Introduction', P tr'
723 A letter dated i9 June 1908 fro- Hi.h..tr to Leverson suggests that Hichens was eâger to see Wilde's

literary Hichens aske ought Robert Ross would üke to have a copy of

¡flilde's ian: .I only ^ 
one so much for the Oscar \flilde publications'.

Robert a Leverson, 1

724 See rufred Douglas, letrer to Adrìan Earle,25 Mzy 1, ark) and Hichens, 'Introduction', p' "iii'
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Robert Buchanan and Henry MurraY
The Charlatan (1895)

Two far more favourable Wildean fictions were published before the \íilde scandal

erupted in April and May 1895. The fìrst of these was an adaptation of an 1894 drama

featuring a younger, 'fìrst phase' \X/ildean aesthete named Men'yn Darell' The

Scottish journalist, poet, novelist and playwright Robert Williams Buchanan (1841-

1901) was in the habit of includingrcalpersonalities in his wotk; L882's The Marflrdom

of Made/ine, for example, contained portraits of \íalter Pate4 Edmund Yates, Henry

Labouchere and himself.t's Buchanan created the epigram-spouting Oxford student

Darell for his 1,894 play The Charlatan, the story of a fraudulent occultist and his

cohort Madame Obnoskin, and their influence over an aristocratic English famlly.

(Obnoskin is a satirical portrait of Madame Blavatsky, also fictionalised in Rosa

Praed's ffinities, discussed in Part One.) Herbet Beerbohm Ttee, the actor-m^n^get

and half-brother of Max Beerbohm, had commissioned the play for the Haymarket

Theatre and played the title ch^f^ctef. (The actor cast as Darrell in that production,

Frederick l{err, modelled his interpretation on Wilde.T'6) The play enioyed a modest

success upon opening, and the story was soon serialised for newspaper publication

before appeadng in novel form in 1895, the novel being wdtten in collaboration with

Henry Murray. The novel of The Charlatan has been categorised as one of the m^ny

'potboilers' Buchanan produced in the 1880s and 1890s to relieve financial

dttttculues.'"'

Despite his premarure baldness, Darrell is a throwback to the stereotypical

l7ildean aesthete of the 1880s, aheady examined in Part One. He is languid,

supercilious and affects indifference on every subject save art, philosophy and himself

þe avers 'self is the only reality'):

Among the more frequent and favoured guests at \ü/anborough Castle was the

Honourable Mr. Merr,ryn Darrell, a nephew of the Flafj) a young gentleman

72s Christopher D. Murray, 'Robert Buchanan', Victorian Noue/ist¡ After 1885, eds. Ira B. Nadel and lùØilliam E"

Fredeman, vol. 18, Dictionary of Lite:rzLry Biography petroit Gale Research ' 1983) p.21'.
726 T^nitch., Oscar lYilde on Siog, and Screlen p. 18. I{err was doubtless coached by Tree, a ftiend of \X/ilde's who

had previously performed Wilãean roles in Albery's ll/here'¡ the Cat? and Cowley's Tbe Colone.li¡ the 1880s.

rzz r{rr¿.* Ñish, Bucbanan, Robert lØillian¡, The Literary Encyclopedia, Available: http://$ /vu/.litdict.com, 1

}l4.ay 2002.
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blessed with a couple of thousands aye r, perfect nefves and digestion, â mofe

than modetate shate of intelligence, and a colossal belief in himself. One of his

was that he had but very recently left his teens ' " Thete are a

ambitions and aspirations in the wotld' and the Honoutable
ation was to be supetior to everything and everybody ' ' '728

Darrell studies at Oxford, where he is 'doing the honours to a cert^ifi German

Professor' of metaphysics, perhaps a deliberately suggestive phrase' Like \X/ilde,

Darrell is derisive in speaking of Dickens, teferring to him as a '[v]ulgar optimist'.72e

Darrell's \X/ildean philosophy is encapsulated in the novel he reads-The Sublimation of

Personalifii, or the paintessence of the Ego-whích he describes as

'... 
^fl 

essây on the imperfections of human society. It shows, absolutely and

conclusiveþ, that everything is wfong except one's inner self-that Society,

Morality, Duty, Respectabilty, and the other shibboleths, are only tetms to

express various phases of exploded bourgeois supetstition'.73O

Darrell's cousin Lottie, in speaking of Mervyn's post-university c reer, provides a

tongue-in-cheek description of \X/ilde's:

'.. . At college you had the aesthetic scarlaüna, and babbled about lilies, and

sunflowers, and blue china. Then you became affected with Radicaü5¡¡-1¡¡s¡¡

about d.isguised in corduroys, and lectured at Toynbee Hall. Then, after a fev¡

serious ailments, you caught the last epidemic, from v¡hich yov aÍe still suffering

. . . Individualtsmloa call it, I believe; I call it the dumps''73t

Darrell is described as having a'chubby, solid' face,perhzps a reflection of the 1890s

\X/ilde.tt' There may also be an updated reference to the contemporary Wilde in

Darrell's appreciâtion of 'the ^rom 
of social decay' for purposes of artistic and

intellectual inspiration.T33 This refetence may hzve been inspired by the 'questionable'

company Wilde was keeping in the mid-1890s, panicularly lower-class 'renters';

indeed, 'intellectual and artistic inspiration' was the justification Wilde offeted for

these acquaintances at trial.

72s fteþs¡¡ Buchanan and Henry Murray, The Charlatan pondon: Chatto and Windus, 1896) p. 15

72e lbid. pp.21,211..
730lbid. p. 19.
731 Ibid. P. 18.
732 Ibid. p. 88.
733 Ibid. P. 21.
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Although Buchanan's portrait of Darrell is less than complimentâry, it is not

entirely damning. Menryn chivalrously undertakes to locate Phillip Woodville, the

charlztan of the title, who goes into hiding toward the end of the novel, for the sake

of his cousin Lottie. Although Mervyn is acquainted with the fraudulent \X/oodville

due to his interest in theosophy, they are not close friends. Darrell quickly perceives

that ìíoodville is a 'humbug', although in true \X/ildean style he does not condemn

\Øoodville for it:

'I have always had the gfeâtest respect for impostors. They afe men of genius,

who perceive by instinct the utter absurdity of human existence. They only do on

, ,-å[ scale what the spitit of the Universe does on a large scale - conceal the

sublimely hideous realtty with the amusing mask of Idealism>.734

It soon becomes 
^ppzLreîtthat, 

despite the surface evidence to the contrarny, Darrell is

a well-meaning man with a 'good hezrt'. Lottie remarks You're a good fellow,

Merrryn ,.. when yow 
^fen'tposing 

and pretending to be something you're not''735

This woul d appear to be 
^n ^ccrrnzite 

refection of Buchanan's owrì opinion of

Wilde. Buchanan might initially ^pper àtt unlikely ally of the arch-aesthete,

particularly in light of his scathing 1,872 zttack on Pre-Raphaelite aestheticism entitled

,The Fleshly School of Poetry', a pamphlet which emphatically derided the

aff.ectznons and artistic 'immorality' of Rossetti and his circle. (Buchanan later

regretted his attack on Rossetti, which earned him a reputation for insensitivity,

hostiliry and cov/ârdice, and symbolically dedicated a novel about the futility of

hatred-Gocl and the Man (1S81)-to 'The Old Enemy'.73u) Buchanan was a man

whose outlook was heavily influenced by religious questioning; as his contempon^tY

Archibald Stodart-\íalker noted: 'to Mr. Buchanan life is a serious concern and poetry

a serious mission.,,'.ttt

However, despite their opposing opinions on the relation of att to morality,

Buchanan and \x/ilde had much in common. Both sew up in free-thinking

i34 lbid. p.154.
73s Ibid. pp.19,216.
736 Nâsh- 

'Brrhonon, 
Robert lYilliamr. Dennis Denisoff has noted that '... as time passed and the direction of the

tide of populariry zinð. fzme became more âpparent, Buchanan refashioned himself as a critic who could

"ppr..i"ie 
ih.r. *rit.rr, even though his role in the cultivation of their famehad been based on disparagement''

Dentsoff , Ae¡lheticism and Sexttal Panþ / 840J 940 p. 27 .
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households and both were socialists and humanitarians. Doubtless Buchanan, a

strong believer in the brotherhood of man who wrote passionately on unpopulat

social themes like vivisection, censorship, religious hypocrisy and the victimisation of

women, would have particulady appreciated Wilde's fairy tales and essays which

promoted humanitarian and utopian themes. Both were also avid admirers of Walt

\íhitman and visited the poet in America: Síilde in l'ï82,Buchanan in 1884'

The history of SØilde and Buchanan's relationship is a fascinating one' \íilde

reviewed rwo of Buchanan's works in 1887: his novel That IV/inter l{ight (in the Pa//

Malt GaryÍte of 2 M"Ð and his plzy The Blae Bells of ScotÌand (in the Coart and Soriell

Reuiew of 1.4 September). \7ilde reviewed the former unfavourably (he declared the

book 'quite unworthy of any man of letters'), and the l^tter favourably (fìnding in it'z

great deal of curious and interesting iore about queer and interesting people'). \X/e

know that \lilde and Buchanan occasionally moved in the same social circles; both

were preseît^t^n 1889 luncheon party glven by Mrs and Mrs Skirrow, alongwith

Marie cotelli, Robert Browning, Ellen Terry and Sir Henry Irving.tut we also know

that \X/ilde continued to see Buchanan's plays zfter The Blae Bells of Scotland; his letters

show that he planned to attend performances of Dr Capid in 1889 and' Clarissa in

1890.t'o \X/hether \X/ilde and Buchanan u¡ere first acquainted socially, or whethet they

met as â consequence of \X/ilde's patronage of Buchanan's plays (Wilde often wrote

personally to authors to congratulate them on their work), is unclear' It also âppeârs

that Buchanan was acquainted with \X/itde's brother \X/illie, as he mentions knowing

two brothers by the name of \Øitde in a letter to the editot of the Whitehall Review,

thought to be written on 2l Febtuary 1890.t00

\We also know that by 1891 the two authors had exchanged correspondence;

z letter from Buch 
^Ít 

rt to \X/ilde dated 5 August 1891, recently drawn to the attention

of Wilde scholars by Ian Small, reveals that \íilde sent Buchaî rr 
^ 

presentation copy

of The Pictare of Dorian Gral soon after itwas published in book form.Tot The letter also

737 Archibald Stodart-\i{/alke:. Robert Buchanan: The Poel of Modern Reuoh Ç-ondon: Grant fuchards, 1901) p' 305.

738 V)'ver, Memoirs of Marie Corelli pp.91'-92.
?3e \filde, The Conpkte ltaerc of Oscar ll/ilde pp. 390, 422.
?40 Roberr Buchanan, letter io E. C. K. !Yild., 21 February (circa 1890), Mark Samuels Lasner Collection,

Delaware.
741 Smâll offers an explanation for ìØilde sending Dorian Gral to Buchanan, a book whose themes were most

untikely to appeal to ihe latter: qWilde, ever the opportunist, was simply attempting to enlist an zlly, or at the
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reveals that the two men acknowledged theit antithetical approaches to life, and

demonstrates that Buchanan admired \X/ilde regardless:

My dear Oscar Wilde, I ought to have thanked you thus for yow present of
Di¡on Gral,bwtl was hoping to fetufn the compliment by sending you a work of
my ov/fr: this I shall do in a very few days. You are quite right as to ouf

dirr.rg.n.e, which is temperamental. I cannot accept youfs as a setious criticism

of life. You seem to me like a holiday maket thtowing pebbles into the seâ, oI

the rest of us, and that you are simply ioking at your own expense'

Don't think me rude in saying that Dorian Gral is very vefy clevel. It is mote-it
is suggestive and stimulating, and has (tho' you only outlined it) the anxtety of a

ho-ãÃ Soul in it. You care far less about Art, ot any other word spelt with a

While this letter demonstrates that the two authots u/ere on friendly terms in 1891, in

1893 Buchanan was unable to resist ^ ltter^ry dig at \X/ilde and his 'divergent'

temperament in his poem 'The Dismal Throng'. This composition is a satiric

denunciation of the 'literature ol a sunÌess Decadence' and what Buchanan saw as its

defining characteristics of 'gloom, ugliness, prufience, preachiness, ând weedy

flabbiness of style'.7au Among the authors he deddes for their 'dreary, dolent airs',

devoid of. 'Health Mirth, and Song', ^re 
Zola, Vedaine, Tolsto|, Ibsen,

Maupassant, George Moofe, Matk Twain, George Metedith and \X/ilde:

And whjle they loom before our view,

Dark'ning the att that should be sunny,

F{ere's Oscat, growing dismal too,
Our Oscar, who was orlce so funnY!

Blue China ceases to delight
The dear curl'd dading of societY,

very least attempting to forestall overt criticism from a potential opponent. The practice of mutual log-rolling-

th"t is, of avertiìg ñostile criticism by enlisting one's friends as potential and therefore favourable reviewets-

was well-kno*. ã-ong late nineteenth-century authors, and ìlilde himself often indulged in it'. SmalJ., Oscar

LY/ilde Reualaed: An Enal on New Materials attd Method¡ of Rercarcb p' 77'
742 Ibid. p. 81.
743 Robert Buchanan, 'The Dismal Throng', The ldler 1893: p' 612'
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Changed ate his breeches, once so bright,
For foteign breaches of propriety!7aa

Despite his prior commendation of Dorian Gral as 'suggestive and stimulattng', The

Dismal Throng makes it clear that Buchzrtran r.em^ined far from appteciative of the

literature of the English decadence. Flowevet, Buchanan's satirical, yet relatively

sympathetic portrait of \Øilde in L895's Mervyn Darreli suggests that he retained a

degree of respect for the self-proclaimed leader of the decadents. This hypothesis is

also evinced by Buchanan's protest against Wilde's treatment in the ptess while

awaiting trial in 1895. On 15, 19,22 and23 April 1895 Buchanan wrote a series of

letters to the editor of the Star newspaper pleading for mercy towards 'a brother

artist'. The spirit of this correspondence is encapsulated in the following excerpt from

his letter of 15 April:

andamanof letters... Hiscasestilltemains:zbjadice '.' Evenif onegtantedfor
a moment that the man was guilty, would that be any feasofl for condemning

work u¡hich we know in our heafts to be qurte innocent? ' ' . Let us ask outselves,

mofeovef, who ate casting these stones, and whether they afe those 'without in
amongst us' of those 'who afe notoriously coffupt. Yours etc. Robert

Buchanân'.745

On 22April Buchanan reiterated

his name from the

,1, ^te 
far as the poles

as s ofì mofe than one

occasion I have ddiculed some of his opinions.Ta6

Buchanan's corúageous and compassionate u/ords, which implied an abiding

belief in Wilde's 'good heart' while society atlzrge was baying for his blood, were long

74 lbid.: p. 610. It is not certain which 'foreign breaches of ptopriety' Buchanan refers to here; perhaps he

ìntended løit¿." recently published controversial platy Salomé, written in French. Wilde's latest overseas trip had

been for a 'rest cure' in 
-Bad 

Homberg in 1892, accompanied by Lotd Alfred Douglas. However, \lilde's

biographers make no mention of any controversy or rematkable incident on that excwsion.
74s \(/ilde, The Comple* L.etters of Onar lYilde pp. 710-11n.
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remembered by \X/ilde. In 1898 he sent Buchanan ^ 
co1y of his poem 'The Ballad of

Reading Gaol' inscribed: 'Robert Buchanan, from the author, in admiration and

gratitude. Paris'98'.747

Ada Leverson
'suggestion' (1895)

perhaps the closest friend to \X/ilde to draw upon his personahqr fot a work of fiction

was Ada Leverson (1,862-1,933); one of her stories was also the last published before

!7ilde's conviction for 'gross indecency' in May 1895. Like Buchanârì's Mefiryn

Darrell, the narrator of Leverson's short stories 'suggestion', first published in The

Yellow Book in Aprit 1895, and 'The Quest of Sorrow', which appeared in The Yellow

Book inJznuary 1.896, possesses more thzn a passing resemblance to \X/ilde as 
^ 

young

man.

Leverson was the wife of a wealtþ diamond merchant and by the eady 1890s

wâs the centre of a lively hter.ary salon. The publisher Grant Richard reflected ín 1932:

Leverson and Wilde first met in 7892; Leverson had writteî 
^fl 

anoîymous parody of

Dorian Gralt which had amused its author. As a result, he wrote to Leverson to arfange

a meeting, and was reportedly astonished to discover that she was â womân.7ae The

friendship that ensued is most often described 
^s ^ type of 'mutual admiration

society'; \X/ilde and Leverson shared the same incisive, epigrammatic wit and revelled

in each other's company and correspondence. \X/ilde gave Leverson the nickname by

which she became widely þ1e'¡¡¡-¡he Sphinx-after she satirised his poem of the

same name in print.

To the young man of the nineties one that could

happen ï^. ã meeting with Mrs. Emes Egeria of
thå whole 'nineties movemerìt, the wo in othets,

whose intelligence helped so much to leaven the dullness of her period . . . z+e

7a6 Jonathan Goodman, The O¡car lY/ilde File [V' H' Allen' 1988) p. 98'
747 Ellmann, O¡car ll/ilde p. 526.
74s Grant Richards, Memorirs of a Misspent Youfb: 1872-1 89ó pondon: \üilliam Fleinemann, 7932) p' 300'

74e Osbert Sitwell, 'Ada Leveison, Witde and Max', The National and English Reuiew 135.811 (1950)' pp.286-87
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Leverson often drew upon her experience of London's artistic set in her

writings; in addition to Wilde, her friends included George Alexander, Aubrey

Beardsley, Max Beerbohm, Herbert Beerbohm Tree, Charles Conder, John Gray,

John Laîe, André Raffalovich, Charles Ricketts, Robert Ross, ìíill Rothenstein,

\Talter Sickert, John Singer Sargent, Chades Shannon, G. S. Street and Reggie Turner.

By 1895, Leverson was no stranger to the art of \X/ildean parody; she wrote many

good-humoured sarires of Wiide's writings f.or Panch, published with his approval,

inciuding: 'An Afternoon Party' (15 July 1893), 'The Minx' Ql JuJy L894), 'Ovetheard

Ftagment of a Dialogte' (1.2 Jznuary 1895) and 'The Advisability of Not Being

Brought up in a Handbag: A Trivial Tragedy for lü/onderful People (2 March 1895).

She also u¡rote pastiches of l(pling and Beerbohm and satirised Beerbohm, Rudyard

Ilpting and George Moore. It appears that \X/ilde never took umbrage 
^t 

Leverson's

parodies; on the coîtrztry he recommended that she collect her 'wonderful, witty,

delightful fsatirical] 5þs1sþss-so slight, so suggestive, so full of espirit and intellectual

sympathy'.tto V/ilde perceived what Denis Denisoff has also observed that although

Leverson aimed to deflate aesthetic pomposity and misogynism with her satire, her

wdtings essentially supported aestheticism, particularþ its assertion of individuality

and rejection of nanlalt'zed authority-7s1

\X/hile Leverson did not meet Wilde until he was thirty-eight, the chztacter of

Cecil Carington in 'suggestion', v/ho d.ftly manipulates his widowed fathet's second

marriage, is a harkening back to the younger \X/ilde. Carington is an aesthetically-

inclined seventeen-year-old, self-assured, effeminzte, vain, and wholly conscious of

his personal magnetism. His dearest wish is for an'onyx-paved bath-room, with soft

apricot-coloured light shimmedng through the blue-lined green curtains in my

chambers' .'s' Ltke Wilde, Carington physically resembles his mothet and the women

in his life revere him as an arbiter of taste. However, despite his arrogance, Carington

also possesses ìØilde's unique ability to poke fun at himself, thereby endearing himself

to others. When his sister accuses him of laziness, Carington protests lightheartedly:

nwhy, I've been swinging the censer in Laura's boudoir because she wants to

?50 Wilde, The Conplen l-.etterc of Ouarll/ilde p. 569'
7s1 Denisoff, Aestbeticism and Sexual Parofu 1840-1 940 pp' 10, 105'
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encourâge the religious temperament, and I've designed your dress fot the Clive's

fancy ball'.7s3 Caringon also shares \X/ilde's literary ¡251s-þs reads Pierre Loti-and

makes frequent \X/ildean observations, such as his comment about the artist Adrian

Grant: 'he is very popular andvery much disliked', echoing \X/ilde's famous comment

about George Bernard Shaw.Tuo A.s Dennis Denisoff has observed, while Leverson

cleverþ spoofs Carington's egocentricism and elitism, he is also the only character in

the story who acknowledges hypocritical behaviour or 'demonstrates any notable

degree of agency. His recognition of the 
^:ruflce 

and subterfuge that is part of

everybody's make-up allows him to effectively m rr ge the actions of others'.7s5

(Carington allows his new step-mother to cheat on his fath.er, knowing that his fathet

is about to commit adultery himself.) Dennis Denisoff has noted that, despite

Burkhart's assertion that Carington displays 'numerous classic homosexual ttaits, with

his mother fixation, his narcissism, his antagonism to his fzthet, his feminine slyness,

his obsessive neurasthenia, and his love of posturing and posing', these things

(excepting the mother fixation) do not mark Carington's sexuality but his

aestheticism.T56

Unlike many of those whom Wilde considered friends, Leverson's loyalty to

Wilde fl.ever wavered after his reputation was lost. She never judged Wilde for his

d_ivergent sexuality and bravely dsked social ruin to provide a foom fot him between

his trials in 1895. Leverson's reprisal of the chzracter of Cecil Caringtonin 1896, fot

her story'The Quest of Sorrow', is discussed in Part Three'

After April 1S95 \øilde rapidly metamorphosed from eccentric literary personality to

infamous homosexual in the public eye. As F;ric Haralson has noted, the trials that

followed v/efe to 'reîrgtre the "Oscar \X/ilde ftgure" forever'; he became the model for

1s2 Ad^ Leverson, 'Suggestion', Daøghrer: of Decadlnce: lØomen lY/rilers of the Fin-de-Siècle, ed. Elaine Showalter

pondon: Virago, 1993) p.43.
153lbid. p. 42.
7s4 Ibid. p. 43.
rss p.tri.o6¡, Aesthetiri¡m and Sexaal Paroþ 1840J 940 p' 106'
7s6 Burklìart cited in Ibid. p. 105.
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a srereorype of male homosexuality that still exists today."' \X/ilde's life in fiction was

also dramatically refigured. \íith \øilde 
^s ^ 

confirmed sexual 'criminal', authors had a

licence to imagine-2nd '¡¡¡i¡s-¡þs worst, and many of them were not slow to use it.

7s7 Hatalson, 'The Elusive eueerness of Henry James's "Queer Comrade": Reading Gabriel Nash of The Tragtc

Mase',p.191. Alan Sinfield has observed:

After [Wilde's] trials, everyone knew what the queer man v/as like. Of course, this change did not

come out of nothing. People had begun to talk about homosexuality. Sexologists \¡/ere theorising it

(tJlrichs, Ellis, Freu-dl; parüìmentari^ni -.t" criminalising it (I-abouchete); activists were promoting Ìt

(C"rp.nt.r, Symonds). 
^But 

with the trials, a distinctive posslbrþ cohered, far more-clearly and for far

Àorå p.opl..-The uáspoken had gained a name. Alan Sinfield, 'The !íilde way of setting up camp',

Iish Tine¡ 21 November 2000.

Lesley Hall concurs:

.The Wilde debacle collapsed a number of ttansgressive male possibilities (effemrnacy, decadence,

aestheticism, bohemianisÅ, dandyism, self-indulgence, and excess), in practice pertaining equally to

heterosexual men, into one monstrous cautionary figure'. Lesley Hall, Sex, Gender and Social Change in

Bitain Since 1880 ('ondon: Macmillan, 2000) p' 54'
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Moral unconsciousness might be very well, but there was away in things, and Horace, wìth

his vices and mannerir-r, *.nt too fat... thete was danger not only in the companionship

of Horace, but also in the band of casual inebriates whom, in his tedium uitø, he had'

gatheted round him.

Ftederic Carel,The Aduentares of John Johns
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he events which ied to Wilde's very public disgrace in 1895 were set in

motion on the eighteenth of February by a calling card left for \X/ilde at his

club, the Albemarle, by the Marquess of Queensbury. The vitriolic

eueensbury had become increasingly incensed by the intimacy between Wilde and his

son Lord Alfred Dougias, and the uate father had repeatedly threatened and insulted

them both.tss Queensbury's attempt to embarass \7ilde by delivering him a bouquet of

vegetables zt the opening night of The Imþortance of Being Earnest on the fourteenth of

February had been thwarted, but four days later the Marquis left his card for \)íilde at

the Albema¿e Club with the message 'To Oscar \X/ilde posing Somdomite [sic]'.7sn

\X/ilde, shocked by the direct and public nature of Queensbury's latest slur and goaded

on by Douglas, s\r/ofe out a wafr afit fo:- Queensbury's arrest on the charge of libel'

The events of the three trials that followed, during which the scrutiny of the

law shifted from Queensbury to \X/ilde after the former pleaded iustifìcation, have

been well-documented: Queensbury dug up enough evidence against \X/ilde to effect

the latter's affest for 'gross indecency' on the fìfth of April. Frank Harris described

the public uproar that followed as 'an orgy of Philistine rancour', led by the puritan

middle classes that \X/ilde had so frequently baited. \X/ilde was called upon by the

prosecution to defend 'immoral' sections from his literary wofks, which he did

admirably. Flowever, when the focus moved from his literature to his private life,

Wilde saw he was doomed. In late Victorian England, the spheres of law and morality

almost entirely coincided; it was inevitable that once \íilde's 'immoral' lifestyle was

exposed he would be punished to the full extent of the law. On the twenty-fifth of

May \7itde was convicted under Section Eleven of the Criminal Law Amendment '\ct
and sentenced to two years' imprisonment with hard labour.

\ÌIhile there wete some isolated attempts to stem the tide of 'philistine

r^Ítcçltrf against !7ilde, such as Robert Buchanan's letters to the Star menttoned in

7s8 Queensbury,s irritation at \ü/ilde and Douglas's relationship was undoub ents in

the second half of 1894: the controversy surrounding Robìrt Hichens's hed in

September and discussed in Part Two, and the death of his eldest son, ctobef'

Alihough Drumlanrig's death was publicty attributed to a shooting accident, it was widely suspected that

Drornlärig committãd suicide as a result of his homosexual relationship with the British Foreign Minister,

Lord Rosebery.
75e Allan Aynåsworth, who played the role of Algernon Monctieff in the fìrst production of The Inportanæ of

Being Earnett, stated: 'In -y fìfÇ-thr.. years of acting, I never remember ^ 4rezLren triumph than the first night of
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part Two, the press was generally scathing in its denunciation of the fallen decadent.

In the public eye \X/ilde had become â perverted and depraved corrupter of innocent

youth, and his aesthetic philosophies on art and life were quickly tarred with the same

brush; the English flirtation with all things aesthetic was over.Too As Alan Sinfield has

observed, \X/ilde became the personification of, and the scapegozt fo4 all the elements

of English decadence which had antagotized the conservative man-on-the-street:

'effeminacy, leisured idleness, immorality, luxur/, insouciance, decadence and

aestheticism'.to' The following commentâry in The Daiþ Telegraþh of 27 ì[d.ay 1895

encapsulates the popular public resPonse:

. . . the lesson of his life should not be passed over without some insistence on the

terrible warning of his fate. Young men at the Universities, clever sixth form boys

at public schoãls, silly women who lend 
^fl 

e f to 
^ny 

chatter which is petulant

anå -rivaciour, ,ro.r.l_irt, who have sought to imitate the style of paradox and

unreality, poets who have lisped the language of nerveless and effeminate

liberdnáge-these are the persons who should ponder with themselves the

doctrines and the cateer of the man who has now to undergo the righteous

sentence of the lav¡ . . . He set an example, so far as in him Lay, to the weaket and

the younger bretfuen ... his fugitive success served to dazzle and bewilder those

*tto tr^¿".r.ither experience nor knowledge of the principles which he travestied,

or of that true temple of art of which he was so unv¡otthy an acolyte. Let us hope

that his removal *ill ,.-. to cleaf the poisoned air, and make it cleanet for all

healthy and unvitiated lungs.Tó2

Pønch was similady sanctimonious and vituperative, as evidenced by a poem which

appeated on 13 APril:

If such be 'Artists', then may Phjlistines

Arise, plain sturdy Britons as of yote,

And sweep them off and purge away the signs

That England e'et such noious offspring bore'lre¡

Thelmportønce of BeingEarne¡t... The audience rose in their seats and cheered and cheered agaií.Pearson,The

I-ife of Orar lY/ilde p. 257 .

rró ¡"r-on¿ Rudãrff states: <To suspicious observers, it seemed inevitable that t}'e fn de ¡iècle seatch after ne'rv

forms, sensations and experiences should lead to sexual deviation. In addition, there was much in the poetry

and novels of the time tñat seemed to confìrm that themes of sexual corruption and unnatural ptactices had

become high fashion, symbolising the general declne of civiljsation that Nordau and others had lamented as the

centufydr".*toitsend,.RaymãndRudorff,BelleEpoque:Pai¡intheNineties(lrlewtonAbbot:Victorian&
Modern History Book Club, 1972) p.226.
761 Sinfleld, The l7itde Centary: Efeminagt, Otcar ll/ilde and the pøeer Mouement p. 1'1'8.

762 Goodmân,The O¡car ll/ilde Fik p. 133'
763 Schmidgall , The S tranger lVilde: Interpreting Oscør p. 209 .
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Many of Wilde's former ftiends renounced him. His publisher John Lane withdrew

his books from circulation and stage producer George Alexander removed Wilde's

name from the play bills of The Imþortance of Being Eørnest. Bailiffs took possession of

\lilde's house and his books, papefs and effects wefe hurriedly sold for a ftzctton of

their worth. His wife and ¡u¡o sons changed their surname (to 'Holland') and ieft the

country. \X/ilde had become apairah;Thomas Beer relates that at least nine hundred

sermons were preached against Wilde between 1895 and 1900.164 \X/hile the

Europeans, palticulady the French, v/efe fâthef mofe forgiving, it was clear that

\üilde's reputation u/as utterly and ineffaceabiy ruined'

Robert Tanitch has observed that 'such was [the extent ofl \X/ilde's disgrace

and ostracism that it wouid be another forty years before he would be pottrayed on

stage, and then only for 
^ 

pirv^te audience'.7ut One might also expect a parzllel decline

in fictional portraits. Flowever, this did not occuf; Wilde's appe f nces in fiction

continued unabated, although now teflecting his diminished status. Authors of

fictional portraits capitalised on the advantzge they had always had; they wete able to

avoid censure and accusations of libel by evoking a real person without the

corrcreteness of ^ 
î me or a visual representation. The figure of ìíilde' now a

sensational and diabolic one, could continue to be appropriated and cdtiqued in

fiction by the employment of a new name and historiczl and physical characteristics

that were at odds with \X/ilde,S own. Consequently, the .\X/ildean, novels and short

stories that appeared soon after \X/ilde's terrible disgrace, whatevet their own values,

offer some fascinating insights into the impact of \ü/ilde's downfall upon his literary

contemporaries, who otherwise would not have tecorded them. Predictably, mzny of

these works present a demonised version of ì7ilde, others however quali$t \X/ilde's

fiendish public image in various and surprismg ways'

764 Thomas Beer, The Maaue Decade: Ameican Lìfe at tbe End of the Nìneteenîh Century (l"lew York: Â' A' Ifuopf'

1926) p.129.
?65 J¿¡i¡çþ, O¡carlV/ilde on Sîage and Screen pp. 18-19.
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Ada Leverson
'The Quest of Sorrow' (1896)

As related in the previous section, Leverson reprised the character of Cecil Carington,

who first appeared in L895's 'suggestion', fo:- her story 'The Quest of Soffow',

published in the Yellow Book in Janwary 1,896. lrirerc Carrington recalls his eighteenth

year, when he discovered that there was a void in his life; that he had 'missed [the]

beautiful and wonderful experience' of sorrow.'uu Caritngton laments the fact that he

has never suffered any pzin on account of his 
^ppe^f^îce, 

his taste, his religious

beliefs (although he is agnostic he is 'nevet insensible to incense'), his

attractiveness to u¡omerì or his ltte:rary ability. \When an old school friend, Freddy, tells

him that he has become engaged to Alice Sinclair, Carington promptly decides to fall

in love with his friend's intended in order to enjoy the pain of a 'hopeless attachment'.

(Flere Leverson's story resembles G. S. Street's Aufobiograpþt of a Bo1 and its parody of

Wilde's enthusiastic unrequited passion for Lily Langtry') Flowever-much to

catington,s dismay-sinclair is soon won ovef by his 'imag¡nary' passion and breaks

it off with Freddy. Carington quickly disentangles himself from the situation and

removes to a French resort, where he philosophically concludes: 'Grief [is] the one

thing life [means] to denY me'.'o'

In tight of the publication date of 'The Quest of $e1¡6¡¡¡'-$flilde was

languishing in Read.ing Gaol 
^t 

tlte time-the story's playful satire on the aesthetic

yearting for melancholy is dif{icult to fathom. As related in the previous section,

Leverson stood by \X/ilde both during and aftet his trials; she and her husband Ernest

also assisted Wilde financially after his disgrace and sent him books in prison'

Leverson knew of \X/ilde's hardships in gaol and was teportedly distraught at her

friend's suffering. The curious irony of Leverson's tone and plot becomes even more

pronounced when one considers passages from De Profundis, written by \X/ilde in

prison the following year. This work reveals \íilde's reai struggle to transform his

misery into enlightenment, to transform his debilitating sorrow into something

beautifui:

766 Ada Leverson, 'The Quest of Sorrow', The Yellou Book 8,Jantary (896), p' 325
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... there is no truth compatable to Sorrow. There are times when Sorrow seems

to me the only ttuth. Other things may be illusions of the eye or the appetite,

made to blind the one and cloy the other, but out of Sorrow have the wodds

been built, and. at the birth of a child or ^ staf there is pain '. . thete is about

Sotrow ân interìse, an exttaordinary rcaltty ...168

The answer to the mystery of Leverson's seemingly cruel satire mây u¡ell be that her

story had been submitted to theYe/low Bookbef.ore \7ilde's trials raised the likelihood

of his future suffering. Despite Wilde's 'falling out' with her husband at one point

over flnan cial mztters, Leverson visited him in Paris after his release and the two

friends stayed in touch until Wilde's death in 1900.

Aubrey Beardsley
Tbe Storl of Venas and Tannhciuser (1896)

Another associate of Wilde (and Leverson) who became a post-trial \X/ilde fictionaliser

was a young man better known as England's leading decadent artist of the 1890s:

Aubrey Beardsley (1.872-1,898). Beardsley, who aiso had hterzry aspirations, had been

acquainted with Wilde since 1891, but by 1896 had begun to resent the oldet mân. In

light of his gdevances, which are outlined below, the fact that Beatdsley included two

less-than-fl 
^tteriÍrgversions 

of Wilde in his unfinished erotic f.^îtasy novel, The Story of

Venas and Tannhäøser, is not surprising. Among other real life portraits in the story,7uo

there are two Wildean protagonists: Priapusa, Venus's chief female attendant, and the

male singer Spiridion, both of whom participate in orgiastic same-sex scenes.

Indeed, the unexpurgated Venus and Tannhriaser, published in full after

Beardsley's death by pofnogfaphy publisher Leonard Smithers in 1.901, is 
^

remarkably uninhibited example of late nineteenth-century eroticz."o Composed from

767 Ibid., p. 335.
76s !(/ilde, The Conplen l-ttters of Oscar lYilde p. 737 .

i6e The artist De La pine has ú..n obseweã to closely resemble Chades Conder. Cardinal Guido Poldo Pezzolt'

to whom the story is dedicated, has been read as suggestive of Beardsley's patron André Raffalovich. The

character of Sporián has been interpteted as a portrait of both Herbert Percy Horne and of Beardsley himself'

Dowling, 'Veiø¡ andTannhciuser Beãrdsley's Satire of Decadence', pp.32-33,Ian Fletcher,'Inventions for the

Left Haîd: Beardsley in Verse and Prose', Re conideringAubrE Beardsley ed. Robert Langenfeld (Ann Arbor: UMI

Research, 1989) p.238.
rro Beardsley had sent Smithers sections of the text at various intervals during composition. In 1907 Smithers

printed 300 copies, without illusuations, from the original manuscript. In the forewotd to this edition Smithers

wrote that the text was 'â complete transcript of the whole of the manusctipt as originally projected by

Beardsley'. He added: 'It has been deemed advisable, owing to the freedom of several Pâssages, to issue only a
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1g95 in the wake of \X/ilde's downfall, Venøs and Tannhciaser depicts a startling range of

sexual 2ndçs-þsterosexual, homosexual, bisexuai, orgiastic, bestial, coprophilic and

even statuophilic-in a distinctly decadent manner. Beardsley's ptose is at times

florid, mischievous, flippant, satirical, cynical and self-parodical, and has been

compared to Jules Laforgue's parodic Moralitós lágendairelTtt. Like his illustrations'

which often combine the erotic with the gfotesque, the extremely licentious and

voyeuristic narure of Beardsley's Venas and Tannhäaser is generally held to reflect

Beardsley's frustrated sexuality, which was substantially thwarted by his chronic ill

health. Malcolm Easton believes Beardsley was 'latently homosexual, fetishist [and]

transvestist'.7?2 Stanley Weintraub has also observed that Beardsley had 'most of the

mannedsms of the homosexual without any of the substance', 2" fact that undoubtedly

contributed to his ambivalent relationship with Wilde.773 Beardsley's Tannhäuset, who

is often an observer of sexual acts, is usuallyread as aftciionalprojection of Beardsley

himself; the knight was at one stâge of writing called 'Abbé Aubrey'.

Before he succumbed to tuberculosis at age twenty-five, Beardsley published

rwo expurgated excerpts fuom The Snry of Venus and Tannhàaser as 'Under the Hill' in

the January and April 1896 issues of the Sauoy While I have used these dates to

chronologically position Beardsley's story here (as the first wildean chatacter also

appears in the expurgated version), I will not be focusing on the Sauol text here, but

on the more complete version published by Smithers in 1'901, nine years after

Beardsley's death.tto

The ancient Germanic legend of Venus and Tannhäuser captured the

imaginations of many nineteenth-centufy artists; versions by charles Baudelaire,

walter Pater,william Morris, Algernon Swinburne, Richard wagnet and others had

limited number of copies for the use of those literary students who ate also admirers of Beardsley's way'rvard

genius, zn the Careers of Beardsley l(/ilde, Dow¡on

(u*lr. o0) PP' 276' 408'

771 Sus r Herodias"', Vi¡ual Culture in Brilnirx 3.2

Q002),p.97.
à, fr¿áíåm Eastor., Aabrel and the Dling I-^ad1t: A BeardslE Nddte I'ondon: Secker and \ü/arburg , 1972) p' 753 '

7i3 \(/ei1r1¡2¡þ also refers-to th. .rãti.".piJodes in Vinu: and Tannhciuser as 'masturbatory daydreams', which

stage of his psychosexual development'' Stanley \ùTeinttaub,

p. 130n.
e Hill' calted 'Dickens Up to Date' by Ada Leverson, a friend

5January 1896.
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appeared before Beardsley produced his erotjc interpretation.ttt According to the

legend, the Christian knight Tannhäuser stumbles upon Venusberg, the home of the

mythical Goddess of Love, and, alter being seduced by her charms abandons himself

to the sexual hedonism of her court. After several years Tannhäuser becomes penitent

and travels to Rome to appeal to the Pope fot absolution for his sins. The Pope

refuses and Tannhäuser returns to Venus. ,\lthough the Pontiff later changes his

mind and tries to find the knight, Tannhäuset is never seen again.

The fult title that Beardsley gave his story indicates that he intended to adhere

to this basic plot.tto Søhile his conception of how the tale should be told appears to

have changed many times þefore settling on the story's risqué, 'fococo' sgle

Beardsley envisioned it as both a realistic work andz verse composition), he always

intended that the book in its final form would 'astonish everybo dy'."' Flowever, the

ailing artist was only able to complete ten chapters of Venøs and Tannhäu.i¿r before his

death in 1898. These chapters describe Tannhäuser's first full day with Venus and

include eight of Beardsley's famous black and white line drawings in an eighteenth

century style.

Before examining the Wildean potraits in Venas and Tannhciaserit is necessary

to relate something of Beardsley's complex relationship with Wilde. It is believed that

the aspiring artist first met Wilde at the home of Edwatd Burne-Jones on 1'2 JuIy

1,891,; Beardsley pronounced 'the Oscar \X/ildes' 'charming people' after sharing their

carriage home.tt' A friendship between the two men appears to have ensued'

unsurprisingly in light of their mutual fascination with neo-paganism and love of

zrtsftce. Although nothing appears to have come of the idea, Beardsley planned to join

\X/ilde on a trip to Paris in April 1.893, and zt one point the anist kept an autographed

77s For a detailed history of the legend and its various nineteenth-century versions see Fletcher, 'Inventions for

the Left Hand: Beardsley in Verse and Ptose', pp' 229-32'
7i6 Beârdsley's fult titie iead.s The S tory of Venul ind bciaxr, in which i¡ S et Forlh an Exacl Accoanî of the Manner of

Snn Held 
'ø1 Uoao* Vena:, Godclel¡ and. Meretrix, Famot¡ I-lörtelberg and ConÍaining the Aduentures of

Tannhriuser ln úat Place, his Repentence, hh Joarneing lo Ron Relurning to the I-'ouingMountain'

1 77 Sfitgls, Au b re1 B e ards ley A B iograþ bJ p. 21 0'
ns Beaäsiey, Tl, I-,ettrrr"of Zrbrtl, Btord.tlt1 p. 22. Horst Schroeder suPports Matthew Sturgis's recent claim that

this remark could refer tå B.".árl.y -..tiÀg only Constance lflilde and the two lWilde children at the Burne-

Jones reception. Schroede r, Addition: and Coreclion¡ to kicbard Ellnann's O¡car lVilde p. 1'03.
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photograph of Wilde on his mantlepiece.ttn Flowever, tensions arose in relation to

Beardsley's involvement with the English translation of Wilde's French play Saloné,

published in February 1,894. \X/ilde commissioned Beatdsley to illustrate the English

version, believing the artist shared his vision of the biblical dancer. (\7ilde had

inscribed ^ copy of the French version to Beardsley in March 1893, which describes

the latter as 'the only artist who, besides myself, knows what the dance of the seven

veils is, anà can see that invisible dance'. Presumably at that point \X/ilde had seen

Beardsley's drawing of Salome, inspired by \Wilde's French text, for the next month's

Sî4di0.18\ Flowever, although Witde admired Beardsley's final drawings, he thought

them roo Japanese to suit his Byzanlne pIzyJ" In addition, \íilde was reportedly

displeased to discover that Beardsley had facetiously caricatured him in three of the

Salome illustrations: he appears as Flerod in 'The Eyes of Flerod', as the iester figure in

,Enter Flerodias', and as 'The \X/oman in the Moon' in the drawing of the same name'

(See plates 15, 1.6 and 17.) (Beardsley had akeady caricatured \X/ilde in telation to

Saloné in 1.893, depicting Wilde writing the play surrounded by books which suggest

that he borrowed heavily from works by Gautier, Swinburne and Flaubet. In this

sketch Beardsley also implied that Salomí is written in amateurish French: French Verbs

at a Glance, Alm\ First Coarse and z French dictionary 
^ppe^r 

on \X/ilde's desk [See

plate 1,2).)1*' Many critics have observed that Beardsley's caricatures of \X/iide typically

contain complex classical, ltterary and homosexual allusions, and were produced by

Beardsley with the intention of establishing a position for himself as an agent

prouo cate aramong the attistic and intellectual elite'783

77e Beckson, The O¡car ll/itd.e Enryctoþedia p. 22, Easton, AubrE and the Dling I-^aþ: A Beyd:lq Nddle p' 31"

Beardsley id go ,o paris the -onthìft.r he told A. W. I(ng 'I'm off to Paris soon with oscar 's?ilde', but he

went rvit'h the Jìseph Pennells. Beardsley, Tbe l-.e/îers of z abrq Beardslelt p. 47.

780 WiÌde, The Conpkn I-.etîers of OscarlVilde p. 578n'
781 \l¡illiam Rothenstein, Mei and Memoriir A Hittory of the Art: 1872-1 922 Being the kecollection¡ of ll/illian

Rothenstein,vol. 1,2vo1s, (I.Iew York: Tudot, 1937) p.184, Wilde, The Conphn I-'etter: of Onar 
.lnìlde.p' 

587 '

1s2 C^ric,tres of \7ilde ù"rre 
"lro 

been identified in Beatdsley's frontispiece forJohn Davidson's Plals (1'889)

and in his drawings 'L'Education Sentimentale' for the Yellou Boo/<, of '\pril 1894 (whiclfeatures a female

chatacter resembli-ng \lilde) and'Lucian's Strange Creatures'for C. F. Lucian's Lacian'¡ Trae History (1894)'

Fletcher, Aøbre1t Belrdstelt p. tlt, Linda Gertner ZxLn, Aabrel Beardilel and Victorian Sexøal Politics (Oxford:

Clarendon, 1990) pp. 6n, 32.
?83 Michael Cadden and Mary Ann Je nsen, Oscar lX/ilde: A lYriterþr the Ninelie¡ erinceton: Ptinceton University

Ltl>rtry,l995) p. 43, Owens, 'The Satirical Agenda of Aubrey Beardsley's "Enter F{erodias"'. For fiuther analysis

of Beardsley'. ir"-ìrg. of ìlilde see Fletcher, Aabrel Beardslel, Lorraine Janzen l(ooistra, The Arti:t as Critic:

Binxtøalit1t ín F¡n de-S¡lcte lllu¡trated Bookr (Aldershot: Scolar, 1995), Brian Reade, Beardilel pondon: Studio Vista,

1967), Ciris Snodgrass,'Beardsley's Oscillating Spaces: Play, Paradox and the Grotesque', ReconsideringAubrel
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Wilde's response to Beardsley's Salom¿ illustrations may have piqued the

yoìlng artist; the former's occasional claim to have 'created' him certainly did.

Beardsley may also have taken offence at \7ilde's jocular tefetences to his 
^ppe 

r.^nce

(X7itde famously said that Beardsley hzð, a'face like a silver hatchet [and] grass-green

hair') and the 'schoot-boy naughtiness' of his drawings.Tto Beardsley was certainly

disappointed when \X/ilde rejected his attempt ^t 
tr^îsI^tsng Salomé trrto English, after

fhst finding fault with Alfred Douglas's initial translation.ttt Malcolm Eastern has

speculated that Wilde's pose âs â connoisseur of visual 
^rt 

m^y also have irritated

Beardsley.ttu whater.er the primtry cause of the rift that grew between them, by late

1893 the relationship had become strained. In a letter to a mutual friend, Robert Ross,

from this period, Beardsley refers to Wilde and Douglas as 'really very dteadful

people', and when Beardsley was appointed as art editor of the Yellow Book in 1894 he

conspired to exclude \X/ilde from ever contributing to thzt publication.ttt

Nevertheless, perhaps due to their many mutual friends, such as Ross, Ada Leverson,

Max Beerbohm and \X/illiam Rothenstein, a friendship of sotts between the two men

endured and Beardsley continued to socialise with \X/ilde and his coterie.788

Irvents connected with \X/ilde's trials in 1895 gave Beardsley further câuse

for resentment. At the time of his affest, journalists reported that Wilde was carrying

a 'yellow book' under his arm; this was (mistakenly) assumed to be ^ copy of the

Beardsley-illustrated periodical. As a result of this perceived connection between

\X/ilde and Beardsley-coming on top of their previous collaboration oî SdlLme-

Beardsley's dismissal from the Yellow Book was demanded and swiftly executed.Tsn

Bearfule1, eds. Robert Langenfeld and Nicholas A. Salerno pondon: U'M.I. Research' 1989), Zadtn, Aubrel

Beardilel and Victorian Sexaal Politics.
ze+B1[urrn, Oscarl{/ildepp.290,355,Weintraub,Beard:lE:ABio¿rap@pp-57-58'
785 ElÌnânn, O¡car lyilcti þ. laó, Frarr..s Süinwar, O¡cir lÍ/itde and the Yellou Ninetier (l'Jew York: Harper and

Brothers, 1940) p. 21'2.
?s6 Easton, Aabrel and tbe Dlingl-ttþ: A Beardslry Nddle pp' 53-54'
7s7 Beardsley, The l-.ette . 58, Fletche 12.

7sB Beckson' Tbe O¡car 22-23,Fletc p. 12.

78e Mâtthew Sturgis contends that Beardsley's assumed lde was also fostered by a passage in

Robert Hichens's The Green Carnation, discussed in Part Two:

Mr Amarinth [decides] to stay at home and read the iatest issue of the'Yelloa Disa¡tett; 'I want to see',

he declares, .Mr Aubrey Bearásley's idea of the Archbishop of Canterbury. He has drawn him sitting in

a wheelbarrow in the garden of Lambeth Palace, with. . . the motto /J, suis, j j reste.I believe he has on a

black mask. perhaps iã is to conce"l the likeness'. Hichens cited in Surgis, Aubrry Beardsley A Biograþh1

pp.215-16.
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Beardsley's association with Wilde had not only cost him his cherished position on

the Yellow Book,but had also tarred him with the same brush of unspeakable disgrace.

While Beardsley found a new position from January 1'896 as illustrator on the newly

founded Sauo1, and also received the patronage of. Leonard Smithers and the wealthy

André Raffalovich (discussed in Part One) from this time, he was clearþ vexed by

what he saw as \flilde's destructive influence on his l-ife. Unsurprisingly, he did not

visit or write to Wilde dudng his trials or subsequent imprisonment.Tno \X/ilde displayed

no awafeness of Beardsley's ill-feeling in contempofafy coffespondence'

After his release from pdson, Wilde, having assumed the name 'Sebastian

Melmoth' ('sebastian' from \X/ilde's favoudte persecuted saint, 'Melmoth' ftom the

wandering romantic hero of Chades Maturin's 1820 novel Melmoth the ll/anderet), met

Beardsley in the popular Normandy seaside resort town of Dieppe. The town had

long been fashionable with the English as a summer holiday location and was also

popular with the French. By the mid-1890s it had become a haven fot artists and

writers from both countries, and there were many fashionable salons where artists and

the aristocracy wouid congregâte.tot V/ilde had visited Dieppe in 1'879 and 1,884, and it

.was most likely his memories of its fashionably artistic atmosphere that made him

choose the town as his first place of residen ce after prison, arriving by boat on 20

May 1897 (he had little choice but to leave England).

At frst, Dieppe appeared to be the petfect choice for the exile, particularþ as

many of his more broadminded former associates were frequent visitors to the town'

In addition to Beardsley, Chades Conder, Ernest Dowson, Robert Ross, \Øilliam

Rothenstein, Walter Sickert, Arthur Symons, Leonard Smithers and Reggre Tutnet

were all regt:iizr. visitors. Flowever, whiie some of \X/ilde's old friends welcomed his

arrrval, \X/ilde soon realised that he could not count upon the liberality of Dieppe's

artistic community to ovedook his scandalous past. He was continually 'cut' by

former friends and English tourists whenever he went into society, which he found

very hatd to bear. \)7ilde was also 
^w^re 

that he was being followed by a pdvate

As mentioned above, one of the most vocal advocates for Beardsley's dismissal from the Yel/ou B¿¿,ë was Mrs

Humphry 1ù7ard, author of Robert E,l:nara, discussed in Part One'
7e0 It is a curious fact that, soon after the Wilde trials and Beardsley's dismissal from the YelloaBook, Beardsley

moved into a set of rooms formetly leased. by \lilde in St James's Place, which had actually been mentioned

during the trials as one of líilde's assignation places. F,aston, Aubrel and the Dlingl--aþ: A Beard:le1 Riddle p' 56'
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detective, on the otders of the Matquis of Queensburf, who was determined that

Wilde should not contact his son.7e' After about a week of this life ìíilde decided to

take ahouse in the nearby village of Berneval, occasionally coming into Dieppe to the

Café Suisse to meet those old friends who had not abandoned him.

Richard Ellmann records that \)íilde and Beardsley attended the same dinner

p^fq on 19 Juty 1897.?e3 There was some further contact in August of that year; \X/ilde

wrote to Reggie Turner that'I have made Aubrey buy a hat more silver than silvet: he

is quite wonderful tn it'.1'o However, Beardsley âppears to have cut \ü/ilde in Dieppe

on at least one occasion and avoided him v¡henever possible.tot On another occasion,

when \X/ilde invited him to dinner, Beardsiey failed to show and Wilde was offended,

remarking'... a boy l-ike that, whom I made! No, it was too lâche of Aubrey'.tnu Medin

Holland and Rupert Hart-Davis specuiate that Beardsley may have been influenced in

this action by his mother, with whom he was staying in Dieppe and who disapproved

of \)yilde. He may also have been concerned about upsetting his 'mentor' Raffalovich,

as related above an enemy of Wilde's, who was providing Beardsley with ftnznctal

supporlTeT (Beardsley wrote to Raffaiovich that he was considering looking for

accommodation outside of the Hôtel Sandwich in Dieppe, because '[s]ome tarher

unpleasant people come here. For other reasons too I fear some undesirable

complications may arise if I stay'.7e8)

Laurence Housman, in his semi-fictional recollection of \X/ilde in Echo de Paris

(1.923), recalls a comment by the Iatter that appears to refer to his relationship with

Beardsley:

The worst thing you can do for a person of genius is to help him: that way lies

destruction. r"ty once did I help 
^m^n 

who was also a genius. I have never

forgiven myself... \øh.tt we met afterwards he had so gready changed that,

7e1 Stokes, Oscar lYilde: M1tht, Miracles, and Imitations p' 128'
?e2 Ellmann, OscarlVilde p. 505.
7e3 l{orst Schroeder adds that 'Beardsley attended a dinner p^rty 

^t 
Fritz Thaulow's place in Dieppe on 18 July

1g97. Wilde was defìnitely nor present;. Schroeder, Addition¡ and Cotrection¡ lo Richard Ellmann'¡ Oscar lwilde p.

793.
Te4W|'de,The l-.etters ofOscarll/ildep.92L
7es schfoedef, r and coffecîion¡ to kicbard Ellmann's oscar lYilde p. 193.

7eó Ellmânn, O:carlY/ilde p. 504.

staying on friendly terms with 
-løitd. 

i.t tighttf Raffalovich's ântagonism to'ù/ârds him. Sturgis, Aabrel Beardsley

ABiograþb p.334.
zqs Schråedeì , Addirion¡ and Correcîions Ío Nchard Ellnann'¡ O¡car LVilde pp. 193-94'
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though I recognised him, he failed to recognise me. FIe became a Roman

Cathãüc, and dled at t}re age of twenty-ttrr ee, a, gîe t 2fi5¡-'¡¡i¡þ half the critics

and all the moralists still hating him. A charming person.Tee

\X/hatever his reasoning, Beardsley was certainly anxious to avoid any future

professionai association with Wilde. In September 1897, Leonard Smithers wrote to

\X/ilde that the artist had promised to draw a frontispiece for The Ballad of Reading Caol

'in a manner which immediately convinced me that he will nevet do it'.800 In

December that year, Beardsley also told Smithers that he would only act as editor and

illustrator for a projected new journal, the Peacock, on the condition that Wilde did not

contribute anything to the mag ziîe'anonlmoasþ, pseødor¿ymoasþ or otlterwise'.80'

Beardsley does not 
^ppezrr 

to have seen Wilde zgain after their brief Dieppe

contact. The artist succumbed to the tubercuiosis he contracted when he was seven

and died rwo years before \Wilde in 1898, leaving The Story of Venøs and Tannhäaser

uncompleted. !7i1de wrote to Smithers on 18 March of thatyear:

I was greatly shocked to read of poor Aubrey's death. Superbly premature as the

flowering of his genius was, sti.ll he had immense development, and had not

soonded his last stop. There were great possibilties always in the cavern of his

soul, and there is someth,tng macabre and tragic in the fact that one who added

another tetror to life should have died at the age of a flower.8o2

Having examined Beardsley and Wilde's relationship, let us no'w turn to the characters

of Pdapus ^ ^îd Spiridion in Venas and Tannhäaser, characters who provide some

interesting clues as to Beardsley's opinion of the man he saw âs his bête noir. As

mentioned above, Beardsley had previously highlighted \X/ilde's sexual ambigutty by

c tic trrrirre him as â woman in Salome's'The \loman in the Moon' and possibly

'L'Education Sentimentale'. Priapusa, Venus's female, ageing, bisexual 'fat manicure

and fardeuse', who first appears in Chapter Eleven of Venas and Tannhàuser, has been

identified by lan Fletcher as a version of \X/ilde.'ot While Priapusa's initial description

does not immediately suggest \X/ilde-she wears a gown of white silk and gold lace, a

7ee Housman, Echo de Pari:: A Støþfrom Life pp.39-a0-
800 Wilde, The Conplen L.euers (OnarLY/ilde p.937n.
801 Beardsley, The I-.eî¡ers of Aabrel BeardslE p. 409.
802 llilde, The Comphn L'etters of OnarlYilde p' 1040'
803 Fletcher, 'Inventions for the Left Hand: Beardsley in Verse and Ptose', pp. 40-4'1,234.
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'false vermilion' neckla.ce,too alarge chignon znd a pink floral hat-the androgynous

Priapusa has some physical qualities that do suggest Wilde:

Priapusa's voice was full of salacious unction; she had terrible little gestures with

the hands, sttange movemefìts with the shoulders, a short respitation that made

surprising wrinkles in her bodice, a coffupt skin, large horny eyes, a paffot's nose'

a small loose mouth, gle t flaccid cheeks, and chin after chin.8os

Priapusa is also considered wise, is an excellent storyteller and is much ioved by

Venus iust as Wilde was cherished by his female friends: 'The talk that passed

be¡ween Priapusa and her mistress u/as of that excellent kind that passes between old

friends, 
^ 

perf.ec:.understanding giving to scrâps of phrases their full meaning, and to

the merest feference, a point'.806

A reading of Priapusa as \X/ilde is supported by Beardsley's illustration The

Toilet,in which Priapusa appears seated as Venus's toilet is in progress (see Plate 18).

This portrait resembies an overweight Wilde in drag, reclining in a complacent fashion

with cane in hand, possibly even wearing a (green?) carnation. Beardsley also aPpears

to be poking fun at \X/itde with the m^îy pet names that Venus gives to het favoudte

servant. As Fletcher has noted in his discussion of the expurgated 'Under the Hill' (in

which the Priapusa character is called Mrs. Marsuple), many of these names have

risqué,'underground' resonances:

'Buttons', ap^ge, suggests ludictously a tfanssexuâl role and'Dick-Dock'stands
for penis aná penis amputated .. . 'Ptetty Poll' alludes also to the nautical phrase

for a ptostitute; 'Little Nipper' bears large ironies'.8o7

Priapusa's nicknames 'Mrs. Manly' and 'Naughty-naughty' are also suggestive of

\Wilde.sos The name Priapusa itself is a feminised version of the mythical Priapus, the

Greek god known for his lechery, obscenity and homosexual behaviour, symbolised

804 In his collection of \ù7ilde's spoken stories, Thomas \fltight observes that \íilde particulatly enjoyed the

rhythm and sound of the wotd lermilion'. Wright, ed., Table Talk: O¡car lYilde p. 78.
aos ¡rr5r., Beatdsley, The Story of Venøs and Tannbàa¡er (l'Jew York: Universal, 1967) p.70.
806 Ibid. p. 71.
aoz p1.¡.1l.r, 'Inventions for the Left Hand: Beardsley in Verse and Prose', p.235.
80s Beatdsley, The Story of Venu andTannhàa¡erpp.70-71'
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by the phallus.too Indeed, Priapusa is lascivious in the extreme: in Chapter Four she

interrupts Venus and Tannhäuser's lovemaking to '[tickle them] by tufns, and þlip]

her tongue down their throats, [she] refused to be quiet at all until she had a mouthful

of the Chevalier ffannhäus.r]'.*to Later, she appears 'from somewhere or other' to

prevent Venus anð, Tannhäuser overturning their carriage with their sexual antics;

presumably she has been watching them all along: 'How the old lady's eye glistened as

Tannhäuser withdtew his panting bladel In her sincere admiration fot fìne things [a

comic allusion to \flilde's aestheticism?], she quite forgot and fotgzve the shock she

had received from the falling of the lcarrtagel'.ï11 The strange blend of lust and

parental affection that Priapusa displays towards Venus and Tannhäuser is perhaps

also intended to be \X/ildelike; she refers to them as her'children'while carryingthem

to bed.*t' This may reflect Wilde's 'fatherly' treatment of younger men like Beardsley,

(a boy ìike that, whom I made!') or perhaps merely mocks \X/ilde's predilection for

younger sexual partners.

The amalgamation of parcntzl and sexual overtones in a Wildean character is

also to be found in Spiridion who appears in Chapter Ten. In this chapter Tannhäuset

visits a Casino redolent of the casino in Dieppe; indeed, a large portion of Venus and

Tannhäaser was fepoftedly written by Beardsley in the conceft room of the Dieppe

Casino, a foom that had undoubtedly been frequented by Wilde' (Chapter Ten, with

its description of the studio of the Charles Conder-l-ike artist DeLz Pine, also reflects

something of Dieppe and its artistic ambience.tt')

The knight Tannhäuser first encounters Spitidion, 'that soft incomparable

alto,, in the casino, singing the part of the Virgin in Rossini's Stabat Mater. Beardsley

describes this piece of music as a 'delicious demodé pièce de décadence' with 'a subtle

quality ... like the unhealthy bloom upon wax fruit'. Spiridion's physical features and

^ppe 
ï^nce evoke anð, caricarure \X/ilde and his conspicuously artificial aethesticism:

Boe Ivor H. Evans, ed.,The lfiord¡aorth Dictionary oJPhran andFable [X/are: \Tordsworth Editions, 1993) p' 861'

sro Beardsley, The Story of Venu andTannhäuserp'96'
811 Ibid. p.143.
812 Ibid. p. 118.
ar: ¡o*irl*, 'Venu¡ and Tanthciø¡er. Beardsley's Satire of Decadence', PP.26,32, Fletcher,'Inventions for the

Left Hand: Beardsley in Verse and Prose', p.243.
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[Spiridion] dressed the rôle most effectively. His plump legs up to the feminine

hiþs of him, wefe in very white stockings clocked with a false pink. He wore

brown kid boots, buttoned to mid-calf, and his whorish thighs had thin scadet

gaftefs round them. His jacket was cut like a jockey's, only the sleeves ended in

manifold ftills, and round the neck, and just upon the shoulders, there was a

black cape. His hair, dyed green, 'ù/as cufled into ringlets, such as the smooth

Madonnãs of Morales are made lovely with, and fell over his high egg-shaped

crezimy forehead, and about his eats and cheeks and back. The alto's face was

feard and wonderful-a dream face. The eyes wefe full and black, with puffy

blue rimmed hemispheres beneath them, the cheeks, inclining to fâtness, wefe

powdered and dimpied, the mouth v/as pufple and cuwed painfully, the chin tiny,

ãnd exquisitely modelled, the expression ctuel and womanish'814

Spiridion is notably androgynous; the fl^rf tor. significantly refers to him as 'the

thi.g'.ttt Ian Fletcher notes that Spiridion's heavy cosmetics recall Henri Mondor's

description of ì7ilde at the Parisian residence of Mallatmê in 1892, as described in

Mondor's Vie cte Mallarrué (1,941).816 Linda Dowl-ing has also asserted that Spiridion's

green hair 'suggest[s] the motive behind f$7ilde's] later notorious green-cârnatiorr

boutonnière'.817 ffhe re der will recall that \íilde also desctibed Beardsley as having

'green' hair. It is possible that this expression had another meaning known to both

men, perhaps signifying decadence or homosexuality.)

Apart from his physical resemblances to Wilde, Spiridion also exhibits

\X/ilde's distinctive fIúr for performance, literally 'singing fot his supper', while \X/ilde

did this with the table talk that made him the most sought after dinner guest in

London:

Heavens! How splendid he looked and sounded. An exquisite piece of phrasing

was accompanià with some cudy gesture of the hand, some delightful

undulation ãf th. stomach, some nefvous movement of the thigh, or glorious

rising of the bosom. The petformance provoked s¡¡þu5ia5rn-¡þunders of
applause.818

Dowling suggests there is another \X/ildean resonânce in 'the effeminate Spiridion's

impersonation of ân innocent Virgrn grieving over the loss of her Son'; she believes

this 'wickedly parallels \Wilde's loss, after his trial and imprisonment, of Bosie and his

ara Beardsley, The Story of Venus andTannbriø¡erpp. 157-53'
81s Ibid. p.1.53.
are p1.¡.1r.r, 'Inventions for the Left Hand: Beardsley in Verse and Prose', p.244.
s17 Dowling,'Venu¡ andTannhàa¡er. Beardsley's Satire of Decadence', p' 30'
srs Beardsley, The Stogt of Venas andTannhàu¡erp. 153'
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other boys'. Ian Fletcher concurs that this is precisely 'the species of "in-ioke" that

Beardsley might well make'. tto

After Spiridion delivers his song he is 'pelted'with roses, but the enthusiasm

of his audience-solely comprising members of the 'egoistic çul1'-dess not stop

there:

M^tta, all of the egoistic cult, stood and crouched round, saturating the lovers

with warm douches.szo

This remarkable passage, which Linda C. Dowling highlights as orle of many episodes

of artistic disguise and sexual d,isclosur e in Venas and Tannhäaser,t" clezÍly satirises

ì7ilde's relations with his adoring disciples, although it is unclear whether Spiridion is

a willing paricipant in these ptoceedings. If Beardsley did intend to depict ^ 
r^pe

scene, this might also reflect the betrayal of the rent boys who testified against \X/ilde,

and possibly the self-serving opportunism of these renters and many of Wilde's

.friends' who later disowned him. Dowling interprets this incident as reflective of the

'conflicting ambitions and evasions' of fin de siécle decadence, which she contends

,seemed to Beardsley to expose itself perversely-because invitingly-to the forces

that would comptomise and truly corruptit'.822

\X/ilde probabÌy never saw his likeness in Mrs. Marsuple Qater Pdapusa) in

.Under the Hili' in 1896, as he spent that year in gaol, and the unexpurgated Venas and

Tannhciaser which included the character of Spiridion was not published until seven

yezrs zfter Wilde's death. Wilde certainly held no grudge against Beardsley for his

caricatures in Salone and elsewhere. After Beardsley's death in 1898 Wilde continued

to promote his work, facllttattng the purchase of some Beardsley dtawings for the

81e Dowling, 'Venus and Tannhriu¡er Beardsley's Satire of Decadence', p. 30, Fletcher,'Inventions fot the Left

Hand: Beardsley in Verse and Prose', p.243.
820 Beardsley, Tbe Story of Venus andTannhria¡erp. 153'
s21 Dowling' 'Vena¡ andTannhcia¡en Beardsley's Satire of Decadence', p' 30'
822 Ibtd., p. 29 .
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Russian collector Sergei Diaghilev.s" In z letter to their mutual friend More Adey,

SØilde reflected that he found Beardsley's body of work strangely fascinating:

He brought a strangely new pefsonality to English att, and was â mâster in his

way of fãntastic grãce, and the charm of the unreal. His muse had moods of
t.riibl. laughter. Behind his grotesques thefe seemed to lurk some curious

philosophy ...824

Mabel Wotton
'The Fifth Edition' (1896)

Mabel Emily S7otton (1.863-1.927), unlike Beardsley and indeed unlike most of the

writers considered so far, appears to have had no recotded relationship with Síilde.

Her short story 'The Fifth Edition' is one of a collection of tales rn DayBook's,

published in the Bodley Flead's 'I{eynote Series' and edited by John Lane. The

\X/ildean chzracter. in Wotton's story is the excessively vain and egotistical author

Franklyn Leyden. !Øotton employs very little subterfuge in describing Leyden's

physique; he is \X/ilde all over, 'z fair haired giant with china-blue eyes, and large hands

which wefe extfaordinarily white and mobile'.t's Like \X/ilde, Leyden is a poet'

dramatist and journalist who has written one novel which v/as a great success. Leyden

fìnds a solution to the problem of a subject for his next novel when he befriends a

poverty-stricken aspiring author, Miss Suttaby, an excessively meek and tag¡c figure

who worships Leyden. Leyden takes advaflt^ge of Suttaby's privation and ttusting

nature .¿1l-af¡s¡ offering to look at her work in order to promote her writing

career-steals her brilliant autobiogtaphical novel for a song, revising and publishing

it under his own name. (It is revealed that Leyden's first successful novel was also

'stolen' without acknowledgement, from z dying man in Algiers.) Suttaby's novel

brings Leyden great success and soon reaches a fifth edition. Suttaby, however,

suffers hard times and, having received only a small portion of the promised payment

for her story from her'friend', finalIy dies of starvation. Throughout his association

with Suttaby, Leyden blithely regards himself as het generous benefactor; when she

823 !(/ilde, The Conpkte I-tt*rs of OnarlVilde p. 1060.
824Ibid. p.666.
s2s Mâbel Emily Wotron, 'The Fifth Ed.ition', Daøgbters of Decadence: ll/omen lYriter¡ of the Fin-de-Siàcle, ed. E'la\ne

Showalter pondon: Virago, 1'993) p. 1'42.
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goes missing wirhout ^ 
tr^ce þe remains urìaware of her death) he is at first mortified

by her ingratitude, then he ptomptly forgets her.t'u

!(/otton's story is often read as an allegory of the New \floman writer and the

competition she fzceð, from her male contemporaries. Flowever, it is clear that, in her

portrait of Franklyn Leyden, 'W'otton is ctiticising Witde in particular.t" In addition to

the physical description given above, the reader is given many clues as to the identity

of Leyden's original: he speaks in \X/ilde's 'dulcet tones', has \X/ilde's habit of looking

through 'half-closed lids' and has !íilde's lips with the 'curves of weak good-natute'.828

Leyden's habit of 'habitually fingedng the lappet of his coat' when his hands have

nothing else to work upon, while not a gesture commonly attributed to \íilde, is also

interesting in light of the 1892 photograph of \íilde atPlate 7.82e Like \X/ilde, the

indolent Leyden is strongly 
^ttr.^cted 

to'the class of ritual and ease and plenty', having

'an intense hatred of even a passing discomfott' and is 'depressed ot elated with trifles

too insignificant to weigh with other men'.tto Leyden has also spent time in Algiers;

\X/ilde's visit there inJar tary 1895 was widely reported in the London press. S(/otton's

description of Leyden's literary c reer is also revealing, pattculatly when considered

as a post-trial revision of the secret of ìØilde's success:

He had tried his 'prentice hand at some small plays prepar^tofy to taking the

dramatic wotld by ìtorm when he should be in the vein; and he had turned out

two books of verse ... [which] sold well. His publishet, who had seen too many

versifiers perhaps to be especially imptessed by this one, always declared that the

soft voicË and the whitá gesticulating hands were mofe fesponsible fot the

success than were the lines themselves . . .831 cettainly it was no fault of Leyden's

that his personality was a good advertisement. Added to these slender pillars was

the solid background of ptess work'832

s26 Thìs element of $üotton's story has cutious overtones of Wilde's fairy tale The Devoted Friend' (1888)' in

which a kind-hearted gardener n"-ed Hans is taken advantage of by an unfeelìng and selfish Miller. Hans's

dearest wish, a s..onã-hand wheelbarrow for his garden, is just as pathetic as Miss Suttaby's, who merely

desires to buy a headstone for her dead stepbrother. Both the Miller in \X/ilde's story and S(/otton's Leyden are

in a position to eâsily fulfill these simple wishes, but are too selfish to do so, electing instead to exploit their

admiring, less fortunate companions. Both also congratr-rlate themselves on being the epitome of generosity,

long after their selfìshness has drìven theìr 'friends' to the grave.
827 For a New \loman teading of 'The Fifth Edition' see Elaine Showaltet, 'Introduction', Dauþkrs of Decadence:

lYomen l%iters of tbe Fin-de-Siècle pondon: Virago, 1993) pp' xlv-xv'
82s Mabel Emily \X/otton, 'The Fifth Edition', Ibid., ed. Elaine Showalter pp. 40, 42' 47 ,'141'
82e lbid. p.142.
830 lbid. pp. 39, 40,I49.
art ¡o1. ¡h. echo here of Ella Hepworth Dixon's comment that \íilde's 'remarkable' voice 'made everything he

said sound not only impressive but d.istinguished'. Dixon, I ¡ I Knea Them: Sketches of People I Haue Met on lhe lYal

P. 3s.
832 rilotton, 'The Fifth Edition', pp. 1'45-46.
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Leyden's role as Miss Suttaby's literary advisor is also tedolent of \X/ilde's practice of

performing the same function for many female writers of his acquaintance' As

Margaret Stetz has noted,

... since the eafly 1880s \X/ilde had made himself an integral and indispensable

part of the careers and personal histories of his female contempotaries. FIe often

s.wed as a soufce of literary commissions ' ' ' through the exercise of influence

with editors and pubhshets. He played the role, too, of an unpaid hterary advisor'

In 1886, for instance, when [Edith] Nesbit sent him þt and l-.egenù, her fitst

volume of poetry, he wrote back to ptaise it and to say: 'Any advice I can give

you is of coutse at your disPosal.'

Stetz points out that ì7ilde was responding to the dilemma of the 'modern' woman

author, that is, that men had

ambitions of female artists . .. 833

The success of Leyden's frrst novel, IYrecked, takes him 'several rungs up the

ltterary ladder'; the same is true of \X/ilde's Dorian GrE. }{owever, it is stressed that

Leyden has only a small talent and no c p^ciq for originaìity; he 'could not create. No

one seemed to have discovered this as yet, for his critical pou/ers were good, and his

receptivity enormous To further belittle Wilde's genius, \Totton asserts that

Leyden's seemingly profound obsewations on hfe are unintelligible even to himself;

the author acually relies on the interpretations of others to imbue his remarks with

significance. For example, after making a comment upon 'worshippers' at the 'a'ltzr of

Art', a favourite topic of $7ilde's, Leyden realises that he

... was not quite sure what he meant, though he thought it sounded well. But he

had often found that women made a beautiful translation from a very imperfect

original, and he waited for fMiss Suttaby] to answef, knowing it would funish the

keynote to what she believed she had discoveted in þi6'aas

833 Stetz, 'The Bi-social Oscar \ùØilde and "Modern" \lomen', pp. 518-19
834 \lotton,'The Fifth Edition', p. 746.
83s lbid. p. 151.
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\7ilde's genial, social nature is similarly undermined:

to hang his own emotions through the skjlfrrl dtawing out of theirs ' ' '83ó

In this manner Wotton depicts one of \íilde's most celebrated talents as evidence ol a

base and insensitive nature. ìíilde's generosity and empatþ are also evinced as a form

of selfishness:

His best friend might be dying, and he would give him a wide berth for fear of a
heart-ache; but if he came upon a little child v¡ho had tripped in the stteet, it
would be impossible for him to pâss it without attempted consolation.s3T

\X/ilde's place in fashionable society is described in the same iâundiced fashion:

peyden was] a pefson whom a certatn set of aspiring nobodies used to point out

io .r.h other at hrst nights and othet society functions, and whom the teal

somebod-ies tolerated in a good humouted fashion as a hanger-on who might

speedily become one of themselves.s3s

Little is known about ìlotton's life and there is no record of any relationship

berween SØotton and Wilde. Flowever, ìíilde did review a book edited by lØotton, a

collection of descriptive proflles from various sources entitied ll/ord Portraits of Famoøs

lYriters. Wilde's review of this book appeared in the lØoman's lY/orld of March 1889. It

may be that it was this project or \X/ilde's review of the book that inspired \íotton to

836 Ibid. pp.148-49
837 Ibid. p.143.
838 lbid. p.'146.
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attempt her own 'word portrait' of \X/ilde. \lilde's review was light-hearted and largely

approbatory:

Miss Mabel Wotton has invented a new form of pictute-gallery. Feeling that the

n and women can be expressed in literature no less than

of line and colour, she has collected a series of ll/ord Portraiß

nding from Geoffrey Chaucer to Mrs' Henry \fl6e¡l ' ' ' a:o

\X/ilde jokes that many of the 'famous wfiters', such as Godwin, Ilngsley, Lamb, Pope

and Richardson 'seem to have been very ugly' and remarks: qWe must console

ourselves .,. v/ith the pictures of those who had some comeliness, and grace, znd

charm'; pointing to Spenser, Lovelace, I(eats, Chatterton and Byron as exâmples'

Wilde makes an interesting comment towafds the end of his article:

Hazlttt once said that 'A man's life may be a lie to himself and others, and yet a

picrure painted of him by a great artist would probably stamp his charactef'.84o

Did these words inspire \(/otton's portrait of Franklyn Leyden? It is cetainly

interesting thar \Totton painted her picture of \íilde soorì after his life had been

proven ,^ fie'. Did \X/otton see herself zs z 'great artist' destined to 'stamp' 'S7ilde's

chzrtcter? ¡ seems likety that \X/otton held some gtievance against \X/ilde. \X/hile there

is seemingly nothing in Wilde's 1889 review of ll/ord Portraits that would have

provoked a counter-attzck from Wotton (on the contraLry, \X/ilde compliments

Wotton on her ed,itorial skillse+r), Carolyn Christensen Nelson highlights l(/otton's

unhappy relations with male writers and editors and Elaine Showalter notes that

S(/otton, ¡ike Corelli, 'nursed a lingering bitterness throughout her life towatds the

world of books and bookm en' after her work received disparaging reviews.tt Of

course, it is aiso possible that \X/otton wâs merely articulating the general view of the

disgraced 21¡¡þe1-'Jhe Fifth Edition' certainly encapsulates the strong anti-Wilde

mood that existed among most of his peers in the wake of his conviction'

83e \(/ilde, Reuieas p. 444.
840 Ibid. pp. 446_47.
841 Ibid. p. 447.
a+z 6urofrn Christensen Nelson, Brìti¡h lYomen Fiction l%iter¡ of tbe I 890s, Twayne's English ,\uthors Series' ed.

Herbert b,rrr-^r, (IJew York: Twayne, 1996) p. 35, Showalter, 'Introduction', pp. xiv-*v.
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Richard Le Gallienne
'Brown Roses' (1896)

In contrast to 'The Fifth Edition', there is little anti-Wilde feeling discetnable in the

fourth short story which appeared in 1896, written by Wilde's former intimate

Richard Le Gallienne. As reiated in Part Two, the poet Hyacinth Rondel, who

appeared in Le Gallienne's 'The \7oman's Half-Profits' in Prose Fancier (1894),

reappeared in the second series of Prose Fancies jn 1896, in another minor

characterisation in the story 'Brown Roses'. In his second appear^tuce, Rondel

instructs his barber, an 'artist-in-hair-oils', to cut his trademark long, brown hair, iust

as \X/ilde had done some years before. Rondel reflects that his hair had been 'worth

five shillings a week to many a poor paragraph writer'.'o' \X/atching the falling locks

Rondel compâres them to 'þ]rown roses scattered over the winding-sheet of one's

youth', wistful words v¡hich perhaps reflect Le Gallienne's sadness at the lost

reputation of his old friend."o However, the story may also have been written before

\flilde's disgrace-possibly soon aftet the author first cut his trademark long hair-as

the story implies that Rondel is making this sacrifice for his wife. (As mentioned

earher in this study, \flilde cut his hair and adopted a more sophisticated image shottly

after his marrizge.)

While Le Gallienne and \X/ilde 
^ppe^r 

to have seen little of each other after

the eady 1890s, Le Gallienne continued to proclaim \X/ilde's talents after his downfall

and death and proved to be ^ 
c nny critic of his writing. Le Gallienne uffote the

introduction for an American edition of Wilde's works tn 1907, which praised his

'exttaordinary individuality' and compared him to I(eats, Sheridan and Beau

Brummel.sot Le Gallienne's enduring sympatþ for the disgraced \X/ilde is evinced in

his poem 'On Some Recent Editions of Oscar ì7ilde', published in 1910 in an

anthology of poetry entitled New Poem¡

These ate the poems of that tragic one

SØho, loving beauty much, loved Life ¡ee 1¡¡sll-
Therefore, to-night he makes his bed in hell.

Gone are the grace and glory, all is gone;

843 Ilichafd Le Gallienne, Pm¡e Fandes (Suond Series) (london: John Lane, 1896) p. 110.

844 Ibid.
84s Beckson, The Oscar LY/ilde Enqtclopedia p. 348'
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Fallen the tower that so proudly shone

In the sun's eye; and now the hucksters sell

The sculptuted stone, foul gtoping whete it fell-
O ruin fair for ghouls to batten on!

Maggots in the decay of the divine,
Ghouls of the prinung press; ere yet he died,

You spat your litde venom on his name,

You who now pick and pillage his fame,

Robbing the pockets of the crucified-
But the great silent talket makes no sign.846

However, while he continued to sympathise with Wilde and laud his old friend's

personal and, literary gifts, Le Gallienne did not shy from making more critical

observations of him as he did in 'The Décadent to His Soul' (1893), discussed in the

previous section. In his memoir The Romantic '90s (1925) Le Gallienne reflected that

Oscar \íilde popularized, and indeed somewhat vulgarized, as he perhaps to a

degree misunãeÀtood, and certainly dangerously applied, the gospel of beauty

aná 'ecstasy' which Pater taught with hierarchical fesefve and with subdued

though intense passion and colour of words.8a7

Bram Stoker
Dracøla (1897)

In the year following 'Brown Roses' there appe ared a work with a plethora of \Tildean

associations that enjoys a phenomenal populzLrrtrJ to this day: Bram Stoker's Drøcala.

White this is not a novel that people usually connect with Síilde, the following critique

will demonstrate how the fallen decadent and his trials significantly influenced

Stoker's (1,847-1,912) most famous work. At the core of a \Wildean reading of Dracala

is the relationship between Wilde and Stoker, who were known to each other since

their youth in Dublin. Stoker, like S7ilde, attended Trinity ColÌege, whete he

distingurshed himself in science and athletics, as well as serving 
^ 

tetm as President of

the Philosophical Society. It is not known when Stoker and Wilde fìrst met, but this

probably happened in the late 1860s or e^rly 1870s, either atTrrnq (although Stoker

graduated in L868, three years before \X/ilde commenced, Stoker later returned to take

sa6 Richard Le Gallienne, 'On Some Recent Editions of Oscar l7ilde', N¡z Poetn¡ pondon: The Bodley Head,

1910).
s47 Le Gallienne cited in Beckson, Tbe OscarlYilde Enryclopediap.795.
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his MA), or at one of the \X/ilde's regular htenry'at homes' in Dublin. ìíith his love

of literature and the theatre Stoker fit easily into the Wilde's artistic set and qurckly

won the respect of \íilde's parents, Sir Síilliam and Lady Wilde. He also nominated

Oscar for the Trinity Philosophical Society, although \X/ilde was nevet patticularþ

active, unlike his brother \7illie.8a8

In 1875 Stoker spent Chdstmas with the Wilde famlly, including Oscar who

had returned home for the holidays after his first year at Oxford. At this time, or

shortly afterwards, \7ilde began courting a young woman named Florence Balcombe,

the daughter of an English lieutenant-colonel who had selwed in India and the

Crimea. The relations between \üilde, Balcombe and Stoker are pivotal to a \X/ildean

interpretation of Dracala, and before we begin such a reading we must first consider

some historical details pertaining to these figures. In 1.876, in a letter to his friend

Reginald Harding, \X/ilde described Balcombe as 'exquisitely pretty '.. iust seventeen

with the most perfectly beautiful face I ever saw and not a sixpence of money'.tno

S7ilde and Balcombe's relationship appears to have reached a romantic peak in late

I816; Wilde drew a portrait of Balcombe in August and in September he sent het a

water-colout painting of the Wilde's holiday home Moytura Flouse. Än undated letter

from Balcombe to Wilde from this period suggests that S7ilde was a welcome visitor

in the Balcombe home. After thanking \X/ilde for sending her a copy of one of his

poems and complimenting him on its 'sublime' perfection, Balcombe concludes: qü/e

want to hear you read it yourself to us. Do come out tomorrow evening'.tso The

Witde/Balcombe relationship appears to have stalled sometime in 1'877.It is possible

that \X/ilde, still a srudent, did not consider himself to be in a position to marry his

sweetheart. He alludes to his regret at their separation in a letter written to her in

April 1878: ' . . . ifI had not 
^good 

memofy of the past I would be very hupPy'.tut

848 Lady rffilde wrote to Oscar of Stoker: 'FIe nevet gets into debt, and his character is excellent.' Belford' Bran

Stoker:'A Biogra.pb of the Author of Dracula p. 86. Stoker drew upon Sir llilliam \Wilde's accounts of his

archeologicalË"p.aiúo"r to Egypt when he wrote The Jewel of Seuen Star¡ i¡ 1903. Daniel Farson, The Man ll/ho

lYrote Dracula (I-ondon: MichaelJoseph, 1975) p' 39.
s4e S7ilde, Thì Conpkn I-.etters of Oscir lt/ildl p. 29. George Du Maurier described Balcome as one of the three

mosr beautiful women in England; she was ik.t.h.d by Edward Burne-Jones and her portrâit by Dublin artist

l7alter Frederick Osborne 'oã. ^cc.pt.d 
for exhibition by the Royal Äcademy in 1895. Y/tlð'e, Tbe Conplete

I-tttercofOtcarl4ildep.47n,DavidJ. Skul,Hot¡,roodGothic:TheTangledlWebofDraculafronNoueltoSfa¿etoScreen

Q.{ew York: rù7. W. Norton, 1991) p. 31.
sso Florence Balcombe, letter to Oscar'Sflilde, n.d. (Clark).
851 Wilde, The Compk* I-'etters of Oscar lltilde p. 66.
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Whatever it was that stalled Wilde and Balcombe's relationship, Wilde was

clearly distressed to discover in mid-1878 that Balcome had become engaged to

Stoker, who lived next door to her fzmliy in Dublin, without informing him. Batbzr.a

Belford notes that the fzct tl:rar. both men were attfacted to Balcombe reflects theit

similar obsessions with chaste womanhood; Belford considers that Balcombe posed

no threat to their ideals.ts'In a lettet from \X/ilde to Balcombe written in September

1.878, Witde politely fequests that Baicombe return a gold cfoss to him, a past

Christmas present, which was engraved with his name. In the letter he thanks her for

.the sweetest of all the years of my youth' and wishes her happiness, despite his

obviously injured pride; he also mildty rebukes her for not thinking it 'wotth while' to

let him know of her marlage. An exchange of severai letters followed regarding

^rr îgements for the returning of the gold cross. \X/ilde believed that etiquette

dictated that this should happen at the home of Balcombe's parents (as opposed to

the house of Stoker's brother); Balcombe seems to have interpreted this as a request

for z clandestine meeting and resisted the idea. Wilde's final letter on the subject in

October is curt; zfter explaining the innocuous reasons for his request, he closes: ',..

after zlI, I find you know me very little'."u Richard Ellmann con,ectures that

Balcombe wâs responsible for the despondent tone of several of Wilde's poems

written around this time.ssa

Balcombe and Stoker were married in December 1878 and promptly moved

to London; Stoker gave up his position in the Irish civil sewice to become the

business m^n^ger fot Henry lrving's recently acquired Lyceum Theatre.tst \X/ilde

evidently overcame his feelings of hurt and rejection; he later visited the Stokers for

Bsz B^rb^t^Belford, Oscar l%ilde: A Certain Genia¡ Q'{ew York: Random F{ouse, 2000) p. 62.

8s3 \filde, Tbe Conpkte l-tlters of OscarlY/ilde pp.7"I-73'
8s4 Elknânn, O¡car LY/ilde pp. 99-100.
Bs5 By all ,.porr, B"lcomïe, intelligent and flirtatious with aspirations to act, was very happy with her new

porition in London ,o.i.ty. A little too happy for some members of the Stoker family, who referred to

Balcombe as 'a cold -o-^á', more interesteðin socieq than her husband and son Noel' Farson, The Man ll/ho

lyrore Draculapp. 50, 273.Dav\d,J. Skal has drawn attention to an 1886 Puncb câttoon entitled A Filial Reproof,

which satirises Fiorence's m"t.rnal aloofness: 'it depicts the unnamed, but recognizable Stoket family in the

backyard of their Chelsea home. "Hush, Noell", says "Mamma' us' is inclined

to be talkative. "Flaven't I told you often that lìttle boys shoul is caught in a

classic double bind: "Yes, Mammal But you don't look aT mel"' ll/eb of Dracala

fron Nouel to Stage to Screen pp. 32-33. Other. thought it fortuitous that Balcombe wâs resoruceful enough to

become a successful so.i.Ç^fig.rr., as much of her husband's leisure time was spent with Irving' a man he

admired intensely. Stoker .áu.ã Irving faithfirlly as his business manâger for rwenty-seven years' In 1906, a year

after the actor's àeath, Stoker published his Per¡onalReminiscenæs of Henry lruing.
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dinners and'athomes' at their fashionable London residence, no doubt enticed by the

frequent presence of Irving and other members of London's artistic elite. Howevet' a

letter from \X/ilde to Ellen Tery, a close friend and membet of lrving's company,

written two years after Bzlcombe's mzrciage to Stoker, suggests that Wilde was still

grapplingwith his feelings for his old flame. InJanwary 1881, \X/ilde asked Terry to

give Balcombe a crown of flowers he had bought for her stage debut in The Caþ by

Lord Tennyson. He requested that Terry tell Balcombe they were a gift from herself:

I should like to think that she was wearing something of mine the fìrst night she

comes on the stâge, that anything of mine should touch her. Of course if you

think-but you wãn't think she will suspect? Hov¡ could she? She thinks I never

loved her, thinks I fotget. My God how could I!8s6

It appears that relations between \7ilde and Balcombe became easier aftet Síilde's

own marriage in 1884; the Bram Stokers and the OscarWildes 
^Ppe^r. 

to have been

on friendly terms.tst As well as attending dinners and patties at the Lyceum, the

S7ildes also attended private functions at the Stokers' house in Chelsea, which was not

far fuom their own.8s8 The Stokers in turn visited the Wildes and attended the

premiere of Lø@ IØindlrmere's Fan in February 1.892. (Stoker was also rumouted to be

a member of the secret occult society attended by Constance \X/ilde, the Hermetic

Order of the Golden Dawn.*u) Wilde sent the Stokers copies of his books and plays

as they were published. For her pat, Balcombe appears to have enioyed whatBarbxz

Belford refers to as 'the reflected celebrity of her former suitor's growing cult'.tuo

But what of Stoker; what were his feelings about \X/ilde and his past

involvement with his wife? Stoker and Wilde had much in commoî, 
^P^Ít 

from their

interest in the same woman: nationality, university, earl.y aestheticism, love of

8s6 !(/ilde, Tbe Complen l-,eüers of Oscør lVilde p. 107. In Tbe Man lYho l%rote Draculø, Daniel Farson writes: 'When I

first saw this letter, in [Stoker;s son's collec-tion], it was placed in an envelope with a covering letter from Ellen

Terry to Florence. This was written towards the end of her life; the handwriting was shaky ..' [..ry] explained

she had been tearing up old letters all that evening and thought that'by rights this belongs to you'. Farso¡,Tbe

Man lY/ho lYrote Dracala p. 6t'
8s7 There are two short, friendly letters extânt from Wilde to Bram Stoker, anzngSng social meetings, thought to

be written in 1889 and !894 réspectively.Wilde, The Conplete I-'elters of Onar lYilde p. 394. Oscar \ù7iìde, letter to

Bram Stoker, (1894Ð (Clark). Aå f gq¡ letter from Balcombe to Constance \flilde includes news of her son and

enguires aft.r ìh. *elt-U.iné of the \lilde children, as well tequesting that \Wilde visit Balcombe's mother whìle

,he *"s in London. Florence Stoker, letter to Constance Wilde, 24 December 1893 (Clark).

sssSkal, I-Iolþaood.Gorhìc:The TangtedlYebofDracalafronNoueltoStageøSmenp.36.
8se Ibii. p. ãa. O,t., members ãf ,h. H.r-etic Order of the Golden Dawn included \ù7' B. Yeats, Algernon

Swinburne and Aleister CrowleY.
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literature and the theatre, and-in both Dublin and lenden-¡esidential atea anà

social circle. Both admired Irving's acting and the poetry of \íalt \X/hitman; both

visited the latter in America. David J. Skal has observed that both also

would write a masterwork of macabre fìction potraying archetypal title characters

who temain supernatutally youfig by draining the life force from Victorian

innocents [and Èoth] v/efe attfacted to literary themes of doubles, masks, and

boundaries in genetal.sr'1

One might expecr that these commonalities, combined with Wilde and Stoker's

mutuâl interest in Balcombe, would result in some competitiveness between the two

men. While this may have been the case, there is no evidence of this in any

contempo r^ry 
^ccortnts. 

Stoker often invited Wilde to the Lyceum's famous backstage

'Beefsteak Room' in his earþ London days and gossip columnists reported that \)íilde

and Stoker were seen shaking hands at the theatte.862 Unfortunately, there is no

historical documentation that adequately describes their relationship, but what records

there are would 
^ppe 

r to suggest that the two men were not particulady close. How

much this may be due to \X/ilde's histofy with Balcombe, of to the two men's

divergent personalities is difficult to discern; \X/ilde was an irreverent questioner of

convention al morzhty while Stoker habituatly championed it; Stoker also personified

the athletic 'manliness' thztwas noticeably absent in \X/i1de.863 Of course, it is possible

that Stoker and \7ilde's relationship wâs more complex than the history books tell-

certainly the intertwining of their lives with Balcombe's would àpqea'r to suggest

this-and this is the hypothesis of several critics who document \X/ilde's influence on

Dracala.

The most comprehensive and compelling of the \X/ilde/Balcombe/Stoket

Dracalatriangle theories is that offeted byTalta Schaffer in her article "A !Øilde Desire

Took Me': The Homoerotic History of Dracula' (1,994). As Schaffer's article

constirutes something of a definitive \X/ildean reading of Dracula it will be drawn upon

860 B elford, Bram S to k er: A Biograp fu of the Aa thor of D raca la p. 1'27'

861 SkâI, Holþwood Gothic: The Tangted ll/eb of Draculafron Nouel to Stage to Streen pp. 34-35.
862 Belford, Bram S toker: A BiograPb of the Aarbor of Dracøla p. 127 '
863 T^îy^ Olson provid.r no.rriã."ce for her assertion that'[w]hìte Stoker was sympathetic to Wilde's legal

difficulies, seldoÀ was there any love lost between the two men ... lfiilde [elt] bettayed by Balcombe's
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extensively here.ton Schaffer sees Stoker's anxiety about his wife's telationship with

Wilde reflected in several incidents in the novel. For example, in one scene Count

Dracula says: Your gids that you all love ate mine already; and through them you and

others shall yet be mine-my creatures, to do my bidding and to be my jackals when I

want to feed'; in another, Dracula and Doctor Van Helsing's associates argne over the

dead Lucy Westenra and to whom she really belonged in life.tut Perhaps the most

convincing evidence in Dracøla of Stoker's anxiety over \X/ilde and Balcombe's

relationship is Van Helsing's production of a small gold crucifix, similar to the one

that Wilde gave Balcombe, on discovering Minz M:urny in bed with Dracula,

submitting to the count's vampiric 'extramarital' sensual conquest.In such readings it

is deemed significant that, despite mâny 'close calls', Stoker never allows Mina to fully

succumb to Dracula's powerful charms.'uo

Of course, there have been mâny alternate interptetations about the

influences operating in Stoker's famous novel; anyone acquainted with the story will

appreciate that its wealth of strange symbolic description lends itself to

comprehensive analysis. It is well known that Stoker had an extensive knowledge of

European history and folklore and that the character of Dracula is partially based on

Vlad Tepes, Prince of l7allachia (1,431.-1476), also known as 'Vlad the Impaler' for the

atrocities he committed against his enemies and his own subiects. Stoket had also read

about a Hungarizn noblewoman named Eltzal:eth Bathory (560-1611), who

reportedly murdered 650 young girls in order to drink their blood.tuT Stoket was also

undoubtedly influenced by Dr. John Polidori's novel The Varnpltre (1,81'9) and Sheridan

marrying Stoker ... '. Olson, "'I would be master sÌjl\": Dracula as the aftermath of the \7ilde trials and Irìsh

Land League policies'.
aa+ 5.¡u¡¡., also discusses 'erotic triangular stÍucrures' involving â voyeur and 'a series of stand-ins for the

pleasurable male body' in Dracøla,which I have not had space to explore here.
ârs gr"- Stoker, Bram Stoker, Dracu/ø: Complete, Aathoritaliae Text wilb BiogrEhical, Hisnrical, and Cøhural ConÍexts,

Citical Hi:t0ry, and Esay fron Contemporary Critical Perryecilue\ Case Studies in Contemporary Criticism, ed. John
Paul Riquelme (Boston: Bedfotd,/St. Martin's, 2002) p.304.
s66 If Sroker was indeed anxious about his wife's residual feelings for \ùØilde, it is possible that his suspicions

were not entirely unfounded. Barbara Belford notes that after Stoker's death his wife'sutrounded hetself with

artifacts from the \Wilde period, directing visitors' attention to the Moytura watercolour "poor O' painted for

me"'. Belford quotes a leiter from Florence Stoker to Phillipa ISott that describes her disappointment when a

proposed -..ú.rg with \ù7ilde's son Vywyan fell through in 1937: "'I wanted him to come & see me, being so

ionã of his father," she wrote, "but he never turned up"'. She also took a keen interest in biographies ofSíilde

and was particularly impressed with Aryexs oJlWitde by Vincent O'Sullìvan. Belford, Bram Sto,þ,er: A Biograþfu of

the Aathor of Dracula p.325.
867 Cevasco, ed., The 1890:: An Enryclopedia of Brìtiú l-inrature, Art, and Cølture p. '176.
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Le Fanu's Carwilla (1,872),868 and probably also by C. R. Maturin's Melmoth the lVanderer

(1820), Robert Louis Stevenson's Dr Jeþtlt and Mr Hlde (1'886), \X/ilkie Colltn's The

Inoman in ll/hite (1860) and Wilde's own The Picture of Dorian Gralt (1891)'*' Other

influences that have been suggested àl:e Henry Irving's performance of

Mephistopheles in Faast and the Jack the Ripper' murders of 1888.87o Stoket himself

claimed that the inspiration for Dracø/a came after z nightmare induced by a meal of

dressed crab!tt'

Bad crab or no, Dracala's phenomenal success is most commonly attributed

to its evocation of some type of collective fantasy or repression. It has been read as

reflective of many pol-itical, social, scientifÌc and cultural concerns existing in fn de

sièc/e Britain, inciuding imperialism, Darwinism and technologicai advances, and it

continues to inspire much gender and psychoanalytic criticism and new historicist and

deconstructionist readings.tT' Of all the subtexts perceived in Stoker's story, howevet,

it is the sexual symbolism that is the most obvious; the vampire's stock in trade

involves secfet, nocturnal bedroom visits, etotic physical aggression and submission

induced by uncontrollable ufges, and of coufse, the exchange of bodily fluids; biood

becomes a metaphor for semen and the stake is an obvious phallic symbol' There is

also a healtþ dose of voyeurism in the novel; Schaffer notes that '[a]ll the scenes of

sexual release by staking depend on a spectatot's pleasure'.tt' As many critics have

noted, the masking symbolism of vampirism also allowed Stoker and his Victodan

readers to enjoy the sexual nature of the novel surreptitiously, pethaps

868 Dâvis Coakley writes: .Le Fanu [was] a close friend of lffilliam \filde's during Oscar's childhood, but in later

ohemian soirées at 1 Merrion Square, both men drifted

Irisb (Dubltn Town House,1995) p. 47 .

cula to The Pictøre of Dorian Gral David J. Skal, V ù for
G. (serialised anonymously in Mandate

ampire who claims that he was the

Night Vampitism as HomosexualifY,

Gender and Popalar Fiction' ed. Susannah Radstone

pondon: Lawrence and \Wishart, 1988) p. 61.
aìzo6.r."r.o, ed',ThelB90¡:AnEngtclEeidianÍBritìrbl-;iîeraÍøre,Art,andCultarep. 176,Farson,TheManlY/holY/role

Dracala o. 152.
arr p"rri-.1 Farson and phìlip B. Dematteis,'Bram Stoker', Britisb Noaeli¡t¡, 1890-1 929: Modemists, ed' Thomas F.

Staley, voi. 36, Dictionary of Litera
s12 M^ggle I(ilgour, 'VamPitic Arts
Gotbic, eds. \flilliam Hughes and A
Dracula: Coruplen, Autboritatiue Text wilh Biographical' Hit
C on Íemþ orary Citical P erspectiue s.

ez: 5.1'r"¡¡.i, "',\ \(/ilde i)esire Took Me": The Homoerotic History of Dtacula', p' 41'6'
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unconsciously.sTa This aspect of Dracala certainly escaped comment by contempor^rY

reviewers of the novel, who, while acknowledging the book to be sensational, found

nothing morally obiectionable in it'875

In addition to this camouflaging effect, there is another aspect of vampitism

which is particulady relevant here, namely the threatening perversity of the vampire's

eroticism. It has been argued that the vampire's erotic perversity can be read as

reflective of polarised Victorian gender roles and sexual mores: virtuous women

become sensuous she-devils feeding on men and young children, stfong men become

passive and submit to the sexual aggression of the female vampire; such scenarios

encapsulate the threat of the decadent and the New \7oman. Richard Dyer discusses

how the merging of gender roles in the late Victorian period was seen as a sign of

general cultural degeneration. Vampires represented the ultimate degenerates, having

no fespect for life and being concerned only with their own appetites'ttu

Indeed, the sexuality in Dracala is dark, sâvage and grotesque' Some critics

have interpreted this as a consequence of Stoker's ou/n sexual frustration, maried to a

woman who was reportedly cold and 'anti-sex', others conjecture that this aspect of

the novel reflects Stoker's contraction of syphilis ftom a prostitute.ttt Flere we will

explore the possibility that the threatening and perverse sexuality of the vampire

reflects Stoker's suppressed homosexual tendencies, and that these tendencies wete

inextricably linked with \X/ilde and his fate; so much so that \X/itde himself can be

glimpsed in Stoker's monstrous Count.

The parallels between vampiric and homosexual practices are not difficult to

discern: both of these require concealment due to society's censure of their 'unnatural'

nature (homosexuals or 'inverts' n fn de siècle England were frequently classified by

medical experts as the'intermediate' sex, neither male nor female),ttt both possess the

s74 Ted Bain, ' s, Mitacles, and Imitations (Book review)' 06'

Christopher ts er in the Bedroom: Sexual Symbolism in The

Vanpirì and tb etL. C^fter, Studies in Speculative Fiction PP.

25-26.
s7s Bentley, 'The Monstet in the Bedroom: Sexual Symbolism in Bram Stoker's Drøcald, p. 32.

s76 Dyer, Chitdr.., of the Night: Vampirism as Homosexuality, Homosexuality as Vampirism" p. 59'

s7? Farson and Dematteis, 'Btam Stoker', p.259.
s7s See Symon ðs,s A problem in Greek, Ethics (7883) and Havelock Fllis's S,exual Inuersion (1891) fot contemporary

discussion on homosexualìty. Stoker even refers to two of the principal commentators on the subiect, Cesare

Lombroso and Max Nordarr, in Dracala:'The Count is a criminal, and of criminal type. Nordau and Lombroso

would so classify him ...'. Stoker, Bram Stoker, Dracula: Compkte, Authoritatiue Text with Biographical, Hi¡toical, and
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fascination of the forbidden and both are forms of eroticism operating outside of the

sanctity of marriageJ'n Dracala cetainly appears to contain a wealth of displaced

homoerotic desire; Christophe r Craft notes that 'the sexual threat lthat Dracala]

evokes, manipulates, sustains, but never finalty fepresents is that Dracula will seduce,

penetrate, drain another male'.tto Crzft hightights the phallic nature of the piercing

vampire tooth in the novel, and protagonist Jonathan Harker's 'feminine' passivity in

his readiness to be 'penetrated' by Count Dracula's female minions. Dracula's angry

declaration on intervening during this scene in the novel-one of the first lines Stoker

wrote for his story-has been read as particulzùy reveahng: 'This man belongs to

me'.ttt Schaffer also observes that

.. . the associations between homosexuality and analtty led many writers to

confrect homosexuality with defacation, dirt and decay ... To homosexuals,

vampirism could be an elegy for the enforced interment of their dç5i¡s5.882

The close relationships between the band of men who attempt to thwart Dracula, and

the combined 'sexualised' blood transfusions they give Lucy, have also been cited as

symbolic of a homosexual alliance.t*3

Such readings assum e à gre ter significance when considered in light of

Stoker's ambiguous sexuality. The author's conspicuous adoration of, and devotion

to, men like Irving, Walt \ü/hitman, Lord Tennyson and Sir Richard Button, have led

History, and Essay from ContemþoralJ Criticat Pertpectiaes p. 336' Nordau's Degeneralion

o.r, !íi-Id., as an example of the degenetate, self-absorbed atist. Tanya Olson reads

n the novel as reflectivi of what she calls a'natrtrz;Lzatton' theory of homosexuality

(homosexual-iÍJ 
^s 

a natural, sacred traditio sex)'

iropounded úy .o.tt.-porary theorists lìke also

,.rgg.r,, that Stoker's ìd.núfì.ation/as.oc the

co"nlor..rsial contemPorâry issue of Irish Land League s the

aftermath of the \lilde trials and Irish Land League policies''
87e Richard Dyer notes that decadent homosexuals who aspired to the atistocracy lìke Wilde shate something of

the same 'red.r.d paleness' of the classical vampire, who is usually aristocratic. Dyer, 'Children of the Night:

Vampirism as Homosexualìty, Homosexuality as Vampirism', pp 53, 60'
aao 6irrir¡on1, er Crzft,"I(iss iùe with Those Red Lips': Gender and Inver_sion in Bram Stoket's Draruld ' Dracøla:

The Vanpire and tbe Critic¡,ed. Margaret L. Cafier,Strdi.r in Speculative Fiction Q-ondon: UMI Research' 1988)

o. 170.
ä*r g.1.,u¡¡.r, "'A \X/ilde Desire Took Me": The Homoerotic History of Dracula', p.404, Stoker, Bram S¡oker,

Dracula: Conplen, Aarhoritatiue Text witb Biographical, Historiml, and Cultaral Contexts, Critical Hi:t0ry, and Essay fron
Conteruþorar1 Citical Pertpectiues p. 62'
esz g.h"¡¡.i, "'À lflilde i)esire Took Me": The Homoerotic History of Dracula', pp' 398-99'
s83 Ç¡¿f¡, "Kiss Me with Those Red Lips': Gender and Inversion in Bram Stoker's Dracula', p. 189.
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m,trry critics to conclude that he had homosexual tendencies.tto Stoker's his letters to

\X/hitman in the 1870s are commonly cited as evidence for this interpretation.

Although Stoker's references to his homosexual inclinatiofl 
^te 

veiled in the letters to

\ùrhitman, who was well-known for his homoerotic poetry, they are easily discernable:

Stoker makes repeated references to their 'kind', his inability to write his true thoughts

and the fact thzt he reads \X/hitman,s poetfy .with my door locked late at night,.885

Marie Mulvey-Roberts convincingly afgues that 'þomosexual repression helps to

explain why Dracal¿ is such a 'backlash text' through which Stoker sets out to restore

the status quo with a vengeance'.t'u

Given the likelihood of Stoker's reptessed sexuality and his long-standing

relationship with \X/ilde, it is difficult not to read the homoerotic elements in Dracala,

in part at least, as a response to \üilde's trials for 'gross indecency', especially in light

of the lzct tbat the trials took place just a month before Stoker began writing his

book.t*t Maggie Iltgour refers to \X/ilde as Stoker's 'own Gothic double'; one who,

unlike himself, did not abide by the rules.t" Schaffer considets the effect of \7ilde's

trials on Stoker as 'an earthquake that destabilised the fragiie, carefully elaborated

mechanisms through which Stoker routed his desires'.t8e The conspicuous absence of

all reference to \X/ilde in Stoker's recollections and correspondence after 1,895 also

suggests that Stoker was anxious about his association with his disgraced countryman'

In Stoker's Personal Reminiscences of Henry Iruing (1906), Stoker deliberately precludes

Wilde from a twelve-page list of his famous acquaintances. The concern with secrecy

that Stoker had demonstrated in his letters to \X/hitman wâs compounded tenfold by

Wilde's public disgrace, which brought the issues of 'deviant' sexuality and secret lives

into the limelight. In additio n, after \7ilde's conviction Stoker publicly denounced

,decadent' and 'indecent' writings in rcacttontry rhetoric. In 'The Censorship of

Fiction' (1908), Stoker assefts that 'the only emotions which in the long run harm are

ss4 Kilgour, 'Vampiric Arts: Bram Stoker's Defence of Poetry', p. 51, Schaffer, "'A tWilde Desire Took Me": The

Homoerotic History of Dracula', pp. 381-90'
Bs5 Schaffer, "'A !íiide Desire Took Me": The Homoerotic History of Dracula', pp. 383-84.

886 Marie Mulvey-Robe rts,'Draca/a and the Doctors: Bad Blood, Menstrual Taboo and the New Woman', Bram

Stoker: History, iyrboonoþrl, and the Gotbic, eds. lwilliam Hughes and Andrew Amith G-ondon: Macmillan, 1998)

o. 80.
ä87 lronic^lly, Draca/awas released in May 1897, the same month that tü/ilde was released from prison'
888 Kilgour, 'Vampiric Arts: Bram Stoker's Defence of Poetry', p' 48'

rar 5.1r""¡¡.r, "'A ìíilde Desire Took Me": The Homoer rtic History of Dracula', p' 382'
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those arising from sex impulses', and vehemently distanced himself ftom '[v]ices so

flagitious, so opposed to even the decencies of riature in its crudest and lowest forms,

that the poignancy of moral disgust is lost in horror'.too In this article, Stoker also

asserts the crimin altty of the authors of immoral' works and recommends that such

writings should be heavily censored.tot By 1.91.2, Stoker advocated imprisonment for

homosexual writets.to'

Immediately zfter \íilde's conviction, howevet, Stoket's reaction to 'vices'

like Wilde's aþpears to have been tempered by his anxiety about his own sexuality.

There is an unsubstantiated report that Stoker, on hearing of Wilde's financial

difficulties in 1900, travelled to Paris to give him money.to' If this is true, Stoker

demonstrated a remarkable empathy for the exiled homosexual, particulady in light of

his later remarks on such writers. Schaffet asseÍts that Draca/a fepfesents an attempt

by Stoket to come to terms with his sexuality, to wotk through the 'monster'image of

the homosexual Wilde presented in the popular press and cre te a viable alternate

model.too She argues that Count Dracula represents

... the complex of fears, desires, secfecies, repressions, and punishments that

Wilde,s ,r"mì .rrok.d in 1895. Dracula is Wilde-as-tlueat, a complex cultural

constfuction . . . þE fePtesents the ghoulishly inflated vetsion of \X/ilde produced

by \J(/ilde,s ptorã.rrtoti, the corrupting, evil, secretive, manipulative, magnetic

devouter of innocent boys.ers

Schaffer goes on to state that 'stoker used the Wildean figure of Dracula to define

homosexuality as simultaneously monstrous, dity, threatening, alluring, buried,

corrupting, contagious and indestructible', and indeed, the amount of textual evidence

to support this claim is considerable.tou Perhaps the most convincing evidence is to be

seo g¡eþs¡ cited in lbid., p. 389, Skal, Holþwood Gothic: The Tangled ll/eb of Draculafrom Nouel to Stage Ío Smen p' 37 '

8e1 Bram Stoker,'The Censorship of Fiition',Nineteenth Centary 64 (1908), p.486. See also Bram Stoker,'The

Censorship of Stage Plays',Nineîeenth Centøry 6ó (1909)' p' 985'
alz 5.¡"¡¡ir, "'A WiLde óesire Took Me": The Homoerotic History of Dracula', p. 384.

8e3 Ibid., pp.395-96.
se4 lbid.- ; 398. David J. Skal examines the depiction of \7i1de in the popular Press_ of the 1890s in relation to

contempårary'evolutionary anxiety', also discernable repeatedly cartooned as a developed

"p. 
(or'..,..,'in one celebrated insiance, a dinosaur)' a slug, sea-creatufe, etc' Vampirism,

hãmàse"rr^lity, and general 'decadence' were thus po ed as a kind of horrid evolutionary

backsliding'. Skzl, V hfor Vanpire p.221.
ars 5.h"¡¡.-r, "'A \flilde Desire Took Me": The Homoerotic History of Dracula', p. 398.

8e6Ibid., pp. 398_99.
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found in Jonathan Flarker's description of the Count, lyrng in his coffin after feeding,

profoundly changed from his former slender, pale self:

... the cheeks were fuller . .. even the deep, butning eyes seemed set âmongst

swollen flesh, for the lids and pouches underneath wete bloated ... he lay like a

frltþ leech, exhausted with his repletion. I shuddered as I bent ovef to touch

him, and every sense in me revolted at the contact'8e7

This physical description is redolent of !Øilde's physique circa 1895; Schaffer points to

Frank Flarris's description of \X/ilde:

There was about him that tepelled me .. ' his hands wete

flabby, gre ous and ditty ". His appearance filled me with
distaste. I cal repulsion, because I think most People felt

i¡.8e8

Schaffer goes on to reflect upon Harker's actions after seeing Dracula in this state

After Harker 'felt all ovet the body', he muses that Dracula might 'create a rìew

and ever widening circle of semi-demons to bâtten on the helpless' .. ' This image

of monstrous progenitor amidst a horrible circle is precisely what dominated

public rhetoric about Wilde during the trial.see

Schaffer raises another interesting point when she cites Eve Sedgwick's hypothesis

that male competition for the love of a woman cân provide an opportunity for the

expression of homoerotic energies; she asserts: 'In 1878, Florence [Stoker] became

the conduit through which ì7ilde's and Stoker's complex feelings for each other could

flow'.noo This possibility is also raised by Barban Belford, who coniectures that what

'made Stoker uncomfoftable [about \7ilde], pefhaps, v/as not iealousy but the

psychologrcal impulse called troilism, in which homosexual desire for someone is

se7 g¡eþs¡, Bram Stoker, Dracala: Comphte, Aathorilatiue Text with Biographical, Hi¡torical, and Caltaral Contexts, Critical

Hiú0ry, and Esvlsfrom Conlemporarl Critical Perspectiue: p.73.
8e8 Schaffer, "'A Wilde Desire Took Me": The Homoerotic History of Dracula', p.399.
8ee Ibid., p. 400.
e00 Ibid,-p. 392. Schaffr.x highlights the fact that !üilde and Stoker also competed for the attention of Henry

Irving, fli¿." favourite actðr. Schaffer, "'A Wilde Desire Took Me": The Homoerotic History of Dracula" p.

392.
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expressed in wanting to share a ptrtner'.e11 Of course, such speculations are

interesting but virtually impossible to corroborate.

Schaffer draws another comparison between Dracula and \X/ilde when she

notes that 'the conditions of secrecy necessâry for nineteenth-century homosexual

üfs-¡6çturnal visits, shrouded windows, no servants-become ominous emblems of

Count Dracula's evil'. She goes on to compare Dracula's casde with the aesthetic yet

airless rooms of Alfred Tay\or, who procured male prostitutes for \X/ilde; both have

windows that are nevef opened and rooms that afe not regularþ cÌeaned. The

following extract from an article tn Tlte Euening News on the day of Síilde's conviction

supports this comparison:

[S{Ålde] was a social pest, a centte of intellectual coruption ' ' ' Such people find

ih"it fìtting environment in the arttltcial light and incense-laden air of sectet

chambers curained from the light of day. Their pretenses fall from them in fresh

air and honest sunshine . ..e02

The same zrlcIe refers to \íilde as a morally'diseased'threat to'healthy humanity':

'To him and such as him v/e owe the spread of moral degeneration amongst young

men ...'.no'Like Dracula's bite, ìíilde's touch is infectious. Schaffer does not shy from

another, r^ther s ordid comParison:

One of the worst pieces of evidence against VØilde was the presence of fecal

stains on sheets in which \X/ilde had slept, adduced as evidence of anal sex "'
Dracula's bed is a pile on notably smelly dirt... when the Englishmen clean

Dracula's coffins, th.y ,rt. the term that Ellen Terry, \X/illie \X/ilde, and the

IYe¡îmin¡ter GaT,ette all employed to describe llilde's punishment: 'purification'
904

The similarities ptoliferzte: Schaffer notes that both Dracula and \X/ilde came

to England as foreigners and both made a concerted effort to lose their accent. Nina

Auerbach observes that Dracula is like \X/itde in that he is 'hunted and immobilised by

e01 Belford, Bram S toker: A Biogra\ b of the Aathor of Dracula pp. 246-47'
so2 The Eue'ningN¿zr cited in Sãnaffer, "'A WiLde Desire Took Me": The Homoerotic History of Dracula', p. 408.

e03 H. Montgomery Hyde, Tbe Tials of o:carlYilde (New York: Dovet, '1962) p.78.
ro+ 5.1l"¡¡.ri"A \Wilde Desire Took Me": The Flomoerotíc History of Dracula', pp. 406-07.
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the "stalwart manliness" of normal citizens'.'os Grigore Nandds compares the dancing

of prostitutes upon \X/ilde's conviction with the regalement of the female vampires at

Dracula's castle.nou Schaffer draws attention to the fact that the novel's structure, with

its emphasis on newspâper clippings and journalistic techniques such as shorthand,

'obliquely acknowledges its debt to the \X/itde-saturated newspapers of April, May and

June, 1895'. She also highlights anothef interesting coffespondence:

Oscar Wilde was convicted May 24, L895. The papers teported the event May 25

... Dracalìs vital date is May 24 and 25. The first five chapters feconstruct whât

three d.ifferentcharacters felt on ilr/ray 24 and25. On this pivotal date, we meet

the characters and see the 'cfimes' committed that the test of the novel works to

recompense.9oT

Alongside these reflections of \X/ilde in Dracala, there is evidence to suggest

that Stoker identified with \X/ilde 
^s ^ 

homosexuzlmaî, despite the aniety the latter

inspired in him. Schaffer argues that, in addition to Dracula being a fictional

projection of \X/ilde, the character of Jonzthan Harker represents a fictional proiection

of Stoket. In addition to the similar echoes of their surnames, Schaffer notes that

both men are marríed solicitors who have not practised law and both work for a

revered older man; Stoker for lrving, Harker fot the solicitor Peter Flawkins'eot The

wives of both men are also renowned fot their beauty and intelligence. If we allow

that Harker is a projection of Stoker, the many correspondences between Harker and

Dracula can be read as evidence of Stoker's identification with \X/ilde. While Dtacula

initially appears wholly alien to the serious young solicitor, many similarities soon

become evident: like Stoker and Wilde, have similar physical proportions and share

the same aptitudes and literary tastes. Both also possess the 'unnatutal' zblltty to crawl

like a bat on the outside walls of the castle. Harker looks for Draculz's face when he

looks into his mirror; an interesting action in light of the fact that in 1895 \X/ilde

became the public face of homosexu^hq.no' By the end of the novel Harker and

e05 Nina Auerbach, 'Dracula: ,A. Vampire of Our Own', Dracula, ed. Glennis Byron, New Casebooks pondon:

Macmillan, 1999) pp. '163-64.

e06 Farson, The Man lY/ho LY/rote Dracalap.752.
e07 Schaffef, "',{ Wilde Desire Took Me": The Homoerotic History of Dracula', p' 409.

eo8 Ibid., p. 398.
eoe Ibid., pp. 388-89, 401'-02.
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Dracula have become very much alike in 
^ppe 

f^îce (Harker's hair grows white like

the Count's) and behaviour.

Schaffer highlights ^ very tangible example of Stoker's identification with

Wilde in the secrion of the novel dealing with Harker's imprisonment in castle

Dracula. Stoker composed the section describing Harket's experiences âs â prisoner

while \X/ilde was in Pentonville Gaol; the author was most ìikely reading of \7ilde's

sufferings in prison in Reyolds's News and other newspaPers at the time.nto As Schaffer

rìotes, the incarcerated Harker's experience reflects \íilde's in many particulars:

Harker cries often, his hair turns white while in prison, he has difficulty with personai

grooming and can only write letters with permission.ott Schaffer argues that, by

imagining Harker suffering in this way, Stoker allowed himself to sympathise with

\X/ilde's plight. In this regard, as with other works examined in this study, the

^ppeztf^nce 
of the word 'wild' zt crttcizl points in the text mây be read as a hint as to

\X/ilde's influence on the text. The câptive Harker recalls: qX/hen I found out that I

u/as a prisoner a sort of wild feeling came over me'. While considering the key that

couid effect his escape, Harker relates: 'a wild desire took me to obtain that key at

any risk'.e12

Compassion for \Wilde could also be the reason for Stoker's increasingly

sympatheti c portfayzil of Dtacula in the last third of the novel, when the reader is

encouraged to see the vampire as a wretched slave to his 'unnatural' desires, hounded

incessantly by righteous, 'normal' men. Schaffer observes that when Harker {ìnally

destroys Dracula, Stoker is effectively destroying his own self-hatred by destroying the

popular image of the grotesque homosexual; the Stoket-like Harker is established as a

respectable, 'good' version of the vampire count.e13 By the end of the novel Harker

can assume the qualities he admired in Dracula, such as the latte/s intellectual power,

self-confidence and resilience; the same qualities that his crea;toÍ Stoker could salvage

e1o lbid., p.404.
e11 Ibid., p. 405.
ei2 Ibid.- ip. 398-99, 401, Stoker, Bram Sîoker, Dracala: Complete, Aulhoritatiue Texl uith Biographìcal, Hi¡toical, and

Cultøal Òontuxß, Critical History, aù Essay from Contemþorary Critical Perspectiuu pp. 51,73.
e13 Christopher Craft ".gr..th"t 

the death of the vampiric Lucy \)øesteffa also represents an âssurânce that

tampirism [read homosexuality] may indeed be vanquished, that its sexual threat, however powerfrrl and

intrig,nng, -iy b. expelled ...'. õraft, "'ICss Me with Those Red Lips": Gender and Inversion in Bram Stoker's

Dracøld, p. 185.
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from the wreck of Wilde, in revising his own homosexual model.eta Diverging from

the homosexual angle, Schaffer also argues that Harker's assumption of Dtacula's

identity ^t the end of the novel also fepfesents a resolution of the

Stoker/Florence/Wilde triangle for the authot.els

Certainly, theories such as those offered by Schaffer and others are persuasive in their

d,iscussion of Wildean subtexts in Dracula. In light of their analyses and the

commentary above, it is difficult to deny that the figure of Wilde constitutes an

intrinsic element of a character that has become one of our most enduring modern

myths.

John Strange Winter (Henrietta Stannard)
A S easide Flirt (1897)

As mentioned above, the release of Stoker's novel closely coincided with \X/ilde's

release from pdson in May 1.897. \íilde's subsequent soiourn in Dieppe and the

neighboudng town of Bernevù, dr:eady mentioned in relation to Aubrey Beardsley,

was fictionalised in a remarkably objective and sympathetic novei which also appeared

in that yex: A Seasid.e Ftirtby John Strange Winter, the pseudonym of Mrs Henrietta

Eltza Vaughan Stannard (1356-1911). Along with Ada Leverson, Stannard has

become known as one of the few female friends who steadfastly stood by \X/ilde after

his disgrace.

By 1,897, Stannard had already established a reputation as a ptolific and

popular novelist.et6 In most of her novels and short stodes, Stannard dtaws upon her

family's long association with the armed forces to write about mititary life. Stannard's

tales typically present the middle and upper-class British soldier as a noble, humane

chuacter in a domestic setting. This is particularþ true of her most popular work,

1,885's Bootles Babl: A Storl of the Scarlet I-.ancers, a tale about a compassionate cavalry

officer who adopts a baby girl. John Ruskin described John Strange Winter as 'the

author to whom we ou/e the most finished and faithful rendering ever yet given of the

e14 Schaffer, "'A Süilde Desire Took Me": The Homoerotic History of Dtacula', pp' 16,414'
e1s Ibid., p.41.4.
e16 Stannard v/rote over ninety books in her lifetime'
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character of the British soldier'."7 (ndeed, before Stannards's true identity was

revealed to her reading public in 1889, her readers had assumed she was a soldiet.)

Stannard was also a journalist, the first president of the \X/riters' Club (1'892), the

President of the Society of Women Journalists (1901-3) and a fellow of the Royal

Society of Literature. She won a reputation for being a strong and capable woman

with a kind heart; she was a staunch campaigner for the victimised and the

d.isadvantaged and protested strongly against cruelty to animals. Stannard also found

the time to forge 
^ 

c reer as a successful socialite; the lYoman's Signal newspaper

reported on 30 Jznuary 1.896 that Stannard went 'a great deal into society', and that

her own parties were 'wonderful gathetings of all that is best in London literary and

artistic society', set against tastefully aesthetic décot.ott

As the above comments suggest, Stannard and \X/ilde 
^Ppe 

n to have moved

in the same social circles before his trials and conviction. Wilde's comment about

Stannard to a prison warder during his incarceration indicates that, while he thought

her 'charming', her military-themed fìction wasrl't to his taste. The same watder who

had qurzzed him about Marie Corelli aske

Now, sit, John Strange \ü/inter, sir: would you tell me what you think of him,

sir?'

'A chatming lady, he is a chatminglady; but I would rather talk to het than read

his books'.e1e

\X/ilde had reviewed Stannard's book Thaî Imþ in the Satardal Reuiew of May 7,

1887. @y hir reference to 'Mr. \Winter' in inveted commas in this review we can

assume that \íilde was aware of the author's ttue identiLy ^tle st two years before her

reading public.) In his critique of That Imþ he commends Bootles' Babl as a masterpiece

and \X/inter's other works as 'amusing and audacious'with 'brilliant description[s]' of

army life. Flowever Wilde also expresses the hope that Stannard would move on to

e1i lf/ho lN/a¡ lYho 1897-1 91 5: A Comþanion to lYbo'¡ lVho Containing the Biographies of Tbose of Died During the Period

1 897-/ 91 5,p. 493.
ota plor.n..lpenwick Miller, 'Character Sketch: John Strange $Tinter', Tbe lYomen'¡ Signal30 January 1896: p. 66'

e1e Pearson, The Lirt of Onar LY/ilde p. 324.
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'new topics ... It would be sad if such a clever and observant writer became merely

the garrison hack of literatute'.e2o

Stannard and her civil engineer husband Arthur established a home in Dieppe

in 1896, in the hopes of improving Arthur's health. As mentioned above, in the late

1890s the French resort to',vn had become a 'home away from home' for many

English writers and artists. After Wilde moved there in 1.897, Stannard was furious to

observe the frequent rebuffs he received in the town, especially the slights by his

former friends. A letter from \X/ilde to Stannard dated 28May 1897 indicates that the

l^tter extended the hand of friendship to \X/ilde just a week after his arrival in Dieppe;

it also reveals that Stannard was on friendly tefms with \Øilde's mother:

Your kind husband gâve me a. vefy sympathetic and touching message ftom you

yestefday, for which Pfay accept my most sincere thanks: he also asked me from

you to call, a privilege of which I hope to avail myself tomoffow aftetnoon . '. I
am .onsciolrsìhat I was leading a life quite unworthy of a son of my deat mother

whose nobiTty of soul and intellect you always appreciated, and who was hetself

always one of youf wafmest and most enthusiastic admirers . .. Accept these few

flowers as a slight token of my gratitude . . 'e21

Wilde did avail himself of the pdvilege of visiting the Stannards, and they were often

seen with Witde about the town. They also invited him to dine at their home and on

at least one occasion Wilde had the couple to tea at his house in Berneval Wilde

obviously did not consider Stannard's ptoduction of populist, military fìction 
^s 

an

impediment to their friendship, although he certainly retained his aversion to it. In a

letter to Rober Ross of 31. Mray 1897, \X/itde gently mocks Stannard's Booile's Babl in

his own inimitable fashion:

I breakfast tomorrow with the Stannards: what a great passionate splendid writet

John Strange \íinter is! How little people undetstand her work! Bootle's Babl is ane

øaure slmbo/iste: it is really only the style and the subject thatate wfong. Pray never

,p.uÈligtrtty of Bootle's Bablinàeed, pray never speak of it at a)I;I nevet ào.e22

A clue to \X/ilde's friendship with Stannarð. may be contained in a request he

makes of Ross in the same letter; Wilde asks Ross to send Stannard ^ co|y of an

e2o !(/ilde, Reuiews pp. 166-67.
e21 !(/ilde, Tbe Conphte I-.etten oJ Oscar ll/ilde p. 857
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article he had recently published in the London Chronicle, which called for more

humane pdson conditions. Both writers had a strong humanitatian streak, and this

may well have been the common ground on which they based their friendship.

While Stannard's recorded kindnesses to Wilde in Dieppe constitute the oniy

historical record we have of her attitude towards him, her fictional portrait of the

Irish wit and,flânearVivian Dermott t¡ A Seaside Flirt afforàs many further clues to the

Ír tvre of their friendship, especially in tight of the fact that Stannard's novel was

completed in July 1,891, just two months after \X/ilde and Stannard had renewed their

acquaintance in Dieppe, \X/ilde would no doubt have approved of Stannard's move

away from m1htary subjects with A Seaside F/iø. The novel takes the form of a series

of diary-style entries by Cynthia 'S7ilmot, the flirt of the title who, like Stannard, has a

'weakness for society', and who, also like Stannard, has come to Dieppe with her

husband and young child. In Chapter Four, 'A Society Fiâneur', set in the Dieppe

casino, Wilmot is told by her friend Billy Raymond that the notorious Vivian Detmott

is in Dieppe and that the town is 'all agog2:

To tell the ttuth, strictly between you and me, dear reade4 it has long been one of
the ambitions of my life to know Vivian Dermott, with his gre t fep:utation for

brilliancy, his unparalleled audacity, and his picturesque, forcible, nonchalant

^ppe 
faîce.

.I have met him about, of course; but I don't know him" I said to Billy.rz:

Raymond tells \X/ilmot that he knows Dermott, and refers to him as a 'wonderfully

clever chap-what those French Johnnies ca,lI adroit. Never at a loss, always got a

sharp ânswer ready'."4 No sooner has Raymond imparted this information than

Dermott appears, towering above the crowd and looking slightly bored; an impression

partly created by his famivr \X/ildean habit of looking through half-closed eyes."t

Dermott is 'picturesque' in his appearance and has an uncanny aptitude for epigtams'

\ü/ilmot also evokes \X/ilde's propensity to gossip about society personalities,

previously highlighted by Ella Hepworth Dixon and other writers: 'FIow mercilessly

e22Ibid. p. 869.
e23 John 

-strange \ùØinter (Flenrietta EltzaYawghzn Stznnard), A Seaside Flirt (I-ondon: F. V. White, "1897) p.26.
e24 Ibid.
e2s Ibid. p. 66.
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and cruelly [Dermott] was able to sum up people, who probably fancied that he took

them precisely at their own valuattonl'.e'6 In 'deliberzte, rather affected tones' he

greets Raymond and enquites after the identity of Wilmot, whose turquoise eyes have

tttracted his attention.

Another of \X/ilmot's companions, the Russian prince Pellnikoff, is impressed

that \X/ilmot has been 'spotted' by Dermott, who, Iike \X/ilde, 'can make any woman

the fashion if he chooses'. However, he u/arns \X/ilmot that 'in â serlse, [Dermott] is a

dangerous person to know'.e" It soon becomes apparent that the prince is irritated by

Dermott's presence; he admits to feeling genetally 'awkward and lumbering' when

faced with Dermott's quick-witted repartee and is he clearþ iealous of \íilmot's

interest in Dermott. Flowever, Stannard suggests that there is something else

underþing the prince's animosity towards Dermott. \When Wiimot questions the

prince's warning about Dermott's dangerousness, the latter remarks in a vexed

mannef: 'I can't make you understand . . . that's 
^lf'.e28 

Dermott is well a-wate of

Pellnikoff s antipathy towards him but feigns ignotance of it; this ttait of Detmott's is

probably drawn from Stannard's observation of Wilde in Dieppe.

Wilmot and Dermott 
^te 

soon introduced, and Dermott quickly wins \)Tilmot

over with his compliments and intelligence. It is not long before Dermott's attentions

have made Wilmot the most fashionable v/oman in Dieppe. Flowever, \X/ilmot relates

that she is under no misapprehension about Dermott's interest in her; she realises that

'a woman whom he can make the wodd talk about is a necessity to him, an essential

part of his curious and peculiar position':

I cannot help laughing at the idea of my being Vivian Dermott's latest. Nevef was

a shot that hit wider of the matk ... I never knew a man who was less in love

with me. By the wildest stretch of the imagination I could not flatter myself that I
âm mofe to him than the mete gtatifìcation of an attistic instinct [my italics].e2e

\fhile John Stokes sees Dermott as 'a kind of heterosexual ì7ilde', he conjectures that

Stannard's picture of Dermott 
^s ^ solely 'artistic' admirer of Süilmot mzy be a

e26Ibid. pp. 98_99.
e27 Ibid. pp.27_28.
e28 Ibid. p. 30.
e2e Ibid. p. 41.
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'delicate tribute' to \7ilde's sexuality.ntO The present writer would go futther to

contend that Stannard's many textual hints point quite clearly to Detmott's 'deviant'

sexuality. \íhen Wilmot voices her supposition that many women must be in love

with the charismatic Dermott, prince Petlnikoffs vehemently replies: 'Oh no; you

u¡rong your sex. Believe me, you do ,.. I don't think that in all the wodd such a

noxious beast as Vivian Dermott has his equal!'.ett \Øhen Dermott first tells \X/ilmot

that he is her admirer in a purely artistic sense, lner. reactton also suggests that

something is amiss: 'I don't know that in all my life I had ever felt such a strange

sensation go through my heatt as there did at that momeît'.e3'permott's 'unnatural'

artistic interest in \Tilmot recalls Gilbert Vincent's in Adela Buller in 'The \X/orld's

Slow Stain' by Dixon, discussed in Part Two)

Flowever, despite \X/ilmot's awareness that Dermott's interest in her is purely

aesthetic, and his avowal that to be a flâneør is his métier ('but there I stop . . . I have a

regard for the welfare and the reputation of the women I like'), she is consumed with

jealousy when he chooses to spend time in the company of other women'n" \X/hen

Wilmot does regain Dermott's attention and he asks her to dance, \ü/ilmot's relief is

palpable:

I was conscious only that I was dancing with a man who interested me mofe at

that moment than any other man in the wodd; that, I was the most temarkable

woman in the foom; that, having got Vivian Detmott's distinct approbation,

nothing else mattered.e3a

rüØilmot later admits that she believes herself in love with Dermott, but her infatuation

proves to be short-lived. \X/ilmot is reminded of her deeper love for her husband

when the latter proposes to defend her honour in z duel with the prince Pellnikoff

(who engineers \X/ilmot into a compfomising position), and the mxriage is

strengthened by the couple's mutual jealousy.n's Wilmot later teflects that she

e30 Stokes, Oscar lYilde: M1tbt Miracle¡, and Imitations p. 1'39.

e31 \l¡inter ftIenrietta F,l:zaYzwghan Stannard),,4 Seaside Flirt p. 47 '

e32lbid. p. 53.
e33 lbid. p. 83.
e34lbid. p. 79.
e3s Paul and June Schlueter obserye that while Stannard's novels usually contain a rnoral lesson relating to such

typical Victotian topics such as ma:riage and religion, 'þer] apptoaches are frequently nottypical of the times'.

d.-hLret.r and Schlueter, eds.,An Enryclopedia of British lYomen lVrìter¡: Reuircd and Expanded Edition p. 595.
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misinterpreted her real feelings for Dermott, her thoughts on the subject containing

some interesting clues to \íilde's relationship with Stannard and his popularity with

women in general:

I had been in some curious, stfange mânnef glamoured by-by-by what? upon
my word, I hardly knew. By the cadence of a voice, by a trick of gestute, by a

felicity of exptession,by a certain social cachet . . 'e36

Despite reaching this conclusion, \X/ilmot corìtinues to value Dermott's genuine

friendship and wise counsel þe had previously warned her to be wary of Pellnikoff),

particularly after Dermott accompanies the distressed \X/ilmot on the train to Brussels

to stop the impending duel: 'How good that man v/as to me so gentle' so

considerate! ... he made me eat ... He talked brilliantly ... He made me try to sleep

... How amusing and interesting he was!"t Howevet, the novel's ambivalent closing

lines suggest thât l7ilmot's feelings for Dermott will always be something mote than

platonic; perhaps as Stannard's also were for her remarkable friend. They may also

cast some light on Stannard's opinion of \X/ilde's acquiescent wife, Constance, aheady

discussed in relation to Rosa Praed's Affinities in Part One:

Yesterday fDermott] came to tell me that he is engaged . .. I congratulated him.

She is very rich, and she is not bad looking, and she idolizes tum with a devotion

which is absolutely pathetic. He tells her how to look, what to say, what to weaf,

and he orders het about 1n a way v¡hich I should not stand for five minutes. He

will always be my good ftiend, he says ' ' ' [Stannard's ellipsis]e38

One can speculate that these final words echoed Wilde's parting words to Stannard;

by September 1897 Wilde had grown \\re^ry of his life in Berneval and Dieppe. Tired

of being isolated and shunned, he decided to leave Notmandy for Paris, before

heading to Italy to defy his wife and all his ftiends by living with Alfred Douglas.o'n

e36 \(/inter (Flenrietta Els.zaYawghan Stannard),,4 Seaside Flirt p. 93.
e37 Ibid. pp. lZ-lA. Simon Callow highlights \ü/ilde's generosity and kindness ând rePorts Ada Leverson's

.o--.nith"t \X/ilde 'rather resent[ed] friends who fwere] not in actual need'. Callow also notes that 'on more

than one occasion pfdde] is creditåd with having cured toothache by conversation alone'' Simon Callow, Onør

lTilde and hi: Circle I'ondon: Nationai Portrait Gallery, 2000) p' 1'1'7 '

e38 \(/i¡¡¡s¡ (Henrietta EltzaYawghan Stannard),.4 Seaside Flirt p. "112'

e3e There had been some friction between \Wilde and his wife regarding the lâtter's reticence to meet Wi-lde or let

him see his children. Stannard stayed in Dieppe with her family until 1901, and retained â summer house there

until 1909. In addition to A Seaside Flirt ãnd anothet novel A Summer Jaønt (1'899), which also contained
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Frederic Carcel
The Aduentares of John lohns (1897)

February 1897 saw a brief but notable appearance by \X/ilde in Frederic Cartel's

popular novel The Aduentares of John Johns.o^ Carrel (1.869-1'928), who sometimes wrote

under the name Frédéric Poingdestre Carrel, v/as an American ioutnalist and novelist

who worked in England and contributed to such journals as the Nineteenth Centary,

Sdentfic Progress and the Fortnightþ Reuiew, the latter while it was being edited by

\X/ilde's friend Frank Harris during 1893 and 1.894.e41 Carrel's association with the

Fortnightþ Reuiew is signifìcant: despite the author's temarks to the cot:rft^ry in the

prcface of John Johns, the eponymous central character is cleady based on Frank

Flarris, and the popularity of the novel can be largely attributed to the trânsparency of

Carrel's fìctional sketch of the editor and others. oo' Fortuitously for our pu4roses, in

describing the friendship between Johns and his poet friend Horace, Cauel offers an

interpretation of the relationship bet'ween Harris and \X/ilde.

The Adaentares of John Johns, first published anonymously, is a biting satire on

the rise of Harris-a brash, roguish womaniser-through the tanks of the London

journalism scene. While Hards was indeed unashamedly and aggressively ambitious,

Carrel's scathing portrait of an unscrupulous schemer who uses whateveÍ means

necessary to succeed, especially women, is generally held to be an inaccurate and

shallow orÌe. not \(/tule we know little about CzneI or the nature of his relationship

with Harris, at the time of strttsngJohns Johns the author was cleariy famtltat with him,

characters based on local personalities, Stannard wrote many enthusiastic articles about Dieppe. Her writings

were cred-ited with boostirìg tourism in the town; in recognition of this achievement Stannard was presented

with a diamond brooch by Oieppe's Mayor. Schlueter and Schlueter, eds., An Enryclopedia of Britith l%omen

ll/riter¡: Reuised and Expanded Edition p. 595.
s4o The Aduefttures of John John, *", tlr. most successfrrl of the twelve novels Carrel wtote between 1895 and 1914,

reaching seventeen editions by 1929.
e41 The articles Carrel contributed to ttre Forlntghlþ were 'The College of Ftance' fanuary-June 1893) and

'English and French Manners' flanuary-June 1894).
o+z 1i hi. preface Cârrel stâtes: 'for th. benefit of those who are liable to be influenced for right or wrong by the

perusal o? fi.,io.r, I think it is necessary to add that none of the characters here described are offered for

i-it^tion. They are but imaginary men and women moving on the stage of life, who act as it seemed logical they

should act, considering theãotives by which they are seen to be gurded and the environment in which they are

placed'. Frederic Carrel, The Aduentares of John Johns (london: T. Werner Laurie, "1929) p. r.
ô+r ¡1"rri, biographer Phitippa Pullar asserts 'the character [of John Johns] is too calculating [to accurately

represent Harãs1. Harris.r¡r. .rot a businessman; he was spontaneous, emotional, uneâsy, untidy and impatient,

b,it ,re.r.r calcrrlating . . .' Phil-ippa P,JIar, Frank Hatri¡: A Biograpfu Q'{ew York: Simon and Schuster, 197 6) p. 90'

For further discussion of the differences between Harris andJohns, see Alfred Armstrong, The Aduentures of John

Johns (Book reuiew), Avziable: http://www.oddbooks.co.uk/harris/johniohns.html, 4Janwary 2003.
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as he includes many of Harris's distinctive characteristics in the novel. CaueI aPpeats

to have felt an intense dislike for his editor, and incorporates m ny unfounded

speculations in his portrait in order to paint Harris in the most unfavourable light.

Nevertheless, in the absence of contradictory information, the novel cemented a

negative picture of Harris in the public mind and Harris's reputation suffered as a

result, just as SØilde's had zfter the publication of Robet Hichens's The Creen

Carnation in 1894.n*

Interestingly, Carrel's own approach to \X/ilde, two years after the latter's

disgrace, is nowher e îezrr as damning as Hichens's earliet portrait. While there is no

record of an zcqtzintznce between Carel and Wilde, we can reasonably assume that,

as Carrel's knowledge of Harris 
^ppe 

r.s to extend beyond a purely business-related

knowledge Çohn Johns also includes convincing portraits of Harris's wife and father), it

is likely that Carrel encounteled Witde while socialising with Harris'nns

Evidence of another intdguing connection is to be found in an undated letter,

wdtten in French, f¡om Canel to Wiide's friend Ada Leverson, which indicates that

they were friends and also that there mzy have been some 'falling out' between the

two:

prevents me from saylng anything f1¡¡¡þs1.r+e

e44 p2¡¡5 of lohn lobnshzve been misappropriated by some Hartis biographers to 'fiti in_1he- gaps' of his eady

London life, perir"ps most notably ly À.t.-f'"Un and Elmer Gertz in their A Staþ in Black and l[/hite (1931).

Armstrong, Tbe Aduentare¡ of Jobn Johrc (Book reuiew),Pvllzr, Frank Hams:
e45 pullar ìÍrinks it unlikely in^t Cittrl.knew Harris 'before 1893 when h Fortniþlþ. In a

letter written to þarris's wife] Nellie Harris, on March 29, 1932, ly] refuted the

[implication tn Joh) Johns that Harris used â woman to win his first editorial position.] *The story told about

Ë.Åk H"rri. u.rd th. Euening -òt¿zr is a cruel and basr less calumny and the invention in the States of some

spitefirl and unscrupuloos ü"f who could not have been in England in 1883 ... I who {ìrst knew your husband

in lggO cân âssure yon that this is a vile and lying lìbel"'. P'JIr,Frank Hani¡: A Biograp@ p' 90'
e4ó Frédéric Poingáestre Carcel,letter to'CL.iM"d^me', n.d. uncat. (Clark) (ttanslated from the French by

Bruce \ühiteman, 6 February 2003).
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This is the only extant record of any relationship between Leverson and Carrel. While

it is possible, in light of Carrel's mention of Leverson's article, that theirs was a putely

bterary association, it is also possible that the two had a more intimate relationship; it

is well known that Leverson had several lovers and Carrel's tone does appear unduly

despondent. In any case, their connection suggests that Canel had more than one

meâns of access to \7ilde's inner circle.

Certainly, if the charzcter of Florace in John Johns is anything to go by, Carrel

had observed ìíilde closely. Florace's otiginal is immediately obvious; he is a tall,

'erotic poet' with long cuded hair, a shaven face and'large fleshy hands', 'whose mind

was a strange mixture of wit and incohefence, and who had atttacted the attention of

the public by his eccentricities'.'a7 Horace 
^ppe^ts 

in only one scene in the novel,

walking affecttonately arm-in-arm with Johns after \ezving a restarrant on the

Embankment, both men indulging in inebriated rhetoric. In disagreeing withJohns on

the merit of realism tnart,Florace discourses on one of \X/ilde's favourite themes:

the hideousness of trade; we are submerged in a fepugnant sea of barter. Our

Florace's rapturous address to the aforementioned boatonniàre is classic \Tildean

caftc t]lx.ei

'Sweet emblem of immaculate petfection, no stockbroket possesses you! You ate

resting youf sweet beauty on the breast of culture! Your radiance is enjoyed by

one whose serìses vibrate only for true loveliness, whose soul lives on Parnassian

slopes, fot whom the common hetd must ever be as drossl's+q

e47 Cz¡rrel,The Aduenlure¡ of John lohn:.
e48 Ibid. pp.240_41..
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Carrel.,in his description of Johns's reaction to Florace's elaborate or tory, impìies his

opinion of the Harris/\X/ilde friendship:

Johns had listened to this panegyric patiently. He knew, like everybody, the natufe

tr tn. man; that he had a band of followers who worshipped him, a woman hete

and there in London whose thoughts and feelings he had uttedy capsized, and for

some feason which no ofìe had ever cleady undetstood, he professed to think

him a greatgenius, and supported him in his habituøJ artatgnment of the middle

classes, at whom he had, himself, so often tilted'esO

On their wâlk, the pair then encounter Johns's ascetic newspaPer friend

Tarte, who proceeds to denounce their drunkenness and sybaritism. Horace affably

delivers a witty reply, but Tarte, unphased, goes on to deliver a prophetic warning:

'I say to you that if you let art take too much room in life, you will fall victims to

it. \lÍ4"en'the tfee of cultore has been climbed until the top is reached, a fall is

imminent, and that fall is often into the pond of incoherence. Sometimes the toad

of the cultured hedonist leads to Bedlam, sometimes it leads to Newgate, and in

neither of those places are the muses wooed, my ftiends' If either of you take one

or the other of those toads, you'll be worse off than I, the Phjlistine, whose days

are destined to be ended in a select establishment of paupers''esl

When T^fte âvers that 'pleasure, culture [and] art, 
^r.e 

mere delusions fraught with

peril', he epitomises the popular post-Wilde triai view on these subiects, as evinced by

the excerpts from contemporary press reports above. Johns suddenly sees the sense in

the old man's message and resolves to curb his hedonism and'practice tespectability',

recognising an inherent danger in 'getting soft in leading this emollient life of

pleasure'.e5' 'Søhat 'getting soft' might entail is broadly hinted at ín Carel's description

of the dangers of moving in Horace's circles:

Horace was very well in his own way, but he wasn't a m î to be seen with often,

for though he had the thoughts and beadng of a genius, and though he flohn$
had proão.,rnced him to be one, there was an instability about the man which

madå hi- a pefson to be frequented with caution. Moral unconsciousness might

be very *ell, b.tt there was ^ way in things, and Horace, with his vices and

e4e Ibid. p.241..
eso Ibid. Ñote the implication, auezdy discussed in relation to A Seaside Flirt above and mentioned with regard to

Joseph Conrad,s ,Thã Rerurn' below, that ÌWilde's lack of romantic interest in women had re sulted in more than

one broken heart.
es1 Ibid. p.243.
es2 Ibid. pp.243_44.
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mannefisms, went too far. In short, he recognized there was danger not only in

the companionship of Horace, but also in the band of casual inebriates whom, in

his tediarn uilø,he had gathered tound him.es3

Flere, Carrel seems to be somewhat off the mark in his suggestion that Harris avoided

\X/ilde,s 'dangerous' company. Harris was seen in public with \X/ilde when the latter's

reputation was at its very lowest, both before and after his imprisonment.

Of course, by publicly abstaining from an 'emollient life of pleasure', Johns

manâges ro mâintain his position of power and pdvilege (although he continues to

lead an extraordinarlly caddrsh life in private). On the other hand, Horace, \7ilde-like,

dismisses Tarte's warning with flippant arrog nce: 'flarte] is an example ... of the

infirmity of sense-perception which afflicts some men who have never known the

higher things. I shall write a poem on his singular perversity'.oto After the two men

p26tHorace is not glimpsed agzin for the remainder of the novel; the Victorian reader

familtzr.with \X/ilde's demise would have had little trouble imagining Horace's fate.

Curiously, while Wilde commented on Harris's caricature tn John Johns,he was

conspicuously silent on his own. In a letter to Robert Ross dated 20}uly 1897 \X/ilde

wrore: 'The sketch of Frank Harris rn John Johni is superb. !7ho wrote the book? It is a

wonderful indictment'.e5s Indeed, Wilde was in a position to know, being familiar with

Flarris's somewhat abrasive personality and wayward behaviour. While Hattis was in

many ways a good friend to \7ilde, supporting him personally and financially during

his times of greatest need, Flarris's forceful nature resulted in several conflicts with

the aesthete duing their friendship. In attempting to resolve one such disagreement,

Wilde wrote to Harris on13 June 1897:

You are a mafi of dominant personality; your intellect is exigent, mofe so than of
aîy m fl I ever afe efìofmous; you require fesPonse,

of you annihila th you is in the clash of personality,

the intellectual survive you one must have a strong

brain, an assertive ego, a dynamic character. It e old

days, the remains of the guests were taken away have

ofien lunched with you [at your home] in Park only

survivot.9s6

e53 Ibid. p.244.
e54 Ibid. p.243.
ess ì7ilde, The Conpkte l-tmrs oJOuarll/ilde p. 915'
e56Ibid. p. 895.
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It is tempting to conjecture thzt Carcel was pfesent at one such lunch, and

was one of those unfortunates who did not 'survive' the experience. Perhaps the

amiable 'intellectual battle' between Johns and Horace reflects zn actwzl encounter

between Harris and Wilde, as witnessed by one of the disgruntled casualties of

Flarris's dominant personal-ity. This would certainly account for the bitter edge to

Carrel's portrait. Flowever Cznel was inspired to translate the Hards/\X/ilde

relationship into fiction, he was unable to repeat the succes s of The Aduentures of John

Johns. His subsequent quirky disquisitions on ethical, eugenicist and scientific themes

were not big seilers and have iong since faded into obscutity.

Grant Allen
Linnet: A Romance (1'898)

Linnet: A Romance, by the prolific author, philosopher, Darwinist and populariser of

science, C. G. B. (Grant) ,A.llen (1848-1399), appeared the year. after Canel's John

Jobns."'Allen's book was in fact one of four fictions which evoked Wilde in 1898,

perhaps prompted by \7ilde's return to publishing and the public consciousness in

February of that year with The Ballad of Reading Gaol, r}re long poem inspired by his

incarceraíon which denounces the inhumanity of the English prison system.ess

Reviews of The Ballad were mixed; while some critics lauded the poem's

humanitarianism and literary merit, others like \X/ilde's old antâgonist \í. E. Henley,

who reviewed The Baltad in the Outlook of 5 March 1898, dismissed it as 'sentimental

slush'. The reviewer for the Pall Mall GarytÍe refened to the 'feverish energy' of the

poem as 'unmanly'.ese

Clearþ, Wilde's disgrace was too recent f.or many of his contemporaries to

revise their opinion of the man or his work. Grant Allen apPears to have been one

such contemporâry. Allen's writings were an unusual combination of atheism,

humanism, rationalism and moralism, and his prolific ouq)ut of novels, short stories

and essays on a remarkably wide range of topics won him much renown among his

es7 Ällen also wrote under several pseudonyms including'Cecil Power' and J. Arbuthnot Wilson'.
essr\lrhoughthefirstsixeditions ofTheBallad,v¡hichtotalledover5000copies,citedtheauthoras'C.3.3''
(Wilde's prison cell number), the wotk was widely ptesumed to be by \7ilde.
ese Beckson, The O¡car LY/ìlde Enrycloþedia pp. "t5-78.
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contempofâries. It is clear that Allen's first love was science; he was a talented

naruralist, anthropologist and physicist who was particulady fascinated with theodes

of evolution and energy; he counted Chades Darwin and Herbert Spencer among his

friends and mentors. Allen also published various reflections on philosophy,

geography, history and art and held radícalviews on religion and morality. It his two

1895 works The British Barbarians: A Hitl-top Nouel and the controversial New Síoman

novel The ll/oman lf,/ho Did,Ailen incited much controversy with his ardent attacks on

contemporary sexual mores.1898's ,,LinneT, howevet, falls squarely into the'pot-boiling'

c tegofy. Allen wfote m^îy works of this type, which proved to be far mote

remunerative than his scientific or scholarly writings. Flowever, Allen usually managed

to incorporate 'serious' themes into his popular fiction, including mâny criticisms of

established Victorian conventions and Linnel is no exception in this regard.

The melodramattc action of ur ìnnet commences in the Tyrol. The \X/ildean

critic Florian Wood is holidaying in Austria alongside the hero of the story, \X/ill

Deverill, an operattc composer and poet. They encounter Linz Telser, a beautiful

Catholic peasant grrt who is also a gifted singer; the 'Linnet' of the title. \X/ill promptly

falls in love with her, but is persuaded out of proposing mariage to her by Wood,

who is resentful of Linnet's preference for Deverill, and Linnet is married instead to a

cold and opporrunistic Austdan innkeeper, who is also unfaithful and physically

abusive. The action of the plot moves to London and Monte Cado as the innkeeper

pfomotes Linnet's singing c feef and turns her into a European opefa stat, motivated

by his own greed r^theï than any love for Linnet. After much authorial criticism of

sexual social values and Catholic views of divorce, a jealous admirer conveniently

murders Linnet's husband. Despite a nefarious attempt by \7ood to take advantage of

the vulnerable Linnet in order to have her for himself, she and Deverill are eventually

united with the aid of z papal dispensation.

Allen was not averse to including portraits of contempor^ry personalities in

his fiction and it soon becomes obvious that the 'intensely modern' Florian ì7ood is

Iargely based on \X/ilde.eoo An aesthetic arbiter of taste and a brilliant conversationalist,

e60 Another historically-based character in I-;innet is Holmes, the chadatan occultist who is based on the medium

D. D. Home. Allen scholar Peter Morton has identifìed many othet such examples in Allen's fiction: John

Ruskin appears as John Truman in Babllon (1885), Seeta Mayne in The Deuil'¡ Die (1887) is probabiy based on
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\Wood occupies \X/ilde's unique (former) position in fashionable society. ì7ood's

diminutive physical stature does little to blind the reader to his original; his 'smooth

and gidish cheek' and plump hands are more accurate indicators. \Øood's foibles are

Wilde's worst: he is vzin, affected, lzzy and cynical. \íood cleady reflects the

demonised view of \X/ilde tha;t prcv^iled after the lattet's trials, he is mercefla;ry, 
^

pretender, an insincere flattere¡ ¿¡1d-2s is ultimately revealed by his treâtment of

Linnet-immoral and unscrupulous. He is shown to be in every way infetior to

Deverill, the true gentleman of the afts. Wood makes many \Tildean quips about

v/omen and marriage znd is only prepared to take a wife if he is duly financially

'compensated'. He also shows an affintty for the fraudulent psychic Joaquin Holmes,

who himself appears to be based Robert Browning's 'Mr' Sludge' (1,864).

Flowever, !7ood aiso possesses Wilde's undeniably attractive qualities: his

good-humour, tolerance and woddly outlook, as well as his 'exquisitely modulated'

melodious voice and his ability to speak authoritatively on almost any subiect. \Wood,

like Witde, prides himself (not always justifiably) on being a discoveter and suppotter

of up-and-coming artistic talents like Linnet; he also acts as a social sponsor for

attrzclj,ve and charismatic women such as the pretty American widow Rue Palmet.

\Wood's attendance at a àtnnet parq is a virtual guarântee of success; his conversation

is 'richly-worded' and 'bubbles' and 'sparkles'like an'Apollonaris spring'.eot \(/ood's

reception amongst fashionable society echoes that formedy experienced by Wilde: he

is 'the spoiled child of society ,.. Clubs [h^tg] on his cleat voice; women þet] and

[make] much of him'. For líood, as for \X/ilde, the necessities of life are the luxuries:

'stalls at the opera and hansoms ad /ibitarz'.e62

The correspondences between \X/iide and \üíood proliferate: !7ood is widely

known by his distinctive first name and also has \7ilde's manner of suggesting how

nature can be improved upon. \(/ood's distinctive aestheticism is also \7ilde's; he

shares \X/ilde's obsession with ancient Greek culture, teferring to the 'Dorian'

simplicity of Tyrolean peasant life (also a likely allusion to \7ilde's Dorian Gral) and

the novelist'Ouida', Hugh Massinger in Tbis Mortal Coil: A Noae/ (1888) is based on Andrew Lang and the

poeress 'Blackbird' in (Jnder Sealed Order¡ (1894) is a hctional rendering of Amy Levy. Peter Morton, Grant Allen,

Aprtl 2002, Flinders University, Available: http://ehlt.flinders.edu.au/english/GA/GAHome.htm, 17 April
2002.
e6t Ç¡2¡1¡ Allen, I-;innet:ARomance (London: GrantRichards, 1898) pp.38,211.
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the 'Hellenic suppleness' of the local peasant children.nu' \(/ood 'drinks things in with

sensuous delight ... the smell of tedded kine fillfs] his aesthetic soul, not so much

with direct pleasure, as with some faint zfterglow of ltterary reminiscence'.ouo \(/ood

also owns a frst edition of Andrew Lang's book of poetry Ballades in Bløe China

(1380); blue china was one of Wilde's most famous eady enthusiasms. Moreover,

while \Wood is not aggressively masculine, he '[isn't] exactly the sort of man to be

bullied' either, as many of \X/ilde's associates were su{prised to discover.eót If the

rezder is left rn any doubt of the inspiration for Allen's 'epicurean philosopher'

(\X/ood believes Linnet 'ought to be clothed in purple and fine linen, and f.ate

sumpruously every day on champagne and turtle'), it should be allayed by \X/ood's

pronouncement that 'fc]onsistency is the virtue of the Philistine intellect'.eGu This

remark clearþ mimics \lilde's own aphorisms on the subiect. In 'The Relation of

Dress to Art' in the Pall Matl GaqgrÍe of 28 February 1885, Wilde writes: 'consistency is

the last resort of the unimaginative', and in Dorian GrayLotd Henry Wotton remarks

that '[flaithfulness is to the emotional life what consistency is to the life of the

intellect-simply a confessio n of f.atlure'.'u'

Allen's convincing portrait of Wilde in Linnet would suggest that the two

were at some point acquainted; this is also likely in light of a Times teviewet's

comment that '... Mt. Grant Allen is most at home on the artistjc fringes of

fashionable society.e6s Moreover, ,\llen and Wilde shared sevetal mutual

acquainrances, including Richard Le Gallienne, Frank Harris and Bernard Shaw (Allen

and Shaw were both member of the Fabian Sociery), and a publisher, John Lane.

\Øhile Allen differed in many ways from \X/ilde, the two men had much in common:

both were fascinated by aesthetics, and parttoiarly by colour and flowers; Allen wrote

scientific books on the subject, including Pþtsiological Aesthetics (1877) and The Coloør

e62Ibid. pp. 5, 79.
eó3 Ibid. pp. 4-7.
e64Ibid. 

P. 19.
e6s Ibid. p.I78.
e66 lbid. pp.32,241.
rcz g.."r ¡7¡1de, Ai¡totle at Afternoon Tea, ed. John \ùØyse Jackson pondon: Fourth Estate, 1991) p.52, Wilde,

Collin: Conplete Work¡ of Onar lVilde p. 48.
e68 Anonymous, 'Recent Novels (Book reviews)', Tbe Time¡ 6 -Aptil 1899.
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Sense: its Origin and Deuelopment; an Essalt in Conparatiue Pslchology (1879).'6' Both also

encouraged struggling young writers and artists, reveted their Celtic heritage and wete

vocal non-conformists and unorthodox socialists. Furthermore, in ,\llen's

controversial essay 'The New Hedonism' of March 1,894, he echoed and expanded

upon Wilde's comments on the subject in Dorian Gral (.891), arguing fot aestheticism

over asceticism and advocating that intellectual 'fs]elf-development is greater than

self-sacdfice'.oto In the same essay Allen ptaised \X/ilde's poetic heto, the 'great soul .,,

¡yalt WhitmzrrÌ, for speaking out against puritanism.ott Both men also wrote fìctional

works inspired by Vera Zassoulich, the Russian revoluttonary whose story was

reported in newspapers in 1878. \X/iide's wrote a play entitled Vera: or, The Nihilists

(1SS0) and ,\llen published a novel entitled For Maimie's Sake. A Tak of Loue and

Dlnamite (1336); both featured revolutionary Nihilists v¡oman leaders called Vera

SX/ilde's was Vera Sabouroff, Allen's Vera Trotsky).

We know that in 1891 Atlen suffìciently approved of \7ilde to include a

laudatory comment on the latter in his essay 'The Celt in English Art', which

appeared in the Foøniþtþ Reuiew of February 1891. (Atlen was of lrish, Scottish and

French-Canadian descent.) In arguing that 'the gre t and victorious aesthetic

movement ... is a direct result .,. of the Celtic reflux on Teutonic Bdtain', Alien

writes 'Mr. Oscar \flilde, whom only fools ever mistook for ^ mer.e chaùatan, and

whom wise men know for a mzn of rare insight and stfong common-sense, is an

Idshman to the cote'."1' As it happened, !7ilde's essay 'The Soul of Man Under

e6e Edu/ârd Clodd states that rn Phlsiological Ae¡thetic¡,which draws upon the aesthetic and biological doctrines of

Ruskin and Darwin, ,Allen showed how the foundation of all sensation is in the laws of nervous action. "I feel

convinced ... that every aesthetic feelìng, though it may incidentally contain intellectual and complex emotional

factors, has necessariJ.y, for its ultimate and principal comPonent, pleasures of sense, ideal or actual, either as

tastes, smells, touches, sounds, fofms, or colours". After showing the general relation of pleasure and pain to

orrr organirm and its circumstances, a body of evidence u¡as presented in proof of the origrn of existing lìkes

and dislikes in aesthetic matters from the action of nâtural selection. The argument thus fell into line with the

doctrine of Evolution ...'. Edward Clodd, Grant Allen: A Meruoir pondon: Grant Richards, 1900) pp. 59-60.

Clodd goes on to synopsise the central argument of The Colour Sen¡e: i* Origin and Deuelopment; an Essal in

Conparítiue pychotogl'(1gi9), which endeavoured 'to show that the colour sense in man is no recent acquisition,

but ãerived ly n- f.o- L,is froit-eating ancestors, who, by exetcise of the sense of vision upon bright-coloured

food stuffs, ieveloped a special ,r.*oo, organisation capable of discriminating between the various shades of

colour'. Clodd, Grant Alhn: A Memoir p' 7 1'.

e?0 Grant Allen, 'The New Hedoni sr¡¡.' , The Fortnþtþ Reuiea 61 (1 894)' p. 379 '

e71 Ibid., p. 389_90.
rrzçr"rrir1¡.n,'TheCeltinEnglish Art',TbeFortntghtþReaiew55 (1891),pp'272-T3.RichardHaslamcontends

that ,Allen's re-imagining of the Celt gave WiÌde a new focus for his aesthetic concetns, since the essays in [the

larter's] Intentions*ãr. ,todd.d with pãeans to imagination'. Richard Haslam, 'Oscar !íilde and the Imagination

of the Celt', Iri:h Studie¡Reuiew1.L (1995), p.3.
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Socialism' appeared in the same issue of the Fortnighrþ, and Allen wrote to Wiide to

congratuÌate him on it. In zletter dated 6 February L891, Allen writes:

Dear Mr. Wilde, \lill you allow me to thank you most heartily for your noble and

beautiful essay in this month's Fortnightþ? I would have written every line of it
myself - if only I had known how. Thete is hardly a word or,a clause in it with

*hi.h I don't agfee most cordially. It comes home to me all the more because I
am orre of thosã poot devils who work for daily bread, and have thetefore never

been able to do iny artistic realisation of my ov¡n individuality' But ap^rt fiom
particular persons altogether, the large and wise utterance of your atticle has

þI.^r.d -Ë ro m.rch thrt Ican'trefrain from expressing to you the greatness of
'-y 

pl.ur..r.. It is years since I've read anything so impottânt_ or- so interesting in

,r, Ëngtsh r.rrie-. Excuse writing from a hand wotn out with the production. of
shi[in! shockers to order, and believe me to temain, with very genuine

admiration, Sincetely yours, Grant Allen'

A letter from \X/ilde to Allen may l.rave crossed this one in the post, as it does not

acknowledge receipt of Allen's note. \X/ilde's letter, dated circzT February 1891, reads:

Dear Mr. G e to express to you my real delight

in your artic assertion of that Celtic spitit in Art

that Arnold at 
^ny 

r te in the sense of scientific

asseft oufselves, and show these tedious ,\ngles ot Teutons u¡hat a tace we 
^Ie,

begs me to tell you so. Truly yours, Oscar Wilde'e73

Josephine Gry and Ian Small contend that Wilde's particular way of

feconciling Socialism and Individualism in 'The Soul of Man' þy combining a

socialist 
^pptoztch 

to privâte property with an individualistic anti-statism) had zbeady

been more effectively put forward by,\llen in his essay 'Individualism and Socialism',

which 
^ppezr:eð, 

in the Contemþorary Reuiew of May 1889' Guy and Small aver thefe

,mzy hzvebeen something a little arch' in Allen's 'I would have wtitten every line of it

myself-if only I had known how', because 'in a sense, he hadwtttten some of $íilde's

e73 \lilde, The Conplete I-'ettert of Otcar lYilde pp. 469-74'
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essay'. Guy and Small conclude that 'the effusivenes of Wilde's praise ffot Allen] may

have hidden an element of embarrassment and defensiveness' as a result of this'n7o It

could be that \Wilde doesn't mention receiving Allen's letter as a consequence of the

same feelings of 'embarrassment and defensiveness'. Howevet, it is also possible that

\flilde's enthusiasm was sincere and prompted by Allen's flattering remarks about him

in'The Celt in English Art'.
's7hatever the case, there is no record of Wilde's proposed 'Celtic Dinnet'

club ever getting off the ground, but it is certainly possible that the two men met to

discuss \X/ilde's suggestion. It is tempting to read Allen's description of \X/ood's

conversation in Linnet as the result of a conversation between ,\llen and \íilde,

discoursing at length on their favourite subiects ^t some fashionable London

restaurant. Allen writes of \íood: 'He piayed with science as he played with

everything else; and he could talk of the environment by the hour with the best of

them, in his airy style...'.e7t

Allen's characterisation of S7ood suggests that the author's high opinion of

\X/ilde-evident in 'The Celt in English Art'-did not endute. \Thether this was due

to Allen's perception that ì7ilde had plagSarised his ideas on Individualism and

Socialism, or whether it can be attributed to Allan's revulsion at the revelations

surrounding Wilde's downfall, is impossible to say. One thing is certain: Florian

\Wood, although charismatic, is an unscrupulous cad. Moreover, while he can wax

lyncat on any subject, his knowledge and wisdom 
^re 

re1e tedly undermined and

called into question, in a manner redolent of Mabel ï(/otton's in 'The Fifth Edition':

. .. though in his capacity as man of culture, the philosopher of taste was prepared

to give a crittcal opinion offhand ^t ^ny 
moment, on Goethe or Heine, the

Minnesänget, or the Nibelungenlied, he was innocent of even the faintest

acquaintance with the German langmge.el6

\X/hat Hellas was like, to be sure-the arid Hellas of reality . ' ' Florian had not in

his own soul the very faintest conception. But still, the Hellenic ideal was none

the less near anà dear to him ... whenevef he wanted to give anythrng in heaven

e7a Josephine M. Guy and Ian Small, Oscar lYilde's Profe::ion: ll/riting and the Cal¡tre lndaslry in tbe I-¿a Nineteenth

Century (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000) pp. 277 -80.
e75 Allen, I-,innet: A Rorzance p. 5.
e76lbid. 

P. 11.
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of eafth the highest praise in his powet, he observed with an innocent smile that

it was uttedy Hellenic.eTT

Allen pâints \filde's famed abitity to speak authoritatively on any subiect 
^s ^

foible r^ther tltan a strength: 'He couldn't bear to have it thought he was ignorant of

anything, from mathematics or music to esoteric Buddism'.eTt These observations may

well reflect a'riva.Iry of raconteurs' between Allen and \7ilde. Richatd Le Gallienne

described Allen 
^s'^nr ^m^ziîg 

talker', remarking that '[n]o more brilliant generaliser

cân ever have lived'-i¡¡pyss5ive testimony indeed from a man who was well

acquainted with Oscar Wilde. ntn It is also possible that at some point Allen bested

Wilde in conversation, and had subsequently revised his eadier opinion of him: the

fl^rrzltor of Linnet remarks thatit 'was a way of Florian's to be bland when he saw he

wâs getting the worst of an argument'-e8o

A further possibility relates to Robert Hichens's popular satire The Creen

Carnation (1S94), discussed in the previous section. In Hichens's book the Wildean

character Esmé Amarinth remarks:

pngland's] artists, as they call themselves, afe like Mr. Gtant Allen: they say that

åU tft.it failures ate 'pot-boilets'. They love that word. It covefs so many sins of

Alls¡.e8t

It is possible that Allen took these sentiments to be indicative of ì7ilde's; Amarinth's

original was immediately recognised by the British public and, as related in Part Two,

there were many who thought the (originally anonymous) book had been written by

Witde himself. Allen must have been particulady sensitive to being judged by his

popular fiction in this mânnef, as he saw these wotks zs z me rLs to a more sedous

end. The disparaging comparison with Charles Darwin, Allen's friend and mentor,

would only have exacerbated Allen's displeasure.

eil Ibid. p.40.
ts Ibid. p. 13.
e7e Richârd Le Gallienne, 'Grant Allen', The Fortnigbtþ ReuiewT2 (1899), p. 1025
e8o Ällen, Linnel: ARomance p.34.
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Of course, while these are alI conceivable reâsons for a change in Allen's

opinion of Wilde, the most likely factorwould be the revelations that ensued from the

latter's 1895 trials. Although Allen's views on sexual relations were liberzl and

progressive in many ways, as mentioned above, his was a strange biend of liberalism

and moralism in this regard.ot' In his essay 'The New Hedonism', Allen stridently

denounces puritanism about sexuality and argues that the enlightened hedonist

recognises that 'the sex-instinct is the origin and basis of all that is best and highest

within us'.ot' The latter part of this statement, howevef, encapsulates an essential

difference in the two men's conception of the New Hedonism, and contains the key

to Allen's likely condemnation of Wilde, as does the following passage in Allen's

essây:

[The hedonist's] object will always be so to use these [sexual] functions as not to

abuse them. .. by acquiesceflce in a hateful régime of vice [and] disease ,.. He

knows that ... chastity means a profound disinclination to give the body whete

the heatt is not given in unison.es4

There can be little doubtth^rAllen's liberal views about sexual relations did

not extend to homosexuality. In his introduction to The Briîirh Barbarians: A Hill-top

Noue/,a futuristic dystopian satire published soon after\X/ilde's conviction in 1895, he

observed that ' ... of late we have been flooded with stories of evil tendencies

Allen was also vocal on the evils of prostitution and would have taken a dim view of

ì7ilde's infamous association with 'rent boys'. In The British Barbarians, Allen

announces the inauguration of a rìew type of 'Hill-top Novel', the purpose of which is

to '[raise] a protest in favour of purity'in opposition to the state of contempor^fy

e81 Hichens, Tbe Green Carnaîion pp. 181-82.
e82 Richard Le Gallienne observãd that '... Grant Allen was a moralìst, par exællence. Packed full of humanity

himself, he never realised u/hât one can only call the elabotate wapvardness of human nature .. . His ... was â

nature singglarly conformable to moral ideas. But 
^veraLge 

human nature is not. Le Gallienne,'Grant Allen', p.

1.017.
e83 Ç¡2¡¡ AJlen, 'The New Hedonism', Ibid.61 (1894). Soon after 'The New Hedonism' was published, an aticle

in The Llumanitarìan by George l¡¡s5-u/þe Ellmann calls 'a proselytizer for sexual deviation in ¡þs 'ni¡6tis5'-
averred that Allen's article should have argued that a// types of love and pleasure should be embraced. The

Reuiew of Reuieu¡ strongly condemned Ives's protest as a 'dissertation in praise of unnatutal vice" which

"drroc"t.d 
'Sodom 

"nd 
domorrah' as an ideal. Although Wilde only heard about the Reuiew of Reaiews attack on

Ives, who was a friend, he wrote to offer his suppott on 22 October: '\X{hen the prurient and the impotent

attack you, be sure you âre right'. \Wìlde, The Conphte I-,etten of Oscar lYilde p. 6"19.

es4 Allen, 'The New Hedonism', p.391.
egs Grant Allen, 'Introdu cion' , The Bi¡isb Barbarians: A Hill-top Noue/ I-ondon: John Lane, 1895) vii.
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London, which '...stagnates and ferments, polluted with the diseases and vices of

centuries stfange decadent sins and morbid pleasures .otu In 'The New

Hedonism', Allen had averred that

... the poets, the paintets, the composefs, the singers [who 'make most of the

sexual passions] are the salt of the eath ... They afe ttre most gifted, the most

imaginative, the most beautiful-minded, the most dainty-souled'e87

Allen paints ^ vefy different pictufe of the arts in his introduction to The Britith

Barbarians:

... the theatre and the music-hall spread their garish gas-lamps ' '. O decadents of
the town, we have seen youf sham idols, yout tinsel Arcadias. lJ7e have tired of
their stuffy atmosphete, their dazzhn s " ' We love not " '

your modern Parnassus-a Patnassus ed and shaped by the

Lands of the stage-carpenrer! Your your venal muses is

little to our taste ...e88

Three years later in l;innet, Allen is still refering to the artistic and theatrical

woflds as places 'whete mofals and religion afe alI topsy-tunry''e8e Such

pfonouncements wefe mofe than likely prompted by the \x/ilde scandal, which made

Allen qual-ify his picrure of the artist as 'the most beautiful-minded' of men. Although

we can detect a fatnt glimmer of Allen's former admiration fot \X/ilde in his pofiray^l

of Florian \X/ood ('[t]o grve Florian his due, he bubbled and sparkled'; 'þe] was really

a good natured fellow in z lazy sort of way'ee), the readet is left in no doubt as to the

n2¡rr^tor's low opinion of the decadent. After Síood's attempt to take zdvantage of

the vulnerable Linnet, the heroic Will Devetill finally refuses to speak to him and, iust

as Wilde had beaten a hasty retre t from England zfter his release ftom prison, the

disgraced \X/ood 'slinks' out of Deverill's house and Allen's novel for good.nnt

e86 lbid. pp. vii, xvii-xvijj.
e87 Allen,'The New Hedonism', p. 389
e88 Allen, 'Introduction', pp. xvü-xix.
e8e Allen, I-;innel: A Romance p.322.
eeo lbid. pp.72,21.1.
ee1 Ibid. p. 335.
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Joseph Conrad
'The Return' (1898)

Joseph Conrad's 'The Return' was published in the same yeâr as L;innet, appearing in

Conrad's fkstvolume of short stories entitled Taks of Unresî (1898). The Polish-born

Conrad þorn Joseph I(orzeniowski, 1857-1924) had settled in London in 1'894 zftet

retiring from a sailing c^reeÍ he felt ill-suited for. From this time he began to puÍsue a

)tterary c reer and had great success with his 1895 romantic adventure AlmEer'sFo/þ.

Further tales of adventure An Oøtcast of the Islands (1396) and The Children of the Sea: A

Tale of the Forecasth (1S9S) soon followed. While the subiect of Conrad's 'The

ftstur¡'-domestic conflict in a contemporary middle-class London household-

presented something of. a departure from his previous subjects, the story's themes of

infidelity and the constraints of civilised society frequently 
^pPezr 

in Conrad's wider

ßaure.

In 'The Return' the conservative businessman Alvan Hervey returns home to

discover a note from his (unnamed) wife, in which the latter explains that she has left

him for another m î-a revelation that shatters Hervey's pompous self-assuraflce'

(fhe exact contents of the letter 
^re 

îot disclosed.) As the story unfolds it becomes

apparent that the couple have no real love for each other and arc primarily concerned

with maintaining their respectable image. This conc ern 
^PParently 

prompts Hervey's

wife to return to her husband before anyone is the wiser, but Hervey decides that he

cannot continue in a loveless and faithless union and he leaves his wife, never to

return. The (unnamed) liter^ry m^î who has tempted Mrs. Hervey 
^w^y 

from her

husband appears to be drawn from Wilde. He is the aesthetic editor of Hervey's

'moribund . . . semi-political, and wholly scandalous' ptper, which Hervey considers

respectable owing to its 'excessive dulness [utter faithlessness, lack of] new

thought ... wit, satire or indignation ...'.no'While the editor is a frequent visitor to the

Hervey house, the narrator relates that Hervey thought his publisher

... rather an ass because he had such big front teeth (the ptoper tlung is to have

small, even teeth) and wore his hair a trifle longer than most men do. Flowevef,

some dukes wear their hair long, and the fellow indubitably knew his business.

rrzJoseph Conrad,'The Rerurn', Tah of (Jnrest (I-ondon: Eveleigh Nash and Grayson, 1922) p. 1'76'
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baby there glittered a pair of clever, peering, unbelieving_ black eyes. FIe wrote

,r.rr., too. Rathet ut 
^tt. 

But the band of men who trailed at the skirts of his

d to perceive wonderful things in what he said'

affectatton. Those attist chaps, upon the whole,

highly proper-very useful ¡e !¡i¡¡-2¡d his wife

seemed to like it-as if she also had derived some distinct and sectet advantage

from this intellectual connection.ee3

The \X/ilde ^î ch^t^cteristics described in this pâssage will be fam|rat to the reader by

this point: the bulky elegance, high forehead, thick lips and disguised teeth, as well âs

the marke d, affectalton, brilliant conversation and distinctive manner of speech; it is

also revealed that the editor has \X/ilde's 'fat, white hand[s]''noo The editor's profession

recâlls \X/ilde's editorship of ll/oman's ll/orld from 1887 to 1889 and his long hair harks

back to !7ilde's eady days in London, as does his reputation as a poet' To compiete

the portrâit, the editor is surrounded by an admiring band of male disciples and

female associates who enjoy a certzin sociai cachet as a result of their connection to

him, as previously described by Henrietta Stannard above. These \X/ildean resonances

are perhaps not surprising in light of the fzct thatWilde was released from prison in

the same month that Conrad began writing'The Return' (IVIuy 1897).

Many of the editor's similarities to \X/ilde have been noted by Paul l{irschner

in his 1993 arttcle qx/ilde's Shadow in Conrad's "The Return"'. Ilrschner also draws

parallels between Conrad's story and Wilde's play I-^aþ lWindernere's Fdn-Primarily in

their themes of 'the artificiality of fashionable society and the broadening of motal

vision in one of its members'.'nt Ilrschner points to the zpPez¡r^rlce of two obiects in

both plots 
-¡ 

fvl anð. a farewell ¡e¡s-2¡d highlights certain \X/ildean echoes in

Conrad's story:

ee3 Ibid. pp.176_77.
ee4 Ibid. p.21.6.
ees paul i(irschn.r, 'lwilde's Shadow in Conrad's "The Return"', Notes and pueries 40.4 (1,993)
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befeavement' ...

I(irschner also highlights the editor's Wildean quips: 'men do not weep. Foreigners

do' and 'deception should begn at home'.enu While these correspondences 
^re

persuasive, I(irschner's conclusion that the 'reminders of \X/ilde fin 'The Return'] '..

do not seem polemical so much as a covert salute to a brilliant contempor^ry

achievement on the same ground lie. L,ad1 ll/indennere's Fanf', appears to the present

writer to be somewhat inconclusive.oot There zte cettain \X/ildean echoes not discussed

by llrschner, including allusions to Wilde's poetry, which do appear to be polemical;

these are mainly to be glimpsed in Conrad's porftzyal of the editor's relationship with

Mrs. Hervey.

Let us first consider Conrad's allusion to Wilde's poetry. A book of the

editor's verse in the Hervey house, with its 'contotted gold letters sptawling fover the

cover] in an intricate màze', recalls \X/ilde's well-known predilection for artistically

bound editions of his works.not Moreover, the title of the volume, Thorns and

Arabesques, seems to echo a memorable line from one of Wilde's best-known poems'

'The Haflot's Flouse', first printed in the Dramatic Reuiew of 1.1' April 1885. In Wilde's

poem a couple standing outside a prostitute's house observe the dancing figures

inside:

Like strange mechanical grotesques,

Making fantastic arabesques,

The shadows raced across the blind'eee

ee6 lbid., p. 495. This fìnal remark evokes Lord Henry Sflotton's comment tn The Pictøre of Dorian Grajs that'the

orre .h^rio of mxtiage is that it makes a life of deception absolutely necessâry for both parties'. VltLde, Collin¡

Conplete lVork of Otcar lYilde p.20'
ee7 Kirschner, '\ü/ilde's Shadow in Conrad's "The Relutn"'' p. 496'
ees Conrad, 'The Rerurn', pp.260-61.. The cover of !Øìlde's Poem (1881) was printed with gold lettering on white

parchment and featured an intricate flower pattern on the sprne'
eee \(/iÌde, Collins Comphte lVork¡ of Oscar lYilde p. 867.
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The theme of \X/ilde's poem, in which the narratof's lover leaves him to enter 'the

house of lust', may well have had some bearing on Conrad's choice of this panicular

Wildean resonânce, as well as the fzct thzt \7ilde's harlot ironically dances to a tune

called 'Treues Liebes Herz' ('Faithful, Dear Heart'). The 'thofns' in Thorns and

Arabesques is conceiv ably a reference to \X/ilde's fziry tale 'The Nightingale and the

Rose', in which a nightingale impales itself on a rose thorn in order to produce a red

rose desired by a young man for the object of his affection, a gid who callously rejects

both flower and lover for another suitor. These echoes of sexual capriciousness and

infidelity in \7ilde's works, paralleled by Conrad in his depiction of Mts. Hervey and

her Wilde-like iover, may be coincidental but certainly add to the cumulative

impression of a Süildean influence.

While the narure of the relationship belween the editor and Hervey's wife is

not the central focus of Conrad's story-that being the emotional turmoil

experienced by Hervey in response to his wife's ¿çds¡5-¡þis aspect of the story does

present some controversial possibilities regarding the \)Tildean influence in 'The

Return'. Although Mrs. Hervey appears to confirm her husband's assumption that

the editor knew of her plans to leave her marrtzge, her communications on this

subject zr.e far from categoriczl:

qWhat made you come back?

'I didn't know myself, she murmured ' '.
'Did he expect this? Was he waiting for you'? he asked'

She answeied him by an almost imperceþtible nod [my italics], and he continued to look at

het for a good whjle without making a sound. Then, at 125¡-
'And I suppose he is waiting yet?' he asked quickly'

Again she ¡eerzed to nod at him [my italics].rooo

\While the common interpretation of the ¡2ls-¡þ2¡ the wife returns to her husband

due to her fe26 of flouting social convention-is a wholly plausible one, Mts' Flervey's

reticence to confirm that the editor expects her and continues to wait suggests to the

present writer an alternzte interpretation. Namely, that she has misinterpreted the

editor's intentions, has offered herself to him and has been rejected. It is also

interesting that Mrs. Hervey never acually speaks to confirm her husband's

1000 Conrâd, 'The Return', pp.218-19'
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assumptions but chooses to do this by 'almost imperceptible' movements; possibly

demonstrating a circumspection or scrupulousness about acf-nlly lying to him.

As discussed above, it appears that l7ilde's flattering attentions towatd

women were often misinterpreted; fictionai illustrations of this have already been

highlighted in Stannarå's A Seaside Flirt (1.897) and Catrel's The Aduentares of John Johns

(1897). Conrad's Hervey recalls his wife's 'rapt expression'while listening to the editor

discourse for long periods on her beautiful 'soul'.toot The fact that the editor, like

\X/ilde, manâges to nrrn women's heads is hardly surprising in light of Conrad's

description of Hervey's regular set, who are stereotypically bourgeois in their narrow

outlook: they '[ear] emotion, enthusiasm, or failure, more than fire, war, or mortal

disease; [tolerate] only the commonest formulas of commonest thoughts, and

frecognise] only profitable facts'.too'However, while !7ilde professed undying love for

women like Ellen Terry and Lily Langty, it seems that he never translated these

sentiments into romantic action. One reading of 'The Return' is that Conrad's editor

also demonstrated a reluctance in this regard.

\X/ilde's 'deviant' sexuality also seems to be reflected in the suggestion that

Mrs. Hervey discovers something unspeakabie about the editor; something that

precludes a relationship with him and possibly something that her husband had

suspected previously. (Hervey sees the editor at various times as 'fiendishly knowing',

'effemi¡ate' and 'unhealthy'.toot) It appears significant that the reason for Mrs'

Flervey's return is never articulated but only ambiguously referred to between

husband and wife. She says:

You know why I came back . .. You know that I could not

þervey says] .ffhe editor's] people won't have anything to do with him. The

fellow's n6 çl¿55-¡o class at all. ... I thought you had enough intelligerice to see

it ... And you ... No! It's incrediblel \X/hat did he tell you?'

It was impossible, of course! He knew it. She knew it. She confessed it
man knew i¡ ¡ee-¿s well as anyone; couldn't help knowing it.

1001 Ibid. p.216.
1002 Ibid. p. 175.
1003 Ibid. Pp. 91, 176-77,214.

That
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to

Mrs. Hervey also states that her lettef constituted the 'beginning and the end' of het

romantic relationship with the editor, and refers to the episode as 'an honest mistake';

the nagator also refers to her 'self-deception'. Moreover, Mrs. Hervey experiences

feelings of 'bitter resentment' and 'hate'towards the editor. \lhile Alvan Hervey latet

reflects that his wife did not have the 'faith, the love, the courage' to go to her lover,

and even begins to feel sorry for the editor, the suggestion that the the latter has let

down Mrs. Hervey in some way is never eliminated.toos

There zr.e tlso several passages in 'The Retutn' that imply thzt Comad felt a

degree of empathy with the recently-released \X/ilde. There are cettainly overtones of

\íilde's situation in the bleak future Alvan Hervey envisions for himself after his

marital collapse becomes known; he reflects:

[there] are in life events, contacts, glimpses, that seem brutally to bring all the past

io 
" 

.ior.. There is a shock and a crash, as of a gate flung to behind one by the

perfidious hand of fate. Go and seek al;:atlofinvincible sadness, a sense of loss

and bittet solitude, as though he had been robbed and exiled. Fot a moment he

ceased to be a member of society with a position, 
^ 

careet, and a nar:rre attached

to all this . .. He stood alone, naked and aftaid,like the fìtst man on the ftst day

of evil. There another paradise, fool or sage. Thete is a moment of dumb dismay,

and the wanderings must begin 
^g 

ir:' . , '1006

Conrad had experienced several expatriations himself and he shared ì7ilde's 'outsider'

status as a non-English natve; I{ingsley \X/idmer has noted that Conrad appears to

have experienced a deep sense of loss znd altenation as a result of his itinerant eady

life.tooT lt is possible that the pathos of \7ilde's plight, brought to the public's attention

by the popular press upon his release, frày have inspired Conrad to conquer his own

distaste for the aesthete. By alt accounts Conrad did not appreciate \)7ilde's 'amorahty':.

Jeffrey Meyers writes:

1oo4 Ibid. pp. 15, 32,34,209.
100s Ibid. p.262.
1006 Ibid. pp. 194_95.
roor llitrrilit Slidmer, Joseph Conrad', Britith Noue/ists, 1890-1 929: Tradi¡ionali¡t¡, ed' Thomas F. Staley' vol.34,

Dictionary of Literary Biography (Detroit Gale Research, 19 85) p. 44.

'I am reaåy to go,' she said very low. 'I have forfeited everything ' ' . to learn

leatn ...'. FIer chin fell on her bteast; her voice died out in a sigh.tooa
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Joseph Retinger ... emphasised [Conrad's] conventional morality, calling him 'a
L^" "f stern pdnciplei and suaight lines in his pdvate life, [who] despised

weakness of ihar^.ier ... and the display of immorality. [Conrad] disl'iked

consequently the works of Oscar Wilde, because he had a profound contempt fof
his way of living.loos

Flowever, it has also been observed that despite Conrad's 'conventional morality',

the adventurous and artistic side of Contad had an interest in, a tolerance of and

perhaps even a vicarious pleasure in the extfemely irregular and immotal sexual

irr.r åf his intimate friendi . . . Many of Conrad's friends were homoss¡u¿15-hi5

French translator Vicomte Robert d'Humières, the young novelists Stephen

Reynolds and Hugh \üalpole, Roger casement, André Gide and Norman

Douglas-and the last thtee were recklessly indiscreet'looe

Indeed, in referdng to the scandalous homosexual atmosphere of Capti to friend

Ford Madox Ford, Conrad used the adjective 'amusing' alongside the more moralistic

'atf ocious' and'unspeakable'. t010

While the pfesent wfitef has been unable to locate evidence of any

acquaintance between ì7ilde and Conrad, they did share sevetal mutual associates

such as André Gide, Wilüam Rothenstein, Leonard Smithers ând literary agent James

Pinker and it seems tikety that they would have been known to one another' While

Conrad could not be classified as part of the 1890s decadent set, he wâs certâinly

influenced by the decade's aesthetic Zeitgeist.Idngsley \X/idmer has noted that Conrad

was 'from a proud gentry background, was :rather snobbish, and in 
^ppe^r^rLce ^îd

manner rather a dandy'.tott Conrad contributed to Arthut Symons's decadent journal

The Sauoltand first thought of the Yellow Book for publishing 'The Return'; Contad told

Edward Noble in the wake of the Witde scandal that he considered the Yellow Book

people Îery aestþetic very advanced ... all certainly vffiters of talent-some of very

grc¿¡t t^Ieît'.tot' Indeed, Conrad's choice of the Yellow Book as a potentiâl place for

,The Retu rn' may have been motivated by the presence of the \X/ildean chatzcter in

100s Jeffrey Meyers, Jorcpb Conrad: A Bngraþb (I-ondon: John Murray, 1991) pp' 224-25'
100e Ibid. p.225.
1010 Ibid. p.224.
rorr ¡yi¿ri.r, Joseph Conrad', p. 46. Like \ùØilde, Conrad also tended to live 'beyond his means' in order to

maintain this image. Meyers, Joseph Conrad: A BiographJ p' 204'
1012 Joseph Conrãd, fit CoitttiA l-,etters of Joseph Conrad, eds. Frederick R. I(ad and Laurence Davies, vol. 1

(Cambridge: Cambridge Univetsity Press, 1983) p' 231.
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his stor/, for although \X/ilde never contributed to the Yellow Book, its ostentatiously

decadent flavour meant that he was inevitably associated with it in the pubìic eye.

Conrad expressed a concern that the 'right people' should see his storfi Yellow Book

readers would certainly be more likely to tecognise Conrad's allusions to \7ilde and

his work.tot3

Conrad's unflattering portrait of Alvan Hervey also demonstrâtes his dislike

fot the 'philistine', conformist mentality that was so loathsome to \7ilde and his set;

one of Conrad's aims with the story was to ridicule 'the gospel of the beastly

bourgeois'.toto Conrad must have sympathised with \X/itde at some level as z tatget of

the braying middle-classes. Indeed, this may explain Conrad's conspicuous silence on

the sensational Wilde trials in his letters from the period. Conrad once averred that all

people were either idiots or convicts, in a mânner which suggests that he would have

been reticent to join the multitude of idiots' attacking the ultimate 'convict'\X/ilde:

One must drag the ball and chain of one's selflrood to the end' It is the pdce one

pays for the dãvilish and divine privilege of thought; so that in this life it is only

lhe el..t who are convicts-a glorious band which comprehends and gtoans but

which treads the earth amidst a multitude of Phantoms with rrratrjacal gestufes,

with idiotic gtimaces. Which would you be: idiot or convict)101s

\X/ilde may also have won Conrad's empatþ with an impassioned letter to the Daiþ

Chronicle, which protested the appalling conditions suffeted by children in prison,

which was publ-ished while Conrad was writing'The Return''

Conrad's seemingly conflicted views on Wilde may explain the difficulty the

author experienced in composing 'The Return'. Conrad often referred to the

enormous mental strain involved in writing it and the deficiencies of the story which

occurred as a result. Indeed, mâny critics have concurred with Conrad's assessment,

pointing to the story's excessive length (ovet 20,000 words), labourious style, tedious

chatacters, unconvincing dialogue and incongruous shifts in point of view; 'The

Return' has been identified as one of Contad's wotst pieces of writing.toto V/hile

Conrad first thought the story good, with an admirable'moral effecf , the criticism of

1013 lbid. p. 405.
1014 lbid. p.393.
rots ¡r-r!n.. Graver, Conrad'¡ SborlFiction @erkeley: University of Ca[fornia Ptess, 1969) p. 37
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his trusted touchstone, editor Edward Garnett, alerted Conrad to the story's faults

and he soon came to despair of it: 'what I've written seems to me too contemptible

for words. Not in conception perhaps, but it execution Conrad's

correspondence from this pedod reflects the intensity of his dissatisfaction with the

story. FIe wrote to Garnett on27 Sep 1897:

The work is yils-s¡ else good. I don't know. I can't know. But I sweat to you

that I won't 2l¡sy li¡ç-a 1¡¡e¡çl-net a comma-for you. Thete! And this for the

feason that I have a physical hotror of that story. I simply won't look at it any

more. It has embittered five months of my life. I hate it.1018

And on 8 October:

. .. there is not a single redeeming line in the story!! I can't look at it. It tolments

me like â memofy of abad, action which You-Frienfl,-a¡s trying to palliate. In
vain. I 

^m 
p:rey to femofse. I should not have wtitten than thing. It's ctiminâ1.101e

And finally, on L1 Octobet:

I wrote the 'The Return'] with a constant, haunting feat of being lost in the midst

of thickening untfuth. I felt all the time thete was somethingwrong with that story.

I feel it now more ¡þ¿¡ s\¡sv.1o2o

Conrad said that his frustration with the story lzrgely stemmed from his inadequate

portr.^y^l of the Alvan Hervey chzracter. and his failure to effectively satidse the

'beastly bourgeois'. In ìight of the commentary above, however, it is tempting to

speculate that Conrad's conflicting thoughts on \X/ilde may also have conftibuted to

the anxiety he expetienced on account of 'The Return'.1021 Conrad later commented

that despite the 'dismai wonder' he felt re-reading the story, there wete doubtless

1016 Ibid. pp.34-37, Süidmer, Joseph Connd', p. 52.
rorz 6onr"¿, The Colkcted I-trturc of Jonpb Conrad p. 394, John Dozier Gordan, Jorcph Conrad: Tbe Making of a

Noueli¡t (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvatd University Press, 1941) p.253'
101s Coffad, The Collected L¿rturc of Joseþh Conradp' 386.
1o1e Ibid. p.391.
1020 Ibid. p.394.
tozr Josepi Conrad, JotEh Conrad on Fiction, ed. \ùØalter F. \X/right (I-incoh: University of Nebraska Press, 1964)

p.192.
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good psychological reasons for his writing it.to" PerhaPS one of those reasons u/as

Conrad's subconscious desire to revisit, and reconcile himself to, the ex-prisoner

\X/iide.

Mrs (Rosa) CamPbell Praed
T he S coarge-S tick (1 898)

Rosa Praed's second fictional depiction of \X/ilde, after her pottrait of him as Esmé

Colquhoun in 1885's Afinities, appeared in L898's The Scoarge-Stick' As mentioned in

part One, Witde harboured no resentment about his somewhat demonic depiction in

praed's eatl1er novel and the subsequent friendly relations between the two authors

seem to have continued unabated. In 1S88 løilde wrote a gental note to Praed in his

capacity as editor of the lYoman's ll/oild:

Your article on ,{.merica is so dehghtful that I hope you will conftibute to a

monttrly magaztne to which I have been asked to become htetary adviser. I am

arr*io.,rs to Àake it the organ through which women of culture and position will

express their views.

Mrs. Jeune is very and the Princess christian has

ptorriir.d to heþ, on needlework. I have a long

Lst already of cont me to add your name'

could you write me a short anicle on Royat, where I hear you à:re going)'|}2t

ât Royat' by Praed duly appeared in the Woman's \7odd in 1888. Praed and'ü/ilde

still appeared to be on good terms in 1892, when Praed attended the ltst night of

Løþ l7/ind4nnere'.r Fan in February.lota It is possible that Praed became closer to Wilde

as time passed; her second fictional version of him is much kinder than her first,

which is remarkable considering that it was published iust three yeats after the event

of his ignominious disgrace. The \X/ildean characler in The Scoarge-Stick is no longet as

1022Ibid. pp.197_92.
tozt p.o¿rìrir1r, ¡o ¡40 nge Life of Rosa Praed pp. 107-08' Roderick presumably found this letter

in the praed papers Lid"g hi, book; it has not been published in collections of \Wilde's

letters. Roderilf. gi" ept to stâte in his preface: 'The literary remains examined for this book

were made avatlzÉle by Miss Ruth Murray-Prior of Hunter's Hill, Mrs. R. G. Butler of Toogoolawah, and Mr' R'

S. Murtay-prior of Syãney'.Patricía Claike cites the Praed papers she examined for her book as being in the

John OxÍey Ltb.rrry, nsland (OM64-1, Boxes I-25) and the National Library of '\ustralia-guszaot, go*.. t-7) kfe of Rou Praed, nouelist and spiritualitt p.248.
rbz+ ¡rrorrr¡rows, The 27 February 1892.
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central as he was in ffinities, but he is far more sympathetic and is essentiaily

harmless and amusing.

The central protagonist in The Scoarge-Stick is Esther Vassal, a sensitive gid

who, faced with poverty, marcies a wealthy oldet man whose cruel nature she quickly

grows to loathe. After turning to writing to relieve her depression, Esther's

pseudonymous first novel becomes a gre t success. Starved lor affectton, she enters

into an affairwith her publisher's rezde4 a married man who she later discovers is her

husband's nephew and heir. Esther becomes pregnant and is forced to give up her

lover for the sake of her son; they are never reunited. The tone of Praed's highly

melodramatic novel, which is largely in the fotm of diary-style entries by Vassal, is

often desperate and bleak. Patticia Clarke and other commentators have noted that

this heightened intensity can be attributed to the novel's largely autobiographical

contenr: Vassal (a novelist, like Praed) is hopelessly trapped in a loveless marriage like

praed's owrì.1025 (Ctarke also highlights Praed's 'aversion to heterosexual relations'; the

author later separated from her husband and lived with â woman she called her 't'win

soul', Nancy Harward.to'u)

In addition to the reflections of Praed's troubled home life in the novel, The

Scoarge-Stick, hke -Affinities, often borrows from the author's experience of London's

\terary and theatrical wodds. In parti cular, Praed directly transposed many of the

letters she received from publishers, readers and critics in documenting Esther's

102s T'his is generally thought to be the reason Praed had so much difficulty completing the novel, which she

began in the early 1890s. Ciarke relates:

In the summe r of 1897 Rosa told Louise Chandler Moulton she must getTbe Scoarge-Stick finished by

September if it were ever ro be finished. 'I am dreadfirlly doubtñrl about it myself-as one always is

abãut a thing one takes up after a long time of idleness & ill-health', she wtote: 'One fancies that zll

grip must hÃ,e been lost & t¡embl., ,1 .rr.ry sentence. Clarke, Ro¡a! Ro¡a! A lfe of Ro:a Praed, noueli¡t

and sPiitøalist PP. 155-56.

praed's unhappy marriage $/âs not her only ttageåy; het daughter was born deaf and died in a mentâl asylum,

and her thr..- io.r. ,[ pÃde.."sed her, fwo of them in accidents and one committing suicide. Marcya and Peter

Schmidt relate thât 'Praed bel-ieved her tragic family life was â consequence of a past life as a prieste ss'.

Mzreya Schmidt
http:/ /dargovic
rozd 61".¡.-'¡o, (1 851-1 935). After

Harward's death in 1927,Pned' tried to contact her thr ho had reverted to

her maiden name aftet z fùled' marttage to Dr Ttavers ter Travers Smith"

Downed had published Prychic Me::agãfrom OscarlY/ild.e in 1924. Clarke,P'osa! Ro¡a! A lfe of I'osa Praed, noaeli¡t and

spirirua li s t pp. 203 -0 4.
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Vassal's eady writing career.to" She also reproduced acttal conversations (which she

was in the habit of recording) and appropriated several of her real-life associates fot

the novel, including the dramatic critic Joe IGight, who appears as Frank Leete, and

once again, Oscar S7ilde, who is unmistakable as the Oxford don, writer and critic

Cosmo Parzvel. Paravel is one of the members of the London 'bohemian contingent'

(many of whom have been satirised by Pønch) who attend Mr. Vassal's patties. Esther

Vassal writes:

Mione says of [the 'medieval-looking' Paravelwith his 'stained glass face'] that he

ought to'c tfy-l- halo under his arm when he goes out to a' p^fty, instead of an

opér^ hat. He is . .. ^ man of grave thinkings which are ofte,n hidden undet a

sho* of aesthetic fantasy; a writer on aft subjects, his chosen period the

Renaissance, so thât sometimes his talk is as an echo of the ttoubadoufs, of a

waft from the Rose of Chivaþ. He interests me in a fashion. Just now he is

meditating a new work, of which he has told me the gist ' "1028

Like \X/ilde,Paravel smiles sympathetically in the face of hostile cdticism and

is on excellent terms with members of the female aristocracy, most notably the

waggish Lady Diana Cleeve.to'o (Ar ex-Minister in the P^try observes that'Lady Dizna

... divides humanity into four classes ,.. men, women, politicians, and-Paravel'.103)

Dtama critic Leete identifies Paravel, who he avers (started the school of ltterzry

priggism', as being responsible for one of English litefatufe's 'running sofes " ' the

little host of docttinaires ... who 'ù/fite biographies znd lay down the law about

everything Paravel's doctrines are undeniably \Tildean; he deciares himself

inordinately fond of superstition (Aiasl The Reformation killed our superstition, and

at the same time it killed our art'),103'anà discourses eloquentiy in his 'deep','poetic'

and 'musical'voice on the \X/ildean subject of 'temperament':

'Shall I tell you what it is that absolutely rules the wodd? It is tempefament '.. I
speak of "tåmpetament" ift its English sense ... not in its usual French adaption

... þ. go., oi to define temperament as] ... an imponderable quantity-a mist,

1021 CI^tke, Ro¡a! Ro¡a! A brt of Rom Praed, nouelist and spiritaali:t pp. 156-57, Clarke, 'Rosa Praed (I\dts. Campbell

Praed)', p. 309.
rozs ¡4ri'Campbell praed,The Scourge-Stick pondon: William Heinemann, 1s98) pp.70,92-93,'164,269'
102e Ibid. p.164.
1030 Ibid. p.274.
1031 lbid. p. "11.7.

1032 Ibid. p. 163.
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an atmosphefe, which pefmeates, suffoufrds, qualifìes, and binds togethef ân

individuality-an uriknown something, rlo more to be anaþsed than you can

analyse animal magnetism or spiritual affinty. A link between body and soul; of
the iubstance of both, and yet neither. Bdefly, the very essence of personality''1o33

Esther Vassal, while intrigued by Paravel's musings on such subiects, is

puzzled as to her husband's interest in him:

. .. I have been wondering what his attraction can be to [my husband] that he has

been invited to join this yachting party. Yet I have sometimes fancied that Mr'

Vassal's tendency towards psychological anaþsis is stlongef than I had

imagined.lo3a

Indeed, the aesthetic and sensitive Paravel does seem â curious cohort for Esthet's

brash and unsympathetic husband, who abhors sentimentality and refers to poetry as

,drivel'.to3t The mention of Paravel's psychological interest probably reflects the recent

revelations regarding \filde's sexuality; Mr. Vassal's comments to Lady Cleeve suggest

the former's knowledge that Paravel's attentions to his wife did not pÍesent a

romantic threat:

'Mr. Vassal, I've come to tell you that Cosmo Paravel is quoting Dante to youf

wife, and that you'd better go and look afterhet.'

'Thank you . . . But I'm not afraid of Dante.'

'Nor of Mt. Paravel?'

(Nor of Paravel.'1036

Mr. Vassal's interest in Paravel's psychoiogical makeup may also be due to his interest

in the 'darker' sensations, although Pzrzvel is more harmlessly aesthetic than

dangerously decadent. Vassal says to his wife:

'Did I ever pretend to you that I had been a saint? . .. One doesn't visit Bohemia

for the sake-of going to chwch. I have an insatiable curiosity to explore life to its

core; and I think 1 -^y say that I have gauged sensation to its material

1033 Ibid. pp.163_64.
1034 Ibid. p. 164.
1o3s lbid. pp.1.64,277
1036 Ibid. p.274.
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milligramme-¡¡¡þâ¡ is existence worth but the amount of experience one gets out

6f i¡)'1037

Vassal, after 'scourfing the Arabian town ofl Mandour in search. ' ' of a

sensation', arranges for his friends to watch 'a meeting of religious madmen', who

swallow live snakes and practice ritual sacrifice; however Paravel is the least intetested

in this spectacle and the first to leave.'not

Reviews of The Scoarge-Stick were mixed; while several critics complimented

the book's 'atmosphere' and charactet development, most found fault with Praed's

style, technique and narcative construction. The distinctness of Praed's sketch of

p212¡¡sl-¡eferred to by one critic as 'the last thing in dilettan¡i d6n5'-\Ã/as noted,t03e

but her dismal picrure of marriage did not prove popular with reviewers or the public,

and the book was never reprinted aftet z second edition'tooo

Given the year that Praed's story was published, it is curious that it is Vassal

who is fascinated by the darker side of decadence and not the Wildean Paravel. Of

course it is possible that Praed wrote the Paravel sections before \X/ilde's downfall; as

mentioned above she began work onThe Scoarge-Stick at the beginning of the decade.

However, we know that Praed did not tie the threads of her novel together until 1'897,

over two yearc zfter Wilde's disEace.toat ln light of this fzct,Pned's decision not to

demonise the \X/ilde char^cter can be read as indicative of a degree of sympathy with a

long-standing associate.

Cyril Arthur Edward Ranger Gull
The Hlpocrite (1'898)
Miss Maleuo le nt (1'899)

The fourth \7ildean fiction appeating in 1898, The Lþpocrite, was published

anonymously in November and enjoyed a degree of success, reaching its fifth edition

less than 
^ye^r 

later. The author was Cydl Arthur Edward Ranger Gull (1876-1923), a

1037 Ibid. p.255.
1038 Ibid. pp.163_66.
ro:r ¡. M. 

-Cìly.t, 
'New Novels (Book reviews)', Tbe Athenaeøn 2 April.'1898: p. 432'

views)', L;iteralure 23 Apin 1898, Ciarke, Rou! Rou! A life

s @ook reviews)'.
p.155.
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Fleet Street journalist who published a prolific amount of fìction undet his own name

and the pseudonym of 'Guy Thorne'. (Gutl's most successful novel,IYhen It ll/as Dark

(1903), was written under the Thorne pseudony^.to*) Gull was educated at Oxford

and, with the assistance of York Powell, embarked upon a c^reen as a journalist in

London from the late 1.890s.toat In this capacity he spent ^ 
greaLÏ deal of time on the

Strand, which he later remembered as home to '[m]any of the writers and artists of

the fd]ecadence'.to* FIe was friendly with many of Wilde's associates, particulady

\7ilde's publishet in later years, Leonard Smithers. The publishet Grant Richards

remembered Gull as 'an odd, attractive, and r^ther unprincipled little chap'. S-ichards

commissioned Gull to write a histodcal novel which the latter failed to produce; the

publisher also implied that Gull took money from him under false pretenses.toot) Gull

fictionalised Wilde in The Hltpocnte and another little-known novel, Miss Maleuolent,

published the followirLgye r. Also, it is not genetally known that Gull published two

biographical works on the disgraced author in the eady years of the twentieth centurf,

under the name of Leonard Cresswetl Ingleby. \X/hite Wilde scholars have latgely

dismissed these works as highly parlal, they present a fascinating adiunct to his earlier

fictions. toou

Gull's publishers promoted the twenty-two-year-old's Íþpocrin in 1898 as 'a

powerful realistic story of modern life in Oxford and London'. The central charactet

in both of these settings is Caradoc Yardly Gobion, 
^ 

perpeþr^lly inebriated aesthete,

shammer and swindler who 'talks nonsense very pleasantly'. Gobion draws upon his

mental assets of 'felicity and facility of exptession, more or less wide reading, and þs]

1042 Ilichard Aldington describes WhenItlY/as Dark as 'a sensational account of the disasters which happened to

the wo¡d when ii.was proven by "Science" that Jesus did not tise ftom the dead ... Of course' in the end
..Science,' was defeated, and the book ended on a Note of Hope ... Although his book was a snapPy piece of

propaganda, and owed its initial success to â gratuitous pulpit adver isement from the Bishop of London, the

i..ritui opinion was that it was blasph.-orr, . . .'. Richard Aldington, Life for Life's Sake þondon: Cassell, 1968)

p.42-43.
ro+: 1g9g was Gull's second yez¡t orr the literary staff of Frank Harris's Søturdal Reuiew' He also worked as a

journalist for the Bookman a.rá the Academl and as an editor for L'ondon Life, the Daiþ Mail and tbe Daiþ Express

tefore giving up journalism to v/rite novels full-time. l{/ho lYa: lY/bo 1897-1 91 5: A Comþanion to l{/ho'¡ IVho

Conlaining tbe BiogrEhies of Those of Died Daring the Period 1897-1 915,p' 443'
ro++ ç,rr"11lorn". iCydl"ArthJ Edward Rãnger Gull),'The Strand of Twenty Years Ago: Some Personal

Reminiscences', T. P.'r lYeekþ "Il July 1913.
104s Richârds gave Gull -oÃ.y tå take his fiancé, who was ostensibly 'suddenly attacked by consumption', to

travelto the sãuth of France. Richards, Memorie¡ of aMisspentYoutb:1872-1 896pp. 187-88'
1046 Ian Fletcher and John Stokes aver that Gull's biographical works 'ate inhibited both by the comparative

recerìtness of rwilde's fall and by [Gul]'s] lack of insight'. Ian Fletcher and John Stokes, 'oscar lù7ilde' 
, Anglo'Iri:h
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power of intuition and knowledge of the public mind' to take advantage of every

siruation.tooT As suggested by this description, Gull's depiction of Gobion demonises

\X/ilde to an inordinate degree; The Hltpocrite is a tendentious diatribe on egotism,

arlftce and depravity in the wake of Wilde's disgrace. The cover of the fìfth edition

sets the tone for the pages contained within, featuring a m^n in evening d¡s55-vd1þ

features sufficiently ambiguous to suggest Wilde's-with a distinctly menacing

expression and holding a smiling mask which he has presumably iust removed'

The hypocritical Gobion is first seen as a student at Oxford, zuogantly

describing his influence orr his gullible contemporaries to two of his equally caddish

friends, Union President Mordaunt Sturtevant and Merton churchman Condamine:

absolutely love me, and I live on them, borrow their allowances, drink their

whiskey-in shott, rook them largely all round'.1048

Gull, who would have heard something of \X/iide's undergraduate career as an or^tor.

while at Oxford, goes on to describe Gobion's recent success at the Oxford \íadham

debate and its intoxicating effect on the arfoga;nt aesthete:

They had been discussing a social question, and though what knowledge of the

^ tt , came as much ftom intuition as expetience, he spoke well and brilliantly,

way of araneing his hands when he sat down, and his epigtams'1o4e

I-;iterature: A Reuiew of Research, ed' Richard J' Finneran Qrlew York: The Modern Langoage Association of

America, 1976) p. 67.
1047 Anonymoús qCyrif Arthur Edward Ranger GtlI),The Hlpocrite,Sth ed. pondon: Greening, 1898) pp. 43,47 '

1048 lbid. pP. 1_2.
104e Ibid. pp. 10_11.
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Indeed, Gobion's epigrams contain m^îy echoes of, and plays ofl, \íildean

aphorisms. \X/here \X/ilde said '[s]cience is the record of dead religions', Gobion

declares 'the sham of yesterday takes an alias and calls itself the religion of the

future,.1oso \X/ilde's famous commerìt that the 'aim of the critic is to see the obiect as

... it really is not', is twisted into Gobion's observation that the 'cynic only sees things

as they rezlTy 
^re'.tott 

Gobion also resembles the young \X/ilde in his habitual refusal to

tzke z fitm line on any subject; he is always able to afgue a point from both sides.

Flowever, 1¡2¡ther than suggesting a complex personality which embraced diversity,

Gobion's philosophicai flexibility is revealed as a tool used by him in otder to

cultivate the good will and financial benevolence of others, ataclc which is almost

invariably succe s s ful.

Someone who zi immune to Gobion's charms, however, is his father, who

eventually disowns his son when the full extent of Gobion's misbehaviour becomes

apparenr. The Oxford student's dissolute life of drinking, debt and dalliances with

.low' women constitute ân exaggerated version of !íilde's undergraduate shenanigans

as imagined by Gull some twenty yearc tfter the event. Curiously, Gull adds a dismal

academic record to Gobion's list of failings. S7ilde, while often lax in his adherence to

university rules, hað, an enviable academic reputation, winning 
^ 

r^re double first in

'Greats'and the Newdigate Prize for poetry. Wilde's attracljLon to Roman Catholicism

while at Oxford is also reduced in Gobion to a sly means of procuring money from a

sympathetic priest.tos2 Gobion's father sternly rebukes him for wasting his

opportunities, abilities and good name. It is after his father cuts off his allowance that

the reader first sees the cold, heartless Gobion behind his 'mask':

10s0 Ibid. p. 43, Wilde, Colliu Conplete lVorks of OnarlYilde p' 1244'
rosr ¡nonþous (Cyril Arthur Eãward Ranger GvlI), Tbe Hltpocri* p. 91, \filde, Collin: Complete lYor/es of Oscar

Wilde o. 1728.
tot, 11i,. name of this priest is Father Gray. rWhìÌe Gull may have intended this name as an ¿llusion to Wilde's

The picture of Doian Gra1, itis also interesting that \filde's former disciple John Gtay began training as a Catholic

priest in OËtober 1898þe year thatTbe Hlpocritewas fìrst published); he was ordained in December 1901' Gull

-"y ^l.o 
have been u*^r, óf \X/ilde's visit to the fashionable London priest Reverend Sebastien Bowden while

srill a srudent at Oxford. A letter from Bowden to Wilde dated 15 April 1878, teferring to their interview the

d,ay before, speaks of \Wilde's dreamy and sceptical natute existing alongside a disconte.ntedness with his

faithless and aimless state. It also mentions Wiide's 1 nexPected loss of fottune' þrobably referring to the

surprisingly meâgre inheritance that had recently been left to !7i1de by his half-brother Henry \lilson). E1lmann,

OriorVti, pp.õ3,90-91. A similar conflict and frustrated hrrt:ltal monetary expectations are experienced by

Gobion.
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The feeling of ruin was already passing àway, 
^flà 

his face lost its sweetness and

youth, *hI. " shatp keen look took its place-the look that he wote when at

night he was alone ãnd plotting , a haggarå, old look which no one evet saw but

Condamine or Stuttevant.los3

Alongside such passages, which present Gobion as almost à c ríc lttre of evil, Gull

devotes a significant amount of space to châractef analysis, albeit intensely moralistic,

of Gobion/Wilde. In one passage Gull imagines a past to account for the strange

depravity of his egoist:

[Gobion] saw himself a boy of fifteen, keenly sensi

remembered how his eager hunger for admiration

his father and mothet; how, when he found out

catefully to conceal his misdoings from them. Gtadually and slowly he had gfown

-or. .rril and more bitter at the nartowness which misunderstood him. \Øhen
he threw himself into
him live in vice whollY
passionately confessed
k ot two the emotional

fervour of repentance would wear off, and he would plunge mote deeply into

vice, and lead a iolly, wicked life.1054

Homosexual acttvity is never directly identified as one of these transgressions,

but Guil frequently alludes to it. Gobion's life is described as 'unnat'ua'l' and he

frequents a mysterious 'Grecian'bzt in London. Gutl goes beyond a green carnation

to signal Gobion's homosexuality, giving him an entire green suit'tots Gobion's

uqsâvoury companions are also implicated in this lifestyle; Sturtevant frequents the

same Grecizn bar and he, Gobion and Condamine are described as being 'bound

togethef by many ^î orgle þic] [and] shady intrigue'. Flowever, Gull's Gobion, like

'S7ilde, is also popular with women and women feature in the aesthete's memories of

.hot kisses suppers and patchouli-scented tooms' in Oxford and London.10s6

Gobion indulges in these trysts despite his 'one pure affection' for country gid

Marjorie Lovering, a severrteeîyean old clergyman's daughter. When Gobion feels no

remorse afterMzrjorie severs her ties to him, he realises with some regret that his soul

has finally 'passed into the twilight'. Gobion philosophically ascribes his ptedilection

10s3 Anonymous (Cyril Arthur Edward Ranger GulI), The Hlpocrite p' 1'3'

1054 Ibid. P. 35.
10ss Ibid. PP. 20,77,1,29.
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for 'shady pleasures' to the bad behaviour of his father, a 'repentant rake' who paid

scânt attention to his chiidren. As discussed in Part Two, the philandering of !íilde's

father had previously been alluded to by Arthur Conan Doyle as a likely cause of

Wilde's sexual'abeffations'. 
tott

Gull also implies that \X/itde has a 'sinister influence' on impressionable young

men with his porrayal of the relationship between Gobion and the btzarcely named

Bnvery Regrnald Scott. Scott is 'a good young man, rather commonplace in inteilect,

but of a blameless life', who has been seduced by Gobion's fantastic talk and his

.nobleness of ideal and breadth of thought', until the 'one great motif running like a

silver thread through his consciousness' is his love for Gobion.tots Gobion

shamelessly constructs an imzge of purity and unwoddliness for Scott in ordet to

extract money from him; at one point he even paints datk circles under his eyes in

order to stir the young man's pity. A more serious manipulation is also suggested; the

observant reader cannot fail to note the implied nature of Gobion and Scott's

relationship. They are seeri together in Oxford walking arm in arm tn the moonlight

and many yezrs lzter Scott tells Gobion: 'Don't you know you've a/wa1s got me? Don't

you femember how once for a joke in those Ship Street fooms you made me put my

hands between yorüs and swear to be your man?'S7ell, it wasn't a joke-to me''toto

Apat from Gobion's relationship with Scott, there is also mention of a

,disgraceful affair'with an Anglican canon's son which required much 'hush[ing] up'.

The reader is told that 'the poor boy, åazzled by being in the society of men of whom

he heard everyone talking, made a fool of himself and came to utter grief, much to the

pecuniary benefit of Condamine, Sturtevant, and Gobion'.10uo Indeed, there is little

d.istinction made between the proclivity to commit sexual 'misdemeanours' and the

proclivity to commit blackmail and other cdmes in Gull's novel. Gull's amalgamatton

of these tendencies in Gobion probably reflects the wide publicity given to

blackmailing 'renters' during \7ilde's trials three years before, not to mention the

10s6 Ibid. P. 15.
1057 Ibid. pp. 14, 26,44,86
1os8 Ibid. pp. 18_19.
105e Ibid. pp.31,744.
1060 Ibid. p. 52.
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wholesale demonisation of \Øilde's chz¡r^cter that occurred after his trials and

conviction.

After Gobion's enforced departure from Oxford (due to his lack of funds),

his career as a journalist in London affords Gull further opportunity to dedde Wilde.

Jusr as \X/ilde made a living by writing clever, flippant reviews after 'coming down'

from Oxford, Gobion writes for The Pilgrim, a distinctly decadent publication read by

'all the young men and u/omen who considered themselves clever, and who, under the

comprehensive shield of "soul", sucked poison from strange flowers'.tout (Whethet by

chance or Gull's design, the location of the rooms Gobion first procures in London,

'in one of the quiet streets running from the Fleet Street end of the Strand to the

Embankment', fecall $íilde's fitst London residence in Salisbury Street.)tou'

In considering Gull's comparison of Gobion with his fellow Piþrim

journalists, it must be granted that Gull is capable of providing ^î astute appraisal of

!Øilde's complex personality:

Although Gobion was of a so most [journalists working

on the Þ;tgri*1, he recognized cynicism was the keynote

of most of the conversation, êd in it. Most complex of

its excitement.l063

Once again, however, Gull moves away from such insights to further vilify his

subject. While \X/iide's career in journalism was curtailed by his success as a novelist

and. dramatist, Gobion's sojourn on Fleet Street comes to an end after his treacherous

denouncement of the Pitþm editor in a rival neu/spaper after this incident Gobion is

blacklisted by every p^per in London. Undeterred, he joins forces with Sturtevant to

swindle z rich young lord for d1000. FIowever, after this operation proves successful,

Sturtevant turns the tables on Gobion by leaving the country with all the money,

leaving Gobion 
^ 

wry note and just d10 of the profits.

1061 Ibid. p. 50. An Editor's âssistânt atttle Piþrìn, a shady ch^r^cter whose mistress is an open secret' is called
.\x/ild'.

1062 Ellmann, O¡car ll/ilde p. 105, ,\nonymous (Cyril Arthur Edward Ranger Gril), Tbe fIJPlrYite p. 48

1063 Änonymous (Cyril Arthur Edward Ranger Gvlf), The Hlpocrite p' 58'
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Gull, perhâps inspired by stories of \7ilde's post-ptison life in Paris,

transporrs his now disgraced and destitute Gobion to a squalid London boarding

house, wotlds a'way from his former life of pleasure and excess. At first revelling in

the new sensations of povetty, Gobion soon wearies of z ltfe without luxury and

determines to take his own life. Even this most traumatic of experiences, however,

leaves Gobion strangely nonplussed. Insincerity has become so much a p^tt of his

nature that he is no longer capable of evoking any real feeling, even in contemplating

his own suicide. In a chapter entitled 'The Final Pose', Gobion muses upon the

poignant farewell note he will leave and imagines the inconsolable reaction of his

friends to a brilliant life cut short. Flowevef, he soon recognises that

... though he felt dimly that there ought to be other and deeper feelings within

him, heias unable to evoke them. He was conscious that this dainty picturing

was uttefly false; yet, try as he would, he could not stop it. Whether it was the last

flicker of 
-intense'vanity, 

or merely that his mind was weakened by debauchery, it
was impossible to sây; but when a mafl plays unhealthy tricks with his mind, and

is for ever feeling his spiritual muscles, the habit holds him fast as in â vice.1064

The 'just desserts' that the rezàer has long been expecting soon follow. Aftet the most

unappealing of last meals in a Houndsditch public house, the former lord of language

is at a loss for u¡ords as well as feeling; the suicide note he finally leaves for Scott

simply reads 'Good-bye'.'o6s His death by chloroform is similady ptosaic, àpaLrt from

the dying visions he has of his mother, which leave him whimpering in horot in z

corner.1066 Although Wilde died of natural causes in Paris two years after publication

of The Íþpocrite, Gull's image of zn impoverished fallen idol dying ignominiously in a

run-down hotel room is notably prophetic.1067

Unsurprisingly, Gobion's death serves to demonstrate to the reader the price

to be paid for leading such a life. His sole mourner is Scott, who has since become a

priest and who romanticises Gobion in a novel and in his sermons. Gobion's other

intimates remember him as an ungrateful fool who was 'rather poor fun' despite his

1064 lbid. p. 148.
106s Ibid. p. 151.
1066 Ibid. þp. f 55-56. \X/ilde told his wife that he had a v.ision of his mother in gaol the day before the latter died.

F,llmann,'-Oscarll/ildßp.467.Itis possible that Gull heard of this from Leonard Smithers or another mutual

acqualntance.
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,considerable personal charm'.toot Gull, in his description of young man-about-town

Bradley Bere in the closing chapter, set twenty yearc zftet Gobion's death, suggests

that \7ilde's is not a unique personality:

Mr. Bradley Bere was announced, a youth apparently of seventeen, but of 
^ 

great

fl^mei the ilch uncleanness of his life almost rivalling his stoties, and both being

given undue pr s ' " fBere told another

luest] that påe the unbearable, hoping

she would repe

The allusion in this passage is to \X/ilde's AlV/ontan of No Imþortance (1'892) and Lord

Illingsworth's reference to the 'English country gentleman galloping after a' fox' as

,the unspeakable in full pursuit of the uneatable'.toto Gull implies that Wilde is just one

of a long line of sensationalists, and that only his words' not his memory, will endure'

Clezrly, Gull had firmly positioned himself upon the moral high ground in

the wake of \x/ilde,s disgrace. If we 
^re 

to take Gull at his wofd, there was no

significant relationship between himseif and Wilde; in his later 'Ingleby' books, Guil

states that he had only heatd Witde talk on two (unspecified) occasions; it is not

known if these incidents occurred before or aftet Gull produced his fictional

works.10?1 It is possible that Gull's more insightful descriptions of \X/ilde's personality

reflect detailed information provided by one of mofe of their m^îy mutual

acquaintances; as stated above Gull was particularþ friendly with S7ilde's publishet

Leonard Smithers, and via that connection would have had the oppoftunity to meet

More Adey, Aubtey Beardsley, Chades Conder, Ernest Dowson, Robert Sherard'

vincent o'Sullivan, Rennell Rodd and will Rothenstein.

Gull's preface to the third edition of The Iþpocrin may throw some light on

his motivation for wriring the novel. In this prefzce he defends the book from charges

of immorality that had been directed at the novel from several quarters:

1067 The demise of a \wildean dn?tf ctef due to financial misconduct and suicide also features in Mary Elizabeth

Braddon's The Ro¡e oflrrt (905).
1068 Anonymo..rs (Cyrü '\rti-r.,r Edward Ranger G'JI), The Hlpocrìn pp' 766-67 '

106e Ibid. pp.163-64.
1070 \lilde-, C, llins Conplete ll/orks of OvarlYilde p.471.
1071 Leonârd Cresswell Ingleby, o¡car lYilde pondon: T. \Terner Laurie, 1907) p. 349 '
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Here I have taken aniàea, the idea of a fine-bratned scamp. I have endeavoured

dark times known and ven fmy italics], no words can be

too tipped f experience can be too stfong, to make cleat

the reìults myself to a moral view of life tather than an

artistic view of life. I hope to be thought sincere.1072

These comments suggest some interesting possibilities for Gull's motivation. There is

the possibility that Gull was closely involved with Wilde, or someone in \X/ilde's

decadent circle. It could be that there is an autobiographical element to the young

Scott's earnest devotion to Gobion, and the latter's careless dismissal of his young

disciple. (Recall Scott's words to Gobion: 'Don't you remember how once for a joke

... yorf made me put my hands between youfs and sweaf to be your man? Well, it

wasn't a joke-to -.'.)totu If Gull, the son of a Church of England minister, did

believe that he had experienced ^ 
n^rrow escâpe from decadent 'folly and sin', it

would certainly âccount for his fervid moralism on the subiect of Wilde'

Of course, itis also possible that Gull rneant to imply a personal connection

to Wilde in his prefzce in order to promote intetest in his book; the novel's

anonymous publication mây also have been intended to encourage this assumption

and boost sales. Gull's wily manipulation of Grant Richards, described above, would

^ppe^r 
to indicate that he was not averse to bending the truth in order to get ahead.If

Guil intended to promote conjecture with his book he succeeded; like Tbe Silaer

Domino znð, The Green Carnation, the novel inspired much speculation regarding its

authorship. The reviewer from Llo1ds posited that the author of The Hlpocrite 'may

we21f. a green carnation' himself (a statement tltatwas used in promoting latet editions

of the book).to7t The suspicion that the book was written by a member of \7ilde's

circle may also have been the reason that the Mudie Ltbrary refused to circulate it,

although in his Hltpotrire preface Gull attributed this to a misguided bel-ief that the

book's subject was'imProP.t''tott

1072 Anonymous (Cyril Arthur Edward Ranger Gull), The Hlponite p' vttt'
1073 lbid. pp. 37,1,44.
1074 Ibid. P. ii.
1o7s Ibid. pp. vii_vüi.
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\X/hatever Gull's reasons for his pfefz;tory statements and anonymous

authorship of Tbe Hlpocrire, it is clear from the fervid moral tone of his novel that he

meant to record his disapproval of \íilde's 'artistic view of life', perhaps with a view

to capitalising on the wholesaie condemnation of S7ilde that was occurdng at that

time. totu Indeed, Gull's censorious approach proved highty successful with the

'philistine' public; the book sold well and the popular press lauded the novel as a

forceful sermon against immorality. The Echo compared its brilliance with The Creen

Carnation, Llo1ds applauded the lividly drawn' caricatures of actual persons and the

I-nndon Morningcommended the book's 'brutally hank anaiysis of the tempetâment of

^ 
m^fiwith brain and mind hopelessly diseased'.tott

Gutl published a 'companion volume' to The Hlpocrite, oflce zgain

anonymously, the following year. Entitled Miss Maleuohnt (1S99), Gull's second novel

tells the story of I{tty Nugent, a mean-spidted and unscrupulous flirt who conducts a

vendetta against the married artist Gilbert Russhe, who has spurned her advances'

Interestingl|, one of dedicatees ('in friendship') of this book is Richard Le Gallienne,

who, as mentioned in Part Two, was a close friend and fictionaliser of \íilde. Perhaps

it was in deference to Le Gallienne that Gull made his portrait of \Øilde tn Miss

Maleuohnt a much gentler one; the renowned poet and journalist Guy \Vaye, friend to

both Nugent and Russhe, is a. fzr. more sympathetic character than his fictional

predecesso r in The Íþpocrin. 'S7aye is also more carefully disgursed than Gobion,

perhaps as a result of the Mudie Library's objection to Gull's previous \X/ildean novel'

In his prefzce to Miss Maleuolent Gull asserts:

\ü/hen my last book, 'The Hypocrite', appeared, it was said in various quartets that

some of the characters in it were faithful portraits of well-known living people. In
order to pfevent anothet such misconception, I beg to say that'Miss Malevolent'

contains no portraits whatever, so no ofle need be offended.1o78

Flowever, the reader soon perceives that Gull is dissembling here; Guy \X/aye is surely

based on \X/ilde. His 'ìight badinage and flow of talk' ('Paradox is only tnrth standing

on its head to 
^tTr^ct 

attention'), the 'refined delicacy' of his writing style, his

1076 Gull also dismisses the New Woman in The Hlpocrin as a 'sexless oddity'. Ibid. p. 80

1077 Ibid. p. ü.
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heightened appreciation of beautiful objects, his love of physical ease and his appetite

for delicacies like fois gras and hothouse gooseberries, arc all. indicatots of his

original.tot' Further hints are contained in his 'dreamy' moods and discourses on

Shakespeare, which he delivers 'in a pretty but rather affected way' with 'a deep,

mellow voice [which resounds] with conscious periods ... every dactyl had its full

significance'.toto The casuai observer quickly deduces that Waye is 'no mere dilettante

. , . 
^n 

indefinabl e zir of manner and pose told you instinctively that he was successful

anð. z man who had 'arrived'. \íade's aesthetic dress, long hair, 'deep grey eyes' and

'iong thin face inwhich sensuality struggled with intellect', are cleady Wilde's. Waye's

style and slender physique suggest a youngef Wilde, and indeed Iü/aye's age is

specified as thirty.

Further allusions to the 'first phase'Wilde are made with \X/aye's fondness for

writing'prose poems' and observation: 'I am z gteat temperament, a sort of stringed

instrument upon which the sorrows of others strike, and their pain gives music to the

wo¿d'.1081 Here Gull refers to \X/ilde's L881 poem 'Flélas!', which \X/ilde was in the

habit of referring to as a 'proem':

To drift with every passion till my soul

Is a stringed lute on which all winds can play

Is it fot this that I have given away

Mine ancient wisdom, and austete cont¡rol)1082

Gull adds several blinds to counter these obvious allusions to Wilde,

including Waye's 'middle height', small lips, moustzche,lack of university education

and zcceît. Waye's accent is a cutious mix of 'north-country' and American

resonancesi perhaps an allusion to \X/ilde's Irish heritzge and lecture tour of America.

However, these cursory screens cannot disguise 'Wade's derivation, pariculztly in light

of the following passage:

[S7ry.] was a well-known figure in modern literatute, and in mâny cases a well-

hated figure also . .. he had succeeded in publishing some foufteen or fifteen

1078 Änonymous (Cyril Arthur Edwatd Ranger G,tlI), Mir Maleuolent Q-ondon: Greening, 1899) p. xlt.

107e Ibid.
1080 lbid. p. 158.
1081 Ibid. p. 185.
10s2 Ellmann, oscar lYilde p. 132,Wtlde, collin¡ cornpleîe lvorks of oscar lvilde p. 864.
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books of verse and essays, no single one of which had failed. There is an idea that

success in litetature makes enemies; but even if the idea is true, it was not metely

his success that had made many impoftant people enemies of this man. He had

offended cettain sections of society by his extfeme outspokenness on questions

of sex, which he spoke of and wfote of in an open and possibly sometimes in an

inopporturie mânnef .1083

In addition to Waye's \Tildean pfopensity for such transgressions, he also

demonstrates Wilde's familiar fusion of masculine and feminine mannerisms' He is

roundly mocked for his 'feminine sympathies', has 'a gidish way', is 'too soft and

caressing' with women and revels in the admiration of his female fans. \Øith men,

however, he can drop his '[a]ir des fenmel to reveai a manly strength, ddnk beer,

smoke a pipe and have his 'cold tub in the morning like everyone else'.toto

Gull's comments on ì7aye's aesthetic circle cleady reflect his opinion of

Wilde's coterie, as previously recordedin The Íþpocrite:

These men always said and did whatever occurred to them, and their every night
'was mofe unhealthy and sapping to the btain than inexpressible orgies þic]; for

they were like those Padsian looking-glasses you can buy in the toy shops,

disiorting all they teflect in quaint and fantastic parodies of the truth.

None of these people would have matteted very much had they lived their

amusing and fan^tastic lives without spectatorship. That they were immoral and

had no'sense of duty mattered to themselves alone. Unfottunately many an apple-

cheeked boy from the University or the provinces weÍe attÍ cted to and finally

absorbed by them. All they wfote, acted, painted, played had an astonishingly bad

effect upon a farlarger circle than their achievements evef waffanted.loss

Despite Gull's clear disapproval of the decadents, and his former dispataging fictional

portrait of Wilde in Gobion, Miss Maleuolent offers z far mote ztúactive vetsion of

\Wilde. While \yaye is ensconced among the aesthetic set, his strength of chzracter and

'fLner side' also set him 
^p^rt 

ftom them. He is 'a sweet-natufed, decent-tongued

man', who is shocked at Nugent's cold-hearted malevolence.1086 It is \X/ade who warns

Russhe about Nugent's base nature and devises a plaLn to save his friend ftom her

wicked machinations. 'Wade also encourages Reginald, one of his disillusioned

10s3 Anonymous (cyril Arthur Edward Ranger Gwll), Miss Maleuoknt pp. 14-16.
1084 Ibid. pp. 55_57, 61.
10Bs lbid. þ. lZ. T'ft. marriarch of this set, Mrs. Policarp, keeps a copy of \filde's IntenÍion¡ on her desk as an aid

to epigrammatic inspiration'
1086 Ibid. P. 71.
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decadent associates, to break from the group and retire to the country, recognising the

ill-effects of their lifestyle on his weaker personality. Waye, like Wilde, is consistently

charming and kind, and the fl^rr^tor implies that, as a tesult of 'his qualities of brain,

his knowledge, his cleverness, and his achievements', he should not be ludged by the

standards applied to ordinary people.tn"

CIearIy, in the period between publication of The Íþpocrite in 1898 and Miss

Maleuolent in 1899, Gult had substantially revised his opinion of \7ilde. Was this the

result of Le Gal|ienne's or anothet's influence? It is possibie that, just as Alfred

Douglas insisted that the editor of The Ephemeral meet \X/ilde in person after

publishing a derogatory portrait of him (see Part Two), one of Wilde's friends

arcanged a meeting for Gull with a similar intention.

Whatever the case, Gull's twentieth centurf, non-fictional writings on Wilde

under the Ingleby pseudonym, Oscar ll/itde (1907) znd Oscar lY/ilde: Some Reminiscences

(1,91.2),1088 demonstrate that Gull continued to waver between approbation of Wilde

and his v¡ork and condemnation of the decadence he represented. The 1,907 book, in

which Gull intersperses commentary on líilde's nature with (rather impercipient)

descriptions of his writings, represents ^î extr^ordinary combination of praise and

censure. The author includes quotations from the popular press, Henry Labouchete

and Max Nordau to demonstrate the divetsity of responses to \X/ilde in the wake of

his disgrace. Gull's Oscar ll/ilde is most significant for our purposes in demonstrating

that, while Guil is obviousiy reticent to ptaise Wilde or his work so soon zftet the

scandal, he continued to exhibit a degree of sympatþ fot the fallen decadent. While

Gull questions the wisdom of De Profandis, an expurgated version of which had been

published two years before ('a brilliant piece of literature and ^î ^m^zirrg 
tissue of

misrepresentations'), 108e he ârgues that \üilde's 'social downfall' was due to'a certain

kind of elliptiform insanity' and that this unfortunate stâte of affzirs should not lessen

1087 Anonymous (Cyril Arthur Edward Ranger Gul\)'The Lþpocrite pp' 58, 61'
rots 1n*1.6r, Oro, ítrlildr, Leonard Cresswell Ingleby, O¡car lWilde: Some Reruiniscences þondon: T. \X/erner Laurìe,

1912).
10se Gull avers that ìlilde's interptetation of Christ in De Profandi¡ and amoral views on ârt Present a danger to

the.half-educated'masses. Ingleby, O¡carll/ilde pp. 60, 86,344-45. Gull also gives his own work a shameless

plug by comparing the controversy surrounding De Profundis with that surrounding his own best-seiling novel

lflttn fu lqasbarkl w¡trch he describes as 'an over-rated sensation novel by a Mr "Guy Thorne"'. IngJeby, O:car

lVilde p.363.
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the public's appreciation of the genius displayed in \X/ilde's work.10e0 Gull concludes

that Wilde wâs 'one of the stfangest, saddest, most artistic and powerful brains of

modern times'.toot The possibility that Gull's revised view of \Wilde was the result of a

personal encounter with the l^tter is also suggested by his recollection that: 'þn the

rwo occasions when I myself heard Oscar Wilde talking, I realised how

unprecedented his talent for conversation was, and wished that I could heat him at

times when he attempted his highest flights'.ton'

Every acknowledgement of Wilde's good riature and genius in Gull's Oscar

Il/ilde, however, is tempered with a corresponding qualification which recalls his

previous tone in The H1þocrite:

Generous-heafted, free with all, material things, kind to the unfotunate, gentle to

the weak-Oscar \7ilde was all these things. Yet, at the same time, he committed

the most dreadful crimes agains

his influence led into terrible
dearest to him, he deliberatelY i
exúaordinary and almost unparalleled callousness and hardness of heatt.1oe3

Such curiously mitigated praise occurs repeatedly tn Oscar ll/ilde: Gull commends

wilde,s poerff, then highlights passages where the lattet has been ovedy imitative. He

praises Wilde's society plays and calls his 'Poems in Prose' 'blasphemous and

horrible'.tono It appears that, despite the sympathetic leanings toward \Wilde which

were first discernabl e in Miss Maleuolent, Guli was either conflicted about his opinion

of \x/ilde of was afraid of appearing to be a wilde sympathisef.

Gull's second biographical work, Oscar lV/ilde: Some Reminiscences, a 'book of

personalia, published five years \ater, rehzshes much of his first biography and adds

some quotations from \X/ilde and further reflections on ìlilde's personality by those

who knew him. Probably as a result of the general public's renewed interest in, and

sympathy for Wilde at this time, Gull's second book is far less trenchant than its

predecessor. As Gull observes in Reminiscencer.'ft]o-day the name of Oscar \X/ilde is no

longer identified solely with disaster and shame. It is a name the wodd recognises as

10e0 Ingleby, Oscar lYilde pp' 4, 1'1'

10e1 lbid. P. 5.
10e2 Ibid. p.349.
10e3 Ibid. p. 51.
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standing for the work of a powerful, if bizarce,genius without parallel in our time'.tons

Gull no longer depicts Wilde as tragically insane, but as an 'unhappy genius'. Wilde's

'dreadful crimes against the social well-being' become '[t]hings he had done, or was

supposed to have done, things fot which he suffered very grievously'.to'u

\Whether Gull's fictional and non-fictional depictions of !Øilde reflect a

genuine endeavour to come to tefms with an infamous contempofzry, or ân attempt

to profìt by a fleeting brush with infaml, we are unlikely to discovet at this

chronological distance. \X/hat is clear from Gull's writing on \X/ilde is the powerful

fascination that the latter's personality exercised on one of his contemporaries.

Interestingly, if Richard Aldington's memory is to be reüed upon, Gull grew r^then

ìTildean himself with age. Aldington remembered the older Gull as being a woddly

and portly 'bon uiuaruf, who 'never refused a double whisky' and 'thought very highly

of his abilities'.10e7

Curtis Yorke (Susan Richmond Lee)
Valentine: A Storl of Ideals (1899)

The poet Fabian'Wade, in Valentine: A Story of Ideals by Curtis Yorke (the pseudonym

of Susan Richmond Lee) (1854?-1930), was to be \X/ilde's final fictionalincztnation of

the nineteenth centu.y.tont Little is known about Richmond Lee; she was born in

Glasgow as Susan Rowley Long, married the mining engineer John \X/. Richmond

Lee, lived in North l(ensington, contributed to vadous magazines and wrote more

than fifty romance novels, many of which Íaî to several editions.tone Va/entine ís

typically lightweight 'Curtis Yorke' fare; the novel documents the romantic trials and

tribulations of sixteen-year-old ingénae Valentine Glynn during her {irst London

10e4 Ibid. p. 351.
10es Ingleby, O¡carlYilde: Some Rernini¡cences p. 74.
rooe 16f¿. p. 1,2. In Remini¡cence¡ Gull also reveals that he knew lù7ilde's brother \Willie 'faidy well in his later days'

and that ùe preferred Willie's gentler humour and conversation to his brothet's sharpet, more cerebtal style'

10e7 f,fdi¡g¡e¡¡, L)feforLife't Sake p. 42-43.
rors ¡..', ¿r¡e of birth is not to be found in the few biogtaphical reference wotks in which she appears. This

date of birth is based on information from the 1881 British Census, provided by Peter Vernier, in which Susan

R. Long is l-isted as the twenty-seven-year-old daughter of John Long, a timber merchant and match

mânufacturer in Glasgow, Scotland.
10ee Kemp, Mitchell Ãd Ttott.t, Etlwardian Fiction: An Oxford Conpanion p. 427, Mark Meredith, ed., lI/bo's lYho

in l-;iterature (Liverpool: TheLiterary Year Books, 1930) p.473.
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season. The fifth edition cites The Spea,kels judgement that '[i]t would . .. be hard to

find a brighter, cheerier book'.

Giynn first encounters the \X/ildean \X/ade soon aftet her artwal in London, at

zn afternoon party thrown by her aunt. The thirty-year-old affected aesthete is known

primarily as a risqué poet, as Wilde was at the same 
^g..ttoo 

Wade is referred to as 'a

wil¿-Iool<tng creatrue' [my italics], and indeed he has the young Wilde's pale, 'cameo-

l-ike' face, 'dream1l, half-shut eyes' and long hair which 'wave[s] over his ears and

collar, and þangs] heavily upon his white forehead'. ttot \(/ade's over-ornamented

conversation consists mainly of effusive reflections on youth, the 'true artist', the soul

and floral subjects ('I never could bear orchids. They are so fatiguing'') He also

delivers several \X/ildean witticisms, such as: '[women] only find their hearts to lose

them' and 'fs]ecurity always brings satiety. It is in uncertainty that we find rapture'.tto2

(fhe latter remark parnculzrly recalls \X/ilde's aphorism in Dorian Grø1:'A cigarette is

the perfect type of a perfect pleasure. It is exquisite and it leaves one unsatisfied'.1103)

While all of these artributes arc clearly intended to suggest \X/ilde, thete is

much in Richmond Lee's portrait to indicate that, while she may have met \7ade's

original, her acquaintance with him was slight. In this rcgard, Fabian'S7'ade resembles

Broughton's Francis Chaloner in Second Thoaghts, examined in Part One. Wade is not a

sympatheti c character and like chaloner, is ftaglle, melancholic and essentially

humou¡ess, all rather un-\X/ildean characteristics that were often assumed to be

rypical of the young aesthere in the 1870s and 1880s. Several of \X/ade's other qualities

also suggest that \X/itde wâs not well-known to Richmond Lee; his 'monotonous'

voice is mentioned several times, whereas \X/itde was known for the rich and varied

tone of his speech. Wade avoids Greek philosophy, one of ì7ilde's favourite subiects'

and his observations are usually nonsensical and rarely'hit home' like \Øilde's. SØade

is also a believer in 'the supremacy and superiority of mzn' , wheteas, as mentioned

1100 As related above, \lilde's poetry belonged to the sensuous 'fleshly school', which was widely considered

immoral. Glynn is told by h.r ,rncl. that sh"e must wait unti-l she is older before she reads \lade's poetry' The

ch^ra.cterAllan Somerset'warns Glynn that she'shouldn't talk to Poets ..' ft]hey're demotaljzing' They don't

know anything about life, and what they think they know isn't niie'. Gilberte Fanshawe, who 'sees through'

\Wade,s preten"sions, maliciorlsly informs him that sire has recently seen a Present1ti9",.9lf-olhis poems in a

second-hand bookstall. Crrrtis iorke (Susan Richmond Lee), Valentine: A Storl of ldeah,5th ed. pondon: Jarrold

and Sons,1899) PP. 22,796,200.
ilor lbid. pp. 205,09,48.
1102 lbid. pp.207,09.
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e^rlier in this study, Wilde demonstrated progressive views on 'the woman question'

and was friendly with many 'New V/oman' authors.ttoo Perhaps the most un-\íildean

of SØade's quirks is his abstemiousness; he does not smoke, hardly eats and does not

drink alcohol, tea or coffee but prefers to drink milk and water 'with the aid of 
^ 

te -

spoon'! (The brassy Gilberte Fanshawe asks: 'Is teâ too strong for you? Or are you

too weak for tea'?ttot) Richmond Lee's descdptions of these attributes suggest

wfzmlltatity rather than deliberate satire, and as with Broughton's novel, a reliance on

eady aesthetic stereotYPes.

Although the ingenae Glynn is at first drawn to the eccentric poet, his

pretensions, selfishness and egotism soon begin to'iar. upon her'.ttou It is possible that,

like many of the portraits examined here, the negativity of Richmond Lee's portrait

may reflecr some ill feeling berween Wilde and his fictionaliser. As discussed above in

relation to Dixon, Stannard and Cznel, many of Wilde's female contemporaries

^ppe 
r ro have felt slighteð, after experiencing his flattering but fleeting attentions. It

is perhaps significant that, while Glynn is flattered when \X/ade speaks to her 'as if her

intellect were on a par with his own', the reader is toid that:

[Wade] talked to most young gids in this suain .. ' his dreamy uttefances were all,

io 
^ 

.Ërtui^ extent, formulas, iubiect to various alterations ... he possessed, in a

matked degree, the faculty of seeming absorbed in his companion of the

momefit.1107

Richmond Lee appears to think little of \X/ilde's poetic talents, if \Wade's arc anything

to go by. After Wade composes a spontaneous and r ther exlr2Y^gaÍut ode to Glynn,

Fanshawe mocks his effort by producing her own vefse composition in fifteen

minutes, which pokes fun at Wade's vanity and pretentiousness:

'TO A POET-CURLING HIS H,\IR'

To thee, whom I see, at daY's dawn,

Thy garment the fìnest of lawn,

1103 Wilde, Collins Corzpkte lØork¡ of Oscar lN/ilde p. 67 '
1104 possibly Richmond Lee was influenced in this by some of the dialogue in Wilde's society plays; several of

his characters make derogatory remarks about women
1105yofke(SusanRichmondLee¡, valentine:AStoryofldealspp. 198,205-06,22'52.
110ú Ibid. p.21.0.
110i Ibid. p.207.
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\X/ith the tongs poised aloft, like a bird,
As thou cudest a second and third

Tuft of lank-falling hair, can one dream,
'Slhen uncuded, how queer thou must seem!

No longer a wondef, one can

Only find thee a common young man.

O poets, who teason in rhyme,
Get your hair cut, it's iust about time'l1tos

Richmond Lee also makes much of '\X/ade's 'lady-like' manner: 'Certainly there was a

certain effeminacy in the gentle poet's mien'.ttoe However, as with several of the

fictions discussed in this study, Valentine simultaneously paints its Wildean chztacter.

as something of a womanisef; a characteristic that one charactef attfibutes to his

poetic profession.ttto \(/ade g^zes amorously at Glynn and other women in the novel;

Fanshaw determines to make a fool of the poet and shamelessly flatters him until,

dzzzled, he proposes. (Fanshawe promptly refuses him, saying'I could never m^rry 
^

man who wore his hair like a woman'.tttt).

S7ade's departure from the novel and Glynn's life is exactly as he had

predicted it. Capnvated by Glynn at theit first meeting-'[t]he very young, the very

fresh, always interest 1¡s'-þs tells her at the outset that '[w]hen you have gone

through a few London seâsons, my interest in you will fade'.ttt' Sure enough, when he

meets Glynn some time afterwards and observes that her uncle's death has

'withdrawn the charm of þer] unspoilt n2i1¡s1{'-\(/ade's interest in Glynn abruptly

ceases

,... yor have discovered, perchance, that you have a heart. From that point

femininity becomes interesting to the mân of the wodd. But to ¡þç 21¡i5¡-¡q ¡þs

poet-the bloom has gone. Ço¡s-ifysyocably. Iialev/ell-we may not meet

again'.1'rrz'

1108 Ibid. p.226_27.
11oe Ibid. pp. 203, 05.
1110Ibid. pp. 200_01.
1111 Ibid. p. 1,64.
1112 Ibid. p. 197.
1113 Ibid. p. 19a. There is a possible echo of lWilde's Tbe Inportanæ of Being Earnest in this passage. In Act One of
EantestLàdy Bracknell decl^ares: 'Ignorance is like a delicate exotic fruit; touch it and the bloom is gone'. \Øilde,

Collins Conplete lYorks of Oscar lYilde p. 368'
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On 30 November 1900, the year after fuchmond Lee's Valentine was published, \X/ilde

died in his room at the Hôtel d'Alsace in Paris, of cerebral meningrtis. After spending

three and ahalfyears as an itinerant social partah, occasionally managing to travel the

continent with friends, but always fìnancially embarrassed, \X/ilde's indignities were

finally at an end.t11a FIis faithful friend Robert Ross, who was with him when he died,

later related that Wilde would jest during his final days that he would not outlive the

century as 'the English people would not stand it'.tttt Ross wrote to Adela Schuster

that ìíilde's passing was for the best, as '[t]wo things were absolutely necessary for

him, contact with comely things ... and social position'. As Ross obsewed, while the

post-prison !øilde could usualiy m n^ge the former, the Iatter he could not have.ttto

To another ftiend Ross confided: 'He u¡as very unhappy, and would have become

more unhappy as time went on'.1ttt \íilde's obituary in The Times on L December,

which refered only obliquely to 'the revelations of the criminzl tríal in 1895', was

predictably condes cending:

Death has ended v¡hat must have been a life of wretchedness and unavaiÏng

fegfet ... Even before he left the University in 1878 \X/ilde had become known as

on"e of the most affected of the professors of the aesthetic craze and' for several

years it was as the typical aesthete that he kept himself before-the notice of the

þubüc. At the ,"-.'ti-. he was ^ 
lr;raf:. of far greater originality and power of

^mind 
than many of the apostles of aestheticism. As his Oxford c teer showed, he

had undoubted talents irmany directions, talents which might have been brought

to ftuition had it not been for his craving after notoriety '.. [hit plays all had] a

paradoxtcalhumour and a perverted outlook on life " '1118

Despite all, appezrances, however, $øilde's reputation was not irrevocably desroyed,

and he would have been pleased to know that in death, as in life, 'Art' did not forget

him. The twentieth century was to see the emefgence of many fictional \Tildes from

1114 Richârd Ellmann sees Wilde's ostracisers as falling into two groups: 'those who could not bear his

homosexuality and those who could not bear his requests for money'. Ellmann, O¡carlYilde p. 551.

111s Søilde, The Conplete I-tt*r: of Onar lYilde p. 1227 .

1116 lbid. p.1229.
1117 F.llmann, O var lYilde p. 92.
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beyond the grave. Just as nineteenth century fiction had reflected Wilde's symbolic

relation to his own wodd, so were twentieth-century works to chart his continuing

symbolic relation to a new era.

1118 Goodman , The Oscar ll/ilde File p. 151.
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Conclusion

'Let me 
^t ^îy 

tate have some sort of sketch of you, as a kind of feather ftom the angel's

wing, or a photograph of the ghost, to prove to me in the futute that you wefe oflce a solid,

sociable fact, thatl didn't utterþ fabricate you.'

Nick Dormet to Gabriel Nash, in HenryJames, The Tragic Murc
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CONCLUSION

he pteceding quotation ftom The Tragic Mase, examined in Pat One, is a

particulady fitting one to tevisit at the conclusion of this study. One suspects

that Nick Dormef's motivation in sketching the \Wildean Gabriel Nash was

shated not only by Henry James, but also by many of the othet authots examined

here. While, like Dotmer's portrait, the works discussed above are ultimately unable

to reduce the enigmatic S7ilde to a simple, 'solid' fact, en masse they do successfully

depict the social rcahr¡ of a maior Victotian wdtet and one of the most inttigoitg

personalities of the late nineteenth century. Just as Dotmer's painting of Nash slowly

fades, so many of these fìctions have faded into obscutity with the passing of time.

Howevet, this study demonsttates that while these 'photographs of the ghost' may

have faded they stilt have much to teach us about their fascinating subiect and his

milieu.

In the Inttoduction it was demonsttated that \]/ilde lived his life in such a

way as to promote attistic interptetation of his petsonahly, an approach which

resulted in the 
^ppe 

r^îce of a. remarkable numbet of fictional pottraits of the authot

in his own lifetime. It was atgued that these 'hybtid' works, attistic fusions of fact and

fiction, 
^ïe ^ particulady appÍopriate means for teading Wilde, who tevelled in

blurdng the lines between these modes. It was also assetted that the medium of

fìction allowed Wilde's contemporaties a rate fteedom to make petsonal, authentic

observations of the author, which serve to clarify his Victotian context. The need fot

this clarifìcation was demonstrated by an overview of the plethota of twentieth-

century and later interpretations of Wilde, and the contextual deficiencies inhetent in

these.

Part One's analysis of ïTilde's eatly fìctional cateer, from his fìtst fotays into

public life to the eve of his greatest success, demonsttated how his egotism, audacity

and flamboyance invited patodic and satirical fictional porttaits ftom the ftst' Sevetal

of these early charactedsations were shown to be supetficial, stereotypical aesthetic

satires which teflect Wilde's status as an 'unknown quantity' duting this period; Besant

and Rice's Monks of Thelerna, A. T. D's 'O'Flighty' and Rhoda Broughton's Second

Tboaghts arc all cases in point. It was also tevealed that alongside these 'light-weight'

works more comprehensive chatacter studies appeated, often written by authots who
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had the opporrunity to obselve Wilde's idiosyncracies at close quarters and wete

clezrly intrigued by him: George Bernard Shaw's Immøtørit1, Rosa Praed's Affinities and

Henry James's The Tragtc Muse are characteristic examples'

In Part Two it was revealed that, as Wilde became incteasingly anogznt and

brazen after his \tenry reputation wâs won, parodic and satirical pottùts of him

became more scathing, reflecting not only the antagonism inspired by his arrogance,

but also the growing suspicion of somethitg 'immoral' ot 'unwholesome' prompted

by his suggestive writings and reckless behaviour. These sentiments are cleatly

discernable in Marie Corelli's Siluer Domino, John Davidson's Bøptist L-ake and' G. S.

StreeCs Autobiograpþ of a BoJ. The growing harshness of satirical depictions

culminated in the vicious parody of Robert Hichens's The Green Carnation, the success

of which undoubtedly hastened \X/ilde's downfall. Alongside these works, however,

more balanced fictions continued to be written by those less preiudiced observers

who remained sympathetic to \X/iide, such as Richard Le Gallienne, Arthur Conan

Doyle and Robert Buchanan.

Part Thtee chronicled \X/ilde's surprisingly numerous fictional appearânces

during the short years between his disgrace and death. It was shown tinat mzny of

these works vilify \X/ilde to an inordinate degree: in Aubrey Beardsley's Venas and

Tannhriuser and Bram Stoker's Draca/a \X/ilde becomes a sexual monstrosity, it Mabel

'Wotton's 'Fifth Edition' he is a heartless plagiarist, in Grant Allen's I;innet an

unscrupulous pretender and in C. A. E. Ranger Gull's The Iþpocrite a cold, calculating

swindler. Some ficrions, ltke Linnet znd The Hlponite, mollified their unsympathetic

depictions with minor concessions to the complexity of Wilde's unique personality,

but only a handful of authors, such as Henrietta Stannard (writing as John Strange

\X/inter), Richard Le Gallienne and Mrs (R.osa) Campbell Praed, were courageous

enough to offer largely sympathetic porttaits of lØilde in the midst of this chorus of

censufe.

The LondonEcho declared on 6 April 1895: 'The best thitg for everybody

now is to forget all about Oscar \íilde'.t11e Flowever, neither \X/ilde's disgrace in 1895

nor his death in 1900 stemmed the tide of public interest in the author. Fictional

111e Ibid. p. 79.
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depictions of SØitde continued to appear, with the fìrst posthumous portrait being

published just three yearc after.\X/ilde's death (with Haldzne}d.acfall's The Masterfolkin

1903). In fact, Wilde's premâture death in exile worked to reconstitute his celebrity

and enhance his previously demonstrated ability to be all things to all people. In the

Appendix ro this srudy there is a bibliography of over eighty novels and short stories

detailing the remarkably diverse sedes of portraits of \X/ilde that have appeared

between 1900 and 2003. This catalogue of fìctions demonstrates how S7ilde's

symbolic relation to the wodd has changed as the wodd has changed, a circumstance

which-one feels safe in saying-would surely have pleased him. It also reflects

\X/ilde's phoenix-like rise from the ashes of ruin and disgrace over the coutse of the

last century.

While the passing of time, the relaxing of moral codes and the revival and

resrÍgence in popularity of \X/ilde's plays could all be said to have been contributing

factors to \X/ilde's reconstituted reputation, this turnatound can largely be accounted

for by two factors. The ffust was the publication in 1905 of a heavily expwgated

version of \X/ilde's ptison lerter, De Profandis (often translated as Oat of the Depths)-ttto

All references to Lord Alfred Douglas, to whom the letter was addressed, wefe

initially omitted by Wilde's literary executor Robert Ross, and \)7iide's philosophical

reflections on his downfall and life in prison revived interest in the author and evoked

much sympathy âmong contemporary readers.tt" In his epic letter (the origrnal was

closely handwritten over eighty pages) \X/ilde reflects upon his literary and cultural

significance and blames himself for behaving in 
^ 

m^nrrer unwortþ of zn artist. The

central themes of the letter are the significance of sortow, suffering and humility;

Wilde's observations on these subjects lead to an extensive discussion of Christ. Wilde

always meant De Profaadis for publication; he had copies of it made on his release

i120 After his imprisonment and before his death lùØilde had already stitred the sympathy of many Daiþ Cbronicle

readers with nvo letters pleading for the better treâtment of children ìn English gaols, which appeared on 28

May 1 g97 znd, 24 March i g9g. C-hristopher MiÌlard, writing as 'sruart Mason' in 1905, commended the se atticles

anã quoted a well-known Catholic *.ìt,ty which compared the 'crushing power' of one of \Wilde's articles to
.the -l.tt.r with which Stevenson shamed the shameless traducer of Father Damien'. Stuatt Mason,

'Introductory', OÍcarlWitde: A S¡ildJ (OxfoÅ: Holpvelì, 1905) p. 8.

rrzr ¡ ¡"*.i version of the comilete De Profundi¡ was first published by \lilde's son Vyvyan Holland tn 1'949'

The first âccurate transcription (iaken from the original autograPh manuscript) was published in Rupert Hart-

Davis's 1962 eðttton of Wilde's letters.
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from prison and his dying wish was that Ross publish it for him, in the hope that the

letter would to some degree resurrect his reputation, which it undoubtedly did.tt"

The second key factor. which fostered communal sympatþ for \X/ilde was

public access to the previously unpublished parts of De Profundis, which highlighted

the destructive role played by Alfred Douglas in \7ilde's demise. When Douglas sued

\X/ilde's biographer Arthur Ransome for libel in April 1913, \X/ilde's htetary executor

Robert Ross was obliged to disclose the (often damning) Douglas-related teferences

in Wilde's letter in open court.1123 The previously suppressed excerpts were widely

quoted in press reports of the trial. As a result, Wilde's corrupting, Svengali image

transferred to Douglas and \X/ilde emerged as an unfortunate genius, whose generosiry

had been abused by a selfish young aristocrat'

These shifts in public opinion of \X/ilde are reflected in the contempor^ry

literarure of the day. In addition to fictionalisations of Wilde's life, recollections

published by \íilde's friends and acquaintances began to 
^PPear 

more ftequently and

by 1920 a memoir ot biography of \X/ilde was virtually assured publication, regatdless

of the quality or reliability of the work.tt'o Wilde's society plays were soon playing to

packed houses around the wodd and, with the exception of De Profundis, his complete

works have not been out of print since Ross's 1908 first collected edition.l12s Today,

over one hundred yearc after his death, the pioneering Victorian self-fashioner stili

serves âs a model for the modern media celebrity. Moreover, \X/ilde's cultural

pefmanence is evinced by his enduring popularity with people from every class,

country and walk of life and the multitude of ltterary, dramatic and filmic versions of

his ¡fe that continue to 
^ppe^r. 

He has indeed ttanscended disgrace and death to

achieve a kind of immortz\ty tn att'

\X/ilde would undoubtedly have been pleased to know that he also lived on in

legend: stories contending that he was alive and well were still circulating in 1930 and

myths surrounding the gruesome nature of his death (some reports alleged an horrific

,explosion') and the state of his body when transferred from Bagneux cemetery to

1122 Elhmanrr, O¡car lYilde p. 546.
1123 Ransome pleaded justification and won the case'
1124 Hollând,'Biogtaphy and the art of lying', p. 5.

112s Thomas A. lñitåtyrt , O¡car ll/ihle: An Ainound Bibtiograþþ, Bibliographies and Indexes in lü/otld Literarure

flWestport, Connecticut: Greenwood, 1993) p. i.
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Père Lachaise cemetery in 1909 (it was reportedly unnaturally preserved) continue to

fascinate and intrigue.t"u

CIearly,Wilde was too captivating ^ 
ch^r^cten for many to sây goodbye to; as

the infamous personality and wit faded from living memory, many authots felt

compelled to negotiate their relation to him and did this by recreating him in fiction.

Attempting to breathe life into the legend, they abandoned the genres of satire,

parody anð. caricature and the moralistic tone of their predecessots and adopted new

zpproaches in detective, thriller, fzntas!, historical and queer fiction. Wilde has also

had many twentieth century and later fictional turns in vampiric, time ttavel and other

p^r^norm^l fìctions, which constitute z itch resource for future study, particulady in

light of \X/ilde's own interest in the supefnatuf al and the occult.

As with the Victorian fictions examined here, later representations offer an

eclectic mix of Oscar Wildes. In Mary Elizabeth Braddon's The Rose of brt (1905) the

author is a kind-hearted financial fraudster, in old flame Violet Flunt's Their Liues

(1916) he is a half-hearted lover, in Laurence Housman's Echo de Paris (1,923) he is a

brilliant raconteur in exile and in Ronald Fitbank's Concerning the Eccenfricifies of Cardinal

Pirelli (1,926) he is a coffupt epicurean cletgyman with a passion for chasing altar boys!

Other notable ìTildean 
^ppe^r^rlces 

include stints as a Dublin tavern-keeper in James

Joyce's Finnegan's lT/ake (1,939), z female rcínczrnatton in Eve Langley's lV/ild Aastralia

and. The Il/hite Topee (1,953-1,954), a diligent diarist in Paris in Peter Ackroyd's The L^ast

Testament of Oscar ll/ilde (1983) znd a crime-solver in colonial America in \Øaltet

Satterthwait's ltr/ilde ll/est (1,992), not to mention his regular 
^pPe^r^nces 

in Jack the

Ripper and Shedock Holmes pastiches.

In considering the later works it is clear that, in the wake of poststructuralist

theories undermining traditional conceptions of truth and knowledge from the mid-

1970s, \íilde's fictionalisers generally take f.x gre ter liberties with their subject than

their Victorian countefparts. In the poststructufalist view (and \X/ilde's own view, as

outlined in the Introduction), 'truth' and 'history' are merely human constructs, which

cannot be objectively represented. Consequently, the lines between fact znd fiction in

all literatures have become blurred and \X/ilde has made several 
^ppe^r^nces 

in the

1126V^îceThompson, 'The Two Deaths of Oscar Wilde" The I-*aflet 1 (1930)'
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controversial new genres of 'zlternzte history' and historiographic metaftction.tt'i

\flilde's poststructrüalist fictionalisers feel doubly justified in freely manipulating the

image of a manwho blatantly manipulated it himself.

Many critical questions about Wilde's I^tef 
^ppe^rânces 

in fiction are yet to be

answered; it is to be hoped that the Victorian works discussed here will provide a

useful reference point for the scholar of Wilde's posthumous fictional life. For

example, do \X/ilde's later fictionalisers, ât â substantial historical distance from their

subject, rely more than their Victorian predecessors ort stereotypical notions of

Wilde? Or are their poststructufalist portraits more personal; do the later works

represent a more significant merging of author and subject? Peter Ackroyd, perhaps

ericouraged by his philosophrczl affinq with \X/ilde, does not shy from writing in

\X/ilde's voice in an autobiographical framework. Do Wilde's modern fictionalisers

write about him because they feel that he belongs to them in some way, that

philosophical sympatþ equals ownership? Does Harold Bloom's 1,963 th'eory of 'the

anxiety of influence' come into play here, particulady when an author has-

consciously or unconsciously-appropriated \Øilde's writing style, form or subject

matter? Australian writet Eve Langley ptofessed to be a reinczrnaíot of ì7ilde, and

actually changed her name to 'Oscar \7ilde' by deed poll. Does the act of 'writing

\X/ilde' in itseif constirute ahtenry alliance with him? Indeed, by writing a convincing

fictional representation of Wilde, authors will henceforth be associated with him in

hterzry criticism, as they atehere.

In many instances \X/ilde's modern fictional 
^ppe 

faraces seem tantamount to

wish-fulfillment, a fantzsttcal indulgence, ^î imagined 'meeting' and 'knowingl of a

\terzry grezt and, one of the most charismatic personalities of recent history. Certainly,

the realm of the imagination is the oniy one thzt remains available to us in order to

meet !øilde, if one discounts supernatural encounters, such as those reportedly

experienced by Hester Travers in the 1,920s. Some authors, such as J' M. Stuart-

Young, Neil Bartlett and C. Robert Holloway, have gone so far as to enter into their

own fictions to engâge in a relats.onship with \X/ilde. Stuart-Yourìg, who never met

1127 As Maggie Gee has noted: 'Fiction has taken over the territory of fzct, but factual writing, equally' has

equipped iÃãf *ittr all the stylistic bells and whistles of fiction,,ust as Tom \ü/olfe ptedicted in 1973 when he
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Wilde, included forged letters and signed photogtaphs from \X/ilde to himself in his

book Osrac, the Setf-Sfficient and Other Poems with a Memoir of the L'an Oscar VliÌde (1,905).

As Ian Fletcher has noted, m^ny modern homosexual authors have felt the

need to 'make their peace with S(/ilde',tt" l-ike Henry James, André Raffalovich and

Robert Hichens before them. In lV4to ll/as Tltat Man?: A Present for Mr Oscar ll/ilde

(1988), Bartlett defines himself 
^s 

a. g y man in the 1980s by revisiting \X/ilde's own

life, writing him letters and imagining himself as \7ilde's lover. (The cover of Bartlett's

book superimposes \X/ilde's face over his own.) C. Robert Holloway strikes up a

supernarural postal correspondence with the dead Wilde in The Unaøthorised Letters of

Oscar lYilde (1,gg7), serving as a touchstone for the Victorian author to discuss

twentieth century homosexual issues. The psychological complexities of these works

pfesent some fascinating material for future \x/ilde studies.

Another intriguing avenue for investigation by modern scholars is the impact

of Wiide's fictional c reet on biographical literature and other artistic representations

of ì7ilde's life in ðrama and film. Andrew Shelley has asserted that any rewriting of

¡7ilde's life is in a sense z rettial: a reviewing and responding to the man and to past

reactions and judgements of him.tt" How have judgements and reactions in past

fictions influenced our perception of Wilde? The 1960 film biography The Trials of

Oscar ll/ilde, featudng Petet Finch as \X/ilde, was panially based on a 1955 work of

fiction, The Stringed Løte, by John Furnell. The popular Finch film has certainly

influenced twentieth-century views of the wdter.

Clearly, there are many potential future directions fot scholarþ studies in the

area of \X/ilde in fiction. Flowever, while the suggestions for future ditections

described above present some exciting prospects for \X/ilde scholars, the import^Í1ce

of the eafly fictions examined here must not be underestimated. Apart from revealing

the astonishing degree of \X/ilde's success in inspfuing the imagination of his centurf,

these Victorian works also demonstrate the central role of contempor^ry societal

mores and anxieties in transmuting complex chatacters like Wilde's into fiction. It is

to be hoped that this study will serve as a timely reminder that our ou¡n

announced the arrival of the New Journalism'. Maggre Gee, 'Clinging to the coat-tails of facl', Tines I:iterary

Supplement 12 September 1997.
t128 pfs¡çþs¡ and Stokes, 'Oscar \flilde' , P. 44.
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interpretations of \X/ilde say as much about ourselves and out histodcal position as the

works discussed here. We must resist the modern tendency to read \íilde with

blinkered critical eyes, focussing solely on particular elements of his persona-his

Irishness, his socialism, his feminism, his homosexuality-in order to establish and

argue for his primary motivation. \X/ilde ìü/as not a single-minded man but a man who

contained multitudes and this is reflected in the fiction of those who knew him best,

his friends and contemporaries. \While each one of these authors saw \7ilde

differently, each portrait contains its own 'truth'. As Medin Holland has argued, the

correct v¡^y to view Wilde is âs '^ multicoloured kaleidoscope of appatent

contradictions in need not of resolution but of appreciation'.ttuo The fiction of \Øilde's

contemporaries presents such a kaleidoscope, allowing us to appreciate not only

\X/ilde's many colours and forms, but how the colours and forms around him merged

with his to create the fascinating images we see through out latter-day lens.

112e Smâll, O¡car lYilde Reualued: An Esal on New Material¡ and Methods of Renarcb pp. 1'2-13.

1130 Holland,'Biography and the art of þing', p. 16.
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AppENDIX: !íILDE AS ,\ CHARACTER IN FICTION (1900-2003)

T he Masterfo /,k. London: William Heinemann, 1 903.

Haldane Macfall
(A ronan à clef ofdecadent anð.lrterary life in London and Pads in the 1890s. The poet'Aubtey'is a

ìersion of ttre youngr aesthetic Wilde, while the writet Quilliam Myre-known as 'Quogge' Myre or

'The Btixton f,sl¡'-ls5smbles the older, decadent \X/ilde.)

'The Empty House'. The Strand Maga{ne,1903.
Arthur Conan Doyle
(Colonel Sebastian N4orrn, the one time friend and associate of Shedock Holmes's most fâmous

adversary, Professor Moriarty, exhibits shades of \X/ilde in this short story.)

,The \X/orld's Slow Stain' in One Doabtfal Hoar and Other Side-Lights 0n the Feminine

Temþeramenl. London: Grant Richards, 1,904.

Eila Hepworth Dixon
(Gilbert üincent, the malicious friend of London socialite and New \Woman Adela Buller, is Dixon's

fifth and final fictional portrait of \X/ilde.)

The F:ose tf Lirt London: Hutchinson, 1905.

M^ry BltzabethBraddon
qBraádon's poet and witty sensualist Daniel Lester is cleady based on N7ilde, but instead of being

àenorrnced ior homosexual activity, Lester commits financial fraud.)

Pass'ion's Peril: A Romance. London: Flermes Press, 1906.

John Moray Stuart-Young
lStuart-Yoong, a notoriorrs forger of lettets from nüilde, offers a fictional porta;t of the author in the

dn^r^cter of Selwyn Waring.)

T h e S p hin x's I-^aw1 e r. London : \X/illiam Heineman n, 1'9 0 6 .

Frank Danby flulia Frankau)
(fhe d.isgrac.d po.t and hedonist Algernon Heseltine is a blatant portrait of \X/ilde.)

Hoase of the Vampir¿. New York: Moffat, Yard and Company, 1901 '

George S. Viereck SVildean character is

çfhe úlildean New Yorker Reginald Clarke, mâster of literature, style and convetsation, seduces

yoorg authors with his charismatic personality and then plagiarises their unwritten works by

supernatutal means.)

'In Memoriam' in The Antinomian: An E,legiac Poem also A Prose Tnfle in Menory of

'sebastìan'. London: Flermes Press, 1909.

John Moray Stuart-Young
is*"r, Yoo.g offers some further fictional insights into the 'Friend' who spent time in Reading

Gaol.)

T lte S treet of Adue ntare. London: William Heinemann, 1 909'

Philip Gibbs
(The cynical journalist 'Codrington'is a porttait of \Xlilde.)
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T he Re lactant I-.0 aer. London: Herbert Jenkins, t9 1'2.

Stephen Mcl(enna
(SoËiety novel of the eady 1900s, set in Oxford. Cynical but charming idler and atbiter of taste Cydl

Fitzroy is based on Wilde.)

Shadows of Flames. London: Hurst and Blackett,l'91'5

Amélie Rives @rincess Troubetzkoy)
(I\4elodrama *triètt includes a brief fìctional treâtment of Wilde in the shape of the 'truly vile' Oswald

Tyne)

Their Uuel London: Stanley Paul, 1,91b.

Violet Hunt
pargely autobiographical family saga. The relationship between Chris¡na Radmall and Philip

\lynyatd reflects Flunt's eady romance with Wilde.)

The Fortane: A Romanæ of Friendshzl. Dublin: Maunsel, 1,91'7 '

Douglas Goldring
(Society novel set in London.)

Echo de Paris: A Staþfron Life.London:Jonath^î C^pe,1,923'

Lautence Flousman
(Housman draws upon his memories of the post-prison \X/ilde to recreate their convetsations in

Paris.)

Conærning the Ecænlricities of Cardinal Pirelli. London: Duckworth,l'926'
Ronald Firbank
flhe corrupt epicurean Cardinal of the title has a distinctly !Øildean quality. Firbank's biographer

Èrigid Br"p^þ Iì^, ,.rgg.rt.d he is a composite of \X/ilde and Firbank himself. \X/ilde is also caticatuted

by ËirburrË"s tord Orkish, who lives in exile in Firbank's play The Pince¡s Zoabarof (1,920).)

þder. New York: Horace Liverwright,1928.
Djuna Barnes

¡Xlifa. is briefly glimpsed in Barnes's fìrst novel, a largely autobiographical family saga' Barnes's

grandmother Zalel .i", ^ friend of ì7ilde's mother, and held regular 'at homes'which \X/ilde

attended.)

'4. Real Phantasy', Oscar lf,/ilde: A Sta$t. London: Braithwaite and Miller, 1930.

Patrick Braybrooke
(Brief prose iiece with \üØilde's H^ppy Prince and the dead \X/itde observing the annual dinner of the

'H"ppy Prince Club'.)

Co-stars: Cecil Spooner and Oscar ll/ilde: A Mere Littk Coneþ aboø| More or L'ess L4itinate

Actors on Two SøndE Mornings and One Sundq Ntght.Orrtanna, PA: \7hite Squaw Press,

1,930.
Søill Sø. \Thalen
@arcical story of the comings and goings of an Ametican theatre company' The lü(/ildean chatactet is

the fickle aná heartless Osc^r Winãermere, poet and playwright of such works as Margaret Erþnne't

Bracelet and, IYoman Il/ithout a Name. Windermere neglects his young family fot his hterary wotk and

his flirtations with a leading actress.)
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Tbe Madonna of Montmartre: A Story Oscar lV/ilde Neuer Told. Liverpool, E. A. Bryant,

1,930.

G. ìø. Mathews
(Ptivately printed.)

Conuersations with OscarlV/ilde. London: Phillip Allan, 1931'

Arthur Henry Coopet-Pritchard
(Features various ,..rr'., depicting Wilde with the author, who paints himself as an intimate friend of

ùild.'r. Scenarios include 
-'Oscar 

Wi-lde in Politics: A Conversation with \X/alt Whitman', 'Oscaf

wilde at the Royal MiÏtary Tournament', and 'oscar !Øilde at a Dog Show'.)

,oscar \wilde by the Sty"" The Bookmaz (ìJew Y"rÐ LXXV, no.2,1,932.

Hugh Ilngsmill
(H"ãh fing"smiU visits Wilde in the underwodd, where he asks for and recieves the latter's opinions

on writers who succeeded him in the public favour, including George Bernard Shaw, H. G. ìíells,

John Galsworthy, G. I( Chesterton, James Joyce, Lytton Strachey and D. H. Lawrence')

O s car l[/i lde : Re co I le ctio n s. London: Nonesuch Ptes s, t9 32'

J. P. Ricketts

iA p Lowinsþ states that 'Chades Ricketts wrote and in 1929 privately

issue , which he pretended was but his translation ftom the otiginal French

of Jeanpaul Raymond. He again introducei this imagnary author into his own tecollections of Oscar

Wi¿.. Althougir the settingls invented the episodes and convetsations wete conscientiously taken

ftom the diaries and letters"that he kept. By this artsîtce Ricketts created a sympathetic audience for

his words of passionate indignation attt.e fate of his friend'')

Finnegan's ll/ake. London: Faber and Faber, 1,939.

James Joyce
goy.",, OoUlin tavern-keeper , Humphrey Chimpden Earwicker, connected with the theme of the

i^i in Firotgon's lhake, has been tead as a portrait of \X/ilde')

The Sensaalist: A Noue/ of the Life and Times of Oscar ll/itde. New York: Jonathan Swift,

1.942.
Clement \Øood
(A moralistic anti-SØilde, anti-homosexuality novel set in London. Wilde is depicted as a demonic

seducet of youth.)

All Past Years: A Noue/. London: Robert Hale, 1,948'

Vicky Lancaster þaura ConwaY)
(A nável of 1870s òubün society. ih. yonng Wilde attempts to elope with Lalla, a tubercular gid

with boyish good looks who dresses as a man for \ dt)

Il/ild Aøstralia (Unpublished, Mitchell Library MSS 3269 l1'35, State Library of New

South \7ales) 1953-1954.
Eve Langley
(A sequel-to iangley's The Pea Picker¡. \X/ith her depiction of the androgenous Eve/Steve, Langley

ind.rrni.r., and paiod.ies popular conceptions rf ldentity, gender, sex, sPace and time' Langley,

variously r.gard.i ". 
briltia.ttly eccentric oì mentally unstable, changed her name to 'Oscar Wilde' by

deed poll in 1954.)
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The \X/hite Topee. Sldney Angas andRobertson, 1954.

Eve Langley
(I-angley'sãndrogenous Eve/Steve is revealed to be a reincarnation of Oscat \Xlilde.)

Beltoad. His Means: A Noae/ based on the Life of Oscar ll/ilde. London: Peter Davies, 1955.

Sewell Stokes
(Fictional biography. Stokes's rr t:-:ator avers: 'Of inestimable value to Wilde [after his fìrst trial] would

Àr.re be.n thJsympathetic attention of a strong-minded woman, than whom nobody in this world is

better qualified to ã.al v¡ith a crisis in a man's life. Unfotunately he had only men to flutter around

him...'.)

The StringedLøte: An Eaocation in Dialogue of Oscarlf,/ilde. London: Rider and Co, 1955.

John Furneli
"(Inclrrdes 

an introduction by G. \)íilson IGight. ìlilde's life flashes before his 'ghost' znd a later

inhabitant of his Londor, ,.rid.t... Furnell's novel, with H. Montgomery Hyde's The Trials of Ouar

I%ilde (1,948), sefved as a sorüce for the 1960 fikn The Trials of Oscar lVilde.)

I Giue Yoø Oscar ll/ilde: A Biographical Nouel. New York: New American L|brary, 1965.

Desmond Hali
('Recollections' of the American Lawrence Young, who beftiends Wilde on the boat to America in

ìg3t 
".rd 

who, after sporadic correspondence, reprises the friendship a few months before Wilde's

death in Paris.)

The Exile of Capri. London: Panther, 1'969.

Roger Peyrefitte

@"gfitft ttanslation of LExile de Caþri (1959), translator Edward F{yams, foreword by Jean Cocteau.

È.yäfì,,.', novel is based on the life of Baron Jacques d'Adelsward-Fersen (1880-1923). \Xlilde

appears in a ftctLonal account of his visit to Capri in 1897.)

'DianaRaffles and Oscar \X/ilde', Rffies of the Albary\: Foorprints of a Famoas

Genileman Crook in the Times of a Great Detectiue. London: Hamilton, 1,976.

Batry Petowne
pastiche of the Raffles stories by E. W. Hornung. Raffles visits his niece in Paris, sees !7ilde in a café

and steps in to save him from danger.)

Moriarfl . London: P an, 1'97 6.

John Gardner
lShe¿ock Holmes pastiche in which Moriarty tracks down Jack the Rippet. Published as 'The Return

of Moriarty' in the USA.)

The l4est End. Horror: a þosthømoøs memoir of John H. ll/atson, MD, as edited (ie. wrirtun) þt
Nicholas Me1¿r. London: Hodder and Stoughtoî,1976.
(Shedock gãmes pastiche. Holmes and ìlatson question N7ilde, who has just instituted ptoceedings

Èor übel against thJMarquis of Queensbry, about his meeting with a man who was recendy murdered.

The dead man had been attempting to blackmail Wilde.)

T he B tackhe ath P oiso nings: A Victorian Mørder M1 stery' London: Collins, 197 8'

Julian Symons-(f.{1rrd.r 
mystery set in 1890s London. The centtal protagonists attend a performance of L.aþ

ÌYinderwere'¡ Fan, after which Wilde appears to make a short speech')
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Chelsea. New York: Doubleday, 1'91 9.

Nancy Fitzgerald
(R.omrnc. s.ii¡ the salons and studios of late nineteenth century Chelsea, London. \Wilde expounds

oî ant and life to the artist Devin and his model Cecily.)

The DetlingMarders. London: Macmillan, 1980.

Julian Symons
"[-aterpoUtltn.a 

as The Dttltog Secret.\X/t]de appeârs briefly at a socìety soitée. He is surrounded by 'an

èfflor.l...r.e of geniality' anJleaves 'an impiessior of conceited dandyism among those who had not

spoken to him, and of warmth and genetosity in those who had'')

'The Truth About Oscar, The Balletin Literary Søþplement,Dec 22/29, 1981.

Yvonne Rousseau
(A young female scientist disguises herself as alate Victodan man and time-travels to 1895 to warn

lølã. "ittt. corìsequefices of prosecuting the Matquis of Queensbury for libel')

Dracula's Diør1t. New York: Beaufott, 1,982.

Michael Geare and Michael CorbY
(\Xtilde âppears briefly in this Shedock Holmes anà Dracala pastiche, in whrch Count Dracula

encounteìs Holmes and \íatson during their Jack tl e Ripper investigation')

The Priaate lT/orld. of St John Terraþin: A Noue/ of the Cafe Royl. London: Sidgwrck and

Jackson, 1982.

Chapman Pincher
i¡l^ty of a deaf lip- reaàerwho 'eavesdrops' on \X/ilde and others at t}'e Cafê Royal.)

The LnstTestamenl of OscarlWitde. London: Hamish Hamilton, 1'983.

Peter Äckroyd
(lülilde keeps a journal in Pads in the months before his death')

If/. G. Grace's l-.a.st Case: or, The ll/ar of the ll/orlds Part Two' London: Methuen, 1984'

William Rushton
@arcical novel lampooning many historical and fìctional charactets. English cricketet $í. G. Grace

ind Dt Watson of Str.rto'.t Holmes fame encounter 'Wilde dudng his last days in Patis. Níilde

accompanies the two men to the Moulin Rouge.)

Jack the Ripper', I'm Sorry I'/l Read That Again' Poole: Javelin, 1985'

Gtaeme Garden and Bill Oddie
(Iü(lilde features briefly in this Jack the Ripper send-up.)

The Adventures of Inspector Lestrade. I-nndon: Macnillan, I 985.

M. J. Trow
(Shãrlock Holmes pastiche. Inspector Lestrade questions \lilde at the Cadogan Hotel regarding the

murder of Philip Faye, alondon pimp who sØilde calls 'a dea:r friend'.)

The God of Mirors. Boston: Atlantic Monthb' 1 986'

Robert Reilly
(Fictional biography covering the period from !Øilde's frst meeting with Robett Ross to his death in

Paris.)
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S kuttdagery. New York: Carroll and' Grzf, 1'981 .

Peter Marks
(Includes a ftcttonalrendering of Slilde's meeting with Arthur Conan Doyle at the Langford Hotel in

1888. In Marks's novel, Wilde accompanies the unwitting Doyle to a male brothel after this meeting.

Although Doyle beats a hasty retreal when he discovers the true nature of their surroundings, his

name iÀ the brothel ledger lands him in hot water some yeats later')

Draid's Blood. London: Headline, 1988.

Esther M. Friesner
(Sherlock Holmes pastiche. The Dr Watson chatr^cter, Dr John FI. 'V(/eston, gets into a {ìst fìght with

ùild.', companion ,Alfred' at the Cafê Royal; a full-scale brawl ensues.)

Sherlock Holmes and the Mlsterioas Friend of Oscør lV/ilde. New York: St. Martin's Press,

1988.

Russell Brown
(shedock Holmes joins forces with \x/ilde in 1895 to . Holmes afld Nøatson

à..1"r. a strong disúte of the overtly homosexual Wilde, lly appears that the two

ftiends 'protesitoo much'. llilde eventually wins ¡heir re r intellect')

NþrNarcissøs. London: GMP, 1,990.

Chris Hunt
(An aristocr atsc acquaintance of llilde's succumbs to his homosexuality at the time of NØilde's trials'

\lilde features briefly.)

Good Night, Mr Holmes. New York: Tor, 1990.

Carole Nelson Douglas
(She¿ock Holmes p^.ãche. American opera singet Itene Adler bests Holmes in the 'Scandal in

Èohemia' case, and ãlso assists \Øilde with a delicate mattef of the heart.)

The CowardDoes itll/ith aKiss.London: GMP, 1990.

Rohase Piercy
(In an epic epistle to her disgraced husband, Constance \ü/ilde 'recounts' pivotal episodes from their

marriage.)

The Dracala Caper. London: Headline, 1990.

Simon Hawke
(She¡ock Holmes pastiche. Dracula uses new technology to genetically engineet vampires and

werewolves.)

Anno-Dracala. New York: Pocket Books, 1'992.

I{im Newman
(Outlandish sequel to Drøcala featuring Jack the Rippet plot and the Btitish royal famtly, in which
,Lorrdon is awàsh with parvenu vampires who are sucking the capital into a frenzy of terror'.

Newman's Wilde embraces the new vampire state with enthusiasm')

ll/itde lV/est.London: Crime Club, 1'992.
\X/alter Sattetthwait
flX/ilde plays detective in a murder case duting his 1882 American tour.)
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F arri e r's I-.a n e. l\ ew York: Fawcett- C olumbine, 19 9 3'

Anne Perry
(Inspector ihorn^, Pitt and his wife Chadotte investigate an opium poisoning with some help from

Wilde.)

The Confessions of Aøbrel Beardsley London: Bantam, 1993'

Donald S. Olsen
(,\ubrey Beardsley's life from infancy to death ^t Ãge tv/enty fìve, as nattated by Beardsley in

confessional letters to a French priest. Beardsley comments upon his suained relationship with

Wilde.)

The E1e in rhe Door. London: Viking, 1993

Pat Barker
(Ihe middle book of Barker's \Ø\il1 trilogy refers to Slilde's trials')

The ll/hitechapelHorrors. New York: Cartoll and, Graf,1'993

Edward B. Hanna
(Shedock Holmes pastiche aboutJack the Ripper')

ll/ithoat Sanction. Boston: Alyson, 1'993'

J M Roberts

i,t ,rory of homosexual love set in Victorian London and New York. The central charactet,

ùandso-e actor Içit St. Denys, meets a fawning !7ilde at a 'gentlemen-only' party and takes an instant

dislike to him. ì7ilde later makes a fumbling pass ât St. Denys and is rebuffed')

Dan L,eno and the Limehoøse Golem. London: Sinclair-Stevefìson' 1'994.

Peter Ackroyd
f¡lilde is fleåtingly glimpsed at the British Library in Ackroyd's story of George Gissing's

involvement inJack the Ripper-type murders.)

The Strange Aduentares of Charlotte Holmes. London: Constable, 1994'

HrIzry Bailey
(Documents the adventutes of Shedock Holmes's sister Chad

\X¡ilde 
^tt..tds 

a latge breakfast party hosted by Chadotte' Wilde'

campaigning for the release of a man convicted in relation to a F

The Carse of the Imperial Paþerueight:. Santa Ctuz: Paperweight, 1995.

Geotge N. I(ulles
GhriX;. Three crystal paperweights are commissioned by Princess Eugenie of France in 1864 to

Èo--.-orrte the rule åf irtuo-itirn and Catlotte, Empetor and Empress of Mexico. Unknou¡n to

Eugenie, the paperweights carry a cufse, and as they pass ftom person to pefson wreak havoc on theit

o*Ã.r.' lirr.s. Wilde is-gi-ren one of the paperweigt ts by Eugenie; his downfall soon follows.)

Søþþing with Panthers. London: Little, Brown & Co., 1'996'

Tom Holland
(rampire/Jack the Ripper f^rúe¡sy. A vampiric Lord Byron discusses eternal youth with \lilde at a

dinner party hosted by Bram Stoker')
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The Hønger and Ecstaslt of Vampires: a Noae/' Shingletown, CA: Mark V' Ziesing , 7996 '

Brian Stableford
(Science fìction vampire story. Victorian anthropologist Edward Copplestone discovets a drug than

ànables him to traveiinto the future, where he learns thatvampires have conquered the human race'

Wilde is one of the select intellectual group Copplestone chooses to let in on the secfet')

,A Letter to Posterity from John H. \X/atson, M.D., The Secret Cans of Sherlock Holmes.

London: Macmillan, 1997 .

Donald Thomas
(Sherlock Holmes pastiche. Dr \Øatson briefly desctibes a meeting between Shedock Holmes and

!üild., when the former reptimanded the latter about his egotism.)

Bilþ Gashals. New York: Tom Doherty Associ^tes,1997 '

Loren Estleman
(Ihe eponymous Gashade, a wandering musician,has a drink and a conversation with Wilde in a bat

in an American boomtown.)

,Exit centre Stage,, crime Throagh Time.New York: Berkeley, 1997.

M. J. Trow
(Shedock Holmes pastiche.)

.parris Green', First Cases Volume Two: First Appearances of Cløssic Amaleør Detectiues.

New York: Signet, 1991.

Carole Nelson Douglas
(Shetlock Holmes pastiche.)

'The Black Blood of the Dead'. InterTone,Jan.uary and February 1997 .

Brian Stableford
(Sequel to Stableforà's The Hunger øndEcstay of Vanpires \1996);_see 

above. During his last days in

È"rir, ìøild. flarrates the story ol his meeting with 'sherrinford' (Shedock) Flolmes, who like himself'

was previously told by anthrápologist Edwaid Coppl.stone about his discovery of a time ttavel drug.

HoLìres has used Copplesåne" d-g to tr ¡el to the future; as the story closes Holmes

surrepticiously iniects the dying Wilde with the formula')

The unauthorised letters of Oscar !7ilde: a novel. Princeton, NJ: Xlibris' 1997-

C. Robert Holloway
(1¡/ilde enters into u ,^ry posthumous postal cortespondence with late twentieth-century author C'

Robert Holloway.)

T he (J ntoachab Ìe. London: Picador, 1997 .

John Banville
1Ho-or."oal Irish spy Victor Maskell exhibits shades of \X/ilde')

lV/ilde: A Noue/. London: Orion, 1'997

Stefan Rudnicki
@ased on the screenplay of the fìlm l[lilde (1.997) by Julian Mitchell.)
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'A Flamster of No Importanc e', Midnight L.auie's Pet Detucfiu¿r. New York: TorfForge,

1998.
(\Xlilde and some members of his circle discover the identity of an infamous London jewellery thief,

with the assistance of \ü/ilde's namesake, a pet hamster.)

.The Advenrure of the Old Russian \íoman', Tlte Coafdenrial Casebook of Sherlock

Holmes. New York: St. Martin's Press, 1998.

H. Paul Jeffers
(Shetlock Holmes pastiche.)

.A Roman of No Importanc e', Cat Crines Through Time. Nev¡ York: Carroll & Graf,

1,999.

E\tzzbeth Foxwell
f6/ilde meets an invalid called Bunbùry at a play rehearsal for 

,The 
Pa¡¡ion of Cleopatra. During the

rehearsal one of the cast members is mysteriously poisoned. Bunbury solves the mystery and inspires

\X/ilde to write aplay ...)

Flashruan and the Ttgtr. and other extracts from The Flashman Papers- London:

HarperCollins, 1999.

George Fraser

fpildJis bdefly glimpsed by Flashman at the theatre in the compâny of Colonel Moran, the assassin

ànd card-sharp'.ritto i."tot.r in the Shedock Holmes story 'The Adventure of the E-pty Flouse'' In

this story Flãshman encourrters Holmes and Watson in the middle of their 'E*pty Flouse'

adventure.)

Pilgrin. Toronto: HarperFlamingo, 1,999 -

Timothy Findley
(Do.o-.nts the aåventures of a man called Pilgrim who cannot die. In one of his past lives Pilgim

was a friend of !íilde's.)

'The Advenrure of the Christmas Beaf, More Holmes for the Holidryr. New York:

Berkley Prime Crime, 1'999.

Bill Crider
(Sherlock Holmes pastiche.)

Half Moon Street. London: Headline, 2000.

Anne Perry
(ùlilde again assists Inspector Pitt, as he did in Perry's Fan'ier'¡ l-.ane (1'993). This time the crime is the

murder of a society photographer.)

The Ca¡e of the Pederast's ll/fe: ANoael' 2000

Blossom Elfman
(Sympathetic but homophobic doctot Mattin Frame dabbles in psycho-therapy with \ü7ilde's wife

Constance in the wake of ìøild.', disgrace. Frame eventually comes face to face with the dying \X/ilde

in Paris and questions him in an attempt to understand Síilde's complex relation to his family.)

The Man lØho ll/as Dorian Gra1t. Houndmills: Palgrave,2000'

Jerusha McCormack
þild.,. relationship with the poet John Gray is imagined in McCormaclCs semi-fictional biography

of Gray,which includes extensive academic footlotes')
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Sherlock Holmes dnd the Apocaþpse Marders. Florida: Second Opinion, 2001'.

Barry Day
(Shetiock Í{olmes pastiche. \ürilde assists Holmes and ìØatson in their investigation of a Jack the

Rippet style murder.)

'The Specter of Tullyfane Abbey' , Villains Victorioas. New York: Daw, 2001"

Peter Tremayne
(Sherlock Holrlles pastiche. Dr ìüatson reveals that Shedock Holmes was a friend of Wilde's, and that

they 
^ttended 

Tdnity college, Dublin and oxford university togethef.)

.The Two Failures of Sheflock Holmes', Sherlock Holmes and the Rønning Noo¡e.

London: Macmillan, 2001.
Donald Thomas
(She¿ock Holmes pastiche. Dr \Øatson relates how !íilde visited Baket Stteet in February 1895 to ask

Holmes for some lnformal advice on his libel action against the Marquis of Queensbury. Holmes,

who despises lØilde's vanity and posturing, easily deduces the latter's 'guilt' and advises him to drop

the case.)

Oscarll/ilde Discouers America. New York: Scribner, 2003

Louis Edwards
(\íilde's 1882 Americafl tour as seen through the eyes of his African-,\merican valet')
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Replace '23 May t999 t999' witJi''Z3 May 7999'in note 6.

Replace'discemable' with'discemible'
Replace 'ronøn à clefl with'ronans à clef
Replace'Grosvenor Galley' with'Grosvenor Gallery'
Remove 'in a spectaculzLr coat cleverly desigrred to resembl-e a cello.' and insert this clause after'on the

first of May,'
Remove 'where such luminaries as'

Replace'the Ptince of Wales'with'The Prince of Wales'
After 'were present' remove coÍtma and insert 'at this event.'
Replace'central protagonist' with þrotagonist'
Replace 'to greatly respect' with 'to respect'
Replace 'interested in Socialism' with 'interest in Socialism'
Replace 'actual women in his life'with 'actual woman in his life'
Replace 'to greatly respecd with 'to respect'
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Replace 'propensity for maliciousness' with 'propensity for malice'
Replace 'through \X/ood' with 'through Woods'
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Replace 'shared many mutual ftiends' with 'had many mutual friends'
Remove'Robert Browning
Replace'u¡omen's husband' with'woman's husband'

Replace 'Mrs Humphrey Ward'with 'Mrs Humphry lVard'
Replace'courser' with'coarser'
Remove 'with' after 'diplomat with a passion for'
Replace 'In a reviewing with 'In reviewing'
Replace'central protagonists' with'central characters'
Italicise'Lippincott's Magazine'
Replace 'Marc André' with 'Marc-Ândré'
Replace 'Gary's clergy house'with 'Gray's clergy house'
Replace'course-ness' with'coarse-ness'
Replace'alongside to' with'alongside'
Replace'notaries' with'notables'
Replace'IYindrcrterc'ì wirh'lYindennere't
Replace 'enamoured with'with 'enamoured of
Replace' IWorten'¡ IØorlì with'lØoman's lVorld
Replace 'ruruan a cleJ with'romøn à clef
Replace 'ìris on ability'with'his own ability'
Italicise 'Comhill Magazrne' and 'Ephemeral'
Replace 'called him as'with 'called him'
Replace 'the eldedy ìVilde'with 'Wilde'
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Replace 'Mrs and Mrs'urith 'Mr and Mrs'
Italicise'rñzhitehall Review'
Replace'misogynism' with'misogpy'
Replace'Carington' with'Carrington'
Replace 'fin de siécle'with 'fin-de-siècle'
Replace 'either at Trhity (although Stoker graduated in 1868, three years before Wilde commenced,

Stoker later retumed to take his MA)' with 'possibly at Trinity (although Stoker graduated in 1868,
three years before Wilde commenced)'

Replace'Wilkie Collin's' with'Wilkie Collins's'
Replace 'is he clearly' with 'he is clearþ'
Replace'prince Pellniko ff s' with'Prince Pellniko ff
Replace 'Nevertheless, in the absence'with 'Hence, in the absence'
Replace 'just desserts' with 'just deserts'
Replace 'one of dedicatees' with 'one of the dedicatees'
Replace'communal sympathy' with'commrurity syrnpathy'
Replace' Fi n n ega n's If,/a kl with' Finn egarc lV a k Ì
Replace 'Stuart Young' with 'Stuart-Young'
Replace'androgenous' with'androgynous'
Italicise 'The Adventures of Inspector Iæstrade' and remove italics from 'London: Macmillan, 1985'




